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WHOLE PLAN AND LONG-TERM PLAN 2018-28
Title

Full Name

Whole Plan

Mr
Nicholas
Abaffy

Whole Plan

Miss
Rhiannon
Barr

Whole Plan

Whole Plan

1

Mr
Don
Babe

Matthew
Baird

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

Abaffy N

Comments on document – ‘lots of spin but little substance’. No room (three
lines) for comment on form.

Concerns noted. Submitter is referring to the consultation document and
submission form, not the draft Long-Term Plan 2018-28. Feedback will be
included in the internal review of the process to be undertaken in early July.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Barr R

There are areas that need more specific examples of actions that will be
taken and greater input from individuals and communities.

Comment noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Emphasis on water quality is a worthy priority, but can be lost if number and
severity of events increases. There is an insufficient link between water and
the plan for transport, which effects quality through runoff.

The submitter notes that water quality is adversely affected by run off related
to transport. This includes heavy metals from brake pads (and also from
some types of building cladding). This is beyond the scope of Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury’s compliance function but we are working with partners, in
Plan 2018-28 is
particular CCC on education and advisory campaigns to encourage
recommended.
behaviour change, e.g. the Addington Brook catchment trial. We are also
advocating to central government for changes at a national level with respect
to the use of heavy metals.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Submitter strongly supports priority given to freshwater management and
biodiversity. However, stated purpose is disappointing. Environment
Canterbury's core purpose should be to protect our environment. Urge
Environment Canterbury to take leadership in genuine sustainability.

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
No change to the Long-Term
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
recommended.
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Babe D

Baird M
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.
Whole Plan

Graeme
Bamley

Bamley G

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Ms
Sharyn
Barclay

Barclay S

Comments are addressed under Hazards as they relate to climate change.

Comments are addressed under Hazards. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Anneke
Barrett

Barrett A

Submitter comments on public transport.

Submitter comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Anonymous

Anonymous

Summarised under public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Ms
Lisa
Beardsley

Beardsley L

Submitter considers the Plan is more about consultation than action and
there are severe problems with Canterbury rivers, lakes and streams and
that intensive dairy farming is causing waterway degradation, nutrient
overload and impacts on drinking water supplies. These are significant
problems which need action to resolve them now.

Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
No change to the Long-Term
social and cultural).
Plan 2018-28 is
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
recommended.
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.

Whole Plan

Mrs
Merav
Benaia

Benaia M

No comments provided.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

Mr
Stephen
Beuzenberg

I oppose aspects of the Long-Term Plan which asks us, as rate payers, to
find an additional 4.5% each year for the next three years, and we are
further advised that this value is being held down only because Environment
Beuzenberg S
Canterbury is plundering existing reserves. This is irresponsible. In hearing
submitter questioned who are Environment Canterbury’s stakeholders and
commented on democracy.

Whole Plan

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not
raise any specific points or propose any alternative.
Non-support is noted. No
Key stakeholders are listed in the Long-Term Plan 2018-28. Following a
change to the 2018-28 Longrepresentation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full democracy Term Plan is recommended.
in the 2019 elections.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Support

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Anonymous

Anonymous

Comments noted regarding community outcomes. The levels of service
measures and targets included in the Long-Term Plan supporting
Submitter couldn't find the proposed community outcomes - these could
information, which describe activities contributing to the community
possibly be those on page 22 but these are too vague. Considers these
outcomes, have been assessed against SMART criteria.
should have been better identified and expressed in the document. Would
The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
have expected this document to use the SMART acronym for describing
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management 1991.
community outcomes i.e. Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
Timely. I endorse the comments on page 6 entitled “Are we making a
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
difference?” and look forward to more accessible information on the
No change to the Long-Term
social and cultural).
contribution made by the regional council in achieving
Plan 2018-28 is
Through
consultation
on
its
Long-Term
and
Annual
Plans,
Environment
environmental outcomes. The key question to answer is “is progress towards
recommended.
Canterbury
seeks
to
plan,
fund
and
implement
programmes
and
activities
the community outcomes being achieved?”
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
On page 22 the issue of facilitating sustainable development gets a mention. be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
Considering sustainable development underpins our society, I thought it
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
should have been mentioned at the beginning of the document. I suggest
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
that an initial assessment of progress towards sustainable development for social and cultural).
the region is developed and then included in subsequent long-term plans.
Council regularly reports to the community on a range of topics, including
progress on the CWMS targets across the region.

Whole Plan

Mrs
Sonny
Whitelaw

BRaid

Summarised under Freshwater Management, Biodiversity and Biosecurity
and Hazards.

No change to the 2018-28
Comments under Freshwater Management, Biodiversity and Biosecurity and
Long-Term Plan is
Hazards.
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mr
Philip
Brown

Brown P

I believe Environment Canterbury can make savings in the proposed budget
by the way work is carried out instead of just blatantly increasing the rates
for the next several years. A few percent increase each year may not appear
to be much to the proponents of a money grabbing plan but over a few years

Submitter is concerned about smoking in public places, this is a matter for
the territorial authorities. Submitter is also concerned about the use of
helicopters to monitor river conditions, Environment Canterbury does use
helicopters when it is essential in order to either reach areas which are not

Non-support no alternative
suggested

2

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary
the increase is quite significant. For example, not using helicopters for river
engineering inspections.

Whole Plan

Ms
Ashley
Campbell

Whole Plan

Penny
Carnaby

Staff Advice

Campbell A

Stated purpose does not emphasise environment but emphasises
development. This is a misalignment. Submitter proposes that the purpose
be changed to “Working to achieve environmental, social, and economic
prosperity for Canterbury.”

Carnaby P

Long-Term Plan lacks specific targets and deliverables, not enough options
included. Urge Environment Canterbury to resolve current roadblocks in
relation to water issues.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Ken
Rouse

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

Whole Plan

Father
Daniel
Doyle

Catholic Parish
Submission summarised under public transport options.
of Ferrymead

Whole Plan

Chernoglazova Comments regard public transport and are summarised under public
Lena
Chernoglazova L
transport options.

Whole Plan

Libby
Elvidge

Christchurch
City Council

Levels of Service and targets are included in the supporting documentation.

Submitter suggests there should be a re-balancing for more equitable
outcomes across all the portfolios, and support studies of natural hazards
with respect to their exacerbation by climate change.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is doing in response to climate
change. This does not account for other climate change-related work across
Environment Canterbury, for example, in biodiversity, natural hazards
science, forest management. The proportion of budget used for the Climate
Change Integration Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the LongTerm Plan through the annual plan process.

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which No change to the Long-Term
The plans purpose as written still allows focus on intensification not
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
Plan 2018-28 is
sustainable development or making step change in looking after the
social and cultural).
recommended.
environment and biodiversity. Business as usual is not working, the purpose
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
should reflect a change not business as usual.
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
Needs to be more links between long-term plans and on-the ground action. communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
Clarification in hearing – group wants vehicle to help group be heard by
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
council.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

Whole Plan

Submission
Analysis

otherwise accessible, or when a helicopter provides the only appropriate
vantage point. Environment Canterbury has recently adopted a drone policy
and it is anticipated that the use of drones will be increasing over the LongTerm Plan period.
The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
Plan 2018-28 is
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to recommended.
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

Climate change needs to be translated into real action to prepare for
climate variation and make Canterbury more resilient to impacts. A 2% for
climate change funding vote on what will undoubtedly become the most
serious environmental and social problem in the future seems
totally inadequate.

3

Action Officer Evaluation

Support

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Comments evaluated in public transport section. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
No change to the Long-Term
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
Plan 2018-28 is
social and cultural).
recommended.
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment

Conditional
support
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

It is recommended that $20k is
allocated to this project in year
one. Continuing support for
this project will be reviewed as
part of an overall review of the
Community Based
Organisations programme of
work and further funding can
be addressed through the
annual plan.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.
Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including freshwater management and biodiversity.

Whole Plan

Sophie
Allen

Christchurch
Enviro Hub

The Christchurch Enviro Hub Trust requests funding for the
Christchurch Enviro Hub of 20K/yr for the coming two years (2018-19 and
2019-20) to be allocated in the Environment Canterbury Long Term Plan.
This funding is primarily for the continued role of the Implementation
Manager, with additional miscellaneous costs such as account anting
support. Funding for the role of the Implementation Manager has also been
sought from the CCC Innovation and Sustainability Fund and the Tindall
Foundation, with a decision awaited shortly.
The Trust has funding from CCC and have approached Rata Foundation.
Funding would contribute to design workshops and feasibility studies for
development of new chchenvirohub facility since closure in 2009.
Organisation have applied for charitable trust status and have checked they
meet requirements.

Submitter is requesting funding for a specific activity (Christchurch Enviro
Hub). Funding policies are concerned with which revenue source is most
appropriate for the activities we deliver. This is not a funding policy issue
therefore no evaluation is made under the Revenue and Financing Policy
category.
Environment Canterbury has provided funding for the preparation of a
business case for this project and has indicated the possibility of future
support.

Refer to submission for further detail.

Whole Plan

Robert
Clark

Clark R

As usual this organisation only looks at the short term and to be successful
long-term solution is best.

The community outcomes in the Long-Term Plan articulate an
intergenerational vision for the region.
The long term and annual planning cycles are determined by the Local
Government Act 2002 and require us to focus on a ten period, with a threeyearly refresh of the plan. There is also an Annual plan required which is
undertaken between the three-yearly refresh of the Long-Term Plan.
The Local Government Act 2002 also requires a 30-year strategy to be
prepared for flood protection and control works. This document is
Environment Canterbury’s Infrastructure Strategy 2018-48.

Whole Plan

Debbie
Cocking

Cocking D

Comments on public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

Non-support noted. No change Non-support to the 2018-28 Long-Term
no alternative
Plan is recommended.
suggested

Whole Plan

David and
Julie
Commons

Commons D & No comments provided in this section. Comments provided on public
J
transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Miss
Lauren
Corson

Corson L

Comments on public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

I would also like to see the maintenance of what we have funded.
Christchurch was the garden city. Now people dump rubbish in the streets,
gutters are filthy, weeds run rampant over pavements, potholes everywhere,
the smell of sewerage and davis gelatine is disgusting. This neglect is not as
rampant on the other side of town. About time a campaign for stop littering
and cut out plastic bags began if you want to protect biodiversity.

Environment Canterbury has an extremely limited role in the management of
urban litter and waste. However, the Long-Term Plan maintains capability to
deal with discharges to air and water.
No change to the Long-Term
Environment Canterbury is a member of the Greater Christchurch
Plan 2018-28 is
Partnership, which is currently in the process of reviewing the settlement
recommended.
planning approach outlined in the Greater Christchurch Urban Development
Strategy and included within key resource management documents (i.e. the
Canterbury Regional Policy Statement and district plans). This process is

Whole Plan

4

Ms
Claire
Coveney

Coveney C

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary
The urban sprawl needs to stop. The green belt and fertile land is gone
forever thanks to ECan lack of management and vision. Stop pandering to
cars and developers.

Whole Plan

Mr
Paul
Daigneault

Daigneault P

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

considering how best to accommodate projected housing and business
growth across the Greater Christchurch area, taking account a range of
economic, social and environmental factors. There will be an opportunity for
the public to input to this process during a consultation period to be held by
the Partnership in 2018.

Submitter expresses concerns regarding the consultation document being
content free, mostly background information and justifying current expenses
and not spelling out what it is we intend to do.
Concern noted - no change recommended. Submitter is referring to the
No change to the Long-Term
consultation document, not the draft Long-Term Plan 2018-28. Feedback will
Plan 2018-28 is
be included in the internal review of the process to be undertaken in early
Particular comments include the use of many MƗori words that are
recommended.
July.
undefined and make it incomprehensible. Also, the word stakeholders are
used in many areas and then appended with other entities - which does not
make sense.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Environment Canterbury signalled some progress in carrying out basic
environmental improvements with this Long-Term Plan. The scope remains
too limited while avoiding many crucial issues, climate change, clean rivers
as a priority to name two which this Long-Term Plan needed to reassert
sustainable environmental stewardship in support of the regional economy.
Whole Plan

Mr
Dirk
De Lu

De Lu Dirk

The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
Submission refers to the sacking of democracy. Environment Canterbury will proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
need to advocate to central government to undo the damage done and to
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
develop, fund and implement policies and programs which effectively
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
support stated goals.
Canterbury, including freshwater management and biodiversity.
Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.
To be able to earn ratepayer’s trust Environment Canterbury will need to
follow through on headline policy commitments and act in the democratic
manner a return to partial democracy was intended to signal.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Ms
Katia
De Lu

De Lu K

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
It is excellent to see that freshwater management and biodiversity are top
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
priorities for Environment Canterbury, and I strongly support these priorities. Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
However, Environment Canterbury’s stated purpose is disappointing.
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
No change to the Long-Term
Environment Canterbury’s core purpose must be to protect our environment, be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
Plan 2018-28 is
and not merely to “facilitate sustainable development.” Environment
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
recommended.
Canterbury needs to prioritise actively protecting and maintaining our
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
environment and natural resources. Disappointed that climate change
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
hasn't been given a higher profile, not just a subsection of hazards, risks and The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
resilience.
ongoing basis.
Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including freshwater management and biodiversity.

Whole Plan

Richard
Suggate

Diamond
Harbour
Community
Association

We support that the top two priority needs are freshwater management and
indigenous biodiversity. Without these fundamentals being adequately
protected other social and cultural activity cannot be sustained.

Support is noted. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Miss
Katie
Donaldson

Donaldson K

No comments provided on general plan. Comments provided in public
transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Submitter generally agrees. Comments addressed in public transport section.
Plan 2018-2028 is
No further action requested.
recommended.

Support

5

Conditional
support
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

Whole Plan

Andrew
DouglasClifford

DouglasClifford A

Generally supports the long-term plan, apart from public transport.

Support is noted

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Hon
Ruth
Dyson

Dyson R

Comments summarised under subtopics (freshwater, biodiversity and
biosecurity, hazards, and public transport).

Comments addressed under subtopics (freshwater, biodiversity and
biosecurity, hazards, and public transport).

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are
processed in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant
regional plans.
Environment Canterburyhas specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan
and its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries
over time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
in the case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
recommended.
objectionable. The Council operates a 24hour hotline and individual
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.
If new consents are granted for quarries, the consent holders will be charged
by Environment Canterbury for monitoring their consent, consistent with our
standard fees and charges.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Mrs
Jolene
Eagar

Eagar J

It is clear what will be prioritised and at a high level how these goals will be
met but am however very disappointed that there is no reference made to
any Quarry activities anywhere in the plan - these have a direct impact on
water and air quality. More quarries require more resources for monitoring
activities and reporting.

Whole Plan

E
L

EL

Comments provided on freshwater management, air quality, buses and
biodiversity and biosecurity.

No change to the Long-Term
Comments addressed in freshwater management, air quality, public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
and biodiversity and biosecurity. No further action requested.
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan

Victoria
Elson

Elson V

Disagrees with plan and comments on public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan

Mr
Richard
Bruce

EnergySmart

Comments provided on air quality.

Comments addressed in air quality. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Espiner S

The Environment Canterbury (Transitional Governance Arrangements) Act
2016 requires Council to review its representation arrangements before the
The Long-Term Plan does not inspire confidence that proposed changes will next local authority elections in 2019. The review (under the Local Electoral
be enough to meet the challenges the region faces, in particular my
Act) is underway and is an accepted pathway. The review must be
concerns in this submission are around water, public transport and
completed and submitted to the Local Government Commission by 31
democracy. Comments are provided on freshwater management and public August 2018 thus returning Environment Canterbury to full democracy for the
transport.
No change to the Long-Term
2019 local body elections.
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment Canterbury undertakes a range of community consultation
recommended.
For democracy, Environment Canterbury should represent the interests of as including statutory processes such as the long-term and annual plan
processes, the LWRP and plan changes, Air Plan, RPS and the recent
many as possible--a full restoration of democracy is crucial. I would like to
see all councillors elected (none appointed); a less hierarchical management Regional Pest Management Strategy. The ten CWMS zone committees each
consult with local communities on their advice to Council. Environment
structure which enables immense profit for a few in positions of most
Canterbury welcome comments in person, by email or via the Facebook
authority; and more public consultations over issues which affect all.
page on any proposed work and there is also an opportunity to engage via
the citizen’s panel

Whole Plan

Whole Plan

S
Espiner

Dave
Evans

Evans D

I commend Environment Canterbury for selecting freshwater management
and indigenous biodiversity as its priorities, but I would like to see climate
change action as a priority too. I also commend Environment Canterbury for
taking a stand on deep sea drilling, but there is a lot more Environment
Canterbury could do to lead climate action in Canterbury.
Submitter objects to the Environment Canterbury byline: Facilitating
sustainable development in the Canterbury region. Sees Environment

6

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including freshwater management No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
and biodiversity.
recommended.
The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Conditional
support
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary
Canterbury's primary role as protection and restoration of the Canterbury
environment.

Whole Plan

Whole Plan

Winice
Fisken

Catherine
Fletcher

Fisken W

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

As a newcomer to Christchurch 3 years ago, I was delighted with the quality
of your water. I just hope in future, when it is sorted, we go back to this great Out of scope – Christchurch City Council function
tasting water.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
Plan 2018-28 is
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to recommended.
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Fletcher C

Submitter considers plans should cover all people - cradle to grave.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mr
Robert
Glennie

Glennie R

Re waste, the submitter sees nothing about waste reduction in the L.T.P,
considering this is an error of judgement, and noting NZ's waste and e-waste
issue. Recommends Environment Canterbury enact comprehensive
Waste minimisation is a District/City Council function
regional waste reform, prepare a regional waste management plan
and develop a strategy / approach for e-waste for water protection. This
needs to be a high priority for 2018-2028.

Whole Plan

Russell
Turnbull

Go Bus
Transport

Summarised under public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

Goodman P

The Press article one of the key focus 16.03.2018, should be framed and
placed on all meeting walls of staff and Councillors. Hard decisions regional
council 23.03.2018 ?? From performance and observation, it appears both
Environment Canterbury plus its perceived partner remain locked in times of
the past decades. Cost plus activity. Timely for serious shakeup downsizing
staff. Strategic reasons. (refer to submission)

The Press article relates to water bottling. Environment Canterbury cannot
No change to the Long-Term
refuse to issue a water use consent to a company solely on the basis that the
Plan 2018-28 is
water is to be bottled. Environment Canterbury considers water use consent
recommended.
applications on their impact on the environment.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

This initial document was delivered 7-10 working days late of the perceived
consultation period 20 working days. The presentation format shows public
relations spin. Very little dollar amounts. Based on average residences
rateable value 15m 1m plus life style blocks.

Submitter provided negative feedback on the consultation document delivery
date, format (public relations spin) content and sample properties. The
minimum content of the consultation document is prescribed by the Local
No change to the Long-Term
Government Act and Councils are strongly encouraged to minimise the
content to focus on the key messages. Audit NZ's review confirmed that the Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
document meets LGA requirements.
Communications have been informed about the late delivery and will follow
up with NZ Post. Feedback will be included in the internal review of the
process to be undertaken in early July.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Whole Plan
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Paul
Goodman

Paul
Goodman

Goodman P
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Due to the additional cost of producing the large documents for distribution
draft Long-Term Plans were not provided to libraries. Libraries will have
No change to the Long-Term
copies of the final Long-Term Plan. Recognising that people do use the
Plan 2018-28 is
libraries for such things we note that people have the option to use libraries
recommended.
free computers to view the document online. The consultation document was
distributed to each household.

Submission
Analysis

Whole Plan

Paul
Goodman

Goodman P

From observation it appears many senior management plus Councillors
operate in silos with no transparency. Concerned that no hard copy of LongTerm Plan nor water report or financials has been provided to all libraries in
Christchurch, Ashburton or Timaru.

Whole Plan

Michael
Gott

Gott M

No comments provided in this section.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mr
Barrie
Greene

Greene B

Comments addressed in rates section.

Comments addressed in rates section. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Mr
David
Grogan

Grogan D

I generally agree with the activity proposed for the Long-Term Plan.

Support is noted

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Olivia
Grose

Grose O

No comments provided.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Cameron
Gruschow

Gruschow C

Does not support the Long-Term Plan regarding the public transport plan.
Further comments in public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan

Andrea
Gwynne

Gwynne A

No comments made.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The purpose of a long-term plan is not to facilitate sustainable development
for the Canterbury region. Priorities should be a step change in the way we
look after the environment to stop further biodiversity loss. Sustainable
development is not possible if the environment is ignored.

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
Plan 2018-28 is
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to recommended.
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

The issue of contestable funding will be considered to ensure that any
recommendations align with strategic priorities. This will be addressed in the
next annual plan (2019/20).

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Whole Plan

Ms
Susan
Hall

Hall S

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Support proposed activities, however would like to see;
x
x

Contestable funds for community based research and projects
Further educational strategies and frameworks - working
collaboratively with organisations and partnerships
Further engagement strategies and frameworks - working
collaboratively with organisations and partnerships

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Hampton S

Whole Plan

Mrs
Jenny
Healey

Healey J

There are some parts of the Long-Term Plan that concerns me.

Concern noted. Comments addressed in public transport and Freshwater
Management sections. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Ms
Jan
Henderson

Henderson J

Disagrees with the cancellation of bus route 107. Comments provided in
public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan
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Title

Whole Plan

Full Name

Jane & John
Henwood

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Submitter generally supports the direction and strategies of the Long-Term
Plan but do not support the Environment Canterbury byline: Facilitating
sustainable development in the Canterbury region as Environment
Canterbury's primary role must be the protection and regeneration of the
Canterbury environment. Environment Canterbury should be a leader in
planning and action to achieve sustainability and there no evidence in the
plan of the assessment of costs other than direct economic costs
being assessed when decisions are made. Future costs of action and
Henwood J & J
inaction must be accounted for in decision making. Support the choice of
the strategic priorities but consider there should be an additional priority of
Climate Change Action which should be a standalone portfolio requiring a
response, and action to assist in climate change prevention, including how
this will impact upon all the other Environment Canterbury activities and the
assessment of activities for carbon emissions. Environment Canterbury
should be actively supporting the proposed Zero Carbon Act and lobbying
central government for further direction and action.

Action Officer Evaluation

Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
No change to the Long-Term
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
Plan 2018-28 is
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
recommended.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.
Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including freshwater management and biodiversity.
Regarding support for the proposed Zero Carbon Act, Environment
Canterbury will consider any consultation material when it is released.

Whole Plan

Chrys
Horn

Horn C

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
Submitter sees little or no evidence that sustainability is in any way possible The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
along with never ending economic growth. Please change your purpose to
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
“Enhancing our Environmental Resources”.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.
Look at how you can work on climate change as part of the priorities you
Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
have already outlined. Advocate to get the legislation changed so regional
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
councils everywhere can work on this issue alongside other agencies.
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including freshwater management
Consider moving the Regional leadership work to the beginning or end of the and biodiversity.
Long-Term Plan and highlighting the importance of it for all aspects of your
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
work.
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases.
Add "community groups” to your list of regional partners. These may be
However, carbon reporting has been implemented to monitor Environment
implicated in the NGO category but many groups are informal and won’t
Canterbury-generated emissions.
recognise themselves there.
Environment Canterbury writes submissions for a variety of climate changerelated papers by central government. For example, to the Productivity
Commission’s low emissions economy inquiry.
In the Long-Term Plan, the Regional leadership portfolio is the last of the
portfolios.
Submitter’s request regarding adding community groups to the list of regional
partners is noted. This can be added to the text on page 58: ‘During this
Long-Term Plan, we will also maintain and/or develop a programme of
relationship and engagement agreements with councils, government
agencies, key industry groups, non-government organisations and
community groups.’

Whole Plan

Mr Lester
Hotton

Hotton L

Summarised in public transport.

9

Staff Advice

Comments addressed under public transport.

Submission
Analysis

Conditional
support

Recommend change to the
text of the Long-Term Plan on
page 58 of draft
document: ‘During this LongTerm Plan, we will also
Non-support maintain and/or develop a
suggested
programme of relationship and
alternative(s)
engagement agreements with
councils, government
agencies, key industry groups,
non-government organisations
and community groups.’

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

Whole Plan

Anonymous

Anonymous

No comments.

No comments provided on this point.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Andrew
Curtis

IrrigationNZ

Summarised under Freshwater Management

Comments addressed under Freshwater Management.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mr
Craig
Jackson

Jackson C

Generally disagrees with plan and comments on public transport.

Comments evaluated in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Emma
Jamieson

Jamieson E

Comments on public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan

.DLNǀXUD
Youth Council
Petra
Jellyman

Kaikǀura
Youth Council

The Kaikǀura Youth Council surveyed the local high school, and we
discovered that the top three concerns regarding the environment and the
Environment Canterbury three-year plan were Fresh Water, Indigenous
Biodiversity, and Coastal Environmental Hazards. Therefore, we fully
support the proposed action towards these issues.

Support is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Anita
Laidlaw

Laidlaw A

Comments provided on public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Patricia
Laird

Laird P

No comments provided.

No comments provided on this point. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Margaret
Lovell-Smith

Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.
First priority is to restore full democracy to ECan. I should not be paying
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
rates to an organisation that is not fully democratic.
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases.
Lovell-Smith M Climate Change needs to be factored into every decision made by ECan
However, carbon reporting has been implemented to monitor Environment
ENVIRONMENT CANTERBURY's staff and councillors. The plan talks about Canterbury-generated emissions.
'Climate Change Integration' but does not talk about climate change
Environment Canterbury writes submissions for a variety of climate changeleadership, action or incentives.
related papers by central government. For example, to the Productivity
Commission’s low emissions economy inquiry.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Jill
Macdonald

MacDonald J

Comments provided on public transport and rates.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Mackenzie
Guardians Inc

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of the Mackenzie Basin
and is committed to working alongside other statutory bodies to maintain this
The Consultation document is silent on landscape protection yet
special part of our region.
Environment Canterbury revised the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement Mackenzie and Waitaki District Councils, Environment Canterbury, Land
in February 2017, Chapter 12 – Landscape. The CRPS emphasises the
Information New Zealand and the Department of Conservation have
protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes as a matter of
collectively commissioned a report to identify how the statutory agencies
national importance. Mackenzie Guardians support the objectives and
could better work together to ensure the iconic values in the Mackenzie
No change to the Long-Term
policies in the CRPS and request the Council do more within the various
Basin are maintained.
planning processes to better protect Canterbury’s ONLS. The
That report has now been completed and additional electronic copies can be Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
Mackenzie Basin ONL is at serious risk of losing its ONL status as a result of found here https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-andfragmented, piecemeal development. The Regional Council has failed to
events/2018/mackenzie-basin-agency-alignment-review-report-released/
Environment Canterbury is committed to delivering on the actions in this
align with other agencies to achieve better outcomes for the Mackenzie.
report and is working actively along with the other statutory bodies to
Maps on ecosystem loss presented in hearing and nine recommendations
prioritise and undertake the actions in this report.
for ECan towards protecting and progressively restoring indigenous
This Long-Term Plan provides funding through the regional leadership
biodiversity.
portfolio to continue to work with other agencies to ensure that the iconic
values in the Mackenzie Basin are preserved.

Whole Plan

10

Mrs
Rosalie
Snoyink

Submitter comments addressed in public transport and rates.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

DRAFT REPORT FOR COUNCIL DELIBERATION– 16/05/18
Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Whole Plan

Mrs
Rosalie
Snoyink

Mackenzie
Guardians Inc

The Regional Council is responsible for facilitating sustainable development.
Disagree. Regional Council priorities should focus on freshwater
management, maintenance and protection of indigenous biodiversity and the
protection of outstanding natural landscapes (ONLs).

Welcome the support for the focus on Freshwater Management. Regional
Councils are generally responsible for environmental and public transport
matters. Regional Councils are subject to the Local Government Act 2002
and have a key role under the Resource Management Act 1991, which
charges them with the management of the natural and physical resources of
a region.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Sylvia
Maclaren

Maclaren S

Comments on concerns on limited amount on freshwater and biodiversity
funding.

Comments addressed in biodiversity. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Whole Plan

Joanne
Marsden

Marsden J

Comments on public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Dr.
Michael
Mautner

Mautner M

Generally agrees with long-term plan. Comments on climate change and
biodiversity.

Comments on climate change and biodiversity addressed under separate
submission points. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

E Anne
McDrury

McDrury E A

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mr
Shane
McInroe

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Title

Full Name

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

McInroe S

Comments on public transport.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No change to the Long-Term
No comments provided. Submitter comments addressed in different sections.
Plan 2018-28 is
No further action requested.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Andrew
McKay

McKay A

The most appropriate inflationary index is the Local Government Combined
Index rate, forecast at 2% for 2018/19. Matching this rate is the medium-term
goal, as per our financial strategy. CPI is not an appropriate comparison for
Local Government costs as it does not include salary costs. Expenditure is
not increasing in the Long-Term Plan , the increase in rates is due to rates
revenue now being required to fund services; reserves have been used in
prior years, however they are now below policy level and need to be built
Yet again you are going to charge us more than the inflation rate. Try getting back up.
No change to the Long-Term
rid of the unelected "councillors" and unelected zone committee
Zone committees are committees formed under the Local Government Act
Plan 2018-28 is
members, then bring back real democracy where each area represents the 2002 with processes for appointing members approved by the Mayoral
recommended.
same voter base.
Forum.
The Environment Canterbury (Transitional Governance Arrangements) Act
2016 requires Council to review its representation arrangements before the
next local authority elections in 2019. The review (under the Local Electoral
Act) is underway and is an accepted pathway. The review must be
completed and submitted to the Local Government Commission by 31
August 2018 thus returning Environment Canterbury to full democracy for the
2019 local body elections.

Whole Plan

Miss
Nina
McLeod

McLeod N

No comments provided in this section.

Whole Plan

Ms
Ann
McMillan

McMillan A

With all activities a range of monitoring and measurement required to enable
enforcement and consequences and fines that are consistent. Hopefully
Support for monitoring and enforcement to improve rivers and wetlands is
braided rivers and wetlands will improve. Irrigation really should be
noted.
measured and monitored for the benefit of everyone. Pleased Te
Waihora/Lake Ellesmere is getting the upgrading it deserves.

Whole Plan

11

Ms
Ann
McMillan

Submission
Analysis

McMillan A

Everyone being able to vote, as before, across the whole region for all
Regional Councillors would be an improvement. also, wonderful &
democratic.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

The Environment Canterbury (Transitional Governance Arrangements) Act
2016 requires Council to review its representation arrangements before the
No change to the Long-Term
next local authority elections in 2019. The review (under the Local Electoral
Plan 2018-28 is
Act) is underway and is an accepted pathway. The review must be
recommended.
completed and submitted to the Local Government Commission by 31
August 2018 thus returning Environment Canterbury to full democracy for the
2019 local body elections.

Conditional
support

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

Whole Plan

Steve
McNeill

McNeill S

Environment Canterbury notes that the submitter wishes to see an increase
in compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management
have Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core
function of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME
activities against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for
the Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines,
Environment Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby
There is insufficient monitoring of consents. How does Environment
resources are prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest
Canterbury propose to ensure that measures used to monitor nutrient use /
environmental risk. The prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved
effluent disposal compliance on farms are fit for purpose. Will Environment
by Council, to ensure that the prioritisation of resources (for both consented
Canterbury meet the community needs for transparency for its budgets and
and permitted activities) meet community expectations.
projects and ensure info is available to the public as was provided to Audit
The submitter asks how Environment Canterbury ensures compliance
NZ? For the community to be able to give meaningful feedback on
monitoring on farms is fit-for-purpose. The management of nutrients and
community priorities, information highlighting where the 53 projects identified
effluent disposal on farms is recorded and documented under Farm
for the Freshwater portfolio, or the 47 Hazards projects, or the 46 Bio
Environment Plans, which form part of farm consent conditions. Environment
projects are located in needed. Some, e.g. rainfall data are general across
Canterbury has put in place a comprehensive audit programme to ensure
No change to the Long-Term
the province (as is indigenous biodiversity) but there are, no doubt, specific
high levels of robustness, credibility and trust in the use of Farm Environment
Plan 2018-2028 is
projects that can be highlighted for the public to give feedback on
Plans. Certified FEP Auditors are assessed on an annual basis and
recommended.
priorities as they see them. A large proportion of budget is undefined, and
Environment Canterbury has established a quality assurance programme for
this applies to all portfolios. Costs for each portfolio for each individual data
the ongoing checking of auditors performance. The entire process is
collection project e.g. rainfall data or river-flow data, scientific research
overseen by a Farm Environment Plan Audit Reference Group which has
projects, as well as the administrative costs of committees, etc are required.
been established by Environment Canterbury – which includes
Because project costs are not stated it is difficult for the community to
representatives of a number of organisations (including local Iwi).
‘offer’ more funding or suggest a reduction or rebalancing of priorities and
Submitter would like to see a greater level of accuracy in the expenditure
budget via the Long-Term Plan submission process. Will Environment
budget with the precise location of all expenditure identified. There is a high
Canterbury deliver an annual plan budget for the next annual plan that sets
systems and administration cost involved in tracking our expenditure
out clearly and transparently where projects are located across the province,
geographically, Environment Canterbury has to balance this cost against the
their funding source, and the budgets required to deliver each project?
benefit to ratepayers. We are investigating options for reporting expenditure
geographically, and will progress this where it is apparent that the benefit
outweighs the cost. We currently exceed the Local Government Act
requirement which is for information to be provided at Group of Activity
(Portfolio) level. Our expenditure budget information is openly available at
two levels lower, at Programme level in the Long-Term Plan and then broken
down further to Project level via the new rates tool on our website.

Whole Plan

Angela
McPherson

McPherson A

Summarised under public transport, Freshwater and Hazards submission
points.

Comments addressed under public transport, Freshwater and Hazards
submission points.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan

Mrs
Ingrid
Mesman

Mesman I

No comments provided on this section.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Specifically related to Regional Parks, Recreation and Biodiversity - with
regards to the Christchurch 360 trail there needs to be improved
coordination. Submitter requests appropriate staff to engage with the Society
and CCC to rationalise the routes and get the best, most direct and most
diverse location for this, and ensure different arms of Council know what
each other is planning and promoting. And to provide on-going maintenance
of the relevant dual use trails within the McLeans Island and Waimakariri
Regional Parks; and to promote the overall concept and to link this
marketing with the Banks Peninsula Trails and other regional routes BUT to
make sure policy, planning and implementation are properly integrated and
coordinated.

Environment Canterbury Parks staff have worked with the promoters of the
360 trail in the establishment phase together with Christchurch City Council
Parks staff and are very happy to continue this co-ordination. There is no
specific budget identified in the Long-Term Plan for this as it falls within our
normal scope of budgeted work. We have made a range of existing trails
available to the 360 trail and have their signage in place where it has been
requested.

No change to Long-Term Plan Conditional
is recommend.
support

Opposed due to the removal of bus services.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Submission on behalf of Dr Colin D Meurk), and Judith Millar (Chairperson)
– for the Christchurch360Trail Incorporated Society.

Whole Plan

Dr
Colin
Meurk

Meurk C

Whole Plan

Andrei
Moore

Moore A
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Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Title

Whole Plan

Full Name
Ken
Morison

Company /
Organisation
Morison K

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

You probably think the method of election of ECan is out of the scope of this
plan. Submitter would you this included in the plan, the aim of achieving full Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy for the ECan council. Tell the Govt that your "subjects" want
democracy in the 2019 elections
democracy.

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
Plan 2018-28 is
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to recommended.
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Julianne
Munro

Munro J

Environment Canterbury's key purpose should be actively protecting and
maintaining the Canterbury environment and resources not facilitating
sustainable development. Canterbury needs to look at alternatives in land
use and be truly sustainable.

Whole Plan

Amie
Murray

Murray A

Comments on public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Neave R

Submitter believes the tide has turned on 'enabling economic growth' as the
primary role of Environment Canterbury. Sustainable development will not
make the step change we need. We need to focus instead on restorative
development.

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
Plan 2018-28 is
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to recommended.
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Rosemary
Neave

Whole Plan

Ms
Juliet
Neill

Neill J

Most importantly ECan must return to democracy, and Nick Smith's very half
Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
hearted return of two elected officials is absurd. The deadline for the return
democracy in the 2019 elections.
to democracy should be the next general election.

Whole Plan

Adrienne
NicholasRakatau

NicholasRakatau A

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided on this point.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Rachel
Ono

Ono R

Agrees except for public transport (comments in public transport)

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Owens J

Cannot agree with it as the three priorities of the plan are out of line with the
spending. If public transport is not a priority why is it the largest part of the
budget and at that it is losing money. Why is Environment Canterbury in
charge of public transport? Where is the harmony between your priorities
and buses? As a ratepayer I would prefer you focus on the environment, not
a failing bus system.

Funding and governance of public transport are set out in the Land Transport
Management Act. Changes to governance arrangements for transport are
beyond the scope of the Long-Term Plan process.
No change to the Long-Term
Public transport has an environmental role given that transport contributes
Plan 2018-2028 is
significantly to New Zealand’s greenhouse gas emissions. Reduction of
recommended.
emissions from transport is a key environmental target. Attracting
commuters from single occupancy vehicles onto buses resolves congestion
and environmental issues.

Whole Plan

13

Miss
Jenny
Owens

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Whole Plan

Heather
Paasi

Paasi H

No comments provided on this point.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Mrs
Rosemary
Pack

Pack R

No comments.

Comments addressed in Public Transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The issue of contestable funding will be considered to ensure that any
recommendations align with strategic priorities. This will be addressed in the
next annual plan (2019/20).
Regarding further educational and engagement strategies and frameworks
and working collaboratively, this is budgeted for under Biodiversity and
Biosecurity - Regional Biodiversity, and Regional Leadership - Governance
and Engagement. The submitter’s comments are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Further detail is in the draft Long-Term Plan, available as supporting
information to the consultation document.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Comments addressed under Biodiversity and Biosecurity.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Paihere
Geopark

Support the proposed activities, but would like to see: contestable funds for
community based research and projects; further educational and
engagement strategies and frameworks - working collaboratively with
organisations and partnerships. The Paihere Geopark group are a team
proposing Banks Peninsula as a UNESCO Geopark (see submission for the
Vision statement). At hearing submitter tabled proposal for a UNESCO
*HRSDUNRQ%DQNV3HQLQVXOD7H3ƗWDNDR5ƗNDLKDXWǌ´$JHRSDUNLVDZD\
of looking at a landscape and provides a platform to educate residents and
visitors.

Whole Plan

Mr
Mark
Belton

Permanent
Forests NZ

The Long-Term Plan is strong on rhetoric, and lacks focus detail on
Environment Canterbury’s primary responsibility areas under the RMA Act.

Whole Plan

Dr
David
Miller

Pest Free
Banks
Comments summarised under Biodiversity and Biosecurity
Peninsula
Working Group

Whole Plan

Mrs
Sue
Piercey

Piercey S

Support the top priority of fresh water management and agree that
indigenous biodiversity should be elevated to a higher priority.

Support noted. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Porter J

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mr
Mike
Quirke

Quirke M

I generally agree with the Long-Term plan except for transport (buses).

General support noted. Comments on buses addressed under public
transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan contains rules that are intentionally more
Cost has to be reduced as burden that is being pushed on to rate payers is
stringent than the National Environmental Standard for Air Quality.
not acceptable. Environment Canterbury can be a NZ leader by following the
Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
world in the treatment of diesel vehicles. Weak NZ standards could be
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZ Transport
addressed regionally and improve air quality in Canterbury.
Agency and Christchurch City Council) to manage them.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Phil
Rance

Rance P

Whole Plan

Anna
Wilkes

Ravensdown
Limited

Comments on freshwater and biodiversity

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Reich-Topp A

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are
processed in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant
regional plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
I am so disillusioned, disappointed and disheartened to hear that you have
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
absolutely no power in this issue about a quarry in Templeton. What's the
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan
No change to the Long-Term
point of an organisation such as yours if you are unable to monitor, enforce
and its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries
Plan 2018-28 is
and prosecute breaches? You must refocus your outlook to protect
over time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which
recommended.
Cantabrians, you are failing us miserably. Resources must be focused on air
in the case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
and water quality, and on strenuous enforcement of conditions to quarrying
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
etc.
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan
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Mrs
Anuschka
Reich-Topp

Comments evaluated in freshwater and biodiversity.
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Whole Plan

Mr
Lindsay
Richards

Richards L

Comments provided on public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan

P
Robertson

Robertson P

Support noted. Comments provided on Freshwater Management.

Comments addressed under Freshwater Management. No further action
requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mrs
Merodie
Rose

Rose M

Commented on under separate sections

Comments addressed under other submission points.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Sale D

Submitter comments that the departments work is becoming more of an
industry than a service in some ways and appears to be getting more
Comments noted. Submitter highlights a number of areas which are priority
complex and bigger government with costs growing steadily. Slim down and
areas for Council
focus on key issues (such as water, genuine pollution, biosecurity and
preparation for effects of the next big quake).

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

David
Sale

Whole Plan

Chrys & Grace Selwyn
Horn & Taylor Greens

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act (LGA) 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
Regarding the purpose - facilitating sustainable development - Please
advocate to prioritise the improvement of our local life support system while communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
allowing economic development only if there is clear empirical evidence that be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
such development will not damage the environment.
No change to the Long-Term
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
Plan 2018-28 is
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
recommended.
Overall, priorities are supported but please make this Long-Term Plan a plan The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
in all senses of the word (long term) and show how the spending over the
ongoing basis.
next ten years is actually going to get us closer to managing the challenges The community outcomes in the Long-Term Plan articulate an
that face us in all areas of Environment Canterbury’s work.
intergenerational vision for the region.
The long term and annual planning cycles are determined by the LGA 2002
and require us to focus on a ten period, with a three yearly refresh of the
plan. There is also an Annual plan required which is undertaken between the
three-yearly refresh of the Long-Term Plan.
The LGA 2002 also requires a 30-year strategy to be prepared for flood
protection and control works. This document is Environment Canterbury’s
Infrastructure Strategy 2018-48.

Whole Plan

Lesley
Shand

Shand L

Councillors all need to be elected. We need out democracy back for all
councillors.

Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Mr
Wade
Sloper

Sloper W

Generally agrees with Long-Term Plan. Comments provided on public
transport.

Support noted. Comments addressed under public transport. No further
action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mrs
Bronwyn
Smith

Smith B

Submitter generally agrees with Long-Term Plan except that Public
Transport spend should be zero.

Public transport comment addressed in public transport. No further action
requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Whole Plan

Vicky
Southworth

Southworth V

Request a contestable fund for individuals and organisations for projects that
The issue of contestable funding will be considered to ensure that any
are not directly protecting or creating biodiversity but that support
recommendations align with strategic priorities. This will be addressed in the
Environment Canterbury’s priorities, e.g. education for homeowners on
next annual plan (2019/20).
planting drought-tolerant natives, or building rain gardens.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Dirk de Lu

Spokes
Canterbury

The past central government policy statements and documents along with
the failure to return Environment Canterbury to full democratically elected
leadership are fundamentally counter to Environment Canterbury

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or

15

Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.

Support
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representing Canterbury and achieving its stated goals. Environment
Canterbury advocate on issues to central government.
Whole Plan

Rob
Statham

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Stewart B

Concern regarding animal welfare regarding lack of trees on the Canterbury
Plains.

Animal welfare is out of scope of Environment Canterbury’s responsibilities.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Stewart T

Need a strong Environment Canterbury, the plan is good, it now needs
action. Refer to submission for further detail.

Comments are noted regarding need to act to protect resources.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Stoiber S

Submitter is pleased to see concerns and thoughts about freshwater supply.
Would like to see Environment Canterbury supporting sustainable landbased practices in terms of waste-water and greywater as well. Submitter
The Canterbury Land Water Regional Plan rules cover waste water and grey No change to the Long-Term
suggests a strategy for implementing composting toilet solutions for public
water discharges to land. Environment Canterbury staff are happy to advise Plan 2018-28 is
spaces as well as private households within the next ten years. It should be
on the consent application process.
recommended.
easier for people to get consent and approval by Environment Canterbury
and local councils. Council could promote composting toilets at freedom
camping sites.

Conditional
support

Stringer P

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
To enable economic growth should not be the focus. Environment must be
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
No change to the Long-Term
restored, improved and protected. Look to long term survival not short term The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
Plan 2018-28 is
goals. Environment Canterbury should lead with active plans/goals to reduce to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
recommended.
emissions. Full democracy needed.
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases.
However, carbon reporting has been implemented to monitor Environment
Canterbury-generated emissions.
Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.

No comments provided.

Whole Plan

Barbara
Stewart

Whole Plan

Mr
Tony
Stewart

Whole Plan

Whole Plan
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Susanne
Stoiber

Ms
Prue
Stringer

Brian
Gallagher

general
comment
No further action required.

Statham R

Whole Plan

Submission
Analysis

Sustainable
South
Canterbury
Trust

The Trust is seeking contribution of $150,000 from the regional council
towards the development of the new Eco-Centre in Timaru. This may be on
a pro-rata basis over 2-3 years. In addition, the Trust is seeking an annual
contribution of $10,000 from the Regional Council towards operating costs of
the centre. Submission gives details of the eco-centre and specifies the
Staff recommend $10, 000 for 2018/19. Indications are that Timaru DC who
linkages and subject areas relevant to the council.
received a similar request are likely to support. This is a large-scale project
which requires further investigation and the establishment of a more formal
Photo presentation provided further details on scope, design and site of eco- partnership arrangement before funding support can be agreed. This can be
centre. EcoCentre would connect with work of Environment Canterbury
addressed through future annual plans.
including air quality, water quality, coastal erosion, waste minimisation,
public transport and biodiversity and provides opportunity to build community
relationships.

Staff recommend $10, 000 for
2018/19 and any further
funding to be addressed
through annual plan process.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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Trust has endorsement from different groups in community and businesses
including meridian energy for solar energy infrastructure and support from
Timaru District Council. Money requested would be preferable in year one to
get the project off the ground. Have secured land lease which is close to
Timaru urban area. Public transport may be an issue for further discussion
however. Coast protected from erosion according to KiwiRail report on
railway line and info on saltwater creek.

Sutherland K

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
The purpose of Environment Canterbury is to ‘Facilitate sustainable
development for the Canterbury Region’. What we have seen over the past 7 includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
years has been the complete opposite of sustainable development.
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
The Long-Term Plan needs more focus on the overall purpose of the
No change to the Long-Term
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
organisation, key word being ‘sustainable’. Environment Canterbury either
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to Plan 2018-28 is
needs to remove the word ‘sustainable’ from its purpose to match the current
recommended.
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
reality, or preferably start protecting our environment from commercial
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
exploitation.
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The Long-Term Plan online portal needs to be upgraded as currently it is
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
hard to navigate, save drafts and submit correctly.
ongoing basis.
Concern noted regarding online portal. Feedback will be included in the
internal review of the process to be undertaken in early July.

Whole Plan

Caroline
Syddall

Syddall C

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities
that strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
Both the plan and the organisation need to put environmental sustainability communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to
at the front end.
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
A return to full democracy in the 2019 elections is a key issue for Canterbury to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
recommended.
and should have been at the front of the consultation document. This should regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
LQFOXGHDWOHDVWWZR1JƗL7DKXUHSUHVHQWDWLYHFRXQFLOORUVHOHFWHGWKURXJK
ongoing basis.
the Papatipu RǌQDQJa’s own democratic processes.
Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.
The Local Electoral Act provides for MƗori constituencies as an option but it
does not address mana whenua representation. Mana whenua
representation is not currently provided for in legislation and would require a
change in ODZ7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL Tahu and Environment Canterbury are in
discussion exploring ways in which mana whenua representation at Council
might be addressed.

Whole Plan

Tracey
Tarrant

Tarrant T

No comment. Comments made in public transport.

No comments provided in this section. No further action

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Mrs
Amanda
Taylor

Taylor A

Generally disagrees with Long-Term Plan. Comments provided in public
transport.

Non-support noted. Comments addressed in public transport. No further
action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Mrs
Jennifer
Ross

Templeton
Residents'
Association

Comments are summarised under Freshwater Management.

No comments provided in this section. No further action

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Whole Plan
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Mr
Kyle
Sutherland

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Full Name

Whole Plan

Clive
Thomas

Whole Plan

Ivan
Stevenson

Whole Plan

Ms
Nienke
van Dijken

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

Levels of Service and targets are included in the supporting documentation.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

No comments on this point.

Support noted. No comments provided and no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

The submission is a standard submission for councils across NZ covering
the work of Tourism Industry Aotearoa and providing general comments on
topics including: infrastructure; sustainable tourism; protecting and restoring
the environment; and regional economic development. Refer to submission
for points of relevance to Environment Canterbury's portfolios.

Environment Canterbury supports the continuing and sustainable growth of
Canterbury tourism through the Canterbury Mayoral Forum’s Canterbury
Regional Economic Development Strategy (CREDS) and the underlying
Canterbury Visitor Strategy, which aligns with the points raised in your
submission. This includes facilitating the recovery of the Canterbury tourism
market following the September 2015 .DLNǀXUD Earthquakes, engaging with
Central Government and partner agencies on tourism issues such as
freedom camping, and actively promoting the diversity of natural landscapes
and visitor attractions offered by Canterbury and the South Island as
drawcards for visitors. Environment Canterbury hosts the Canterbury
Regional Forums Secretariat, which has co-ordinated applications to the
Tourism Infrastructure Fund on behalf of Canterbury Councils in recent
years, and has achieved good results for the region with multiple successful
applications.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Thomas C

Submitter considers it's hard to agree with anything so short on actual
numbers and targets. The sentiment is correct but it leaves the door wide
open to a continuing decline in our environment.

Timaru Yacht
and Power
Boat Club

Tourism
Industry
Aotearoa

Action Officer Evaluation

Priorities:
x
x
Whole Plan

Ms
Christina
Troup

Troup C

x
x

Prevent and actively reverse biodiversity losses within the region
Monitor water-take and enforce existing regulations to prevent the
overuse of water
The priority areas raised in this submission are all existing priorities of
Enforce stock management regulations designed to reduce
Environment Canterbury.
contamination of fresh water
Prevent encroachment into fragile ecosystems (e.g. by irrigation and
stock, into sites such as along braided river margins and other sites
of botanical significance)

Whole Plan

James
Vernon

Vernon J

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Dr
Volker
Nock

Volker N

Comments provided in rates.

Comments addressed in rates section. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Whole Plan

O and D
Wagstaff

Wagstaff O &
D

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments provided on this point. No further action
requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Rei
Simon

Wairewa
5ǌQDQJD,QF

Pleased with the councils focus on freshwater management as this aligns
with our efforts at Wairewa/Lake Forsyth.

Comments addressed within freshwater management. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Mayor
Craig
Rowley

WDC generally agrees with, and supports the activity proposed for the
Environment Canterbury Long-Term Plan 2018-28. Council looks forward to
Waimate
working with Environment Canterbury in achieving our joint aim of providing
District Council
good quality governance, infrastructure, public services and regulatory
functions for the benefit of the Waimate District and our communities.

Comments noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Dr
Iain
Ward

Ward I

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

18

No comments provided. Option selected for Public Transport.
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Waterways
Centre for
Freshwater
Management

Support for the priority areas is noted.
Public transport is funded between 51-60% from NZTA and approximately
Strongly support the identified priorities of freshwater management and
25% from users and 25% from targeted ratepayers who benefit from less
indigenous biodiversity but see that only 25% of expenditure is anticipated to
cars being on the road. Therefore, to look at an expenditure % only is
be spent on these priorities. Water/biodiversity issues are far-reaching and
misleading. It is best if look at expenditure without transport. This will show
urgent ...there are other options for funding transport.
that freshwater management and indigenous biodiversity are 43.1% of our
total 10 year spend.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Wild R

Concern regarding animal health and welfare from removal of shelter belts.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Animal welfare is out of scope of Environment Canterbury’s responsibilities.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Axel
Wilke

Wilke A

Your mission statement is good, as global warming is the greatest threat to
the future of mankind and the earth's environment. Yet, there does not
appear to be anything in the Long-Term Plan that addresses this core issue.
And Environment Canterbury does not even appear to have a plan to reduce
its own greenhouse gas emissions. Missing what is most important is a
failure that gives me grave concern. What else should be top on your
agenda that is not being addressed?

Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases.
However, carbon reporting has been implemented to monitor Environment
Canterbury-generated emissions.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Ms
Lisa
Willis

Willis L

Submitter comments addressed in public transport section.

Comments relate to and are addressed in public transport. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whole Plan

Helene
Wilson

Wilson H

See comments under public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Whole Plan

Miss
Charlotte
Woodfield

Woodfield C

Summarised under public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Whole Plan

Jenny
WebsterBrown

Whole Plan

Richard
Wild

Whole Plan

Miss
Sophie
Allen

Working
Waters Trust

Submitter recommends the establishment of an open contestable
‘community environment fund’. This will be available to Not-For-Profit
entities, to undertake environmental work that fits within all portfolios of
Environment Canterbury. There should be no required co-funding threshold
as a criterium to apply, as required co-funding is often a barrier to initiating
projects for Not-For-Profit organisations. Funding for all projects, not
exclusively for on the-ground physical works, should be eligible. The fund
should allow funding for resource consent applications and their preparation,
The issue of contestable funding will be considered to ensure that any
as well as expert technical support where required.
recommendations align with strategic priorities. This will be addressed in the
next annual plan (2019/20).
Submitter supports the elevation of ‘Freshwater Management’ and
Support for strategic priorities noted.
‘Indigenous Biodiversity’ as strategic priorities of Environment Canterbury
work within the next 10 years.
In hearing submitter noted that immediate steps fund is not broad enough
and knows of other trusts that would want to apply. It is difficult to obtain
funds for the advice service they provide as many grants are project based.
No specific figure was given on size of contestable fund – as large as
possible.

Whole Plan

Miss
Lisa
Young

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mr
David
Anderson

19

Young L

Summarised under public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport.

Anderson D

Environment Canterbury is subject to ongoing review by the Office of the
Throughout the plan there is no consideration in the next ten years for any
Auditor General. There is an annual audit each year by Audit NZ to review
external review. I would have thought it prudent for an organisation publicly
the organisations' internal controls and procedures and to ensure that the
funded with such diverse controversial portfolios to ensure its structures and
annual report meets the requirements of the Local Government Act. Every
outputs meet ratepayers and legislative requirements.
three years the Long-Term Plan is audited to confirm that the organisation
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action Officer Evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
Analysis

has followed a reasoned process which allows for, and considers the
community's feedback on its ten-year plan.

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Sandy
Brinsdon

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Fay
Coxon

Canterbury
District Health
Board

The CDHB values the close working partnership we continue to have with
Environment Canterbury, which prioritises collaborative action on common
goals to improve the health and wellbeing of the residents of Christchurch
through initiatives such as our joint work plan. The CDHB generally agrees
with funding for activity proposed in the Long-Term Plan. There are some
concerns in allocation of funding which are outlined as specific comments
(public transport).

Support is noted and appreciated as part of Environment Canterbury’s
working relationship with the Canterbury District Health Board.

Coxon F

Submitter makes comments on how difficult the Long-Term Plan was to read
- use of jargon and politically speak policy words. Submitter points out two
examples - one that is clear and one that could have been written in a more
straightforward way.

Concern noted - no change recommended. Submitter is referring to the
No change to the Long-Term
consultation document, not the draft Long-Term Plan 2018-28. Feedback will
Plan 2018-28 is
be included in the internal review of the process to be undertaken in early
recommended.
July.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Curtis Y

Environment Canterbury notes that submitters wish to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
In general, would like regulations enforced! ECan to act for the public not for against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
private interests. Stop giving water resources...stop it!!!
No change to the Long-Term
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The recommended.
Submitter wants ECan to return to be a democratic
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure
organisation. Submitter wants the ECan councillors to be paid less.
that the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted
activities) meet community expectations.
Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Dolan A

Comments on Public Transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Durdin B

Please place a lot more emphasis on delivering actual outcomes rather than
just advising / monitoring / reporting. We need this water system fixed so
Support for more emphasis on delivering community outcomes to improve
that our children can "play and swim in the rivers". Please allocate more
water quality is noted.
funding to delivering your stated outcomes.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Conditional
support
Policy,
performance or
general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Ms
Yvonne
Curtis

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mrs
Anne
Dolan

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mrs
Bronwyn
Durdin

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mrs
Vanessa
Howell

Howell V

Comments noted in public transport section.

Comments addressed in public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mrs
Sharon
McDonald

McDonald S

Comments addressed in public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Miss
Rebecca
McMaster

Comments on freshwater management and climate change.

Comments addressed in freshwater management and hazards. No further
comments.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Comments noted regarding lack of highlighting of the return to full democratic
elections in 2019. The Local Electoral Act provides for MƗori constituencies
No change to the Long-Term
as an option but it does not address mana whenua representation. Mana
Plan 2018-28 is
whenua representation is not currently provided for in legislation and would
recommended.
UHTXLUHDFKDQJHLQODZ7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL Tahu and Environment
Canterbury are in discussion exploring ways in which mana whenua
representation at Council might be addressed.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

McMaster R

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Rosemary
Neave

Neave R

Statement on return to full democracy should have been front and centre of
the summary document. Submitter hopes that full return to democracy will
include at least two 1JƗL Tahu around the table, elected through their own
democratic processes.

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mr
Raymond
O'Rourke

O'Rourke R

Comment provided in public transport submission point.
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Comments addressed in Public Transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mrs
Shona
Pierce

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Dr
Seddon-Smith
Robert
Comments provided on whole plan and freshwater management.
R
Seddon-Smith

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mrs
Crystal
Spiers

Pierce S

Spiers C

Action Officer Evaluation

Submission
Analysis

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Comments addressed under whole plan and freshwater management. No
further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Staff recommend $10, 000 for 2018/19. Indications are that Timaru DC who
received a similar request are likely to support. This is a large-scale project
which requires further investigation and the establishment of a more formal
partnership arrangement before funding support can be agreed. This can be
addressed through future annual plans.

Staff recommend $10, 000 for
2018/19 and any further
funding to be addressed
through annual plan process.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Submitter endorses the plan for Radley Park and the dredging of the
Heathcote River up to Radley Street and the removal of the pest cottonwood This is a function of Christchurch City Council.
trees.

Comments summarised under public transport.

Staff Advice

6XEPLWWHUVWURQJO\VXSSRUWVWKH0ƗRUL3DUWLFLSDWLRQ3ROLF\
Long-Term
Plan 201828

Caroline
Syddall

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mr
Rhys
Taylor

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Mrs
Melissa
Van Dorp

Van Dorp M

Concern about safety at Breens Road/Gardiners Road intersection.

This submission is out of scope of the Long-Term Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Anonymous

Anonymous

Summarised under Freshwater Management

Comments addressed under Freshwater Management

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Miss
Belinda
Waterhouse

Waterhouse B Comments provided in public transport.

Comments addressed under public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Long-Term
Plan 201828

Ms
Marilyn
Yurjevich

Yurjevich M

Comments addressed in freshwater management, hazards, risk and
resilience, biodiversity and biosecurity, air quality and public transport
sections. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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Syddall C

Taylor R

Significance & Engagement Policy. The key consideration in determining the Comments noted. Feedback on use of language will be included in the
significance of an issue should be the impact on long term environmental
review of the Long-Term Plan process to be undertaken in early July.
sustainability. Environment Canterbury needs to work to increase public
information, understanding and involvement in issues. It is important to focus
on facts and options and avoid spin.
Writing in support of a submission coming from Sustainable South
Canterbury Trust, of which I'm a voluntary trustee regarding EcoCentre in
Timaru proposal.

Thank you for an overall sound Long-Term Plan. Comments made on
freshwater management, hazards, risk and resilience, biodiversity and
biosecurity, air quality and public transport.
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REGIONAL LEADERSHIP
Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Support

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Regional
Leadership

Sophie
Allen

Allen S

Environment Canterbury notes that submitter wishes to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
No change to the Long-Term
against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
Submitter recommends more resourcing for compliance activities,
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
particularly for sample ‘spot checks’ on permitted activities under the LWRP.
recommended.
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities)
meet community expectations.

Regional
Leadership

Daniela
Bagozzi

Bagozzi D

First of all, to support the move towards a Zero Carbon Act, and I would like
to take the opportunity to congratulate ECan for its decision to oppose oil
drilling in 2017.

Support noted. No change to the Long-Term Plan suggested.

With regards to monitoring of consented and permitted activities, Environment
Canterbury is committed to a risk based approach – whereby the majority of
No change to the Long-Term
effort is directed towards those activities with the greatest potential risk to the
Plan 2018-28 is
environment. This is consistent with guidelines from the Ministry for the
recommended.
Environment. The setting of priority areas for compliance monitoring is
approved directly by Council.
No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Regional
Leadership

Matthew
Baird

Baird M

Regarding plans, consenting, and compliance, I ask that Environment
Canterbury recognise that all farming activities present risks to our
environment, and even those classified as “low risk” can still have an impact.
Therefore, I encourage Environment Canterbury to put more resources
toward permitted activity monitoring.

Regional
Leadership

Graeme
Bamley

Bamley G

No comments provided.

Regional
Leadership

Peter
Tuffley

The Environment Canterbury (Transitional Governance Arrangements) Act
2016 requires Council to review its representation arrangements before the
next local authority elections in 2019. The review (under the Local Electoral
Act) is underway and is an accepted pathway. The review must be completed
and submitted to the Local Government Commission by 31 August 2018 thus
returning Environment Canterbury to full democracy for the 2019 local body
Beckenham
As one important result of that restoration, expect to see a significant general elections.
No change to the Long-Term
Neighbourhood
shift away from emphasis on the extraction of commercial value from the
Plan 2018-28 is
The Local Electoral Act provides for MƗori constituencies as an option but it
Association
environment and towards a greater emphasis on conservation, protection,
does not address mana whenua representation. Mana whenua representation recommended.
Incorporated
and environmental rehabilitation.
is not currently provided for in legislation and would require a change in law.
7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL Tahu and Environment Canterbury are in discussion
exploring ways in which mana whenua representation at Council might be
Submitter welcomes the Long-Term Plan’s acknowledgement of the
addressed.
importance of good working relationships with other territorial councils in
The Council strategic priorities are freshwater management and restoration of
Canterbury
biodiversity. Support for good regional relationships is noted.

Regional
Leadership

Mrs
Merav
Benaia

Benaia M

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
Non-support no alternative
suggested

6XEPLWWHUORRNVIRUZDUGWRIXOOUHVWRUDWLRQRIUHJLRQDOGHPRFUDF\ZLWK0ƗRUL
representation that is democratically elected not corporately
appointed. Submitter suggests Bay of Plenty regional council local bill as a
SRVVLEOHPRGHOIRU0ƗRULUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRQUHJLRQDOFRXQFLO

Regional
Leadership

Anonymous

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Ashley
Campbell

22

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

Anonymous

Submitter would like Environment Canterbury to be more proactive in
monitoring consents and more prosecutions for businesses breaking
Environment Canterbury rules.

Monitoring consents and taking action against parties breaking regulations
continues to be a core role of Environment Canterbury. The Long-Term Plan
discusses funding for this role under “Regional Leadership”. There are a
number of activities underway within Environment Canterbury to improve and No change to the Long-Term
strengthen our activities in this area, but these are not of a scale discussed in Plan 2018-28 is
detail within the Long-Term Plan. One example is our participation in a newly recommended.
established forum which includes Environment Canterbury and all the regions
territorial authorities to improve compliance and enforcement of regulations
under the Resource Management Act.

Campbell A

Monitoring consents and taking action against parties breaking regulations
Submitter applauds the emphasis on freshwater management and
continues to be a core role of Environment Canterbury. The Long-Term Plan
indigenous biodiversity. Submitter would like to see more resources and
discusses funding for this role under “Regional Leadership”. There are a
effort put in to enforcing environmental standards and proposes that stronger
number of activities underway within Environment Canterbury to improve and

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Support

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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enforcement measures are taken sooner when landowners continue to
ignore environmental responsibilities and consent conditions.

strengthen our activities in this area, but these are not of a scale discussed in
detail within the Long-Term Plan. One example is our participation in a newly
established forum which includes Environment Canterbury and all the regions
territorial authorities to improve compliance and enforcement of regulations
under the Resource Management Act.

Cao A

Environment Canterbury notes that submitter wishes to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
More funding needs to go towards enforcement and prosecution. Charges
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
must be laid against repeat offenders instead of a soft educational approach.
No change to the Long-Term
against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
When it comes to polluting our waterways, offenders need to appreciate the
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
long lasting and sometimes irreversible damage caused. A tough approach
recommended.
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
will set a precedent and will deter others from breaching terms of their
prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The
resource consent or carrying out unconsented activities.
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities)
meet community expectations.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Ken
Rouse

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

Support for work with the Networking for the Environment forum and
EnviroSchools noted.
Networking for the Environment Group developed by ECan is a great source To assist in sustainably managing the environment, Environment Canterbury
of information sharing and collaboration between environmental groups such has developed a number of regional plans to manage the Air, Land and Water
as ourselves and should be retained. Linkages to the Enviroschool
and Coastal Environments. Activities which have a low environmental risk are No change to the Long-Term
programme should be supported and groups such as ourselves are in an
Plan 2018-28 is
often classified as permitted activities, higher risk activities require resource
excellent position to support engagement of schools with their local streams consent and unacceptable activities are prohibited where no resource consent recommended.
can be granted. Environment Canterbury prioritises its compliance and
and rivers. Too many permitted activities which are un-monitored how can
enforcement action on higher risk activities and as such devotes significant
you manage what you don’t measure.
resource to consent monitoring and less resource to permitted activity
monitoring

Support

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Angela
Christensen

Programme 5- Plans, Consenting & Compliance:
CSI supports compliance monitoring to ensure the works programmes are
meeting zone outcomes. Advancements are considered necessary to better
understand how current activities (permitted and consented) are or are not
meeting consent requirements (depending on the activity status), and what
Central South kinds of impacts this has on the receiving environment. Understanding
Island Fish and current environmental trends is an important indicator for how the region is
Game Council tracking and indicate whether the trajectory of improvement towards the
freshwater outcomes will be met.
Programme 6- Our Information and Advice:
CSI supports funding in this area. The commitment to providing open source,
accurate data is important in order to better understand the state of the
environment and to be able to access the information in an easy way.

Environment Canterbury is committed to maintaining consent monitoring
No change to the Long-Term
expenditure. Consent monitoring is in addition to the environmental monitoring
Plan 2018-28 is
which is undertaken across the region and compiled on the LAWA website.
recommended.
Support for open source, accurate data is noted

Regional
Leadership

Robert
Clark

Clark R

No comments provided. No further action requested.

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Annie
Cao

No comments provided on this point.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Submitter recommends that council
x

Regional
Leadership

Mr
Lionel
Hume

Combined
Canterbury
Provinces,
Federated
Farmers of
New Zealand

x

x
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continues to focus on working in partnership with, or with the support
of, other organisations and individuals
builds understanding and trust among communities and
Support for working in partnership and building trust among communities,
stakeholders engaging with them as early as possible in ways that
are truly collaborative. To this end Federated Farmers supports the along with our commitment to providing high quality data and information is
noted.
approach initiated in the Waimakariri and Hurunui Waiau Zones, to
set up science stakeholder groups, to improve trust in the
underpinning science, prior to the development of sub-regional plans
continue its work to provide high quality data, with appropriate
context, to underpin policy development and decision making, and to
inform the public
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x

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Claire
Coveney

Mrs
Catherine
Dalton

Ms
Katia
De Lu

Carol
Eggleston

Ms
Michelle
Flanagan

Suky
Thompson

works to improve our understanding of relevant bio-physical
processes so that the right connections can be made and so that
data can be interpreted and used correctly.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Coveney C

Restore to a democratic process please.

Dalton C

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant regional plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
No change to the Long-Term
Concern that issue of quarrying impacts on air quality and freshwater not
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
raised. Quarries must not be allowed to set up shop next to residential areas time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the Plan 2018-28 is
and wells.
recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.

Conditional
support

De Lu K

To assist in sustainably managing the environment, Environment Canterbury
has developed a number of regional plans to manage the Air, Land and Water
and Coastal Environments. Activities which have a low environmental risk are
Regarding plans, consenting, and compliance, I ask that Environment
No change to the Long-Term
often classified as permitted activities, higher risk activities require resource
Canterbury recognise that all farming activities present risks to our
environment, and even those classified as “low risk” can still have an impact. consent and unacceptable activities are prohibited where no resource consent Plan 2018-28 is
can be granted. Environment Canterbury prioritises its compliance and
recommended.
Therefore, I encourage Environment Canterbury to put more resources
enforcement action on higher risk activities and as such devotes significant
toward permitted activity monitoring.
resource to consent monitoring and less resource to permitted activity
monitoring.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Eggleston C

The Environment Canterbury (Transitional Governance Arrangements) Act
2016 requires Council to review its representation arrangements before the
Doubling of bureaucratic responsibilities of regional NZ does and has not
No change to the Long-Term
next local authority elections in 2019. The review (under the Local Electoral
worked. System is expensive. Return to governance of the people. Submitter
Act) is underway and is an accepted pathway. The review must be completed Plan 2018-28 is
urges the council to demand the government withdraw from its takeover of
and submitted to the Local Government Commission by 31 August 2018 thus recommended.
what should be at least as are all others elected by the people.
returning Environment Canterbury to full democracy for the 2019 local body
elections.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Flanagan M

Environment Canterbury notes that submitter wishes to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
Request that the funding for Plans, Consenting and Compliance (under
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
Regional Leadership) is sufficient to adequately monitor and enforce
No change to the Long-Term
resource consents granted by Environment Canterbury. If consents
against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
Plan 2018-28 is
potentially have adverse environmental effects and adverse effects on
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
recommended.
affected parties, there is a responsibility that the conditions of these
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
consents (that are intended to mitigate such adverse effects) are adequately prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The
monitored and enforced.
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities)
meet community expectations.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Friends of
Banks
Peninsula

The Society has been involved with the issues around Akaroa Wastewater
for many years, and was a key participant the recent consultation carried out
by Christchurch City over land-based disposal options. We are concerned
about the amount and quality of wastewater (treated and untreated) entering
our environment from Christchurch City Council owned facilities and would
like to see Environment Canterbury taking a more hands-on approach to its
role in monitoring breaches. Specific examples on Akaroa Wastewater
Treatment and the public toilets on Banks Peninsula are given.
The Friends of Banks Peninsula request that ECan step up the level of
compliance monitoring that it is doing of the Christchurch City Council

24

Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.

With regards to monitoring of consented and permitted activities, Environment
Canterbury is committed to a risk based approach – whereby the majority of
effort is directed towards those activities with the greatest potential risk to the
No change to the Long-Term
environment. This is consistent with guidelines from the Ministry for the
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment. The setting of priority areas for compliance monitoring is
recommended.
approved directly by Council. The activities of Territorial Authorities are
considered equally alongside all parties (urban and rural), with regards to their
potential environmental risk.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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wastewater systems and public toilets on Banks Peninsula. We do not
consider that ECan is carrying out its monitoring and compliance functions
adequately by relying solely on the reporting done by the City Council,
because this has clearly led to a substantial number of serious breaches
going undetected.
Senior Leadership team salary is included in the annual report. We cannot
provide a breakdown of individual salaries.
In the period from Sept – March for which a summary is available there was
no business class air travel
Please provide the percentage and actual expenditure on:
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

It is unclear what the submitter is referring to. This may relate to public
transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Gwynne A

No comments made.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Hall S

Deeply worried that we still do not have fully democratically elected
representation on our regional council. This is unique in New Zealand and
should not be allowed to continue. Please restore fully elected ECan
councillors at the next election.

Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Regional
Leadership

Mr and Mrs
Michael and
Annette
Hamblett

Hamblett M
and A

Submitter supports an increased focus on monitoring technology and
collection of real time data on consents, and other monitoring to support
compliance work. Requests more resources be allocated to monitoring of
permitted activities (not just high risk ones). Requests random monitoring of
compliance and enforcement, Support better monitoring and enforcement of
regulations already in place.

With regards to monitoring of consented and permitted activities, Environment
Canterbury is committed to a risk based approach – whereby the majority of
effort is directed towards those activities with the greatest potential risk to the No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
environment. This is consistent with guidelines from the Ministry for the
recommended.
Environment. The setting of priority areas for compliance monitoring is
approved directly by Council.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Regional
Leadership

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Hampton S

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Regional
Leadership

Bev
Henderson

Henderson B

No comments made.

No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Jane & John
Henwood

Submitter supports the premise of this portfolio however the merging of the
two portfolios will need careful monitoring. Supports the increased
participation of community and interest groups. Increased
community engagement and information sharing is the only way to gain
compliance and volunteer assistance in Environment Canterbury’s work.
Henwood J & J Believes there needs to be more emphasis placed on monitoring and
compliance particularly in regard to activities which have the potential to
pollute water in years to come. A proportion of activities and varieties of
farming are monitored, this needs to be expanded to all activities to ensure
that Environment Canterbury researches and knows what is happening in all
areas of its responsibility.

x
x
x

Senior leadership team salary with breakdown
Domestic Air travel on business class
Overseas travel

Regional
Leadership

Anonymous

Anonymous

Regional
Leadership

Paul
Goodman

Goodman P

Totally lacking not connected with community hubs. e.g. Mt Pleasant and
Sumner.

Regional
Leadership

Olivia
Grose

Grose O

Regional
Leadership

Andrea
Gwynne

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Susan
Hall

Regional
Leadership

25

Comments noted regarding the merging of the Plans, Consenting and
Compliance and Regional leadership portfolios and the importance of
community engagement.
Environment Canterbury notes that submitters wish to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
recommended.
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The

Conditional
support
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prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities)
meet community expectations.

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Mr
Frank
Hill

Mr Peter
Holmes

Dr
Nicholas
Howell

Anonymous

KOA
Canterbury
Stephen
Howard

The recent 6 monthly report to the Minister has not been made available;
Environment Canterbury is out of touch with the majority of its ratepayers
and favours irrigation and dairy industries over other activities; water quality
has declined; the ratepayer survey should be reinstated with the CE's
remuneration linked to results.

The 6-monthly report is supplied to the Minister. The next one is due in
October 2018.
The Council’s Strategic priorities are Freshwater Management and restoration No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
of biodiversity. Work is planned to gauge and improve the level of
recommended.
understanding of the work of Environment Canterbury
The Councillors remuneration is set by the remuneration authority
http://remauthority.govt.nz/local-government/

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Submitter is concerned quarrying so close to Christchurch as it affects
peoples health, their way of life and property values. Considers we will be
left with huge holes in the ground and land unusable for future
generations.

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant regional plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
No change to the Long-Term
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Concern about quarrying and health effects of dust and neighbouring
property owners. Resist pressure for more quarrying.

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant regional plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
No change to the Long-Term
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Anonymous

Environment Canterbury has become too top heavy. Our consents and
compliance requirements are overwhelming

Environment Canterbury undertakes benchmarking to ensure that its scale
and levels of service are appropriate for the size of the region. Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury works closely with community and industry to ensure that the best Plan 2018-28 is
balance is struck between low barriers to resource use and regulations to
recommended.
prevent inappropriate use.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Keep our
Assets
Canterbury

Any long-term plan should include a request to central government to
immediately or at least at the next elections return ECan to full democracy
with each vote being of roughly equivalent value. As well as having
appointed members E Canis the victim of a strong gerrymander in favour of Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
irrigating and farming areas. It is noticeable that entry into the ECan building democracy in the 2019 elections.
is controlled and unwelcoming in ways that reflect this lack of legitimate
democracy. Democracy with full franchise is the foundation of our society
and an asset we cannot afford to lose or if threatened, ignore that threat.

Hill F

Holmes P

Howell N

Mr
David Michael Lawry D M
Lawry

Submission is signed by seven submitters and regards re-evaluation of the
air noise contour issue. Environment Canterbury Draft Long Term Plan
include this work stream (re-evaluation of the air noise contour issue) and
that it be given a high priority. Submitter wants regional council to undertake
a re-evaluation of air noise contours and also referred to water and noise
pollution enforcement.
A detailed submission is provided, including expert panel report.

26

Ensuring that the growth and development of greater Christchurch occurs in a
sustainable way is of critical importance to Environment Canterbury. To that
end Environment Canterbury has worked alongside the other strategic
partners to establish the Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy.
This Strategy alongside the Land Use Recovery Plan has helped inform
Chapter 6 of the Regional Policy Statement which, amongst other things, has
established an airport noise contour and requirements to avoid noise sensitive
activities such as residential development within this noise contour.
The Regional Policy Statement was adopted in 2013 (with Chapter 6 being
inserted at that time by way of the LURP). A full review of the Regional Policy

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
Council invite submitter to
write to Council on this issue.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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Statement, must occur within 10 years of the Policy Statement being made
operative. The next review is scheduled to be notified in 2022. A review of the
technical information base used to develop the noise contours will inform this
review.
The greater Christchurch Partnership is also considering a more targeted
review of elements of the settlement pattern contained in Chapter 6. The
scope of this urgent and important work does not include a review of the
airport noise contours, nor could it based on the short timeframe between now
and the proposed 2019 notification. Environment Canterbury and the Greater
Christchurch Partnership is undertaking and agrees that a review of the
airport noise contours is critical to the next full review of the Canterbury
Regional Policy Statement.
At the hearing, as this was a matter was not for Long-Term Plan 2018-28
Council invited the submitter to write to Council on this issue and specify their
request of Council.

Regional
Leadership

Margaret
Lovell-Smith

The Climate Change Integration programme includes work to develop a
process to ensure that climate change is factored into relevant Council
decision across all portfolios.
Planning for climate change must be behind all decision-making. The
The Long-Term Plan project budget is only the cost to produce the plan from No change to the Long-Term
importance of long-term community planning should be reflected in the funds
Plan 2018-28 is
Lovell-Smith M
a project perspective (i.e. Programme Management time, Subject Matter
allocated to this work programme. Two per cent of this portfolio is
recommended.
Expert leads, publishing, printing and audit costs). The whole of the
insufficient.
organisation contributes to the Long-Term Plan but this time is as part of their
everyday role and these costs are not included in the Long-Term Plan project
cost.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

We support the proposed review of systems for stakeholder relationships
and the development of regularly reviewed stakeholder relationship plans. A
strong relationship with Environment Canterbury is important to us and this
initiative could help ensure that our relationship continues to grow.
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

McCrone G

Concern noted - no change recommended. Submitter is referring to the
consultation document, not the draft Long-Term Plan 2018-28. Feedback will
Submitter heavily criticises report for being vague, repetitive, and with waffle.
be included in the internal review of the process to be undertaken in early
July.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

McDrury E A

No comments

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

McMillan C

Supports ongoing Canterbury initiatives including programmes carried out by
the Enviroschool and Biodiversity teams.
Support noted for the Enviroschools programmes and Biodiversity team
With regards to monitoring of consented and permitted activities, Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Submitter continues to be concerned that as a coastal freshwater catchment, Canterbury is committed to a risk based approach – whereby the majority of
effort is directed towards those activities with the greatest potential risk to the Plan 2018-28 is
the worst has occurred to the water before it gets to us. With our 200-year
environment. This is consistent with guidelines from Ministry for the
recommended.
YLVLRQWRUHKDELOLWDWH7ǌKDLWDUD&RDVWDO3DUNDQGRXUUROHWRSURWHFWDQG
enhance mahinga kai values, we believe that Environment Canterbury must Environment. The setting of priority areas for compliance monitoring is
approved directly by Council.
enforce existing rules around water and land use and; the associated
practices for which you have responsibility.

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Kim
Kelleher

Lyttelton Port
Company
Limited

Regional
Leadership

Joanne
Marsden

Marsden J

No comments provided on this point.

Regional
Leadership

Gordon
McCrone

Regional
Leadership

E Anne
McDrury

Regional
Leadership

27

Catherine
McMillan

Submitter's request is noted. This a decision which will be made at
On this topic, we ask that you consider appointing a “relationship account
management level and we will work with LPC directly to find a solution.
manager” to work with us. We deal with Environment Canterbury staff in a
range of regulatory and non-regulatory roles and across a range of topic
areas. There are benefits in having a primary contact person who
understands our business and the breadth of our dealings with Environment
Canterbury. Such a person could also ensure that there is early engagement
and sharing of knowledge on key initiatives.
No comments provided. No further action.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

Conditional
support
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Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Mrs
Chantal
Morkel

Morkel C

Julianne
Munro

Munro J

Katherine
Peet

More resources and funding should be committed to air and water quality in
Selwyn given presence of quarrying close to residential properties.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Network
Waitangi
ƿWDXWDKL

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant regional plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
No change to the Long-Term
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. Support noted. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Submitter is interested in four (of the six) work programmes in the Regional
Leadership portfolio: Governance and Engagement; Strategy and
Direction; 1JƗL7DKXDQG5HJLRQDO5HODWLRQVKLSVDQG/RQJ-Term
Community Planning. Long-Term Plan refers to Environment
Canterbury maintaining strong relationships and refers to various agencies
but there is no specific reference about non-government / Third Sector
organisations. NWO wishes to ask for specific direction about how Network
:DLWDQJLƿWDXWDKLDVDQRQ-government / Third Sector organisation can
engage with and contribute to the Regional Leadership Portfolio of
Environment Canterbury.

Request is noted. Non-government organisations are noted as a key
relationship on page 58 of the draft Long-Term Plan. While no specific
reference on how Environment Canterbury will work with an NGO, these
relationships are formed and nurtured within numerous projects developed
across the organisation. We will work directly with NWO to find a solution.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Group is focused on strategy and policy not delivery. Objects to label of nongovernment organisation. Offered to continue support and contribute to
Council’s Tuia programmes. Can engage and give specific direction on how
we contribute our unique expertise and knowledge at a local level.
Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Adrienne
NicholasRakatau

NicholasRakatau A

Mr
Scott
Pearson

Allocate new compliance funding in the 2018/19 to cover the cost of
purchasing two Acoustic Doplers, to be assigned specifically for fish screen
North
and water take infrastructure compliance. This recommendation is
Canterbury
anticipated to cost an additional $36,000 of funding tagged to capex
Fish and Game
expenditure, associated with the “compliance” area specifically. If approved,
& SI Fish and
it is suggested to locate one device in Timaru and the other in Christchurch.
Game
Sustain the existing level of investment in compliance funding to achieve the
necessary improvements required in compliance programmes.

No comments.

Environment Canterbury notes the desire to see increased compliance for fish
screens and water takes, and that staff are equipped with the appropriate
tools to enable this monitoring to be undertaken. Monitoring of fish screens
No change to the Long-Term
and significant consents are priorities for the 2018-19 year. Environment
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury notes that it will need to ensure that staff have the correct tools
recommended.
and that capital expenditure is allocated to ensure that staff can carry out the
compliance monitoring appropriately.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

James
Ryan

NZ Farm
Environment
Trust

Submitter, the New Zealand Farm Environment Trust expresses thanks from
the trustees and local awards committee (Ballance Farm Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Awards) for the ongoing support. The Trust sees a number of exciting
Comments noted. Environment Canterbury also looks forward to continuing to
Plan 2018-28 is
opportunities to compliment the role of the regional council to promote
work in partnership with the New Zealand Farm Environment Trust.
recommended.
sustainable farming and growing practices. The Trust looks forward to
continuing to work in partnership with the regional council to meet
community outcomes.

Regional
Leadership

Annabelle
Hasselman

ƿSƗZDKR
Heathcote
River Network

Submitter supports Environment Canterbury's partnership with NgƗi Tahu
and reporWLQJPƗWDXUDQJD0Ɨori, and continuing to engage with and support
Comments noted. Environment Canterbury will continue to support the
community groups and NGOs, including at the beginning of the process.
Networking for Environment Forum and the Enviroschools programme.
Supports continuation of the Networking for Environment Group and Enviro
Schools programme.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Regional
Leadership

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Paihere
Geopark

No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Regional
Leadership
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No further action required.

Support
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Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Philip
Pearson

Mr
Mark
Belton

Colleen
Philip

Pearson P

Environment Canterbury notes that submitter wishes to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
Submitter requests Environment Canterbury enforce its own rules.
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
Environment Canterbury needs to fund more monitoring and
No change to the Long-Term
enforcement and take its role in maintaining our environment and waterways against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
Plan 2018-28 is
more seriously than recent reports on monitoring and enforcement indicate. Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
recommended.
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
There has been too much ‘development’, sometimes economic sometimes
prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The
just plain stupid in the last decade and this must change. A correction is
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
required from the focus on commercial imperatives to more on ecological.
the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities)
meet community expectations.

Permanent
Forests NZ

Where is mention in the Long-Term Plan of soils, soil conservation,
protection of elite soils, soil degradation avoidance, soil health and nutrient
status improvement, soil carbon enhancement. Soils are the basis of the
region's land use based economy...where is the focus on sustaining our
soils?

In 2013 Environment Canterbury made operative its new Regional Policy
Statement. Chapter 15 of that document outlines our strategic approach to
soil management. Chapter 15 highlights soil degradation and induced soil
erosion as key issues facing the region.
The Regional Policy Statement is implemented through the District and
Regional Plans. District Plans and Environment Canterbury’s own Regional
Plans are required to give effect to the regional policy statement. Once
No change to the Long-Term
implemented consistently across the region the direction in the Regional
Plan 2018-28 is
Policy Statement will provide a high level of statutory protection for our soil
recommended.
resources.
Environment Canterbury has a key focus on improving farming, seeking all
farmers to be operating at good management practice by 2020. A key plank of
this focus is the development, approval and auditing of farm environment
plans. A high level of erosion and the subsequent deposition of sediment into
our rivers and streams is a key element of farm environment plans and
actions which reduce sediment loss to water are expected to be part of
farmers move to good management practice.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Philip C

Appreciates the efforts of Environment Canterbury to improve compliance
and monitoring but believes this is an area where more resourcing is
needed. Environment Canterbury’s own rules need to be followed and the
degradation of our waterways and biodiversity losses caused by noncompliance not continue due to a lack of oversight and consequences.
One area of specific concern is the lack of monitoring of currently permitted
activity. Understands ‘high risk’ activity only is monitored. Would like to see
random compliance enforcement being funded over a broader spectrum of
activity.

Environment Canterbury notes that submitter wishes to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
No change to the Long-Term
against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
recommended.
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities)
meet community expectations.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Regional
Leadership

Mrs
Sue
Piercey

Piercey S

Comment regarding stakeholders is noted. On page 61 of the supporting
Long-Term Plan documentation it is stated that ‘To enable active participation
and increase community understanding of the work of Environment
Canterbury, the wider community is our main customer and mechanisms are
being further developed to enable the community to continue to be involved
depending on individual interest.’
Who are stakeholders? Surely we are all stakeholders and why does the
The Local Electoral Act provides for MƗori constituencies as an option but it
public come at the bottom. Good that Environment Canterbury listens to
does not address mana whenua representation. Mana whenua representation
No change to the Long-Term
NgƗi Tahu and NgƗi Tahu should retain two seats when democratic elections is not currently provided for in legislation and would require a change in law.
Plan 2018-28 is
resume. Environment Canterbury needs to be more proactive in monitoring 7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗi Tahu and Environment Canterbury are in discussion
recommended.
and enforcing compliance particularly with regard to properties with the
exploring ways in which mana whenua representation at Council might be
potential to further degrade the quality of our water.
addressed.
With regards to monitoring of consented and permitted activities, Environment
Canterbury is committed to a risk based approach – whereby the majority of
effort is directed towards those activities with the greatest potential risk to the
environment. This is consistent with guidelines from the Ministry for the
Environment. The setting of priority areas for compliance monitoring is
approved directly by Council.

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Porter J

Do not give away our water to commercial bottling companies!

29

Environment Canterbury cannot refuse to issue a water use consent to a
company solely on the basis that the water is to be bottled. Environment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Support
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Canterbury considers water use consent applications on their impact on the
environment.
Regional
Leadership

Joy
Priest

Regional
Leadership

Robert
Rasmussen

Regional
Leadership

Tom
Reece

Regional
Leadership

Ms
Kay
Robertson

Regional
Leadership

Mr
David
Rodda

Priest J

Under the Local Electoral Act 2001 a person is qualified to be a candidate at
Submitter suggests a better gender balance with councillors, it appears there every election if that person is a New Zealand citizen and enrolled as a
are 3 women and 9 men? This is not acceptable in this day and age.
parliamentary elector (anywhere in New Zealand). The law does not
discriminate by gender.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Rasmussen R

It is felt by many that the present lay-out is controlled by too many individuals
It is not clear what the submitter is referring too.
who have their own agendas. Not always for the benefit of the people.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Reece T

Submitter was unable to find any reference to forestry harvesting. Having
experienced down-stream problems from up-stream forestry harvesting, it is
my opinion that Environment Canterbury needs to have a plan about how
forests are harvested; what happens to the off-cut brush; waterway
cleanliness and replanting. If possible, I would also like to see this extended
to encompass the considerable damage caused by the logging trucks both to
the roads and verges.

Your suggestions are noted. Environment Canterbury currently has rules in
the regional plans to manage the effects of forestry, and further development
and refinement of these rules will occur through our planning processes.
In addition, we will be implementing the relevant provisions of the National
Environmental Standards for Plantation Forestry, and working with the
Territorial Authorities in order to aid them with their Implementation of the
Standards. The implementation of this standard is funded via existing
programmes in consents, compliance, planning and biodiversity.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Robertson K

Submitter trusts we will see the return to full democratic elections for
Environment Canterbury councillors.

Following a representation review, Environment Canterbury will return to full
democracy in the 2019 elections.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Rodda D

Submitter considers the overuse of roads by heavy vehicles to facilitate
Outside scope of Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan. Environment
quarrying activity in a suburban area or within its surrounds, is despicable as
Canterbury does not have any regulatory powers in respect to vehicle weight
it increases danger to local road users and pedestrians that may include
limits for local roads or state highways.
children.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Submitter believes the amount of money paid for compliance matters by
taxpayers is too high. Industry should pay the full cost of adequate
monitoring of its activities. This should be managed by a specific rate on
each activity.Compliance costs should be met by polluter.

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

30

Dr
Seddon-Smith
Robert
R
Seddon-Smith

Mrs
Robyn
Smith

Smith R

Consent applicants and holders current pay the majority of costs related to
granting and monitoring their consents.
Environment Canterbury is legally required to respond to LGOIMAs within 20
working days. Where possible requests for information are completed before
It is disappointing to find out how long ECan expects to complete LGOIMA
the 20 days.
requests with fairly simple search terms. All documentation should be held in All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
a form such that a reasonably anticipated query should be complete in less in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant regional plan.
than 90 minutes.
Environmental Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
Quarrying should not be permitted within 2000m of any township. In hearing managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
submitter stated quarrying should not be 1000m within township, 750m of
household. Noted water, noise and air quality concerns and effects of
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
Crystalline silica on respiratory system.
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
With regards to general environment and consent management - the
applicant should pay for the full cost of monitoring their activity to ensure that recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
the mitigation measures are having the desired effect.
managed.
Any changes to consent conditions (including increasing use of resources) are
Alterations to consents which in any way increase the Effects on the
subject to the same tests to determine the impact on third parties as new
Environment should not be permitted without the consent of affected parties.
consent holders.
The applicant should meet all the reasonable expenses of the affected
parties.
All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant regional plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
Quarrying is not mentioned anywhere in the consultation document or
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
No change to the Long-Term
additional information (that I can see). It should be added in the long-term
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
Plan 2018-28 is
plan as it affects both Freshwater Management and Air Quality. The impacts its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
recommended.
on quarrying in residential areas are currently being ignored.
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.

Regional
Leadership

Mr
Kyle
Sutherland

Sutherland K

Regional
Leadership

Mrs
Ruth
Swale

Swale R

Environment Canterbury notes that submitter wishes to see an increase in
compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function
of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
No change to the Long-Term
against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
recommended.
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
Plan Change 5 is a great step in the right direction, but needs to be properly prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The
resourced to ensure the environment is protected long term. This would
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
include the ability for Environment Canterbury to revoke consents if required the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities)
and enforce harsh penalties for those that do not comply.
meet community expectations.
More resources need to be applied to permitted activity monitoring given the
large number of farms this covers. There needs to be much tougher
penalties for non-compliance and more resources applied to more
compliance officers to ensure farmers are meeting their obligations under the
law. Refers to specific examples in submission.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Syddall C

The Local Electoral Act provides for MƗori constituencies as an option but it
does not address mana whenua representation. Mana whenua representation
is not currently provided for in legislation and would require a change in law.
7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗi Tahu and Environment Canterbury are in discussion
No change to the Long-Term
Encouraged by the support for NGOs and the youth sector through the
exploring ways in which mana whenua representation at Council might be
Plan 2018-28 is
provision of meeting spaces, workshops and hui. Please continue to support addressed.
recommended.
the Community and Youth Engagement teams and expand their outreach
Comments noted. Environment Canterbury will continue to support the
capacity. I encourage Environment Canterbury to continue their support of,
Networking for Environment Forum, the youth sector and the Enviroschools
and encouragement for, the Enviroschools programme through their
programme
relationships with the Christchurch City Council and District Councils.

Support

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Working closely with local iwi, 1JƗL Tahu, has been a very positive
development.

&RPPHQWVQRWHG:RUNLQJFORVHO\ZLWK7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL7DKXDQG
3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDFRQWLQXHVWREHVWURQJIRFXVIRUWKH&RXQFLODQGLV
embedded across all portfolios.

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Supports 1JƗL7DKX representation in Council and the Tuia relationship.
3RVLWLYHWRQRWHWKDWPƗWDXUDQJD0ƗRULZLOOEHSUHVHQWHGZLWKDORQJVLGHWKH
usual environmental monitoring.
Regional
Leadership

Caroline
Syddall

Regional
Leadership

Mr
Stephen
Talbot

Talbot S

Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
There has been no comments or specific focus on the impact of quarrying in
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
the Long-Term Plan for the next 10 years. I believe there needs a specific
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
response by ECan into the management and safe use of quarrying over the
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the No change to the Long-Term
next 10 years including; buffer zones, safer practise for the protection of
Plan 2018-28 is
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or
waterways, protection of residents. If we are in a position to put in laws and
recommended.
objectionable. The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual
provisions for things such as home heating e.g. fires, outdoor burning buffers
complaints can be logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in
for residential areas, waterway protection for farmers then it is obviously
recognition of the specific concern of some residents has an enhanced
possible to do this for quarries and this is a must.
monitoring programme to ensure that the effects of quarrying are well
managed.

Regional
Leadership

Tracey
Tarrant

Tarrant T

No comments provided on this point.

Regional
Leadership

Matthew
Ross

7H5ǌQDQJDLVJHQHUDOO\VXSSRUWLYHRIWKH1JƗL7DKXDQG5HJLRQDO
Relationships work programme subject to strongly view that the Tuia
UHODWLRQVKLSZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDVKRXOGFRQWLQXHWREHDIILUPHGDVDWRS
priority for Regional Council. Whilst supportive of the further integration of
the Tuia work programme across all Long-Term Plan portfolios and
SURJUDPPHV7H5ǌQDQJDQRWHVWKDWWKH7UHDW\3DUWQHUUHODWLRQVKLSLV now a
subcomponent of a work programme under the Regional Leadership
SRUWIROLR7H5ǌQDQJDsuggests that further discussion is had with Papatipu
7H5ǌQDQJDR 5ǌQDQJDRQ how the Tuia relationship should be recognised in the Long1JƗL7DKX
Term Plan.
7H5ǌQDQJDVXEPLWVWKDWUHVRXUFHVIRU7XLDZRUNSURJUDPPHVKRXOGEH
retained at levels equivalent to service levels in the Long-Term Plan 201525. To help ensure that the Tuia work programme is further integrated,
submitter suggests that consideration is given to Tuia Implementation
Standards whereby
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No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

(QYLURQPHQW&DQWHUEXU\ VUHODWLRQVKLSZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDDQG7H
5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL7DKXLVHPEHdded in the way we work across the
organisation and underpins the culture and work of Environment Canterbury
staff. Our strategic priorities for the Long-Term Plan of freshwater
management and biodiversity are both important with respect to improving
No change to the Long-Term
mahinga kai.
Plan 2018-28 is
(QJDJHPHQWZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDDQG7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL7DKXUHJDUGLQJ
recommended.
the transition of Environment Canterbury to full democracy will continue.
The level of resourcing for the Tuia work programme will remain the same as
in the Long-Term Plan 2015-25.
We would welcome hearing details of your proposal for 'Tuia Implementation
6WDWHPHQWV WKURXJKWKHIRUXPRI7H5ǀSǌ7XLD

Support

Conditional
support
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x
x

x

council facilitates the development of Tuia Implementation
Statements for each portfolio and work programme in the Long-Term
Plan
Each Tuia Implementation Statement clearly identified where council
DFWLYLWLHVPD\UHODWHWRWKHULJKWVDQGLQWHUHVWVRI1JƗL7DKX:KƗQXL
DQGRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRU3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDWRH[HUFLVHUDQJDWLUDtanga
and kaitiakitanga
Tuia Implementation Statements are jointly agreed by council and
3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDRQDQDQQXDOEDVLV

7H5ǌQDQJDZHOFRPHVWKHFRPPLWPHQWWRFRPSOHWHDUHSUHVHQWDWLRQUHYLHZ
before the transition of Canterbury Regional Council to full democracy and
VXJJHVWVWKDWWKLVLVDWRSLFIRUIXUWKHUGLVFXVVLRQZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJD
In this context, submitter is generally supportive of the portfolios and work
programmes included in the Long-Term Plan, subject to
x

regional council facilitation of the effective and meaningful
LQYROYHPHQWRI3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDLQGHFLVLRQPDNLQJSURFHVVHVDQG
work programme implementation in line with the Tuia work
programme

Regional
Leadership

Mark
Low

TDC acknowledges the ongoing work of Environment Canterbury
Timaru District to collaborate across the region on a range of initiatives. These collaborative
Comments noted.
Council
efforts have had benefits including enhanced efficiencies, better
relationships and improved decision-making.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Regional
Leadership

Ivan
Stevenson

Timaru Yacht
and Power
Boat Club

No comments provided on this point.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No comments provided. No further action requested.

Regional
Leadership

Kristen
Price

Toimata
Foundation

Submission acknowledges Environment Canterbury's regional leadership
role and the support of Environment Canterbury staff, including leaders and
Comments noted. Environment Canterbury will continue to support the
the regional coordinator. An overview of enviroschools and results of the
Enviroschools programme.
enviroschools nationwide census is provided within the submission.
Submitter requests that ECan maintains its leadership role in Enviroschools.

Regional
Leadership

James
Vernon

Vernon J

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Regional
Leadership

O and D
Wagstaff

Wagstaff O &
D

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments and no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Waihora
Ellesmere
Trust

Waihora
Ellesmere
Trust

WET applauds the emphasis on maintaining strong and effective
relationships with a number of identities including non-government
organisations. The Trust believes that it is advantageous to Environment
Canterbury to have an independent body such as the Waihora Ellesmere
Trust working in spaces such as hosting the Living Lake Symposium. WET
supports funding which gives NGO’s the capacity and confidence to go
about their day to day business.

Environment Canterbury will welcome future opportunities to work in
partnership on projects such as the Living Lake Symposium which align with
Council’s strategic priorities.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Mr
Geoff
Meadows

Council support for Environment Canterbury demonstrating leadership in the
freshwater management and biodiversity portfolios as well as welcoming the Support for leadership in the freshwater management and biodiversity
portfolios as well as the establishment of the Climate Change Integration
establishment of the Climate Change Working Group.
Programme noted.
Monitoring consents and taking action against parties breaking regulations
No change to the Long-Term
The Council acknowledges Environment Canterbury’s assistance with the
Waimakariri
continues to be a core role of Environment Canterbury. The Long-Term Plan
Plan 2018-28 is
District
Plan
Review.
The
Council
considers
that
the
Environment
District Council
discusses funding for this role under “Regional Leadership”. There are a
recommended.
Canterbury programme (Planning Consents, and Compliance) generally
number of activities underway within Environment Canterbury to improve and
aligns with our longer terms goals for the collection and analysis of
strengthen our activities in this area, but these are not of a scale discussed in
compliance data. Feedback from our community does however point to
detail within the Long-Term Plan. One example is our participation in a newly
concern about the proactivity of Environment Canterbury in achieving
established forum which includes Environment Canterbury and all the regions
consent compliance on a number of fronts.

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership
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Conditional
support
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territorial authorities to improve compliance and enforcement of regulations
under the Resource Management Act.
Regional
Leadership

Mr
Geoff
Meadows

The Council requests that Environment Canterbury consider widening its
Waimakariri
energy portfolio to work with stakeholders on the broader matters of energy
District Council security, reliability and affordability. Further details on this request is
specified in the submission. Could link up with other portfolio areas.

Council’s current priorities are freshwater management to achieve ecosystem
health and sustainable economic development, and regeneration of
No change to the Long-Term
indigenous biodiversity. Any changes to our priorities and our portfolio plans Plan 2018-28 is
as a result of the Zero Carbon Act and Climate Commission’s work will be
recommended.
considered through the annual planning process.

Regional
Leadership

Mayor
Craig
Rowley

WDC agrees with the activity proposed for Regional Leadership and looks
Waimate
forward to continuing to work closely with Environment Canterbury through
District Council
the Regional Forums.

Comments noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Our guiding legislation is the Resource Management Act. Our environment is
something that is ‘used’ in the sense of water we drink or use for mahinga kai
or recreation, private citizens and industry use land for homes, travel and
business, through to the air we breathe. It is in this sense that we talk about
‘resources’ and ‘resource management’ and use. We understand that some
may interpret the word ‘resources’ and their use to be disposable, nonsustainable use, but that is not the sense that we use the word in.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Policy,
performance or
general
comment

Regional
Leadership

Mrs
Sarah
Walters

Walters S

Submitter supports the need to co-ordinate and provide leadership across
the region for a cohesive, well-supported and evidence-driven approach,
however intensely dislikes the term “natural resources” – resource implies
something to be used and our precious natural
environment is not a “resource” to be used, but a fragile and irreplaceable
ecosystem and should be recognised as such.

Regional
Leadership

Jenny
WebsterBrown

Waterways
Centre for
Freshwater
Management

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

White K

Submitter wishes to support the funding for another Relationships Cultural
Advisor from Tuia for the ZC’s, one support person is not enough and it is
difficult to form a strong relationship. Zone Committees are a place where
the Treaty Partnership is at the forefront of everything that is undertaken.
Submitter wishes to support Environment Canterbury’s strong relationship
with Tuia.

Comments noted. Two new Cultural Land Management Advisor positions are
proposed in addition to making the current position permanent. These
positions will be supported by the Tangata Whenua facilitator and Tuia team.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Whyte K

The roles and responsibilities of regional councils are specified in the Local
Government Act 2002 and the Resource Management Act 1991.
Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
The Plan is well intended and there are many worthy initiatives. However,
there is not enough of a step change identified to halt the degradation that is includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
occurring under Environment Canterbury's current operational model of
facilitating sustainable development in the region - this model isn’t working - Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities that No change to the Long-Term
Monitoring, Mitigation and Slicing the pie further is not
Plan 2018-28 is
strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
good enough. Regional Council need to show true leadership towards
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to recommended.
protecting our future by focusing on “Restorative Development” not
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
“Sustainable Development”. All Strategic planning and all economic
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
development needs to have this mind set as a priority. And our Regional
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
Council needs to be working with other agencies, territorial authorities and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
lobbying National Government to make this step change now.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Regional
Leadership

Kate
White

Kate
Whyte

Richard
Wild

Wild R

Would like to see Environment Canterbury reviewing its purpose 'facilitating
sustainable development for the Canterbury Region.' Would like to know
what Environment Canterbury means by 'sustainable'. Would also like to
know what 'vision' Environment Canterbury has for Canterbury in
2028. Environment Canterbury needs to take a leadership role on true
sustainability, challenging the idea that 'endless growth' is possible and to
seriously support alternatives that are truly sustainable.
Refer to submission for further detail.
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Council has agreed our purpose is facilitating sustainable development which
includes consideration of the ‘four well-beings’ (environmental, economic,
social and cultural).
Through consultation on its Long-Term and Annual Plans, Environment
Canterbury seeks to plan, fund and implement programmes and activities that
strike a fair balance between the diverse interests of ratepayers and
communities across the region, including diverse views about the balance to No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
be struck between the ‘four well-beings’.
recommended.
The priorities identified for this Long-Term Plan are freshwater management
to achieve ecosystem health and sustainable economic development, and
regeneration of indigenous biodiversity.
The purpose and strategic priorities are reviewed by the Council on an
ongoing basis.
The vision for the region is articulated through the Community Outcomes
which are set out in the Long-Term Plan .

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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Regional
Leadership

34

Miss
Sophie
Allen

Working
Waters Trust

Submitter recommends more resourcing for compliance activities,
particularly to be able to carry out ‘spot checks’ on a sample of rural
landowners who carry out Permitted activities under the RMA /Land and
Water Regional Plan, to assess any general issues with compliance, with
follow through consequences for any gross breaches.

To assist in sustainably managing the environment, Environment Canterbury
has developed a number of regional plans to manage the Air, Land and Water
and Coastal Environments. Activities which have a low environmental risk are
No change to the Long-Term
often classified as permitted activities, higher risk activities require resource
consent and unacceptable activities are prohibited where no resource consent Plan 2018-28 is
can be granted. Environment Canterbury prioritises its compliance and
recommended.
enforcement action on higher risk activities and as such devotes significant
resource to consent monitoring and less resource to permitted activity
monitoring

Policy,
performance or
general
comment
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FRESHWATER MANAGEMENT
Title

Full Name

Mr
Freshwater
Nicholas
Management
Abaffy

Company /
Organisation

Abaffy N

Submission Summary
Would agree with some of it if I knew what it meant. For example, what is
good management practice or Canterbury water management strategy as it
related to the Avon and Heathcote rivers.
Cleaning up our rivers and providing easy cycle connections to reach them
can improve local recreational opportunities and attract cycle tourists.

Abbott C

Allen S

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submission
analysis
Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Conditional
support

Submitter supports the focus on wetlands and braided rivers. Recommends
additional focus on at risk lowland streams / water races with high
No change to the Long-Term
Support for Freshwater Management and Cultural Land Management Advisors
biodiversity values. Supports with conditions appointment of Cultural Land
Plan 2018-28 is
is welcomed.
Management Advisors, particularly if they can work with non- profit
recommended.
community organisations.

Conditional
support

Please increase the Immediate Steps funding that the Water Zone
Committees have access to as it is an efficient way of spending a smaller
amount of money and enabling more volunteers and other input.
Exporting our water at virtually no cost to bottler’s sells off one our most
valuable resources at virtually no cost and with nearly equal economic
benefits is contrary to Environment Canterbury’s mission.

Freshwater Sophie
Management Allen

Concerns are noted. Information on CWMS and GMP is available from
Environment Canterbury and partners. For example, GMP;
https://www.dairynz.co.nz/news/latest-news/primary-sector-agrees-goodmanagement-practices-for-farmers/
http://www.canterburywater.farm/gmp/

Staff Advice

Support for the focus on Freshwater Management is welcomed. Support for
increase in funding for Immediate Steps is noted. Concerns regarding
abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of the Resource
Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional councils take an
No change to the Long-Term
effects based approach which focuses on controlling the impacts (or effects) of
Plan 2018-28 is
an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself. Support for the
recommended.
Immediate Steps programme is welcomed. Before deciding on funding for the
Immediate Steps Biodiversity Programme, we are looking at how this
programme fits into the work to gain a step change under the Biodiversity
Programme. Funding remains stable at this stage

Motorized vehicles contribute a great deal to water pollution.
Freshwater Chris
Management Abbott

Action officer evaluation

With regards to consent reviews, submitter considers that priorities for
consent reviews should be guided by Zone Committees with catchment
objectives and outcomes clearly defined prior to any reviews being initiated.
Collaboration with consent holders to achieve the Zone Committee’s
identified outcomes should be encouraged as an alternative to consent
reviews.

Freshwater Andrew
Management Barton

Amuri Irrigation
Company

With reference to consent reviews in the Ashburton River / Hakatere
catchment area. Submitter has no background information on prioritising
reviews in this catchment, however consider that any decision on priority
areas for review should be based on Zone Committee recommendations
and be made only after more collaborative approaches have been fully
explored.

Support for additional river flows and Cultural Land Management Advisors are
Targets 1.4.1d-f are for variations to implement the National Planning
noted, and also the need to be clear on how additional monitoring would be
Standards. It is submitter's understanding that a review of the Hurunui and
resourced. Note the importance of collaboration between zone committees and
Waiau River Regional Plan will be included within these work programme
consent holders, and when considering consent reviews, to ensure catchment
targets. Submitter supports this review and request that it be specified within
outcomes are delivered.
Measure 1.4.1.
Submitter supports the creation of a northern districts cultural land
management role.
Submitter supports the additional river flow and periphyton monitoring
positions that are proposed. It is unclear what aspects of your monitoring
programme will be lost to provide for additional river flow monitoring. This
information should be included in the Plan.
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The use of consent reviews (as an alternative to or to complement plan change
proposals in local catchment areas) has support from the wider community.
There are resourcing considerations for the roll out of this approach which need
to be worked through with each community of interest

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Anderson D

Submitter disagrees with the opening comment that water is plentiful in
Canterbury and we have an abundance of freshwater. More formal
Need for closer working relationships is noted.
networking with NGOs, district councils and Department of Conservation
should be established to ensure no duplication of output in portfolios occurs.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Barr R

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Bagozzi D

Why do water use consents get passed on to new owners in spite of
changes in use (example: irrigation permit for an organic farm which is later
sold and becomes a dairy farm or a water bottling plant). Water use
consents should be reviewed whenever there is a change of use of the land
(whether or not there is a change of ownership). Monitoring of a wider
range of farming operations must be undertaken, not only of the ones
currently considered 'high risk'. We should be reducing our water
consumption.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on controlling the
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.
No change to the Long-Term
Concerns about water use consents is noted. Support for catchment based
Plan 2018-28 is
approach to consent reviews is noted. The use of consent reviews (as an
recommended.
alternative to or to complement plan change proposals in local catchment
areas) has support from the wider community. There are resourcing
considerations for the roll out of this approach which need to be worked
through with each community of interest.

Freshwater Matthew
Management Baird

Baird M

Applaud Environment Canterbury intention to conduct a catchment-wide
consent review when completing sub-regional plans. Consents for each river
should be reviewed together. Urge Environment Canterbury to prioritise the Welcome the support for catchment-wide consent reviews when completing
proper measurement and assessment of environmental externalities so that sub-regional plans.
they can be taken into account during decision making. Enforce the
Concerns regarding the resourcing of enforcement are noted.
regulations that already exist and put adequate resources into this
enforcement.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Freshwater Graeme
Management Bamley

Bamley G

No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Barr R

Council should not be issuing consents without knowing the true quantity of
water available. Increase spending on research of the water system and
change policy to serve the people of Canterbury. Amend the plan to remove
Concerns about consents and understanding water quantity are noted.
the water consents in Belfast. Remove all decision makers who served
during national government tenure. Encourage research in technology and
sustainable practices for water, e.g. recycling, roof collection.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Beardsley L

Submitter considers the lack of info about what is proposed for Freshwater
Management makes it hard to choose either of the options proposed, noting
the language is full of jargon and is not accessible to the average
person. The submitter does not agree with any further exploitation of
aquifers, groundwater, lakes, rivers and streams and requests that
Environment Canterbury revoke the Cloud Ocean Water and 5ƗSDNL Natural
Resources licenses to take water. The submitter considers the CWMS is
focused on increasing dairy farming rather than protecting drinking water,
and requests weekly nutrient monitoring reports and 100% waterway
fencing, and enforcement action. The submitter does not support any
further irrigation schemes being approved or funded. The submitter
supports the proposed Te Waihora restoration and requests that Lake
Forsyth is also considered for immediate restorative action.

Concern across a range of issues are noted. Support for the focus on
Freshwater Management is welcomed. Support for Te Waihora is welcomed.
The Banks Peninsula Zone Committee is working on a project to reduce
sediment into Lake Forsyth. Weekly nutrient monitoring reports are unlikely to
be feasible. However new rules require farmers to monitor nutrient losses to
waterways, and effectively exclude stock from waterways. For the more
intensive farms, regular auditing of their Farm Environment Plan and progress
towards GMP is required, and can lead to enforcement action where progress
is not being made.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Submitter refers to consents for dairy conversions increasing dramatically
along with consents for irrigation. Supporting irrigation is not without its
problems - pollution of ground water and rivers. Hurunui and the
degradation of the environment in North Canterbury and irrigation in
Mackenzie are given as examples.

Concerns are noted. It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is
over-allocated in many parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan No change to the Long-Term
(LWRP) framework places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients
Plan 2018-28 is
across Canterbury with specific catchment based rules being set in subrecommended.
regional chapters.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
No change to the Long-Term
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
Plan 2018-28 is
councils take an effects based approach which focuses on controlling the
recommended.
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Mr
Freshwater
David
Management
Anderson
Miss
Freshwater
Rhiannon
Management
Barr

Freshwater Daniela
Management Bagozzi

Mr
Freshwater
Rhyan
Management
Barr

Ms
Freshwater
Lisa
Management
Beardsley

Freshwater Nikki
Management Beardsley

Beardsley N

Freshwater Peter
Management Tuffley

Beckenham
Freshwater management is of great concern to us, and we wish
Neighbourhood
Environment Canterbury to take a vigorous enforcement- based regulatory
Association
approach in this area, especially as regards the kind of agricultural excess
Incorporated
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No further action required.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Submitter feedback about the language and lack of info appears to relate to the
consultation document not the draft Long-Term Plan. Feedback will be included
in the internal review of the process to be undertaken in early July.
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary
and pollution facilitated under the post-April-2010 regime. (For example. no
future “cows in lake” episodes or the like should go unpunished.)

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Therefore each application is considered on a case by case basis and will only
be granted if the effects are acceptable in relation to the Land and Water Plan.

In order to protect Canterbury’s aquifers, especially against pollution by
seawater incursion, we also demand an immediate moratorium on extraction
of water for commercial bottling, at least until a fully elected Environment
Canterbury free of government or other appointees has had an opportunity
to re-visit this issue. We have been appalled at Environment Canterbury’s
recently reported permissiveness in this regard.
In hearing, concerns about temporary chlorination and pollution of
Christchurch waterways from agricultural pressures. Gave example of stock
entering waterways 28 March, extraction of water for bottling.
Ms
Freshwater
Janet
Management
Begg

Mrs
Freshwater
Merav
Management
Benaia

Mr
Freshwater
Stephen
Management
Beuzenberg

Freshwater Peter
Management Binns

Begg J

Be more stringent in making our rivers, streams, lakes and oceans
swimmable again.

Welcome the focus on swimmability. Noted the need to be more stringent.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

In light of Climate Change and the pressure put on fresh water, historic
consents and the way these are transferred from one business to another
must go into review as quickly as possible.
Benaia M

Welcome the support for the focus on Freshwater Management, and climate
change. Concerns regarding consent reviews and support for catchment based
approach to consent reviews is noted. The use of consent reviews (as an
No change to the Long-Term
alternative to or to complement plan change proposals in local catchment
Plan 2018-28 is
There are issues concerning RMA which Environment Canterbury cannot
areas) has support from the wider community. There are resourcing
recommended.
resolve; this means Environment Canterbury should support a challenge to considerations for the roll out of this approach which need to be worked
central government to make the brave (advocate to central government) and through with each community of interest.
required changes so we can protect our environment and our communities.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Beuzenberg S

Concern regarding claim of a supposed abundance of water. Many rivers
are filled with green slime and are running dry due to over allocation.
Concerns about commercial gains from those using water resources. A
better Long-Term Plan would include a determination to actively curtail any
irrigation that cannot be proven to have no significant effect on its water
source, to ban all water bottling for export, including existing consents, and
to actively and urgently lobby central government to change any legislation
that prevents these initiatives being implemented. Refer to submission for
further detail.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
No change to the Long-Term
councils take an effects based approach which focuses on controlling the
Plan 2018-28 is
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself
recommended.
therefore each application is considered on a case by case basis and will only
be granted if the effects are acceptable in relation to the Land and Water Plan.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Binns P

Supports a moratorium on further irrigation schemes and no increase on
current takes. Support more rigorous enforcement of present regulations
applying to takes and run off.

It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters. Concerns
about further irrigation schemes, takes and enforcement are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Concerns are noted. Freshwater Management and Biodiversity are the
priorities, including the cleaning up of waterways and protection of indigenous
species.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Please listen & actively involve the people on the CWMS. They care about
the water in their locality, have appropriate backgrounds to provide correct
information.
Mrs
Freshwater
Eleanor
Management
Bissell

Freshwater
Anonymous
Management

37

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Bissell E

Anonymous

In Canterbury 3/4 of our native fish & 1/4 of our aquatic invertebrates are
threatened or at risk. We have approximately 30 fresh water native fish that
depend on clean flowing water for their survival. Whitebait & eels need to
use our streams. rivers & waterways. They need access to the ocean to
complete their life cycles.

Endorses this as a priority but could not find any contextual information in
the document with which to assess the extent of progress on freshwater
management, both in terms of quantity and quality, that had occurred as a
Concerns about lack of clarity within the Long-Term Plan on what
result of implementing the last Long-Term Plan. Queries how have the
environmental results are being proposed are noted.
priority catchments for this 10-year period been identified, and what are the
environmental results the Council is proposing for freshwater
management in these catchments in 2018 to 2028? Without this information
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Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

it is not easy to comment intelligently on the proposals in the Long-Term
Plan.
Submitter is the manager of BRaid and acknowledges the goals and
achievements of the CWMS. Requests a more ‘user pays’ approach to
freshwater management including: a target to be set for measuring
economic externalities in terms of water quality and quantity; economic
externalities be removed so that clean water is regarded as, and factored
into the cost of doing business; more random checks and monitoring for
compliance; significantly greater enforcement for non-compliance; targeted
rates as an interim measure to finance monitoring and compliance.

Mrs
Freshwater
Sonny
Management
Whitelaw

BRaid

Mr
Freshwater
Simon
Management
Britten

Oppose water bottling plan and drilling of an additional bore at
Think Papanui
Kaputone/Silver Fern Farms.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
No change to the Long-Term
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
Plan 2018-28 is
councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on controlling the
recommended.
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Mr
Freshwater
Kevin
Management
Broadhurst

Broadhurst K

No comments made.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Anonymous

Submitter would like to see the rivers in a better condition. Until the rivers
are in a condition that the public is happy with, submitter does not want to
see more irrigation projects approved or more irrigation consents being
approved. Does not want to see more intensive farming.

It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Concerns are noted and support for CWMS is welcomed.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater
Anonymous
Management

Freshwater Cherryl
Management Brown

Brown C

Work by the zone committees is very important in developing integrated
policies across Canterbury and I hope this work continues. Water is a
precious resource in Canterbury and I would like to see a more uniform
policy regarding water consents with a shorter time frame for the consent to
take water from rivers or bores, and a review process at the end of the
contract term or when the property is sold, especially if it is a commercial
property. The review should consider how appropriate the amount of water
allocated and disposal of waste water is, both in the local and wider region,
before further consents are given.

Support for the focus of Freshwater Management is welcomed and request for
a user-pays approach to freshwater management is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Having enough water for Christchurch City and surrounds will become an
important issue in the future as the population increases. I do not approve of
consents given for water bottling plants to use this valuable resource at
minimal cost to make a profit.
Miss
Freshwater
Holly-Sarai
Management
Brown

Freshwater Sarah
Management Butterfield

Mr
Freshwater
Alan
Management
Campbell

38

Temporary chlorination has been approved for up to 12 months by the
Christchurch City Council while work is done to ensure all well heads are
No change to the Long-Term
sealed at the surface to protect them from contamination. Responsibility for
Plan 2018-28 is
water supply sits with territorial authorities. Environment Canterbury is working
recommended.
with all local authorities and the Health Boards to ensure that community water
supplies meet health standards.

Brown H

Submitter refers to chlorination of the city well heads and supports council to
oppose any government moves to impose mandatory permanent
chlorination. Canterbury people should have the right to vote with what
happens to our water.

Butterfield S

As it is a precious resource I want to see that irrigation consents are
prioritized for plants/food production for people, not for livestock, and that
intensive dairying and animal/meat production be lower priority. Veganism is Concerns are noted.
on the rise and using vast amounts of water to feed the meat and dairy
industries make very little economic sense.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Campbell A

Freshwater Management should NOT be part of a general rate but rather a
user pay system so that all costs relating to ECan consented water takes
should be paid by the consent holders. This would include water quality
problems, monitoring and policing these consents. Further, a condition of
any consent should be that if it is found that the allocation was too
generous, or unplanned problems arise through that allocation, then
the consent should be withdrawn without any compensation to the
holder. Extra revenue could be gathered by way of fines which ECan has
been notoriously reluctant to enforce over the years.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Concerns that freshwater management should be user pays, and that extra
revenue should be gathered through enforcement is noted.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Full Name

Freshwater Sandy
Management Brinsdon

Mr
Freshwater
Raviv
Management
Carasuk

Company /
Organisation

Canterbury
District Health
Board

Carasuk R

Submission Summary
1. CDHB supports the changes to funding within the Freshwater
Management portfolio to allow for the previously targeted
Canterbury Water Management Strategy rate to be used across
freshwater management work.
2. CDHB supports the specific budget within the Freshwater
management portfolio for additional periphyton
monitoring. Periphytons can affect the recreational use of water
bodies, taint water abstracted for drinking or make the water
unsuitable for drinking without significant treatment
upgrades. Additional monitoring will assist in improved
understanding and management of periphytons.
Increase the Immediate Steps funding that the Water Zone Committees
have access to. Money given to Zone Committees is valuable. Need more
money to make a change. Help the Kaikarki initiative as establishing
ecological corridors can help boost water quality and increase biodiversity.
In hearing, submitter requested more emphasis on enforcement of consent
conditions.

Action officer evaluation

Support for change to Freshwater Management funding base and additional
periphyton monitoring is welcomed.

Support for the Immediate Steps programme is welcomed. Before deciding on
funding for the Immediate Steps Biodiversity Programme, we are looking at
how this programme fits into the work to gain a step change under the broader
Biodiversity Programme. Funding remains stable at this stage.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Emphasis on enforcement of consent conditions has been noted.

Lack of measurable targets in the Long-Term Plan. Suggest looking at
x

Freshwater Penny
Management Carnaby

x
x
Carnaby P
x
x

Mr
Freshwater
Clifford
Management
Carter

Carter C

What to do about the serious droughts that we have had and the
predicted ones to come
the significant over allocation for water in some areas
how to ensure that the water which is clean when it falls from the
sky, does not become seriously polluted as it passes through our
catchment.
resolving the unacceptable increase in nitrates and the impact on
human health.
The issue of historic water consents which are not aligned with new
plans and goals. These historic consents need to be given a limited
timeframe to comply with new rules and plans.

Enforce regulations already in law, implement role of cultural land
management advisor. Historic consent reviews, enforce laws if firms are
flaunting them. Prevent deeper drilling and exporting water. Keep does out
of rivers, provide inspections, extra finance to restore river
quality. Encourage voluntary organisations to show car wash waste goes
straight into rivers.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on controlling the
No change to the Long-Term
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.
Plan 2018-28 is
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
recommended.
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Welcome the support for Cultural Land Management Advisors, and freshwater
management in general. Submitter requests extra finance to restore river
quality: additional funding for Zone & Regional Delivery projects has been
allocated in this Long-Term Plan.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Refer to submission for further detail.
Support freshwater management being a top priority for the plan but are
concerned that this isn’t implemented as continued support of further
extraction of water from Canterbury’s groundwater and rivers. Business as
usual has led us to the poor state of many Canterbury rivers. Things need to
change to more actions to manage/improve what the community values
about our rivers and less about what consent holders and extractors want.

Freshwater Ken
Management Rouse

39

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

Concerns regarding further abstraction and water use is noted. Support for
consent reviews and engagement with the community is welcomed as is the
emphasis on action on the ground. We have recognised the need to resource
community action (such as sediment retention on the Port Hills) through the
allocation of funding for Zone Delivery projects in this Long-Term Plan. Support
for monitoring and reporting by Environment Canterbury is noted as is the
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
Support revisiting existing activities and consent conditions before consents approach to data organised by catchment. Regarding ecosystem monitoring,
we do run an annual Aquatic Ecosystem Health monitoring programme, and
recommended.
end and inclusion of the community in planning as well as implementation.
some limited fish monitoring.
CWMS zone committees need ECan resourcing to engage with the
community and help develop solutions such as we have done with
the Christchurch-West Melton Zone Committee erosion/sediment retention We are currently working with Fish & Game on updating our data/information
on Recreation and Amenity to improve our understanding and consideration of
trials on the Port-Hills. Supports the extensive monitoring and reporting
amenity values.
carried out by Environment Canterbury but makes a number of requests
(refer to submission). Groups such the Cashmere Stream Care Group have

Support
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Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

a lot to offer in processes of setting objectives for catchment management
and should be involved in what limits are need to meet objectives. More
focus on amenity values of water.
Programme 1: CWMS Facilitation
CSI is supportive of the ongoing commitment and increase in funding for
CWMS facilitation in order to address the complexity of water quality and
quantity issues in the region and to meet the targets specified in the
strategy. CSI believes that further work is needed in this area to ensure that
all targets are given effect to and that they will be met.

Ms
Freshwater
Angela
Management
Christensen

Programme 2: Environmental Monitoring and Progress Reporting: CSI
considers that monitoring is essential to meet the freshwater outcomes
identified in the LWRP. We support the move and the resources allocated
for data and real-time reporting to inform how water quality parameters are
tracking in comparison to freshwater outcomes and provisions in the LWRP
and the NPS for Freshwater Management.

Central South
Support for CWMS Facilitation, Environmental Monitoring and Progress
Island Fish and
Reporting, and Zone and Regional Delivery is welcomed, and concerns noted
Game Council Programme 3: Zone and Regional Delivery:
on the reduction in funding in the RMA Water Framework.
LWRP implementation is incredibly important to meet the freshwater
outcomes identified for each zone. It is imperative that support be provided
to landowners so that there is a clear understanding around what is required
to meet the provisions in the plan. CSI is also interested in the report
described at 1.3.4 on the implementation of GMP, and how GMP and its
implementation affects ecosystem health in terms of meeting limits and
outcomes.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Welcome support for change of water use consents and adequate funding to
enable robust processes to protect our freshwater resources. Need to discuss
submission with CCC as some provision has been made for this in Zone
Delivery and also understand CCC's desire to change timeframes for consent
reviews.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Comments are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Programme 4: Resource Management Act Water Framework: CSI does not
support a reduction in funding of $250,000 every year for the next three
years. This is an important area of work that identifies how freshwater
outcomes will be implemented and the tools necessary to do this. Refer to
submission for Ashburton/Hakatere catchment commentary.
Submitter indicates support for Environment Canterbury's work relating to
freshwater and includes a list of areas of support within the submission.

Freshwater Libby
Management Elvidge

Christchurch
City Council

Submitter requests that the review of the regulatory framework for
considering change of water use consents is brought forward, and there is
provision of adequate funding to enable robust statutory processes to
protect our freshwater resources.
Submitter requests zone committees be provided with an additional 'fresh
water' fund to allow zone committees to fund projects to enhance or improve
water quality or ecosystem health.

Freshwater Nick
Management Bryan

Mrs
Freshwater
Kendall
Management
Lattin

40

Christchurch
NZ

Christchurch
Youth Action
Plan

Support continued priority for freshwater management activities, as
realisation of rural economy while maintaining the environment is one of 5
big game changers for the city's economy.

In regards to freshwater management, that Canterbury has clean rivers and
waterways is important to many young people. The current percentage of
Acknowledge need to work with community groups and organisations to deliver
waterways in Christchurch that are not swimmable is concerning, and young effective communication. Support for focus on Freshwater Management is
people expressed a desire for:
welcomed. We are working closely with industry partners on options to reduce
No change to the Long-Term
nitrate pollution having agreed Good Management Practices with industry and
Plan 2018-28 is
x Cleaning out and protecting our rivers
continue to work with partners to be at the front edge of research in this area.
recommended.
Plan changes (PC4) tightens rules around stock exclusion and current rules
x Improving education of water quality in urban areas
cover fencing of streams/riparian planting. Support for Te Waihora and other
x Increased fencing at dairy farms
restoration programmes is welcomed.
x Increased riparian planting

Conditional
support
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Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

We note the Te Waihora restoration programme and encourage this, and
also request that attention be paid to the restoration of other rivers and
waterways around Canterbury

Miss
Freshwater
Kate
Management
Burgess

Christchurch
Youth Council

Submitter considers freshwater management is a critical issue for many
young people at the consultation. Concern that environmental issues are
being left for future generations to deal with and that the Long-Term Plan did
not go far enough in addressing the root causes of freshwater pollution.
Request that Environment Canterbury has more power to take action and
mitigate environmental issues before they become an even more costly
problem in future. Want serious action on freshwater management and
better communication and education on freshwater issues for young people
(including in schools). Would like to see stronger action on providing farmers
with incentives (and disincentives) to be more sustainable, e.g. taxes, (see
submission for more examples). Cleaning urban waterways (the Avon in
particular) which have become more polluted since the earthquake is an
issue to address - request to use the Avon recreationally without becoming
sick. Consider recycling house water for toilets, filtering water etc so water is
more sustainable used.

Support for focus on Freshwater Management is welcomed. Acknowledge the
need to work with community groups, youth and organisations to deliver
effective communication. The Youth Engagement Team will be continuing to
No change to the Long-Term
work with Christchurch Youth Council and those that made youth led
Plan 2018-28 is
submissions to follow up any action points and develop continued engagement recommended.
through upcoming planned activities and the ongoing relationship with youth
participation groups.

Conditional
support

Take into account when making decisions the Christchurch Youth Action
Plan. Submitters welcomes the opportunity to engage with process, events
such as Kai for consultation and Environment Canterbury’s support through
the youth engagement programme. Would welcome continued and more
engagement with Council.
Freshwater Robert
Management Clark

Clark R

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. Support noted with no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Welcome the support to proactively implement the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy and appropriate rating to fund both urban and rural
activities.
Welcome recognition of the council's indirect role in supporting infrastructure
development that is aligned to achieve all CWMS targets including support for
the feasibility of MAR and TSA and its scalability to support all CWMS targets.
For the specific request of funding for the MAR trial currently underway in Mid
Canterbury - council will continue to work with the Ashburton Water
Management Zone Committee on MAR and TSA in response to project
learnings to date.
Support for a balanced/fair monitoring programme is noted.
The support for the use of science stakeholder groups with the appointment of
external peer reviewers for sub-regional planning is noted.
Groups directly affected by proposed changes in limits are communicated with
and consulted. Sub-regional planning processes provide opportunity for all
communities of interest to engage.
The council is aware of the challenges surrounding consent reviews but need
to align objectives and timeframes in planning provisions with consent
conditions so that communities can achieve their agreed outcomes

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Submitter recommends that
x
x
x
x
x

Mr
Freshwater
Lionel
Management
Hume

Combined
Canterbury
Provinces,
Federated
Farmers of
New Zealand

x
x

x

x

41

council continues to proactively implement the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy
rates to fund this group of activities are directed to reflect the wider
community
interest (both urban and rural) in water management
council provides leadership, at a regional level, on the development
of regional-scale water infrastructure which will be needed to assist
with the delivery of a range of CWMS targets,
council fully recognises the positive social, economic, cultural and
environmental benefits of rural water infrastructure development
it is important to continue with scientific investigations and modelling
to better understand our water resources, including accurate
quantitative information
council continues to resource investigations into the use of
Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) and Targeted Stream
Augmentation. Specifically, ask funding is continued for the MAR
trial currently underway in Mid Canterbury
council effectively resources monitoring of compliance with the NPS
for freshwater Management. This should be done in a way which
provides a true indication of overall water quality, rather than
focusing on hot-spots and creating the perception that this
represents the overall state of freshwater environments.
Environmental monitoring and reporting should focus on urban
waterways as much as rural waterways, with the expectation that
similar standards will apply with respect to requirements of the NPS
for Freshwater Management
council continues to use science stakeholder or advisory groups
along with the appointment of external peer reviewers to have input
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x
x

x

Ms
Freshwater
Claire
Management
Coveney

Ms
Freshwater
Yvonne
Management
Curtis

Freshwater Roelien
Management de Jong

Coveney C

Need to reduce plastic and rubbish in waterways. Runoff increases silting of
waterways increasing flooding. Environment Canterbury and RMA have not
protected our water. Dairy farms, housing developments and bottling
companies taking water and polluting aquifers has to stop. Need to
increase green spaces, wetlands and trees to mitigate effects of rainfall.

Curtis Y

Wants Environment Canterbury to be more proactive in protecting resources
for the public of New Zealand. Enforce regulations and make polluters pay.
If someone breaks a regulation they need to have real consequences. In
Concerns are noted regarding enforcement of regulations. A tax on bottled
freshwater expenditure the rate payer pays 2/3, the polluter 1/3 - we are
water raises issues that need to be solved at a national level.
subsidizing dirty dairying. Submitter wants a large water tax on bottled water
no matter who the bottler is as well as an export tax on any water that is
exported (with reference to resource consent for Chinese related company)

de Jong R

ECan states we are one of the few places in the world that still have an
abundance of fresh water. It does not tally with ECan giving permits to
overseas companies to use our water wells/drill new ones and extract water
for bottling, making huge profits from a scarce resource or recent serious
droughts, urban water restrictions, as well as the implementation of chlorine
to our “fresh” water. The uncontrolled growth in numbers of dairy cows in
Canterbury has contributed to excess nitrate as well as water shortage in
urban areas, and dried up rivers. We need to return to ensuring our rivers
can be clean again making them swimmable again and most importantly
viable for the nearly disappeared aquatic life. ECan needs to have robust
enforcement and compliance mechanisms and work with Government and
CCC to achieve this. We need to protect what we still have and clean up
what has been allowed to degrade.

De Lu Dirk

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

into the science which under-pins limit setting processes (currently
used in the Waimakariri and Hurunui Waiau Zones)
groups directly affected by proposed changes in limits will be
communicated with and consulted directly by zone committees and
Environment Canterbury during sub-regional plan processes
council approaches the use of consent reviews with great caution.
They have the potential to be very difficult and should only be
contemplated after thorough engagement with consent-holders and
other relevant stakeholders
expert advice from the primary sector is used when zone
committees are discussing/making decisions about farming matters.

Please increase the Immediate Steps funding that the Water Zone
Committees have access to as it is an efficient way of spending a smaller
amount of money and enabling more volunteers and other input. Zone
committees do a lot with the small amount they have and it would be good
to support their work to enhance water quality and ecological values more.
Freshwater Dirk
Management De Lu

Action officer evaluation

The recent granting of resource consents for water bottling plants to take
from our aquifers is a condemnation of Environment Canterbury’s
willingness to simply go along with processes which must be resisted, not
accommodated.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
No change to the Long-Term
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
Plan 2018-28 is
councils take an effects based approach which focuses on controlling the
recommended.
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
No change to the Long-Term
councils take an effects based approach which focuses on controlling the
Plan 2018-28 is
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself
recommended.
therefore each application is considered on a case by case basis and will only
be granted if the effects are acceptable in relation to the Land and Water Plan

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Request to increase Immediate Steps funding is noted.
Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
activity itself.
Comments on recreational opportunities are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Welcome the support for catchment based consent reviews. Note the concern
No change to the Long-Term
regarding the measurement of externalities. This Long-Term Plan proposes the
Plan 2018-28 is
establishment of Cultural Land Management Advisors and two Land
recommended.
Management Advisor roles which will be central to getting intensive farms to

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Cleaning up our rivers and providing easy cycle connections to reach them
can improve local recreational opportunities and attract cycle tourists.
Motorized vehicles contribute a great deal to water pollution.
Ms
Freshwater
Katia
Management
De Lu

42

De Lu K

Applaud catchment wide consent reviews when completing sub regional
plans. Environment Canterbury’s freshwater management processes need
to be cleaned up and properly resourced. Urge Environment Canterbury to
prioritise the proper measurement and assessment of environmental
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Submission Summary
externalities so that they can be taken into account during decision-making,
and to enforce regulations that already exist.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

GMP as per the LWRP framework. The LWRP also has clear rules regarding
the management of stock access to waterways.

Diamond
Harbour
Community
Association

The Community values the support given by the Council to the Morgans
Gully restoration programme, through the Zone Committee and the
Comments of support are noted.
Immediate Steps programme. We support the continuation of the
programme and may seek additional financial support for both Morgans and
Sams Gullies.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Ms
Freshwater
Tanya
Management
Didham

Didham T

Cannot continue to support industrial scale dairying and runoff, it killing
braided rivers and biodiversity. Should be thinking about preservation of the
water resource as part of entire ecosystem, adapting to climate change, and
considering next generations' drinking water sources.

It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Mrs
Freshwater
Julie
Management
Donaldson

Donaldson J

No comments provided.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Andrew
Freshwater
DouglasManagement
Clifford

DouglasClifford A

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Hon
Freshwater
Ruth
Management
Dyson

Dyson R

Submitter supports the fact that freshwater management is the highest
strategic priorities.

Welcome support for the focus on Freshwater Management

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Mrs
Freshwater
Jolene
Management
Eagar

Eagar J

There is no mention of the impact that Quarrying will have on our
freshwater. Queries how long will it take to fix on top of the historic issues
we are currently struggling with if we ignore it?

Concerns about the potential impact of quarrying on water quality is noted.
Submitter comments on quarrying addressed under air quality.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Eggleston C

Fail. Declining quality. Suspicious granting of applications to take water from
our aquifers by overseas investors. If the council is indeed working to the
Concerns are noted.
legislation and policies they are not right.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

EL

Support for catchment based consent reviews is noted.
With reference to polluted rivers and water flows, this is due to Environment It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
Canterbury permitting vast numbers of water permits. I am saddened that
places
limits on nutrient loss across Canterbury with specific catchment based
this practice continues to occur. Submitter would like to see a stop to all
rules
being
set in sub-regional chapters with consideration for the long-term
future water takes, especially in sensitive rural areas and I would like to see
No change to the Long-Term
effect
on
social,
environmental, economic and cultural outcomes.
the long term phasing out of water permits which allow dairying for the
Plan 2018-28 is
Request for more resourcing for monitoring and enforcement is noted. Because
Canterbury Plains.
recommended.
we are after long term commitment to change in the rural sector, we have
committed funding for Cultural Land Management Advisors and 2 Land
Would also like more work and monies allocated towards protecting
Management Advisors to work alongside farmers to meet their requirements to
waterways, swamps and other areas of natural significance.
operate at GMP. We are currently running campaigns which can lead to
enforcement where required.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Elliot N

I'd like to see ECan really looking for new ideas in truly sustainable
developments. Make some hard calls about some areas really not suited to
intensive dairy farming. Embarrassed by the state of the waterways around
that area. Mackenzie Basin is just looking weird with all those irrigation
circles.

Concerns regarding intensive farming are noted. There are now limits in place
that restrict the development of intensive farming in high risk areas. The Land
No change to the Long-Term
and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) sets limits on nitrate leaching which hold the
Plan 2018-28 is
line in terms of further intensification. Sub-regional plans are being developed
recommended.
in each of the catchments to adress specific local issues and often go further
than the limits set in the LWRP.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Espiner S

Submitter supports Environment Canterbury's proposal to prioritise
freshwater management but is unclear if the proposed changes and
continuation of previous work will sufficiently address the massive and
complicated water crises which the region faces, and will increasingly
face. Is crucial Environment Canterbury plans long-term for sustainability of
water and land. It is not good enough that chlorination of water is now
accepted as a requirement, while intensive agriculture continues unabated,
or that dairy farmers are pandered to and simply 'encouraged' to comply,
when the majority of the public and the wider ecosystem will not enjoy the
benefits of dairy farming, yet are increasingly faced with the dire

Welcome the support for the focus on freshwater management and consent
reviews. The “massive and complicated water crisis” is being managed under
the Canterbury Water Management Strategy – which is central to the
freshwater management portfolio of the Long-Term Plan. Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury will continue to support this CWMS approach as it has resulted in
Plan 2018-28 is
communities working together and specific rules having been set by the
recommended.
community and in consultation with industry which drive lower nutrient losses to
waterways and more efficient water use. The Long-Term Plan reflects a move
toward more action on the ground and monitoring- and again welcome the
ongoing support for this focus under the freshwater management portfolio.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Freshwater Richard
Management Suggate

Freshwater Carol
Management Eggleston

Freshwater E
Management L

Freshwater Nikki
Management Elliot

Freshwater S
Management Espiner
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consequences of polluted water and exhaustion of this precious
resource. Requests Environment Canterbury take and act on the concerns
and objectives of the concerned public more seriously on this matter, for
example The People's Environment Canterbury Manifesto (2017) and more
consultation with MƗori. Requests lower stocking rates, reviews of historic
consents, the cessation of the recent massive irrigation schemes, and more
sustainable and less destructive farming practices. Supports water taxes
on commercial users, better monitoring of water quality and use, publicising
results and consistency and clarity regarding what measures and targets are
being used and why, and better defined limits for nitrates and other
pollutants.

Freshwater Dave
Management Evans

Evans D

Support for catchment based consent reviews is noted.
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
It is essential that Environment Canterbury properly assess externalities
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
such as health costs arising from the contamination of water, e.g. by nitrates
places limits on nutrient loss across Canterbury with specific catchment based
from intensive agriculture. The intergenerational debt from due to the longrules being set in sub-regional chapters with consideration for the long-term
No change to the Long-Term
term effects of water pollution must be considered. Call in all consents when
effect on social, environmental, economic and cultural outcomes.
Plan 2018-28 is
a new minimum flow regime is set for a catchment, not when each consent
Request for more resourcing for monitoring and enforcement is noted. Because
recommended.
is due for renewal. Submitter would like to see more funds allocated for
we are after long term commitment to change in the use of land and water in
resource permit monitoring and enforcement, e.g. random compliance
intensive agriculture, we have committed funding for 3 Cultural Land
checking. This should apply to permitted activity farms as well as those of
Management Advisors and 2 Land Management Advisors to work alongside
higher risk.
farmers to meet requirements to operate at GMP. We are currently running
campaigns across zones which can lead to enforcement where required.

Freshwater Catherine
Management Fletcher

Fletcher C

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Mr
Freshwater
Matt
Management
Foot

Foot M

Submitter proposes a bylaw be created that only New Zealand Citizens can
take water for the purposes of bottling and further sale. Further push for a
10-15 percent tax to be added to each and every litre taken.

Concerns regarding ownership and taxation of water are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Gallagher D

Submitter opposes fresh water bottling for sale without receiving
a significant percentage of the profits. Considers dairying profitability is a
short term benefit that will cost in the long term due to damage to rivers - we
can't afford industries whose profitability cannot be sustained if they have to
deal with all the consequences of their pollution.

Under the RMA, regional councils take an effects based approach which
focuses on controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on
controlling the activity itself. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP)
framework places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across
Canterbury with specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional
chapters. Farmers now need to meet new Good Management Practice.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Mr
Freshwater
Dennis
Management
Gallagher

Mr
Freshwater
Trevor
Management
George

Ms
Freshwater
Susan
Management
Gilchrist
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George T

Gilchrist S

Submitter requests that ECan makes it clear to farmers that the results of
Farm Environmental Plan (FEP) audits will be reported on at a named
individual level if need be (contrary to the current wording on page 54 of the
FEP auditor's manual). Considers some farmers have been issued with
abatement notices several years running yet continue to non- comply and
have nothing to fear. This will bring peer pressure to bear, assist in Official
Information Act requests and generally enhance the cleaning up of fresh
water. Will also help informing purchasers, both local and foreign, of the
veracity of green friendly product claims.

Concerns about the FEP Audit programme are noted. We continue to work with
industry to refine our approach in this area. We believe we have appropriate
systems and processes in place to ensure the correct incentives are being
applied to improve land and water management throught the Good
Managament Practice (GMP) programme.
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
ISO accredited schemes must meet or exceed the standards set through the
recommended.
Submitter requests that farms falling under an ISO accredited umbrella such FEP Audit programme.
as that held by Synlait will be individually environmentally audited more than
We continue to run our own compliance monitoring programme which is
once (currently only one FEP audit required), as if the company slips in its
independent of the FEP Audit programme.
accreditation requirements, years may go by with continued freshwater
degradation before a response is made that benefits freshwater.
Independent (ECan) monitoring should continue for farms under this type of
accreditation.
It is recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many parts of
Submitter request polluters have their water takes rights removed,
Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework places
Environment Canterbury has more robust targets for improved water purity
limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with specific
and Environment Canterbury doesn't allow water takes for irrigation in areas
catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.
where pasture is not natural, e.g. the Mackenzie basin.
Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
the RMA, regional councils take an effects based approach which focuses on
controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
activity itself.

Miss
Freshwater
Amelia
Management
Gilmore

Gilmore A

Submitter raises concerns regarding freshwater management and
indigenous biodiversity. Disagrees with any plans to increase levies for
freshwater management for residential ratepayers, commercial and farmers
need to be accountable for increases. The council has a moral and scientific
obligation to prioritise environmental protection of the environment,
particularly freshwater, over 'regional development' or any financially
Concerns regarding protection of the environment are noted.Consent Reviews
motivated or farming practices.
in all catchments are not feasible at this time. We need to work through these
challenging issues with our communities.
x Submitter supports increased spending on indigenous biodiversity
Concerns regarding 4WD access are noted. We are working with landholders
x Consent reviews in all catchments, complementing plan change
and agencies to raise awareness and manage access. Farm Environment
proposals for consent reduction
Plans are audited on a regular basis, and currently 18 certified auditors are
x Environment plans expected within a short and specific time-period;
working largely through Irrigation Schemes. This is supported with our own
action against non-complying-famers
focused campaigns on getting farmers to GMP. Note concerns regarding
x Significant education in 4-wheel drive access to coastal areas and
reporting
rivers, and any area of
x Review of the impact of tourism on Canterbury’s environment and
resulting proposals for regulation of the industry.
x Independent, specific and fully transparent reporting on all
environmental matters,

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Video submission located at Selwyn river. Supports priority given to
freshwater management and biodiversity.

Freshwater Mike
Management Glover

Glover M

Submitter expresses concerns about the water quality issues in the area
and in particular the long-term implications on the community with regards to
continued degradation of water and increase in nitrate levels. The
consultation document does not mention the work being done in the area
and plans to improve water quality in the area i.e. the wetlands programme.
Also reporting what this means for the community, community benefits go
beyond recreation. Are we making a difference, what will water look like in
ten years?

Support for more emphasis on delivering community outcomes to improve
water quality is noted.
Further detail on programmes is in the draft Long-Term Plan, available as
supporting information to the consultation document.

Freshwater Paul
Management Goodman

Goodman P

For some decades both the governance and senior management have
become dysfunctional and not focused on the peoples wishes they are paid
to serve. Water quality, water consents, focus on NZ residents citizens. Try Concerns about Freshwater Management are noted.
harder. Submitter recommended Councillors read a book by W E Benfield
“Water; Quality and Ownership”.

Freshwater A
Management Gray

Gray A

Submitter strongly supports the Cultural Land Management Advisor role

Welcome the support for the Cultural Land Management Advisors roles.

Submitter expresses concerns freshwater management and refers to
language used in the Consultation Document. In particular the issue of
water ownership.

Freshwater Anthony
Management Green

Bottled water detracts from our quality of life and compromises
environmental sustainability.
Green A

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
I am absolutely opposed to any approvals for rights being given to overseas controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
companies for the extraction of freshwater through deep bores in this way.
activity itself.
In a time when overseas entities are allowed to make a profit after having
just spent a pittance any talk of extra payments from ratepayers seems odd.
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What long-term sustainability considerations have gone into the models of
farming that have seen incredible increases in dairy farming on the
Canterbury Plains and into the Mackenzie Country on land that never looked
like dairy land

Freshwater Greenep
Management Jeff

Greenep J

With intensification of dairy farming on the Canterbury Plains my concern is
that due to the nature of the ground and need for much irrigation that urine
and faeces produced by the cows will eventually seep down into the
aquifers serving Christchurch and other nearby towns (drinking water). Can
we be absolutely certain that this will not happen. If we cannot then surely
we should not take that chance.
Submitter cannot understand how consents to take billions of litres from
aquifers near to Christchurch was granted. Apart from the ridiculous
situation of no charge for the water taken (surely fresh water is a strategic
asset to New Zealand). Refers to article scheme to monitor household use
and monitoring and managing water use.

Concerns are noted. It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is
over-allocated in many parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan No change to the Long-Term
framework places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury with specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional
recommended.
chapters.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

1. Address long-term nitrate pollution.
2. Allocate more resources to more firmly monitor and prevent pollution to
protect biodiversity and to protect against climate change risks.
3. Lobby Government to change the RMA and LGA to achieve points 1 and
2

Ms
Freshwater
Marilyn
Management
Yurjevich

Greening the
Red Zone

Need for closer working relationships is noted and need to lobby central
government on changes to national policies and standards.
4. Work more closely with the CCC, DoC, 1JƗL Tahu, the Callaghan Institute Under the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which
and others for greater effectiveness of all of Environment Canterbury’s plans focuses on controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on
and strategies
controlling the activity itself.
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
5. Enforce more firmly Environment Canterbury’s strategies to protect every parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
aspect of the environment
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

6. Support a ‘green red zone’ and an eco-sanctuary near Travis Wetland.
7. Be more proactive in addressing climate change by providing barriers
against SLR.
Refer to submission for further detail.
Freshwater Olivia
Management Grose

Grose O

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Freshwater Jean
Management Hallam

Hallam J

Not happy going water to overseas bottling companies.

Concern about water going to overseas bottling companies is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Ms
Freshwater
Susan
Management
Hall

Hall S

Support for catchment based approach to consent reviews is noted. The use of No change to the Long-Term
Submitter agrees with the need for catchment wide consent reviews and the
consent reviews (as an alternative to or to complement plan change proposals Plan 2018-28 is
urgent need to begin measuring environmental externalities.
in local catchment areas) has support from the wider community.
recommended.

Support

Freshwater Jim
Management McCartney

Halswell River
Rating Fund

Area of endowment land around Ahuriri Lagoon provides income to the
Halswell River Drainage District. Purpose of endowment land is set out in
statute. If land it to be retired, this needs to be offset by an increase in
general rate income to the Halswell River Drainage District. We wish to
establish this in principle in advance of restoration work. Refer to
submission for further detail.

The Whakaora Te Ahuriri project is at an early stage, the project team will
assess the legalities of using the endowment land in this manner as it was set
aside for a specific purpose, the team will need to assess whether the new
purpose still meets that definition. Consultation should take place with the
ratepayers in the district in order to establish a new funding policy when the
effect upon lease revenue is confirmed.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater Mr and Mrs
Management Michael and

Hamblett M
and A

Submitter is pleased freshwater management is a priority if this halts the
decline of water quality and ensures improvements in quality and bringing

Support for Freshwater Management and need for more monitoring and
compliance is welcomed. Concerns on the movement away from a targeted
rate is noted. Suport for catchment wide consent reviews is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support
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Annette
Hamblett
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takes under control. Supports clearer, easier to access info on state of
water. Supports integration of freshwater and biodiversity work.
Opposes budget increases of $150k and $50k for 18/19 and 19/20 for
CWMS refresh work as don't know what this is and requests less is spent on
CWMS facilitation and more on monitoring and reporting. Opposes removal
of targeted rate for CWMS as all commercial users should bear the cost other ratepayers bear the cost of the degradation and water loss. Need to
address inter generational ecological debt (e.g. nitrates) via
CWMS. Supports catchment wide consent reviews. Requests all consents
be called in from over-allocated areas.
Continuation of the ten Water Zone Committees.

Dr
Freshwater
Samuel
Management
Hampton

Hampton S

Develop further avenues for communication rather than "a focus on
UHSRUWLQJPƗWDXUDQJD0ƗRULDORQJVLGHRXUVWDWHRIWKHHQYLURQPHQW
reporting. Reporting as a communication strategy may not be achieving the
best communication outcomes. Suggestion to work strategically with key
community groups and organisations to find ways to convey this information Support for Zone Committees is noted.
Acknowledge the need to work with community groups and organisations to
through other mediums or blend this information into ongoing projects.
deliver effective communication.
Support for focus on Freshwater Management is welcomed. We are working
Te Waihora Restoration, look beyond the catchment of the lake and
closely with industry on methods to reduce nitrate levels in waterways having
connection to the Canterbury aquifer system. What inputs into the lake
agreed Good Management Practices with industry. We continue to work with
system would not be intersected by surficial wetlands?
partners to be at the front edge of research in this area.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Connection with land use management of the Canterbury Plains. What are
the soils and subsurface properties of Canterbury, how variable are these,
and what is the best land use for these areas - both environmentally and
profitability? What guidance /research can ECan lead and collaborate on for
creating a sustainable agricultural productivity in Canterbury?
This has to be an area of utmost importance as our whole environment
depends on the reversal of the current degradation of our waterways and
aquifers. The goals and ideas in the Long-Term Plan sound like a start but
Concerns regarding resourcing for irrigation takes is noted. The resourcing for
they need "teeth". One full time person to monitor water use or abuse seems
further monitoring is an additional person to a wider team.
inadequate. The intensification of dairy farming and water collection for
export in an area of repeated droughts is unsustainable. No further consents
should be granted and regulations on use need to be enforced effectively.

Mrs
Freshwater
Jenny
Management
Healey

Healey J

Freshwater Jane & John
Management Henwood

Submitter fully supports the placement of this portfolio as the highest
strategic priority. Supports the increase in the number of Land Management
Advisors. Supports the review of historic consents throughout the region as
essential and should be done as rapidly as possible with the reviews
grouped by catchment areas. All consents should be called in and be
reset when a new minimum flow is set without waiting for consents to expire.
If necessary constraints should be placed on urban and industrial water
Support for focus on Freshwater Management is noted, in particular Land
takes to ensure farmers feel the responsibility for responding to the needs of
Management Advisors, catchment consent reviews, removal of silt, and more
Henwood J & J
the environment is shared. Believe actions should be taken immediately to
resources to protect waterways.
prevent the cost of removing nitrates from the entire water
supply. Concerned at amount of silt flowing down the Heathcote River
recently after exceptionally heavy rain which must have seriously damaged
the aquatic animals in it and serious research must go into remedying this
problem. Requests more resources be put into the protection of water so
we can improve the biodiversity. It would be advantageous to begin
retrofitting the old storm water management channels in the region.

Mr
Freshwater
Frank
Management
Hill
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Hill F

Submitter opposes the change from targeted to general rate. Considers
there is misinformation circulating about the state of our
waterways. Environment Canterbury have failed to implement sustainable
development, noting irrigation and dairying increases and loss of water
quality. The CWMS has been a massive failure, being a plan to pollute and

Concerns about water quality, rating methodology and plans are noted.
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the 10 water one committees (stacked with irrigators and dairy reps) have
failed too (they should be removed). GMP and Farm EPs were supposed to
be completed in Jan 2017 but the deadline was not achieved. The
regulations are weak and won't lead to water quality improvement. A
number of other detailed comments are made - refer to full submission.
Mr
Freshwater
Darren
Management
Hocken

Mr
Freshwater
Leslie
Management
Hogbin

Hocken D

Fresh water should be the most important thing that Environment
Canterbury concentrates on. All businesses be they farming or others need
to responsible for their impact on the environment. Each business needs to
be financially sustainable including costs to minimise environmental
impacts.

Support for focus on Freshwater Management is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Hogbin L

Environment Canterbury has no right to propose a freshwater plan when
allowing two water bottling plants to take 8.8 billion cubic litres of water a
year.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
No change to the Long-Term
the Resource Management Act (RMA) the regional council can only consider
Plan 2018-28 is
effects and is not able to consider the wider implications for the sustainable use recommended.
of water.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Support for the focus on freshwater management and communities setting their
own targets is noted. Welcome the support for the Cultural Land Management No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
Advisors roles and catchment consent reviews. Noted concerns at statement
"abundance of water" and impact of climate change, and keeping plastics out of recommended.
waterways.

Conditional
support

Please advocate to allow communities to have more say in setting their own
targets.
I disagree that there is an “abundance of freshwater”. Increasing heat and
drought as our climate continues to change will exacerbate the issues we
already have. Our water management needs to be precautionary and ahead
of the game on this. Please acknowledge this in the plan.
Freshwater Chrys
Management Horn

Horn C

Strongly support the idea of catchment consent reviews as part of or even
an alternative to plan changes.
Please keep using land management advisors – in both cultural and farmer
support roles.
Plastic is an issue both in our waterways, and in our oceans - mention it at
least as an issue that needs attention.
A stepwise adaptive approach to development could help us see if new
developments actually do as they say they will

Freshwater
Anonymous
Management

Freshwater Andrew
Management Curtis

Richard
Freshwater
Haddrell
Management
Jones

48

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Anonymous

No comments.

IrrigationNZ

Support additional resources being allocated to analyse and report
aggregated FEP audit data. Support the resourcing of two additional
cultural land management advisors as these are areas where Environment
Canterbury has specialist expertise. Do not support Environment Canterbury
engaging land management advisors for general farm advice. Support the
CWMS move to a general rate. Qualified support for the use of consent
Support for focus on Freshwater Management and Cultural Land Management No change to the Long-Term
review processes - any decision to review needs to carefully weigh up all the
Advisor roles is welcomed. Concern about the Land Management Advisor roles Plan 2018-28 is
costs and benefits before proceeding. If reviews are undertaken, is critical to
and fish screening consents are noted.
recommended.
invest time upfront to reach agreement around the outcomes and objectives
sought to reduce later disagreements and litigation. Request greater
resourcing is provided for the provision of aggregated water meter data to
instigators and the community. INZ foresees significant issues around fish
screen consenting. Request greater resourcing is targeted at resolving
future fish screening issues.

Jones R H

You are giving our water away to the Chinese. They bore a well in drinking
water and you've done nothing. You don't represent the people of
Canterbury. It's not for sale.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
No change to the Long-Term
the Resource Management Act (RMA) the regional council can only consider
Plan 2018-28 is
effects and is not able to consider the wider implications for the sustainable use recommended.
of water.

Support

Conditional
support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Freshwater Canterbury
Management Stephen
Howard
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Keep our
Assets
Canterbury
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Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
Water is a public good to be managed for future generations. Run down of
councils take an effects based approach which focuses on controlling the
quality and quantity, mostly as a result of big irrigation and industrial
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.
No change to the Long-Term
demands, also resulting in nutrients in waterways. Environment Canterbury
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
Plan 2018-28 is
needs to find a way to return water to public hands. Environment
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
recommended.
Canterbury need to be stronger enforcing consent conditions. Reviewing
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
consents where RMA provisions changed a start, but Environment
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.
Canterbury needs to take strong action.
Support for consent reviews is noted. Concerns about further irrigation
schemes, nutrients and enforcement are noted.
Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
activity itself.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Freshwater K
Management Kennedy

Kennedy K

Mrs
Freshwater D
Management KingiPatterson

Environment Canterbury monitors the nitrate levels in groundwater and updates
maps showing the nitrate levels across Canterbury. Owners of private bores
should have water tested for nitrates if the supply well is in a ‘yellow’ zone.
Refers to blue baby syndrome which is due to too many nitrates in drinking
No change to the Long-Term
Environment Canterbury works with CDHB and TAs to ensure there is good
Kingi-Patterson water. Considers need to track and monitor the movement of animals, e.g.
Plan 2018-28 is
communication around this responsibility. The Government has a mandatory
D
cows. Recommends use of microchips. Limit over farming of key areas near
recommended.
national animal identification and tracing scheme for cattle and deer [NAIT]
waterways and underground aquifers.
National Animal Identification and Tracing Regulations 2012. Provisional
protection zones for Community and Group drinking water sources have been
delineated in the LWRP

Mr
Freshwater
Nick
Management
Ledgard

Ledgard N

Concern about bottling of water allowing external corporations to benefit
from permits for own monetary gain.

Support increased activity in the Freshwater Management area, particularly
related to braided rivers. But the rich and unique indigenous biodiversity
values in braided rivers must be given greater consideration. There must be
specific field targets against which real progress can be measured. Refers
to flow regimes.

Submission
analysis

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Support for increased Freshwater Management activities is noted. Protection of
No change to the Long-Term
braided rivers is being given greater consideration with more allocation of
Plan 2018-28 is
funding for staff and resources on braided river projects in Canterbury. Noted
recommended.
request for specific field targets in plans to measure progress.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Submitter suggests a number of ways to improve water quality with regards
to Saltwater Creek and includes suggestions based on
x
x
x
x
x
x

involving local community
water use allocation
water storage
saltwater creek water level
inventive methods of surface water level filtering
honouring DOC covenant conditions

Freshwater Ken
Management Linscott

Linscott K

Mr
Freshwater
Colin
Management
Looser

Looser C

Freshwater Margaret
Management Lovell-Smith

ECan has failed in its freshwater management to date as we cannot take
our grandchildren swimming in the rivers that we and our children enjoyed
swimming in 30 years ago. We see rivers that no longer support community
Concerns are noted.
Lovell-Smith M
use, we see ecosystem ill-health and farming practices which are clearly not
sustainable. We see decision-making which appears to take no cognisance
of the future impacts of climate change on the environment.

Ms
Freshwater
Kim
Management
Kelleher

49

Lyttelton Port
Company
Limited

Support for initiatives to clean up Saltwater Creek is noted.

There are two issues/keywords that I couldn't see in the Long-Term Plan: 1)
Support for focus on freshwater management is welcomed. Concerns about
"nitrate" levels in the water supply; 2) water use for "bottling", or more
nitrates and water bottling are noted.
generally a plan for how different water uses are prioritised.

There is no mention in the Long-Term Plan of the Whaka-Ora Healthy
Harbour Plan. Environment Canterbury is a signatory to this Plan along with
WKH&KULVWFKXUFK&LW\&RXQFLO7H+DSǌR1JƗWL:KHNH7H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL
Tahu and Lyttelton Port Company. Environment Canterbury has committed 6XSSRUWIRU:KDNDUDXSǀ/\WWHOWRQ+DUERXU&DWFKPHQW0DQDJHPHQW3ODQLV
noted.
WRZRUNLQJZLWKLWVSDUWQHURUJDQLVDWLRQVDQGWKH:KDNDUDXSǀ/\WWHOWRQ
Harbour community to implement the Plan. We request that Environment
Canterbury signal this commitment through including the Whaka-Ora
Healthy Harbour Plan in its Long-Term Plan.
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Mackenzie
Guardians Inc

Welcome the support for the focus on Freshwater Management. Regional
The Regional Council is responsible for facilitating sustainable development.
Councils are generally responsible for environmental and public transport
Disagree. Regional Council priorities should focus on freshwater
matters. Regional Councils are required to take a sustainable development
management, maintenance and protection of indigenous biodiversity and
approach under the Local Government Act 2002 and Resource Management
the protection of outstanding natural landscapes (ONLs).
Act 1991.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Marsden J

No comments provided on this point.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Marshall C

Submitter raises views on Environment Canterbury continuing to allow huge
amounts of water to be taken for the purposes of irrigation. Suggests that
No specific change has been requested: Allocation limits or management
those who extract water should pay for it, it is not a 'free' resource and a rate
regimes are in place through the Land and Water Regional Plan.
on water for all will fund all further "freshwater management" needs of our
region and reduce the need for "management" in the first place.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater Shona
Management McDonald

McDonald S

Considers it should never have gotten to such a sad state and is too little too
late. Not being able to drink or swim in some rivers or lakes shows total
Concerns about Freshwater Management is noted
disregard for NZs most precious gift of nature. All pollution created is for
money generated business.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Freshwater E Anne
Management McDrury

McDrury E A

Please publish a date for the discontinuation of chlorination of the
Christchurch water supply.

Christchurch City Council has responsibility for Christchurch drinking water
supplies.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Freshwater Andrew
Management McKay

McKay A

I disagree with your freshwater management proposal. I agree this is
number one focus. You need to reduce nitrate leaching, and run off. You
need to improve water quality in rivers and lakes, both rural and urban. It is
my understanding you have applied to increase pollution into Lake
Ellesmere, this is unacceptable. Improvements need to be much quicker
than you propose, but I do not believe you will achieve improvements. You
need to target rates to where the costs are being incurred. You need to get
tougher on polluters. Why is the Hawkins River bed cultivated??

Concerns regarding nitrate leaching, timeframes for change and water quality
in rivers and lakes are noted. Nitrare leaching and run off are being addressed
through the Land and Water Regional Plan framework and its subsequent subNo change to the Long-Term
regional chapters. Farmers are required to manage nitrates and manage
Plan 2018-28 is
sediment through the development of a Farm Environment Plan (FEP) which,
recommended.
for intensive farms, will need to be audited on a regular basis. We are working
to reduce the load of niitrate and sediment entering Lake Ellesmere/Te
Waihora.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Miss
Freshwater
Nina
Management
McLeod

McLeod N

No comments provided.

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

McMaster R

Strongly suggests there are no further consents approved for bottled water
plants in our region.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
activity itself.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

McNeill S

Environment Canterbury continues to fail to ensure that water takes are
within consent requirements. It has failed to focus on the environment in and
around Lake Ellesmere and in the high country lakes. Environment
Canterbury Councillors have failed to ensure that there is full dairy farm
effluent discharge consent compliance across Canterbury. There is
a monitoring regime where not all farms are visited. The Environment
Canterbury approach to compliance is to ensure that the participants are not
offended by the intrusion of compliance checks. Surely consent compliance
is a simple pass or fail. There are reports and evidence of cattle beasts in
waterways, and there are countless unfenced drains and streams across
Canterbury and continuing loss of fresh water habitat and water
waste. Environment Canterbury appears to be providing inconsistent
scientific water pollution advice (example provided). Environment
Canterbury’s website has warnings regarding toxic cyanobacteria in many
rivers which are not kept up to date (example provided). The current and
proposed water zone committee structure is cumbersome and expensive
with administrative staff assigned to all 10 and duplication of effort
across the portfolio. These costs can be cut with a reduction in the number
of committees. Water Zone Committee members are appointed and
therefore not fully representative of all of the Canterbury communities (why

Concerns have been noted and included in the overall analysis of feedback on
the CWMS portfolio. However, no specific request or recommendation has
been made. Water temperature is considered when determining minimum
flows.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Mrs
Freshwater
Rosalie
Management
Snoyink
Freshwater Joanne
Management Marsden
Mrs
Freshwater
Clare
Management
Marshall

Miss
Freshwater
Rebecca
Management
McMaster

Freshwater Steve
Management McNeill
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No comments provided. No further action.
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are they not elected). The Long-Term Plan indicates that the committees will
be allocated budget for use in their zone areas. Because public funds are to
be used, the communities providing the funds should be represented at
the committee tables. There is no mention in the proposed long-term plan
of any major work planned for severely polluted Lake Forsyth. In
2018/19 CCC is scheduled to fund 45.6% of the $28.95 million freshwater
portfolio, and budget from this portfolio should be allocated for major
dredging of Lake Forsyth. Is there sufficient budget proposed in the draft
2018-28 Long term plan to fund water quality monitoring of north
Christchurch aquifers now, and in the future? The Canterbury LWRP sets
out the freshwater temperature triggers for ecological health indicators and
ecological protection (20 degrees Celsius for river systems and 19 degrees
Celsius for lakes). According to Environment Canterbury staff there are no
water temperature-related water take restrictions that relate to the
Canterbury LWRP. Will Environment Canterbury introduce water
temperature limitations for water takes at the time these water take consents
are reviewed prior to their renewal, or in some cases, earlier than the expiry
date for the water take consent?

Freshwater Angela
Management McPherson

Freshwater Ken
Management Morison

Mr
Freshwater
Dave
Management
Morrison

Freshwater Rosemary
Management Neave

Ms
Freshwater
Juliet
Management
Neill
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McPherson A

Submitter asks where is a strategy to protect our water supply in view of
drought and intense rain events and what is Environment Canterbury doing
about dairy consents? We have too many cows in Canterbury and the toll
they are taking on our land is unacceptable and unsustainable.

Morison K

I strongly dislike the term "management" here. It gives you too much
freedom. The emphasis needs to be on quality. You need to be outwardly
proactive is restoring Canterbury's fresh water ways to a state we can be
proud of.

CWMS has been formulated to tackle a number of water management issues
which include the impact of drought with the expectation of long term climate
change, see CWMS pages 5-6. The LWRP recognises the impact of all forms
No change to the Long-Term
of intensive agriculture. The LWRP effectively holds the line in terms of
Plan 2018-28 is
development for Canterbury. Many restrictions were established. Farmers have
recommended.
to "hold the line" to their previous four seasons leaching rate. This new
regulation effectively limits further dairy conversions. Farmers are shifting from
border dyke irrigation to more efficient centre pivots

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Morrison D

Support for the focus on freshwater management is welcomed. Recent plan
changes (PC4) tighten rules around stock exclusion. We are ready to respond
Requests that Environment Canterbury strictly enforce clear breaches of the to anticipated national direction from Central Government on this issue. Lakes
freshwater management plan e.g. when stock are wading in and
and streams are monitored through our annual water quality monitoring
polluting waterways due to inadequate fencing. Requests that water
programme.
exporting businesses should be restricted to a reasonable amount and
Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
levied to assist with the financing of water management, similar to mining
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
companies which are forced to restore the land they disturb.
the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
activity itself.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Neave R

Submitter raises concerns about droughts, the significant over allocation for
water in some areas, pollution through catchments, increase in nitrates and
the impact on human health and the issue of historic water consents which
are not aligned with new plans and goals. Disappointment is expressed that
an agency set up to protect and manage our environment sustainably has
seen a degradation in water quality and river flow over it’s watch.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Neill J

There seems to be an abundance of water pollution, and far too much water
extracted. Particularly disappointing are permits to allow overseas water
Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
bottling companies to extract yet more water.
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on controlling the
No change to the Long-Term
Your plan fails to address the following:
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.
Plan 2018-28 is
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
recommended.
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
x The extremes of weather we have been having - droughts and
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
floods - which are only set to increase.
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.
x the significant over allocation for water in some areas, particularly
on the Plains.

Concerns regarding the use of the word Management are noted.

One of the original premises for CWMS was to establish water storage to
improve the regional resilience to climate change. The Land and Water Plan
set new rules to reduce the loss of nitrates to waterways. We continue to work
with industry to improve the management of the intensive use of both land and
water.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Freshwater
Anonymous
Management

Mr
Freshwater
Rex Neville
Management
Gibson

Anonymous

New Zealand
Federation of
Freshwater
Anglers Inc

Maria &
Freshwater Herbert
Management Noering &
Wiesen

NicholasRakatau A

Noering &
Wiesen M & H

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

The pollution of water in the catchment resulting from dairying and
an excess of nitrates, and their resulting effects on human health.
The issue of water consents, current or historic.

Want there to be an end to irrigation, major contributor to pollution. Need to
reduce the role of profit makers in freshwater management. I want rivers to
Concerns about irrigation and water quality are noted.
be swimmable in a much shorter timeframe than anything Environment
Canterbury has been talking about.
The GMP is a proven failure and requires significantly improved
enforcement methods. Capture of the water resources by one industry has
almost eliminated the lowland rivers as recreational sites in
Canterbury. Minimum water flows in lowland rivers are currently insufficient
to sustain freshwater ecosystems. The plan gives no recognition to the
cultural needs of most New Zealanders. The Long-Term Plan does not
sufficiently address the issues of soil health and their implications on water
health. The Long-Term Plan fails to address the cynical circumvention of the
Rakaia River Water Conservation Order. The consultation document is
unclear on how much funding will be allocated for monitoring and
enforcement - the Long-Term Plan has to provide far greater resourcing of
monitoring and enforcement.
Welcome two Land Management Advisors but would like to see both the
purpose of their or other Environment Canterbury roles to include monitoring
soil health based on biodiversity and enforcement capability.

Adrienne
Freshwater
NicholasManagement
Rakatau

Action officer evaluation

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters. Noted that
GMP needs to be explained further in the Long-Term Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Concerns regarding Targets Reporting and balanced Zone Committee
membership are noted. Welcome the support for the focus on freshwater
management, consent reviews and enhanced monitoring and enforcement.
Opposition to the spend of 10% on facilitation is noted; CWMS facilitation is an
important component of the CWMS community collaborative model for water
management. In broad terms it underpins community ownership of water
solutions and supports the in-depth planning process.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Concerns regarding GMP are noted, however GMP is a relatively new concept
as are the use of OVERSEER and Farm Environment Plans to determine
leaching rates and manage effects including soil health. Concerns regarding
minimum flows and the state of lowland rivers and ecosystems are noted.
Concerns regarding the WCO on the Rakaia are noted.
Concerns reading Monitoring and Enforcement are noted.
The Land Management Advisors are focused on all aspects of management of
the farming system which includes soil health. They undertake their work as
part of a Zone team which includes Biodiversity Officers. We are aiming to
provide an integrated service to the community through these teams

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
Please treasure our water and don't give it away. Water should be priority. In
the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
your management please don't support giving millions of litres away. Refers
controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
to giving it away overseas. Also refers to chlorination of water and how it
activity itself.
should have been priority earlier.
Christchurch City Council has responsibility for Christchurch drinking water
supplies.
Canterbury has seen an enormous rise in intensive farming. We would like
to see in Long-Term Plan a stop to all intensive farming
conversions. Environment Canterbury needs to oppose central water
storage like the Hurunui Water Project as this will lead to more
intensification of farming, public is suffering from unsafe drinking water,
swimming, reduced fishing.
Common definition of "good management practices" required (see
submission). While data gathering is important, it is necessary to undertake
action now.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Freshwater Frances
Management Wall

52

North
Canterbury
Branch Royal
Forest & Bird
Society

Concerned that accurate data be supplied to substantiate progress in
freshwater management. Some of the target reporting in the past has been
far too vague to make an informed judgement. Support linking freshwater
management to biodiversity enhancement. Support the approach of
community working together at catchment level through zone committees,
but concerned that ZCs do not always have balanced community
representation, that farming and irrigation interests are over represented to
the disadvantage of residents and others. Support greater focus on
implementation of freshwater plans and policies in the next decade. Strongly
support the review of historic water consents, particularly in over allocated
areas of water extraction. Consent takes must align with minimum river
levels, otherwise the process of freshwater management is undermined.
The flows that are required for ecological health must be set using
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robust research not negotiation. Strongly support enhanced monitoring and
data collection for resource use and state of environment reporting so
community have a clearer idea of what is working and what is not. Support
increased funding for monitoring, compliance and enforcement of freshwater
issues. Oppose the move away from a targeted rate for the CWMS - those
who use the ‘free’ water resource should bear the bulk of the
management costs. Oppose spend of 10% on CWMS facilitation. This
should be reduced with the funding difference used to enhance compliance
and monitoring functions. Support contestable funding for individuals or
groups working on biodiversity issues.

Mr
Freshwater
Scott
Management
Pearson

Regarding consent reviews, submitter recommends that Environment
Canterbury ensure that appropriate funding is allocated to deliver on the
intent of operative plan decisions, for signalled consent reviews. This
funding should not be re-allocated to other purposes or catchments, for the
North
purpose of achieving consented party buy-in and the potential of costCanterbury
savings. Submitter is concerned that consent reviews, signalled for
Fish and Game implementation in land and water plans, are being reprioritised against other
& SI Fish and projects and objectives, that sit outside the Schedule 1 planning process.
Game
In hearing, submitter re-emphasised any consent reviews scheduled should
be actioned and that funding isn’t matching plans. Council asked for
clarification on what consent reviews they understand have been signalled.
Provide funding in the Long-Term Plan to undertake the proposed
Recreation and Amenity Working Plan over the next three years. This
recommendation is anticipated to cost $75,000 per year for the 2018/19,
2019/20 and 2020/21 financial years.

Mr
Freshwater
Scott
Management
Pearson

Freshwater Annabelle
Management Hasselman

53

Provide new funding in the Long-Term Plan for the Silverstream Catchment
Restoration, specifically:
Snake Creek: $22,500 in 2018/2019 and $22,500 in 2019/2020
Silverstream: $20,000 in 2019/2020 and $20,000 in 2020/ 2021.

North
Canterbury
Fish and Game
& SI Fish and Provide adequate funding in the Long-Term Plan to ensure data collection
Game
associated with freshwater plan outcomes, targets and limits is sustained
and increased where possible.
Provide additional investment, to ensure that data presentation provides
simplified “actual” versus “projected” trend monitoring, when compared
against the outcomes, targets and limits of land and water plans, at both
catchment and waterbody levels
Following hearing, submitter noted that this aspect of the submission is from
the Water and Wildlfie Habitat Trust Submission.

ƿSƗZDKR
Heathcote
River Network

Submitter supports Freshwater Management being given top priority in the
Long-Term Plan and generally agrees with the activities proposed for
Freshwater Management. Supports working in partnerships. Supports
facilitating opportunities, including at the beginning of the process, for
community engagement to progress delivery towards the ten target areas in
all Catchment Zones. Recognises the extensive monitoring and reporting
carried out by Environment Canterbury and supports continued work, but
would like to see data organised into catchments and have this information
simplified and integrated (baseline information report). Proposes that the
Christchurch West Melton Zone Committee, CCC, University of Canterbury,
OHRN and other community water groups work in collaboration to develop
an “Our Water” series, like the Selwyn Waihora Zone Committee series in
2017. Supports the proposal to develop a community process to establish
environmental limits for water quality and water quantity in
Canterbury. Would like to work collaboratively with Environment
Canterbury, CCC and the community to develop objectives and

Support for catchment based approach to consent reviews is noted. The use of
consent reviews (as an alternative to or to complement plan change proposals
in local catchment areas) has support from the wider community. There are
No change to the Long-Term
resourcing considerations for the roll out of this approach which need to be
Plan 2018-28 is
worked through with each community of interest.
recommended.
Council to discuss further with submitters their concerns regarding the
prioritising of consent reviews.

Fish and Game’s proposed Recreation and Amenity plan is anticipated to cost
$75,000 per year for the 2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21 financial years. Staff
are funding Stage One of the mentioned ‘Recreation and Amenity plan’
$50,000 from existing budgets. it is reasonable to expect to allocate funding of
$75,000 for the following years to respond to the findings of this report.

Consider the $75,000 per
annum for the Recreation and
Amenity work with Fish and
Game.

Fish and Game also proposed new funding in the Long-Term Plan for the
Silverstream Catchment Restoration, specifically: Snake Creek: $22,500 in
2018/2019 and $22,500 in 2019/2020 Silverstream: $20,000 in 2019/2020 and
$20,000 in 2020/ 2021. Funding for Snake Creek is being considered within the
new project funding for Zone Delivery under the Long-Term Plan. but not for
Silverstream. Funding for zone projects needs to align to Zone Committee
outcomes

The Long-Term Plan has
made new provision for
'waterway projects'. Funding
for waterway projects should
align with Zone committee
outcomes and priorities.

Support for focus on Freshwater Management is welcomed. The value of
community engagement to establish limits for water quality and quality in
&DQWHUEXU\DQGIRUWKHƿSƗZDKR+HDWKFRWH5LYHULVQRWHG6XSSRUWIRU an 'Our
No change to the Long-Term
Water' public series is welcomed.
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
Environment Canterbury’s service delivery is increasingly zone focused and we
are working to ensure reporting of actions and outcomes can be improved and
presented on a Zone by Zone basis.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Conditional
support

Conditional
support
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environmental limits IRUWKHƿSƗZDKR+HDWKFRWH5LYHU(integrated
management plan)
Wants to be involved in collaboration project design before implementation.

Packman B

One of the first things that indicates a river or stream is in trouble is fall off of
invertebrates. They are the key to most living things both native and
introduced as they form an important food chain for both birds and fish. The
other important factor is the temperature of the water, it is getting to hot with
Concerns about water quality, flows and impact of climate change are noted.
low flows and global warming not helping. I am on a zone committee and
have the feeling that not enough thought is being put into this by the ECan
scientists. I am aware that a study was completed by Dr. Donald Scott Otago University on some Southland rivers which showed this to be the
case.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Dr
Freshwater
Samuel
Management
Hampton

Paihere
Geopark

Seeks further avenues for communication. Suggestion to work strategically
with key community groups and organisations to find ways to convey
information through other mediums or blend this information into ongoing
Support for closer working relationships with key community groups and
projects, i.e. more sign postings in significant areas stating what is at the
organisations to find more effective ways to convey information is welcomed.
site, why is it important and what is being done to look after it. More physical
signs re hazards etc and maps given lack of network connection in
geographical area.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Freshwater Thomas
Management Parata

Parata T

Submitter strongly supports the Cultural Land Management Advisor role.

We welcome support for the new Cultural Land Management Advisor roles.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Parkinson D

Submitter requests more stringent rules for maintaining water
quality. Requests planting native plants along rivers and removing exotic
vegetation, especially willows. Requests 4WD vehicles be banned from all
rivers, except for designated crossings to protect birdlife and aesthetic
values. Requests water be metered and charged to encourage use
reduction. Farmers should be encouraged to plant nitrogen fixing plants and
to fence off all drains and waterways. Water bottling plants that export
water should be prohibited.

Support for stronger rules, increased biodiversity and water metering is noted.
Under the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which
focuses on controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on
controlling the activity itself.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Pearson P

Submitter considers Environment Canterburyrecord is appalling lately in
allowing the degradation of the region’s waterway. Requests Environment
Canterbury call in old consents and make the extractors fit the
ecological/environmental limits, not the other way round. We need good
flows in our rivers to maintain the health not only of the waterways but also
the survival of the wildlife dependent on the rivers (recent research shows
that braided river birds need higher flows than was previously thought
surrounding islands they are trying to breed on). When the facts are further
understood we must be able to adjust our behaviour as a region to take the
newer knowledge on board. We have critically endangered species and
seem to think business as usual will do; not true. Intensive farming must be
monitored more carefully for impacts on the environment particularly
the waterways and water bodies of the regions.

Concerns are noted. Welcome the support for consent reviews, setting and
achieving minimum flows, additional monitoring and work on braided rivers
especially bird habitat. Environment Canterbury has committed additional
resources to each of these areas through the Long-Term Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Permanent
Forests NZ

Freshwater management to maintain and improve water quality needs to be
more clearly focused. First priority should be protection of water quality of
the regions aquifers. 2nd priority should be water quality protection of high Concerns about Freshwater Management is noted.
quality streams and rivers and lakes. 3rd priority should be naturally
eutrophic water bodies such as Forsyth and Ellesmere.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Philip C

Submitter is truly excited to see that Environment Canterbury intend to look
seriously at historic consents which are now contributing to what many term
our “freshwater woes”. This is a topic that has come up frequently in
Welcome support for Consent Reviews.
conversations I have had with a range of people and it has concerned many
that these historic consents are causing over-extraction and biodiversity
impacts. Your approach of calling in consents so that current ecological

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Mr
Freshwater
Brent
Management
Packman

Mr
Freshwater
Daniel
Management
Parkinson

Freshwater Philip
Management Pearson

Mr
Freshwater
Mark
Management
Belton

Freshwater Colleen
Management Philip
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parameters/minimum flows have a chance of being met seems entirely
appropriate and sensible.

Mrs
Freshwater
Sue
Management
Piercey

Piercey S

Support reviewing water consents but would like to see the whole process
speeded up. How is Environment Canterbury going to ensure that nitrates
do not get into Christchurch's water supply. I don't support any company
having access to Canterbury aquifers for the purpose of bottling drinking
water. What monitoring is Environment Canterbury planning for plastics in
the water of our rivers and on the beaches? The amount of plastic rubbish I
collect beside the Heathcote and from local beaches is incredible. I want to
see more emphasis on plans to prevent rubbish getting into the waterways.
Submitter asks that the additional resourcing for Land Management
Advisors is targeted to ensure that people with the appropriate skillset are
employed, in order to maximize the benefit to the community.

Freshwater Ben
Management Curry

Freshwater Robert
Management Rasmussen

Freshwater Anna
Management Wilkes

Ms
Freshwater
Kay
Management
Robertson

Rangitata
Diversion Race
There is a need for further guidance on the implications of changes to the
Management
regulatory framework review (the move away from plan changes and focus
Limited
instead on consent reviews). RDRML has signalled it would like to work with
Council on formulating an appropriate procedure and mandate for such
Reviews.

55

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Welcome the support for the Land Management Advisors and support the need
to ensure that people are employed with the appropriate skillset.
No change to the Long-Term
Welcome the support for a consent review process that follows a strong
Plan 2018-28 is
process and is mandated. This aligns well with the zone based approach under
recommended.
the CWMS which is to work with communities to find workable solutions to
challenging issues.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Rasmussen R

Urgent action is needed on water quality not more status quo.

Concerns regarding water quality are noted. CWMS has been formulated to
tackle a number of water management issues which include a long-term
commitment to improve water quality. Environment Canterbury continues to
support this community based approach.

Ravensdown
Limited

Ravensdown supports Environment Canterbury's commitment to Zone and
Regional Delivery. Ravensdown consider that additional Council staff
resources are warranted to support Good Management
Practices. Ravensdown supports the proposal to add two Land
Management Advisor roles and to add two additional Cultural Land
Management Advisors along with making the existing trial role permanent.
Ravensdown notes the importance of relevant experience and training to the
effectiveness of the Land Management Advisors and encourages the
Council to ensure that appropriate resources are made available for this
purpose. Ravensdown considers that the catchment scale is an appropriate
scale to measure instream changes in surface water quality. Ravensdown
supports the Council’s increased focus on data, although it is unclear
whether this infers a proposal to increase the number of sites/catchments
monitored, an increase in the frequency of sampling of existing monitoring
sites, or simply better public access to the data that is already collected.
Ravensdown questions whether the Immediate Steps funding that is
available for habitat restoration and rehabilitation work could or should
extend to catchment scale water quality monitoring.

Support for focus on Freshwater Management is welcomed. Support for
Cultural Land Management Advisors and Land Management Advisors is also
welcomed, and additional staff resources for GMP and Immediate Steps is
noted.

Robertson K

Freshwater management and biodiversity are extremely important to me
and I am appalled at the degradation that has happened in recent years.
Refers to intensive dairying and national freshwater policy standard of
boating and wading. Aim for swimmable rivers and lakes. Enormous
conversion through Canterbury to unsustainable farming practices needs to
stop right now.
Pleased at the idea of consent reviews starting with the Hakatere
catchment. Would like to see more fines handed out for violation of
consents. Adopt sustainable practices

Freshwater P
Management Robertson

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on controlling the
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.
No change to the Long-Term
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
Plan 2018-28 is
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
recommended.
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.
Support for consent reviews is noted and the need to keep plastics out of
waterways is noted.

Robertson P

Disagrees with the emphasis on irrigation 1.5.1. A greater focus upon a
variety of farming activities, such as dryland farming is needed.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on controlling the
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.
No change to the Long-Term
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
Plan 2018-28 is
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
recommended.
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.
Support for consent reviews is noted.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Concerns regarding emphasis on irrigation are noted.
No change to the Long-Term
Support for catchment based approach to consent reviews is noted. The use of Plan 2018-28 is
consent reviews (as an alternative to or to complement plan change proposals recommended.

Policy,
performance
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Staff Advice

Encourage the use of whole catchment consent reviews. Such as the
Ashburton Hakatere example mentioned in the Long-Term Plan, then
publish the result.

in local catchment areas) has received support from the wider community.
There are resourcing considerations for the roll out of this approach which need
to be worked through with each community of interest.
Consent planners do consider a wide range of effects which have been
determined and adopted through the planning framework. For example, the
Allow consent planners to analyse the wider community costs of a
consented activity when analysing the economics. i.e. gastrointestinal illness protection of Community Drinking Water supplies.

Submission
analysis
or general
comment

Mr
Freshwater
David
Management
Rodda

Rodda D

Submitter does not support resource consents for quarries near residential
areas as there is more than enough evidence of the negative impact of
quarrying on local ground water quality to negate the approval of any
quarrying activity within several kms of any residential areas.

Concern about impact of quarrying on water quality is noted. Comments on
quarrying addressed under air quality.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Mrs
Freshwater
Victoria
Management
Rodda

Rodda V

Submitter opposes quarrying within several kms of any residential areas due Concerns about the potential impact of quarrying on water quality is noted.
to the negative impact of quarrying on local ground water quality.
Comments on quarrying addressed under air quality.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Roddick H

The news had the Chinese taking water. Please stop this, in the future
when water is scarce we will ask why we did that.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource and perceived failures of
No change to the Long-Term
the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under the RMA, regional
Plan 2018-28 is
councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on controlling the
recommended.
impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the activity itself.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rose M

Submitter supports the proposed step up in focus on water management but
considers it's not clear how much of a step up that is as there is no
comparison between what has been done and spent before and the
upcoming plan. Queries if there are broader objectives and targets re
outcomes of spending and considers it's hard to determine reasonableness
without more concrete detail.

Submitter would like more detail on the actual step change we are making in
No change to the Long-Term
freshwater management suggesting the increased organisational focus
Plan 2018-28 is
resourcing of delivery is perhaps not as apparent as intended in the Long-Term
recommended.
Plan consultation documentation

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Ross F

Management of freshwater must be given a high priority to return all
freshwater to former high standards. For drinking, recreation and
maintaining biodiversity values. Ask that there be a high level of funding for
this priority.

Support for an increased focus on Freshwater Management is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Freshwater Jamie
Management McFadden

Rural
Advocacy
Network

Submitter considers Environment Canterbury is delivering a strongly
regulated freshwater management planning regime that is complex and
resource hungry. Poor planning outcomes and unintended
consequences are proving difficult and costly to remedy. Questions if
Environment Canterbury activities can be delivered in a more cost effective
way.

Comments noted. Current planning framework is robust and delivers in a costeffective manner. However, Environment Canterbury continues to seek further
efficiency gains.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Mr
Freshwater
Graham
Management
Sanderson

Sanderson G

Submitter requests water to be paid at one of three rates, domestic,
commercial and export, stating it is not acceptable for water to be going
overseas in quantities that could be detrimental to the city and Canterbury.

Under the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which
focuses on controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on
controlling the activity itself.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

It is great that freshwater is a key focus, but there is no consideration in the
Long-Term Plan of the impacts of quarrying on our freshwater. Which is
concerning considering many Yaldhurst residents have had their wells
contaminated from quarrying.

Concern about impact of quarrying on water quality is noted. All consent
applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed in
accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant regional plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the discharges
to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively managed
No change to the Long-Term
Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and its Land
and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over time will be Plan 2018-28 is
required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the case of the recommended.
Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable. The
Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be logged
through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Conditional
support

Concerns are noted. RMA allows water to be transferred from one location to
another, if it is within the same catchment. This applies to both surface water
No change to the Long-Term
and groundwater and it is allowed because the water balance is calculated by
Plan 2018-28 is
catchment and is allocated by catchment. We currently have policies in our
recommended.
LWRP that limit this ability for those catchments that are over-allocated. In brief
they require that if someone wants to transfer water from an over-allocated

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Freshwater H
Management Roddick

Mrs
Freshwater
Merodie
Management
Rose

Freshwater Fraser
Management Ross

Mrs
Freshwater
Tara
Management
Sanders

Sanders T

There are areas of the district where water is currently over-allocated yet it
is possible to purchase land with water rights then transfer those rights to
Dr
Freshwater
Seddon-Smith other land. This is illogical in any sense. It should not be possible to transfer
Robert
Management
R
water rights to non-contiguous blocks of land or to share water allocation
Seddon-Smith
amongst non-contiguous blocks of land. Currently large businesses are able
to purchase land with water rights then aggregate the rights, continuing to
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Submission Summary
over-use them in one area whilst leaving others dry. Current policy is
unsuited to the needs of the people or the economy of Canterbury in any
term.
x
x
x

Chrys &
Freshwater
Selwyn Greens
Grace
Management
Horn & Taylor

x
x
x
x

Support for the collaborative approach.
Environment Canterbury should be advocating to change these
targets (central government) and make them conditional on existing
water quality standards and overall catchment flow rates.
Development should not happen where there are already
problems. Large developments should be discouraged unless they
can be done stepwise and monitored to ensure they will not cause
further problems.
Disagree that there is an “abundance of freshwater” - please
change this statement.
Strongly support the idea of catchment consent reviews as part of or
even an alternative to plan changes.
support using land management advisors - both cultural and farmer
support roles.
include the need to keep plastic out of our waterways and oceans
into this plan

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

catchment, they are required to surrender 50% of the annual volume originally
granted. It is also a prohibited activity to take new water from an over-allocated
catchment.

Support for the focus on freshwater management and collaboration is
welcomed. Recent plan changes (PC4) tighten rules around stock exclusion.
We are ready to respond to anticipated national direction from Central
Government on this issue. Welcome the support for the Cultural Land
Management Advisors roles and catchment consent reviews. Noted concerns
at statement "abundance of water" and keeping plastics out of waterways.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

The submitter notes support for
x
x
Mayor
Freshwater
Sam
Management
Broughton

x
Selwyn District
Council

x
x
x
x

Welcome submitters support for
the collaborative approach to Freshwater Management agreed by
the Mayoral Forum through the Canterbury Water Management
x the collaborative approach to Freshwater Management through the
Strategy
Canterbury Water Management Strategy
strengthening the CWMS and supporting the Water Zone
x strengthening the CWMS and supporting the Water Zone Committees
Committees through additional funding
through additional funding.
making permanent a Cultural Land Management Advisor role in the
x the permanent Cultural Land Management Advisor role in the Selwyn
No change to the Long-Term
Selwyn Waihora Zone, and the additional two similar roles
Waihora Zone, and the expansion of this programme
Plan 2018-28 is
additional resource in the data management of the Farm
x additional resource for the Farm Environment Plan Audit Programme
recommended.
Environment Plan audit programme
x greater additional funding towards water monitoring and state of the
environment monitoring
greater additional funding towards water monitoring and state of the
environment monitoring
x the acknowledgment of the reduction in funding for the RMA Water
Framework Programme which increases in Years 4-6 of the Long-Term
the temporary cost reduction for 3 years for the Water Framework
Plan to meet the demands of the National Planning Standards
Programme and then picking this up again in Years 4-6 of the LongTerm Plan to meet the demands of the National Planning Standards
x additional funding for the restoration of Te Waihora.
additional funding for the restoration of Te Waihora

Seyb L

Fresh water management is of utmost importance. We are now suffering
through the poor management in the area, i.e. the chlorinating of our
drinking water. We need to review consents and set higher minimum flows
and make better progress of health costs.

Freshwater Lesley
Management Shand
Dr
Freshwater
Clare
Management
Simpson

Freshwater Lesley
Management Seyb

Mrs
Freshwater
Robyn
Management
Smith
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Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Shand L

Pouring water on Canterbury's porous soils is not a good idea. Many of the
submissions to the Hurunui District Plan were against irrigation. I do not like
Concern about irrigation is noted.
the tone on page 106. Please remember there is a swimming site up from
where the Boyle river meets the Nina river. Clarified in hearing is a site with
amenity value.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Simpson C

Generally agree with activity proposed for Freshwater Management.

Support for focus on Freshwater Management is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Concern regarding impact of quarrying on freshwater quality, including
impact of asbestos. Needs to be more regulation and monitoring.

Support for increased regulation and monitoring around quarrying to protect
water quality is noted. Council and management have Compliance, Monitoring
and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function of the organisation.
Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities against best practise
guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) in 2018.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Smith R

Support for focus on Freshwater Management is noted. Christchurch City
Council has responsibility for Christchurch drinking water supplies.
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Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Consistent with these guidelines, Environment Canterbury takes a risk-based
approach to CME, whereby resources are prioritised to CME activities to the
areas of greatest environmental risk. The prioritisation of resources is reviewed
and approved by Council, to ensure that the prioritisation of resources (for both
consented and permitted activities) meet community expectations.

Snoyink J and
R

Submitter disagrees with comments that there is a there is an abundance of
freshwater as with climate change water is a diminishing resource, water in
the Selwyn District is over-allocated, rivers and streams are under pressure
from over abstraction, and pollution from agricultural run-off. Messages
about an abundance of freshwater send the totally wrong signal to users of
water. Disagree that Environment Canterbury is responsible for facilitating
sustainable development - Environment Canterbury's priorities should focus
on freshwater management and maintenance and protection of Indigenous
Biodiversity. Disagree with the collaborative approach as experience of
Zone Committees fell far should of what true community collaboration
should be. Replace Zone Committees with experienced staff to fill the
shortfall in monitoring and compliance. Would like to see ecologically
healthy flows in Canterbury’s rivers and streams, and a reversal of the
downward trend in water quality in the region’s lakes. We support an
immediate review of all water consents to achieve ecosystem health both in
aquifers and surface water bodies. There needs to be better alignment of
agencies when it comes to the resource consenting processes. The
various agencies have failed in achieving integrated management of land
and water resources.

Concerns about over-allocation, water quality and collaborative approach are
noted. Under the RMA, the regional council takes an effects-based approach
which focuses on controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than
on controlling the activity itself. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP)
framework places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across
Canterbury with specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional
chapters. Farmers now need to meet new Good Management Practice.

Snoyink N

Submitter considers the introductory statements on water in the Long-Term
Plan are misleading given the actual state of water in Canterbury. Agrees
freshwater management is the most contentious and complicated issue the
region faces, because the emphasis has been on economic benefits of
water use and now need to claw back community values and internalise
externalities. Supports improving relationships with other
agencies. Considers the CWMS collaborative approach in the form of zone
committees has been unsuccessful in understanding and achieving
community outcomes, and for setting environmental limits has undermined
Environment Canterbury's public credibility. Once sub regional plans are
completed discontinue zone committees. Recommends investing in staff to
monitor permitted activities, enforce compliance, adequately assess RMA
applications and report on targets. Supports greater resourcing
for technical advice and resourcing cultural and land management
advisers.

Welcome the support for the Land Management Advisors and Land
Management Advisors and support for working with other agencies. Concerns
regarding water management are noted. CWMS Zone committees will not be
discontinued as they are an essential part of the collaborative process for
No change to the Long-Term
understanding water issues, setting rules and setting priorities and formulating
Plan 2018-28 is
solutions. The concerns regarding monitoring permitted activities is noted - our
recommended.
approach for example is to have the work and the costs of Nutrient Budgeting,
FEPs and FEP auditing sit with industry. Targets are reported every two years.
There are strong processes in place for assessing 'RMA applications' Water
and Land Use consents are now granted for 5 years only.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater Vicky
Management Southworth

Southworth V

Submitter supports the commitment and prioritisation of freshwater
management and the CWMS funding increase but is unsure about the
proposal to change the targeted rate for the CWMS to a more general rate
for freshwater (consultation document, pg.17) - would like to see the
reasoning for the funding change. Queries if the change in the rate type
would remove focus from the CWMS objectives. Supports the intention to
apply catchment-wide consent reviews where possible. Supports the
intention to ensure sufficient monitoring that helps support good decision
making and actions on the ground.

Support for Freshwater Management is welcomed. Support for catchment
consent reviews and allocation is noted. Noted need for explanation for
targeted to general rate change.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Charlotte
Freshwater
StephenManagement
Brownie

StephenBrownie C

Environment Canterbury should conduct catchment wide consent reviews.

Support for catchment based approach to consent reviews is noted. The use of No change to the Long-Term
consent reviews (as an alternative to or to complement plan change proposals Plan 2018-28 is
in local catchment areas) has support from the wider community.
recommended.

Support

I would like to see more funding set aside for this area to ensure
Environment Canterbury has sufficient resources for monitoring of water
quality around various quarries and enforcing any breaches.

Support for increased monitoring resources around quarrying to protect water
quality is noted. All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities,
No change to the Long-Term
are processed in accordance with the Resource Management Act and relevant
Plan 2018-28 is
regional plans.
recommended.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the discharges
to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively managed

Conditional
support

Mr and Mrs
Freshwater Jules and
Management Rosalie
Snoyink

Freshwater Nicky
Management Snoyink

Ms
Freshwater
Lisa
Management
Stevenson
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Stevenson L

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and its Land
and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over time will be
required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the case of the
Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable. The
Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be logged
through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.
Mr
Freshwater
Samuel
Management
Stockwell

Stockwell S

Require that farmers plant vegetables to soak up livestock runoff, reducing
water pollution and developing crops.

It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater management, or lack of, is the biggest environmental issue
facing our region. Minimum flow levels need to be increased and there also
needs to be catchment-wide consent reviews, with the ability to revoke
consents to meet the overall ‘sustainable development’ purpose of
Environment Canterbury.
Mr
Freshwater
Kyle
Management
Sutherland

Mr
Freshwater
Kyle
Management
Sutherland

Mrs
Freshwater
Ruth
Management
Swale

Sutherland K

Welcome the support for Freshwater Management and catchment wide
consent reviews. CPW has been granted on the basis that the scheme returns
environmental benefit by drawing on alpine-sourced water rather than ground
No change to the Long-Term
The CPW irrigation scheme should have consent revoked on the basis that water, thereby reducing pressure on the aquifers needed to recharge lowland
Plan 2018-28 is
the current nitrogen load in the Selwyn-Waihora catchment is 3200 tonnes a streams which then impact on the water flowing into the lake. Scheme
recommended.
year, and with the addition of CPW it will rise to 4800 tonnes.
members are expected to operate at GMP. A specific catchment area (CLMVA)
has been established to support lowland farmers reduce sediment flows into
the lake and focus on mahinga kai outcomes.
There needs to be more reporting on negative environmental externalities
rather than just focus on economic benefits to the region. As ratepayers, we
deserve to know the full picture including at what cost to our environment
these profits were made from.

Sutherland K

Risks to our drinking water from intensive farming such as nitrates leeching
into aquifers needs more attention, resourcing and action to prevent our
It has been recognised that both water and nutrient is over-allocated in many
cities water source from being polluted. Water bottling consents also need to parts of Canterbury. The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework
be reviewed and any that pull from our cities drinking water revoked.
places limits on allocation of both water and nutrients across Canterbury with
specific catchment based rules being set in sub-regional chapters.
Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
Environment Canterbury should not be granting consents for the
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
Christchurch City Council to dump raw sewage into our rivers, and instead
suggest the upgrading of infrastructure alongside creation of wetlands in the the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
red zone to treat stormwater before it makes it into our rivers. More reporting controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
is necessary on how much pollution is currently making it into our waterways activity itself.
through these consents.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Swale R

Rules need to be tightened to exclude stock more rigorously. A greater
Support for the focus on Freshwater management is welcomed. Recent plan
emphasis is needed on protecting recreational swimming areas, such as the changes (PC4) tighten rules around stock exclusion. We are ready to respond
Waihao River.
to anticipated national direction from Central Government on this issue.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

The use of consent reviews (as an alternative to or to complement plan change
No change to the Long-Term
proposals in local catchment areas) has support from the wider community.
There are resourcing considerations for the roll out of this approach which need Plan 2018-28 is
to be worked through with each community of interest.
recommended.
6XSSRUWIRU:KDNDUDXSǀDQGLQFUHDVHGPRQLWRULQJDQGFRPSOLDQFHLVQRWHG

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Environment Canterbury needs to work with/lobby central government to
legislate to undo past over allocation through historic water consents. It
should also:
Freshwater Caroline
Management Syddall

Syddall C

Mr
Freshwater
Stephen
Management
Talbot

Talbot S
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Policy,
performance
or general
comment

x
x
x

Take action to limit plastic going into waterways
Continue to support Whaka Ora, the health of Lyttelton Harbour.
Increase monitoring, compliance, and enforcement. Work to
increase penalties to cover the costs of damage done.

Focus on freshwater management is wonderful but oversight or no
Concerns about the potential impact of quarrying on water quality is noted.
consideration has been made for the impacts of quarrying in the Long-Term
Comments on quarrying are addressed under air quality and the whole plan.
Plan on freshwater.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support
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Full Name

Freshwater Tracey
Management Tarrant

Company /
Organisation
Tarrant T

Submission Summary
No comments provided on this point.

Action officer evaluation
No comments provided on this point. No further action.

Staff Advice
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submission
analysis
Support

It would be good to see continuing commitment to helping and influencing
catchment groups across Canterbury as a part of freshwater management
strategy.

Mr
Freshwater
Rhys
Management
Taylor

Taylor R

A preoccupation with tackling nitrogen leaching from farmland has perhaps
taken the eye off problems of silt loss, soil erosion and increasing turbidity in
Support for community education and engagement, and advice to catchment
No change to the Long-Term
groundwater, which will make water treatment for drinking quality more
groups is welcomed. Concerns about the impact of pollution in groundwater on Plan 2018-28 is
difficult.
microfauna are noted and the need to commit to further research.
recommended.

Conditional
support

There is also inadequate study of the impact of pollutants within
groundwater on the microfauna of the underground gravels, which probably
play an important role in cleaning the water. NIWA has done some initial
research work, but Environment Canterbury should be supporting more, with
urgency.

Mrs
Freshwater
Jennifer
Management
Ross

Templeton
Residents'
Association

Submitter considers quarrying is currently not only scarring the landscape
but is also impacting our drinking water. Residents who currently reside
near quarries already have undrinkable water in their wells, and if the
consenting and relentless quarrying in and around Christchurch is
continued, it will no doubt start to impact our precious aquifer. Environment
Canterbury’s Long-Term Plan needs to include allowance for independent
research into the impacts of quarrying on our drinking water and protection
of our drinking water and aquifers needs to be a priority. Requests
Environment Canterbury include in their long term plan a “stand
down/buffer” zone around Christchurch where industrial activities, such as
quarrying, cannot be undertaken as the potential risk to our unique aquifer is
too great.

Gravel quarries and their associated fill operations can have an effect on the
quality of groundwater in alluvial aquifers. The effect is evident as a
degradation in the aesthetic properties (e.g. hardness) and is localised and
No change to the Long-Term
generally dissipates within a few hundred metres of the quarry and fill areas.
Plan 2018-28 is
The main issue with quarrying is in controlling the backfilling of alluvial gravel
recommended.
quarries. While rules for quarrying have become more permissive, rules for
backfilling have become more restrictive. There is no evidence that the quarries
have made groundwater unfit for drinking at any of the nearby domestic wells.
Protection Zones are in place for Christchurch Drinking Water Supply.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

The Council recognises the mahi that has been undertaken to develop the
Whaka-ora Catchment Management Plan. The current time scheduled to
review the Coastal Plan is in 2022 where a full review of the Coastal, Land and
Water Plans will be reviewed holistically and will enable a ki uta ki tai approach
to our regional planning. To inform that review we will be undertaking a full
No change to the Long-Term
assessment of the Whaka-ora Catchment Management Plan’s goals and
Plan 2018-28 is
objectives. Noting the key focus areas where specific review of our Regional
recommended.
Coastal Environment Plan is required. Urgent and important issues which do
not compromise the ability of the 2022 review to take a ki uta ki tai approach
can be prioritised if required ahead of the 2022 full review, although at this time
this is not anticipated.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

In hearing, submitter questioned the digging holes upstream and below
aquifer levels.
The draft Long-Term Plan proposes to defer a review of the RCP for at least
\HDUV7H+DSǌR1JƗWL:KHNHVXEPLWVWKDWDIXUWKHUGHOD\LQWKH review
of the RCP may mean that the Council will not meet its obligations to Te
+DSǌR1JƗWL:KHNHZKƗQXLDVWKH7UHDW\3DUWQHUDQGGRHVQRWWDNHLQWR
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ1JƗWL:KHNHZKƗQDXUHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKWKHLU0RDQDDQG
surrounding environs.

Mr
Freshwater
Andrew
Management
Scott

7H+DSǌR
1JƗWL:KHNH

The draft Long-Term Plan in its current state does not support or
DFFRPPRGDWHWKH+DSǌ7DQJDWLDNLNDLWLDNLWRFDUU\RXWSURMHFWVDVRXWOLQHG
in the Whaka-ora Catchment Management Plan or the requirements of the
WZRJD]HWWHG0ƗWDLWDL,WZDVDFNQRZOHGJHGDWWKH:KDND-ora Catchment
launch that in order for the Whaka-ora plan to be effective, it would need the
support of the regulatory plans.
7H+DSǌR1JƗWL:KHNHVXEPLWWKDWWKH(QYLURQPHQW&DQWHUEXU\JLYH
greater urgency to the review of the RCP within the next 3 years. In the
event that a full review is not possible, it is suggested that a targeted plan
FKDQJHLVSURPXOJDWHGVSHFLILFDOO\IRU:KDNDUDXSǀ:RUNLQJLQSDUWQHUVKLS
ZLWK7H+DSǌR1JƗWL:KHNHDQG7DQJDWD7LDNLXQGHUWKH7XLDUHODWLRQVKLS
this would enable Environment Canterbury to implement an exemplar
DSSURDFKWRDOLJQLQJUHJLRQDOFRDVWDOSODQQLQJZLWKWKHWZRJD]HWWHG0ƗWDLWDL
IRU:KDNDUDXSǀDQGWKH:KDND-ora plan, and inform a full review of the
RCP in due course.
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1RWZLWKVWDQGLQJWKHLQYROYHPHQWRI3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDLQ&:06SURFHVVHV
7H5ǌQDQJDVXEPLWVWKDWFRXQFLOVKRXOGSURDFWLYHO\LQYROYH Papatipu
5ǌQDQJDLQ the development of programme in the Freshwater Management
portfolio under the Tuia relationship.
x
x

x

Freshwater Matthew
Management Ross

7H5ǌQDQJDR
1JƗL7DKX

x

x
x

x

For CWMS facilitation, service levels and resources for Tangata
Whenua facilitation should be equivalent to those in the Long- Term
Plan 2015-25.
6XEPLWWHUZHOFRPHVWKHLQFOXVLRQRI0ƗWDXUDQJD0ƗRULLQWKH
environmental monitoring and progress reporting programme - this
is a key matter for council to seek guidance from Papatipu
5ǌQDQJD
Submitter supports the introduction of Cultural Land Management
Advisors and welcomes the Tuia relationship commitment of
regional council to develop a jointly agrees approach with Papatipu
5ǌQDQJDRQWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKLVQHZUHVRXUFH
The Resource Management Act Water Framework is a work
programme that regional council should continue to build and further
develop proactive and meaningful engagement with Papatipu
5ǌQDQJDLQFOXGLQJWHFKQLFDOSODQQLQJDGYLFHIURPWKHLU5HJLRQDO
Environmental Entities.
Regarding the proposed use of consent review, submitter suggests
that the implementation of this approach is specifically discussed
ZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJD
council should discuss the development of its programme of support
for regional water infrastructure projects with Papatipu Rǌnanga due
to the potential intergenerational impacts of infrastructure projects
RQ1JƗL7DKX:KƗQXL
Submitter welcomes the continued commitment of council to the
restoration of Te Waihora, the co-governance arrangement and
shared responsibility for the wider catchment, and notes the future
work programme includes the need to secure funding for Whakaora
Te Waihora Phase 2 and/or direct funding of Phase 2
implementation.

Submitter requests clean waters where the wildlife can flourish. If this
means less agriculture, then so be it. My problem is the polluter should
always pay, but as seen on page 19, "A significant project under WTW for
2018/19 is Whakaora Te Ahuriri, which commenced in January 2018 and is
co-funded via the Government’s freshwater improvement fund", is why am I
paying to clean up the pollution? I want the polluter to pay for the cleanup. Please stop 'trying to educate' people and organisations that break the
rules - many know you won't fine and take advantage. I want to see a move
to fines as a first stage for rule breaking.

Freshwater Clive
Management Thomas

Thomas C

Freshwater Mark
Management Low

The Council acknowledges the ongoing work, success and progress in
improving freshwater management undertaken by Environment Canterbury
and supports the continued work and initiatives of the CWMS, and
its transition over the next ten years to ‘implementation of the planning
framework’. We acknowledge your proposal to change the current regionwide targeted rate for the CWMS to a region-wide general rate for
Timaru District
Freshwater Management. We also acknowledge your proposal to establish
Council
“targeted rating areas for each water zone". While we understand the
rationale for a zone-based targeted rate, we query its application assuming
implementation. Depending on the work required in a particular
zone, smaller zone areas like the Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora zone may
bear a significant cost in the future. While benefits may apply to these
zones, we question whether a more regionally based approach to this work
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Welcome the support from 1JƗL Tahu and note the ongoing support for our
FRQWLQXHGHQJDJHPHQWZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDacross all CWMS programmes
and the desire to seek guidance from the same across new and emerging
DUHDVVXFKDV0ƗWDXUDQJD0Ɨori and the introduction of Cultural Land
Management Advisors.
The Levels of Service have been changed to include an activity based target.
Support for facilitation and tangata whenua support remain the same.
Reporting requirements mean zone committees and the Regional Committee
will continue to report on their progress on the ten targets in an annual zone
report.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Support for ensuring each element supported by the submitter is featured on
the NgƗi Tahu Joint Work Programme
Support for ensuring each element are also included as standing items on Te
3DLKHUHQJDDQG7H5ǀSX7XLDDJHQGDVDQGGLVFXVVHGZLWK5ǌQDQJD
representatives.

Concerns regarding polluter pays and enforcement are noted. The Land and
Water Regional Plan (LWRP) framework places limits on allocation of both
water and nutrients across Canterbury with specific catchment based rules
being set in sub-regional chapters. Farmers now need to meet new Good
Management Practices.

No change to the Long-Term
Support for the CWMS is welcomed. Concerns around targeted rating areas for
Plan 2018-28 is
each zone versus a regionally based rating approach is noted.
recommended.

Support
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would be a better approach, in light of the fact we are seeking improvements
across the region’s waterways.
Timaru Yacht
and Power
Boat Club

No more dairy consents. Refers to Lake Ellesmere state. Certainly, monitor
waterways but give them chance to recover by limiting dairy effluent.

We are monitoring farms through the Farm Environment Plan Auditing process.
Lakes and streams are monitored through our annual water quality monitoring
No change to the Long-Term
programme. We have worked closely with industry partners on options to
Plan 2018-28 is
reduce nitrate pollution having agreed Good Management Practices with
recommended.
industry and continue to work with partners to be at the front edge of research
in this area.

Townsend G

The wording on pages 6-7 of the consultation document - Freshwater
Management - appears to be rather vague. Given the increasing incidence
of microbial toxicity, plus excess nitrates and other minerals in Canterbury
waterways, it is quite clear that we are well beyond 'peak cow'. The need to
chlorinate Christchurch water and the taking of groundwater for profit by
bottling companies is arousing public anger. ECan has the unenviable task
of balancing commercial gain with public well-being. The belief in endless
economic growth needs to be seen as a seductive but childish cargo-cult.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
No change to the Long-Term
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Regional
Plan 2018-28 is
Councils are required to take a sustainable development approach under the
recommended.
Local Government Act 2002 and Resource Management Act 1991.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Townsend J

The intensive dairying, subdivision of land, water bottling and quarrying
activities in Canterbury must be held to account for their environmental
impact on the quality of our rivers and waterways. Submitter would be in
favour of increasing resources in the enforcement and compliance areas of
freshwater management.

Welcome and note the support for increasing resources in the enforcement and
compliance areas of freshwater. The Council and management have
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core function of
the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME activities
No change to the Long-Term
against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for the
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines, Environment
recommended.
Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby resources are
prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest environmental risk. The
prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved by Council, to ensure that
the prioritisation of resources (for both consented and permitted activities) meet
community expectations.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater Susan
Management Turnbull

Turnbull S

Requests Environment Canterbury no longer give consent for drawing and
bottling fresh water in built up and rural areas, either pastoral or horticultural
or rural-industrial. Water is a resource that needs careful allocation for
urban and rural users and between individuals and
companies. Environment Canterbury must educate and encourage people
to not waste water and develop water needs forecasts.

Concerns about water takes and water bottling consents are noted.
Environment Canterbury cannot refuse to issue a water use consent to a
company solely on the basis that the water is to be bottled. Environment
Canterbury considers water use consent applications on their impact on the
environment.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Freshwater James
Management Vernon

Vernon J

No comments provided on this point.

No comments. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Freshwater O and D
Management Wagstaff

Wagstaff O &
D

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comment provided and no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Freshwater Ivan
Management Stevenson

Mr
Freshwater
Graham
Management
Townsend

Freshwater Jenny
Management Townsend

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

WET is supportive of ECan increasing the focus on environmental
monitoring and especially welcomes focused attention on water monitoring,
state of environment reporting and providing data in a meaningful way to
end users. However, WET would also like to see biodiversity, recreational
use and measurements of connection to people and water bodies integrated
into monitoring effects.
Waihora
Freshwater
Ellesmere
Management
Trust

Waihora
Ellesmere
Trust

WET supports Environment Canterbury facilitating with landowners who are Support from Environment Canterbury to continue to fund, facilitate and support No change to the Long-Term
developing Farm Environment Plans (FEP) and who require funding to allow WET is noted. Funding has been allocated for the first year of the Long-Term Plan 2018-28 is
them to protect and/or enhance biodiversity on their land. WET has in the
Plan to continue to support WET.
recommended.
past undertaken facilitation roles and believes it has the skills and expertise
to work in this space to achieve the best outcomes for all parties.
WET is seeking ongoing engagement and funding support from
Environment Canterbury to enable delivery of this vision through community
engagement, agency facilitation, and educational opportunities.
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To enable WET to continue to fulfil the vision and objectives of the Trust the
Trust is seeking:
x
x
x

Continuity of funding and other support for Waihora Ellesmere Trust
Environment Canterbury to continue to take the lead in contracting
the facilitation of the Te Waihora Agencies Group to Waihora
Ellesmere Trust
Continued support for the facilitation of the integrated biennial
reporting to the community on the state of the lake and catchment,
with provision of data, technical assistance, and staff time for the
planning and hosting of the Living Lake Symposia and the
publication of the State of the Lake Reports.

Council continues to support the work of Environment Canterbury with the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS), through the joint CWMS
Waimakariri Zone Committee.
Mr
Freshwater
Geoff
Management
Meadows

Waimakariri
District Council With regards to the Management Plan for the Ashley-Rakahuri Estuary, the
development of a management plan for Te Akaaka may be considered by
the Waimakariri Zone Committee as part of their Solutions Package for the
ZIP addendum, and it is important that sufficient budget is included for this
purpose within the next three years.

Waimate Rod
Freshwater
Waimate Rod
and Gun Club
Management
and Gun Club
Rod&GunClub

Freshwater Rei
Management Simon

Wairewa
5ǌQDQJD,QF

No change to the Long-Term
Support for the CWMS and Waimakariri Zone Committee is welcomed. Funding
Plan 2018-28 is
provision for the development of a Te Akaaka management plan is noted.
recommended.

By far our biggest concern has been the degradation of all our waterways
that provided so much pleasure to our members and the public in general.
The question to be asked why, and how did we let this happen to our
Concerns are noted
streams and rivers that used to be living waterways, not dead or dying or
dried up, as is the case for so many at present. This is ECan’s responsibility.
You have let the region down badly- let's fix this.
Pleased with the council's focus on freshwater management as this aligns
with our efforts at Wairewa/Lake Forsyth. There has been significant
improvement in the health of Wairewa/Lake through our (submitter) and
CCC's action. We suggest further support from Environment Canterbury (to
be discussed at hearing). We would like further commitment financially
towards the efforts to improve the health. i.e. monitoring and management
costs, activities, bridge maintenance, developing an ongoing regime to
improve the health of the lake. Cost of canal and bridge to date is close to
$1million and need help with monitoring and management costs.
Submitters vision that Environment Canterbury would join the efforts of the
5ǌQDQJDDQG&&&UHFRUGHGLQDIXUWKHU0287KHIXWXUHZRUNLQJ
relationship if the three parties will be the focus of the Rǌnanga's
submission (hearing) and subsequent discussions.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Support for Te Roto o Wairewa /Lake Forsyth improvement in health is noted.
Need for closer working relationships is noted.
Some additional funding has been made available through this Long-Term Plan
to support zone committees undertake improvement projects in their zones.
The main focus of the Zone Committee and of Plan Change 6 is on improving No change to the Long-Term
the health of Te Roto o Wairewa / Lake Forsyth by reducing the amount of
Plan 2018-28 is
phosphorus-rich sediment entering the lake. The current allocation of $60,000 recommended.
Immediate Steps Biodiversity Funding is on work to undertake bank
VWDELOLVDWLRQRQWKHƿNDQDƿNXWLDQG7DNLULWDZDLULYHUVDQGWKHLUWULEXWDULHV.
The submitter is encouraged to continue to work through the Banks Peninsula
zone committee to prioritise resources for the improvement of Te Roto o
Wairewa /Lake Forsyth.

Conditional
support

A copy of CCC's report of the lake is included in submission.
Mayor
Freshwater
Craig
Management
Rowley

Mrs
Freshwater
Sarah
Management
Walters
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WDC is pleased with the direction which Environment Canterbury is heading
for Freshwater Management. We firmly believe that the 'bottom up',
Waimate
Supportive comments by Waimate DC noted.
District Council collaborative approach to decision-making is starting to show some real onthe-ground benefits.

Walters S

Submitter dislikes “resource” to be used - we can all survive without gold,
etc but none of us can survive without water. Supports being proactive in
managing water, but considers it is as much a matter of fixing up the
problems of many, many years of abuse as it is preventing ongoing abuse. It
is a priority, so do good things, but not at the expense of other areas, e.g.
transport which can have the biggest impact economically, environmentally,
socially and culturally.

Concerns are noted. Support for the focus on freshwater management is
noted. The council will continue to support the CWMS as it has been
developed to address intergenerational nature of the water issues facing
Canterbury and affect long term sustainable change for the region.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Anonymous

Concerned that the rate-payers fund the Long-Term Plan when Environment
Canterbury is being fiscally irresponsible with reckless disregard for artesian
water. The issue of consents to allow an estimated 8.8 billion litres of water
per year to be taken from our aquifers and exported is bordering on insanity,
is a slap in the face for rate-payers, but is also basically evil because: you
allow this precious resource to be raped when you are supposed to be the
guardians and protectors of our resources; you then allow this most valuable
resource to be taken free by bottlers who plan to make millions whilst your
rate-payers just keep on paying.

Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Under
the RMA, regional councils take an effects-based approach which focuses on
controlling the impacts (or effects) of an activity rather than on controlling the
activity itself.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Waterways
Centre for
Freshwater
Management

Strongly support measures proposed; particularly review of historic consents
(particularly groundwater takes) and more accessible, readily-useable
monitoring information for the public to encourage engagement. Would like Support for consent reviews is noted, also for the recognition of stock water
to see stock water channels and rural drains recognised as a key part of the channels and rural drains as freshwater resource. Work is underway in Hinds
freshwater resource, and increased funding for the Te Waihora catchment. catchment in conjunction with the Hinds Drains Working Party and Fish &
Game which recognises the importance of the drain network in this catchment
as part of the freshwater resource. Noted the request for increase funding for
Would like to see more signage by waterways or barcodes to scan to read
Te Waihora catchment.
more about waterways, Lack of engagement with public who want to be
engaged and have access to information about waterways and zone
committees. Water value greater than ecological.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Watson S

Submitter agrees that it is vital to reinstate the quality of our water resource.
I cannot stress enough how important this resource is to the quality of our
We welcome support for the work we are doing to reinstate the quality of our
life. While Environment Canterbury dropped the ball in respect of this issue
water resource.
in the past, there is now the opportunity to rectify this problem. I expect
Environment Canterbury on my behalf to put this as the number 1 priority.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Mr
Freshwater
David
Management
Welford

Welford D

Submitter considers Environment Canterbury's emphasis should be "mainly"
on the ecosystem and therefore "people" within our communities as
opposed to economic development strategies and for the benefit of
business. Considers that in the past Environment Canterbury's "balance"
has proven detrimental to the environment and therefore people. Considers
that clean and fresh water is vital to healthy living and well-being for people Concerns are noted. CWMS has been formulated to tackle a number of water
and for the various ecosystems. Requests Environment Canterbury shift this management issues which include the impact of the cumulative effect on
ecosystems, pressure on river systems and on aquifers.
balance in favour of people and the environment. Recommends
that enforcement legislation be vigorously applied to polluters. Requests
Environment Canterbury be very proactive in dramatically reducing plastic
from waste land-fills and actively promote alternative healthy ecosystem
materials for plastic bags at super markets as plastic waste is the next big
issue for waterways and the sea.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater Tony
Management Westwood

Westwood T

Submitter considers the current planting of native plants does not give a
year round menu for feeding native birds. There is not enough funding for
cleaning up water ways with river side planting.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

White K

Submitter wishes to support more to go towards more Rural Farm Advisor’s
to assist with the implementation of Zone Plans. The Rural Farm Advisors
Welcome support for additional (rural) farm advisors to assist with
are desperately needed as the go between Environment Canterbury and the implementation of sub regional plans.
rate payers.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Whyte K

Disappointed that an agency set up to protect and manage our
environment sustainably has seen such degradation in water quality and
river flow over its watch. Fresh water resource is limited and belongs to
everyone equally but is being treated like a commodity to be divided and
shared out amongst stakeholders, and is still being polluted. The increase in
Concerns are noted.
nitrates and its impact on human health needs to be given higher priority.
Over extraction is still occurring and with predicted increases in significant
drought the impacts of this will increase. Historic consents need to be given
a limited timeframe to comply with new rules and plans. Restorative
Development means a mind set change to view fresh water as a taonga to
be protected as an absolute priority.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Freshwater
Anonymous
Management

Jenny
Freshwater
WebsterManagement
Brown

Mr
Freshwater
Sydney
Management
Watson

Freshwater Kate
Management White

Freshwater Kate
Management Whyte
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Support for increase in native plantings for native birds and to clean up
waterways is noted.
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Management
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Miss
Freshwater
Sophie
Management
Allen

Ms
Freshwater
Marilyn
Management
Yurjevich
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Whyte R

Submitter notes that the bulk of funds come from general rates and supports
a 'polluter pays' policy via targeted taxes on pesticides and fertilisers to
Support for a polluter pays policy or incentive scheme is noted.
minimise use, or incentivising adequate green spaces around rivers
(recommends 10m of bush each side) by instituting penalty rates against
those who don't have them.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Wilson H

Submitter requests Environment Canterbury look after our environment and
not pander to big business and dairy farming.

Concerns are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Welcome the support for CLMAs with focus on localised advice. Submitter
makes a strong point regarding the protection of biodiversity as a key are of
focus when protecting at-risk lowland streams.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Working
Waters Trust

Yurjevich M

Submitter recommends an additional focus area of protection of at-risk
‘lowland streams/water races with currently high biodiversity values’. These
values could be the presence of kekewai (freshwater crayfish), Canterbury
mudfish, or whitebait species for example.
supports the appointment of additional Cultural Land Management
Advisors, particularly if the roles are able to work with not-for-profit/
community organisations to provide localised cultural advice, not just
supporting landowners on-farm.
Congratulations for making Freshwater Management a priority. Environment
Canterbury needs to spend more on monitoring the smaller farm holdings,
even if it means an increase in rates. Submitter would like Environment
Canterbury to work collaboratively and as a united environmental voice with
the Christchurch City Council, Department of Conservation, 1JƗL Tahu, the
Callaghan Institute, which is conducting some interesting research on nitrate
reduction to address this very long-term nitrate pollution from farms along
with other organisations.

Support for focus on Freshwater Management is welcomed. We are monitoring
farms through the Farm Environment Plan Auditing process. We have worked
closely with industry partners on options to reduce nitrate pollutions having
No change to the Long-Term
agreed Good Management Practices with industry and continue to work with
Plan 2018-28 is
partners to be at the front edge of research in this area.
recommended.
Concerns regarding abstraction of the public resource for private profits and
Objects to water extraction for private profit. Submits that Environment
perceived failures of the Resource Management Act (RMA) are noted. Regional
Canterbury lobby the government to change the Resource Management Act
Councils are required to take a sustainable development approach under the
and the Local Government Act to allow Environment Canterbury to refuse
Local Government Act 2002 and Resource Management Act 1991.
such consents.
Externalities from pollution sources has not been addressed, tax on pollution
could address this.
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and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Cycling easily fits into natural environments making them more accessible.
Please do not permit any further clearing or degradation of land or water still
in a reasonably natural state. Environment Canterbury needs to be proactive
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
in not leaving it cheaper and easier for repeat offenders to continue with their
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
bad practices.
Canterbury promotes and encourages ecosourcing for planting and
restoration projects.
When remediating please source local seeds and plants, not imports from
other areas. Environment Canterbury support with plants, technical advice
and funding is good sense.

Chris
Abbott

Abbott C

Andrew
Barton

Submitter supports the proposal to working with communities to prepare nonstatutory Ki Uta Ki Tai plans for braided rivers. Water zone committees
should be asked to recommend priority braided rivers for the preparation of
Comments of support are noted. The major braided rivers in the region will
such plans.
be prioritised for the non-statutory plans.
Amuri Irrigation
The Braided Rivers Action Group has members from a wide range of
Company
A Braided River Action Group project to establish ownership of river margin
agencies and interested groups.
land is proposed to be completed by 30 June 2019 (page 27, Target 5.3.2).
We acknowledge the need for this work and would like to emphasise the
importance of the proposed partnership approach to the project’s success.

Matthew
Baird

Maree
Burnett

Baird M

Banks
Peninsula
Conservation
Trust

Support Environment Canterbury's intention to work more strategically with
other district councils, government bodies, and community groups.
Support prioritisation of braided rivers and wetlands, and urge Environment
Canterbury to provide additional resourcing to marine biodiversity as well.
Support Environment Canterbury's proposal to expand the Banks Peninsula
Community Initiative Programme.
We specifically, encourage ECan to implement the following:
x Substantially more funding available to landowners to protect
indigenous habitat on private land both through the Immediate Steps
fund and via an additional fund (e.g. Canterbury Biodiversity Strategy
Fund) not limited to improvement of freshwater values.
x An ongoing annual investment of $50k to increase the capacity of
BPCT’s habitat protection programme.
x A long-term commitment to supporting a community-driven
partnership approach to all pest control work on Banks Peninsula
realised through the Pest Free Banks Peninsula and Port Hills
Partnership (PFBPP).
x Financial support of a minimum of $50k in year one available to the
PFBPP to develop an over-arching strategy for Pest Free Banks
Peninsula & collaborative operational work programme.
x A sustainable revenue stream to fund the expanded pest control work
programme comprising a general rate allocation and targeted rate.
We suggest:

Comments of support are noted.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The support for the Council making indigenous biodiversity protection a
strategic priority and the step change to achieve this is welcomed.
Note the request for an increase in funding to be made available to
landowners through existing and additional funding sources (e.g. Immediate
Steps and Canterbury Biodiversity Strategy funds) and a change in scope
relating to freshwater values. The step change requires new ways of working
and our focus on working with willing landowners to invest in maintaining
biodiversity will consider new funding and incentive opportunities.
The notified Regional Pest Management Plan includes feral goats on Banks No change to the Long-Term
Peninsula as a pest, enforceable rules and sets a target of at least 50%
Plan 2018-28 is
reduction in feral goat numbers on Banks Peninsula by 2028. Environment
recommended.
Canterbury will continue its current $10k contribution to feral goat
management. The proposed expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community
Initiative Programme in year 2 of the proposed Long-Term Plan could
1. 50% contribution from the general rate take, recognising the public
consider and assist with funding the Goat Working Group’s future activities.
good provided by Pest Free Banks Peninsula to the region.
An ongoing annual investment of $50k to increase the capacity of BPCT’s
2. 50% contribution from the expansion of the current Banks Peninsula habitat protection programme should be considered in the context of the
Community Initiative Programme to include all properties in the entire proposed expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community Initiative
Banks Peninsula Ecological Region, and the targeting of more pest
Programme in year 2 of the proposed Long-Term Plan.
species.
x
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Action officer evaluation

A commitment to all ECan pest control policy decisions and
operational work being in alignment with the PFBPP over-arching
strategy and work programme.

Conditional
support
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x

An increase in funding to $40k in year one to support the goals of the
ongoing Goat Eradication Project.

In hearing, submitter emphasised they want true community partnership
through the MOU and Environment Canterbury to meet their commitments
including pest work programme, $50k and ongoing funding to implement.
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Maree
Burnett

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Rhyan
Barr

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Michael
Bate

Banks
Peninsula
Conservation
Trust

We seek that ECan commits to the collaborative community-led/agency
supported model described above for pest control, and in doing so: provides
PFBPP financial and administrative support to develop the over-arching
strategy and collaborative work programme; and ensures that all internal
ECan policy and strategies regarding pest control on Banks Peninsula are
aligned to this collaborative approach.

Barr R

Keep up the good work, would like to see more encouragement for farmers
and lifestylers to make their properties more respectful of the natural
Comments of support noted. The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury environment, plant more drought tolerant plants make yellow
working with partners and communities and undertaking increased action on Plan 2018-28 is
lawns cool and encourage low intensity farming around important biodiversity the ground.
recommended.
areas.

Bate M

Note support for the $50,000 to assist group work programming in the
proposed Long-Term Plan.
Environment Canterbury will endeavour to align policy and strategies
regarding pest control on Banks Peninsula, where possible, but cannot
ensure this in every case.

Any actions that have been proposed to date are minimal and ineffective.
State of our waterways has continued to deteriorate. Problems with use of
fertilisers leaching into waterways. Serious with the use of herbicides that are
toxic to aquatic life. Sewage systems are antiquated and inadequate when
looking at best global practice. Standards of Sewage Treatment Plants needs
Concerns are noted. No specific request or recommendation made.
to be considerably raised.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

In hearing submitter showed photos and videos of avian botulism in birds in
Kaiapoi sewage ponds and toxic algae. Pines Beach, Lyttelton Harbour, the
Ashley River and the lower Waimakariri River were identified as areas at risk.

Nikki
Beardsley

Beardsley N

Environment Canterbury needs to show regional leadership and protect the
environment. Irrigation has upset the balance of the Mackenzie natural
drylands. The environmental care needs a much higher rating of funding than
your budget allows. River beds and braids are choked with weeds and the
bird populations are suffering. Protecting biodiversity requires the
whole community to act responsibly if we are to rid ourselves of possums,
stoats, weasels, rabbits etc. Environment Canterbury needs to stand up and
lead us forward to the future as well as encouraging farmers to fence off
stands of native bush for birds to travel from the mountains to the sea.

The priority given to indigenous biodiversity and the step change proposed in
the Long-Term Plan illustrate Environment Canterbury's commitment to
No change to the Long-Term
leadership, as does the intent to work closely with others. The new Braided Plan 2018-28 is
River Programme will have plant pest and bird habitat components and work recommended.
closely with others.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Peter
Tuffley

We welcome the proposal for a “step change in effort”. The approach to
freshwater management (refers to good management practice), should we
Beckenham
suggest, form part of that step change.
Neighbourhood
In particular, we welcome the acknowledgement of the importance of and
Association
threat to braided rivers and wetlands. We view the proposal to initiate new
Incorporated
programmes for braided rivers and wetlands in year 1 of the Long-Term Plan
as showing a laudable sense of urgency.

The comments of support for new priority programmes are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mrs
Merav
Benaia

Benaia M

If landowners are straying from their actual land ownership and thus create a
greater risk, faster ways to resolving this must be looked into. Land
ownership should be clear in rural areas just as it is in urban areas

Comments are noted.

The comments are noted and
no change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Anonymous

Supports this as a key priority. Would have expected some information on
the extent and quality of indigenous habitat that has been either restored or
maintained due to regional council efforts over the last 10 years and change
in priority areas for improving indigenous biodiversity between last two LongTerm Plans and what the environmental results being sought are for this 10year period. Some hints on what the programmes for Braided Rivers and
Wetlands (refer page 8) might be, and what results might be achieved would
have helped, together with proposed measures of progress. Would also have
liked some explanation of what the “step-change” in effort (refer page 4)
might be. I trust the Council will be using concepts such as connectivity as a
tool to make decisions on which catchments, or parts of catchments are best
targeted. There is only limited ecological benefit in having one or two

The Regional Biodiversity programme measures and targets contained in the
Long-Term Plan address the regional prioritisation, monitoring and reporting No change to the Long-Term
matters raised.
Plan 2018-28 is
Note comments on urban biodiversity and lack of detail attached to
recommended.
programme descriptions in Long-Term Plan.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Anonymous

Conditional
support

Support
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landholders in a priority catchment working on restoration or regeneration and
what is usually needed is a catchment-wide effort.
The issue of improving biodiversity in urban areas is sadly lacking in this
document - there is a facilitating role for the Regional Council here, engaging
the community and to demystify what biodiversity means and how valuable it
is. There is very little indigenous habitat in Christchurch and very few native
birds, in stark contrast to Wellington.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Mrs
Sonny
Whitelaw

Mrs
Valerie
Campbell

Mr
Raviv
Carasuk

Penny
Carnaby

Ken
Rouse

Acknowledges the work being done, but considers protecting the biodiversity
in braided rivers should be a requirement, not an aspiration that must be
compromised at the cost of short term and often private economic gains.
Requests: any further encroachment of agricultural activities onto braided
river margins be halted until such times as there is a clear definition of what
constitutes the boundaries of braided rivers; more funding for biodiversity,
including funding for warranted rangers; greater enforcement for noncompliance, including under the Wildlife Act; introduction of restricted permits
for motorized vehicles using braided rivers.

Regional policies and plans have provision for the protection of biodiversity
in braided rivers. The proposed new braided river programme of work will
give visibility and emphasis to a range of initiatives Environment Canterbury
is currently undertaking or will undertake to understand and improve land
management and associated activities in braided river environments. This
may lead to plan and policy changes.

Campbell V

Applaud priorities for freshwater management and biodiversity but more
money needs to go into riverbed biodiversity. Refer to submission for
methods, including allocation of funds for biosecurity activities.
Ban the sale of lupin seeds.

Braided rivers have priority through a new programme in the Biodiversity &
Biosecurity portfolio. Environment Canterbury already invests in pest
management and other activities to maintain the natural character of braided
rivers but acknowledge that more needs to be done. The proposed
development of ki uta ki tai plans will provide detailed overview of actions
No change to the Long-Term
that need to be undertaken on specific rivers, leading to more action from all
Plan 2018-28 is
parties with responsibility in this area.
recommended.
The Braided Rivers Action Group are considering best practice management
of braided rivers, which includes how to fund future needs, such as pest
management. This process will provide options for suitable funding models.
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground.

Conditional
support

Carasuk R

Many Canterbury communities have joined together for clean ups and native
replanting days and Environment Canterbury support with plants, technical
advice and funding can build on this community spirit while saving
government money. Support enforcement aimed at changing bad practices fines which leave them convinced that compliance is far cheaper are
required. Queries if Environment Canterbury can enforce that all planting will
be locally sourced seeds and plants as understands that other agencies,
mainly the development on new roads of national significance, “import” plants
from other areas.
Make sure native plants are locally sourced and encourage NZTA to use local
sourced plants.

Environment Canterbury works with communities (including zone
committees) and partners across the region providing support, including
capacity building and coordination, expertise and plants to community
No change to the Long-Term
initiated projects. This Long-Term Plan proposes to continue and increase
Plan 2018-28 is
that work.
recommended.
Environment Canterbury promotes and encourages ecosourcing for planting
and restoration projects.

Conditional
support

Carnaby P

Support biodiversity targets with the following additional suggestions
• Environment Canterbury needs to explicitly commit sourcing from the
appropriate gene source in restoration planting.
• Priority needs to be given to protecting any remaining biodiverse rich
environments. Consents to clear land should be denied. There
should be incentives to farmers to fence and protect land.
• It is important to support Banks Peninsula Community initiatives for a
targeted rate to include the vision for a " Pest Free Banks Peninsula"
2050
• prioritise work on our unique Braided Rivers and wetlands
• Supporting local community planting initiatives

Environment Canterbury’s priority for threatened and significant habitats and
ecosystems is to focus first on protecting and maintaining what remains, and
then restoring what has been lost. Ecosourcing is promoted and encouraged
for planting and restoration projects.
No change to the Long-Term
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
Plan 2018-28 is
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. The support
recommended.
for the Banks Peninsula Community Initiative expansion is noted. The new
braided rivers and wetlands programmes proposed in this Long-Term Plan
prioritise these important areas.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

The need for a step change in regenerating freshwater, marine biodiversity
and terrestrial biodiversity has never been greater and will only increase as
impacts of intensification of land use and climate change manifest. Actions
need to span all of Environment Canterbury’s areas of work and be coordinated with district councils and central government agencies. Therefore,
we are disappointed that species are deemed part of other
agencies responsibilities not Environment Canterbury’s when species are
fundamental to biodiversity. Greater emphasis and support for creation of
riparian corridors to restore biodiversity in Canterbury’s fragmented

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Canterbury works with communities (including zone committees) and
No change to the Long-Term
partners including other agencies across the region providing support,
Plan 2018-28 is
expertise and resourcing. This Long-Term Plan proposes to continue and
recommended.
increase that work. Environment Canterbury works closely with the
Department of Conservation, responsible for species protection.
Environment Canterbury promotes and encourages ecosourcing for planting
and restoration projects.

Support

BRaid

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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landscapes and freshwaters is essential. The use of eco-sourced native
plants in all restoration of riparian areas should be incentivised and funded.
Need to measure and quantify impacts on biodiversity and implications for
biosecurity risks when activities which threaten these very things are
consented. Environment Canterbury are still pushing development. The
current approach cannot serve both purposes. History shows that pushed
development, particularly agricultural intensification has been at the expense
of Freshwater and biodiversity.
Programme 1: Regional Biodiversity:
Funding to support regional biodiversity issues is important to maintain and
protect Canterbury ecosystems. CSI endorses a multi-agency approach and
a coordinated effort to address regional biodiversity issues and projects.
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Angela
Christensen

Programme 3: Braided Rivers:
The health of Canterbury’s unique braided rivers is important and funding
Central South
The submission points support existing Long-Term Plan proposals and
Island Fish and dedicated to these rivers is supported by CSI. CSI encourages Environment
support is noted.
Game Council Canterbury to support the Braided Rivers Action Group project going forward.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Programme 4: Wetlands:
CSI strongly supports funding for wetland protection and enhancement as
they are an important feature in Canterbury and play an important factor in
ecosystem health, including water quality, habitat and biodiversity. CSI
considers that wetlands are of national importance.
Submitter indicates support for a number of areas relation to the Biodiversity
and Biosecurity programmes within the submission. The submitter
recommends
x
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Libby
Elvidge

Christchurch
City Council

x
x
x

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Nick
Bryan

Miss
Kate
Burgess

Note the request to develop effective means of sharing data with
collaborating agencies. This can be progressed at staff level.
the provision for/development of effective means of sharing data with Significant expansion of the biosecurity programme has not been proposed.
collaborating agencies is allowed to improve the efficiency and
It is unclear what the submitter is referring to with this request.
impact of biodiversity and pest control work throughout the region
Note the request for an increase in Immediate Steps funding. This will need
to be assessed as part of a wider review of the programme, which is not
revising the budget amount proposed for biosecurity, as it may be
insufficient to support significant expansion of this programme
proposed at this stage.
alongside the expansion of other biosecurity programmes
Note the request to add a dryland ecosystem programme. The Long-Term
adding a biosecurity programme to address the Canterbury low plain Plan proposes prioritisation work to be undertaken in year 1, which will
provide information on which ecosystems to target. Additional programmes
dryland ecosystems
can be considered after this process is completed in 2019/20.
increasing funding for the immediate steps in the biodiversity
Noted support for Long-Term Plan across other areas.
programme to further support the gains achieved by the zone
committees to enhance biodiversity

Support biosecurity activities that support maintenance and growth of a
Christchurch NZ
strong rural sector by reducing risks.

Christchurch
Youth Council

Support the direction Environment Canterbury is heading and the urgency on
action to ensure long lasting biodiversity and biosecurity for future
generations. However, it was strongly felt that not enough was being done to
ensure to the survival of indigenous species to further add to our nation’s
biodiversity. Concern that the plan lacks a long-term vision, with a lot of
emphasis placed on the immediate future, and little attention on how to
ensure the work completed now can have long lasting implications. Support
high priority focus on Braided Rivers and Wetlands given the natural
threats they face. Due to the small amount of funding allocated to such
projects as braided rivers, it is suggested that Environment Canterbury
consider delegating work out to voluntary community organisations, for
projects such as tree planting, to further maximise the impact this funding will
have.

Comments noted.

The support for proposed priorities of braided rivers and wetlands is noted.
While the focus of the Long-Term Plan is the next ten years, Environment
Canterbury’s vision to protect and restore biodiversity looks forward many
decades. Many of the initiatives proposed in this plan will continue over that
long term. The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners
and communities and undertaking increased action on the ground.
No change to the Long-Term
Environment Canterbury recognises the extensive collaboration it will take to
Plan 2018-28 is
bring about a step change and works with communities (including zone
recommended.
committees) and partners across the region providing support, expertise and
resourcing to community initiated projects. This Long-Term Plan proposes to
continue and increase that work.
Environment Canterbury is taking a prioritised approach, complemented by
an improved monitoring programme so that we can better monitor the
change in the state of biodiversity and ensure our actions are effective.

Conditional
Support
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Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Robert
Clark

Clark R

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided, Support noted. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The submitter recommends that Environment Canterbury
x
x
x
x

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Lionel
Hume

Combined
Canterbury
Provinces,
Federated
Farmers of New
Zealand
x

x

x

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Claire
Coveney

Susan Mary
Cumberworth

Coveney C

considers funding biodiversity activities which primarily benefit the
wider community from a UAGC
continues and expands its focus on working with willing landowners
in order to achieve its biodiversity objectives
is proactive in the containment/eradication of velvetleaf, even though
it is not currently listed in the Canterbury Regional Pest Management
Plan
adopts the funding provisions for pest management in the Canterbury
Regional Pest Management plan decision, specifically:
o inspection, monitoring, advocacy and investigation will be
funded 50% by targeted rates and 50% by the general rate
for all pests
o control will be funded depending on whether the pest is a
production pest (100% targeted rate or user charges), a
biodiversity pest (100% general rate), or both a biodiversity
and a production pest (50% targeted rate and 50% general
rate)
investigates the expansion of the current Banks Peninsula
Community Initiative Programme to include a wider range of
properties and to cover more pests. More information is needed
about its feasibility before committing ratepayer funds to it.
continues to support the work of the Braided Rivers Action Group as
it seeks to ascertain basic information about our braided rivers,
including what entities have responsibility for the management and
care of braided rivers, and the tracking of public funds generated by
land in the beds and margins, with the potential to direct these funds
into resourcing the Braided Rivers Programme
considers what success would look like with regard to the Braided
Rivers Programme

Sprawl is one of the biggest threats to the environment. Native plantings and
green spaces are needed. Every block of flats going up should have some
plantings that mitigate the loss of soil that absorbs rainfall and run off to
drains and gives shelter to our birdlife.

UAGC was considered for biodiversity in Long-Term Plan development, but
general rate was considered more appropriate.
Note support for working with willing landowners, change in biosecurity
No change to the Long-Term
funding policy and the Braided Rivers Action Group.
The Velvetleaf response continues to be led by MPI (as a national incursion). plan 2018-28 is
Environment Canterbury will continue to provide support where necessary.
recommended.
Note the requirement to work through the feasibility of expanding the Banks
Peninsula CIP. Staff will undertake this in preparation for Long-Term Plan
year 2/Annual Plan.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The comments are noted although they are primarily territorial authority
responsibilities rather than Environment Canterbury's.

Submitter supports the proposal for a pest free Banks Peninsula, including all
of the Port Hills. With reference to the proposal to expand the current Banks
Peninsula Community Initiative Programme, submitter supports that they
include all of the Port Hills including the suburban parts and all pests.
Submitter is willing to pay to be part of this wider programme for the area and
The submission points support existing Long-Term Plan proposals for
Cumberworth S provides examples of the devastation caused by pests in her residence in the
proposed expansion of Banks Peninsula initiatives and funding and are
M
Port Hills.
noted.
In hearing submitter gave presentation on progress made with native reserve
planted in 90s in their subdivision being destroyed by pests including deer.
Wants support for trapping (or shooting) but issues with shooting deer given
proximity of houses.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

70

Ms
Yvonne
Curtis

Curtis Y

Submitter would like Environment Canterbury to be more proactive in
approach. Suggests safe artificial islands for endangered birds and under the
braided rivers and wetlands programmes claim back the land the farmers
have been allowed to take out of the river beds.
Recognise matagouri as a native plant and stop the destruction of the grey
shrubland in the high country. Mt White station would be a good place to
start.
Regarding biosecurity changes, people who create the threats should be held
more accountable and should be paid for those who break the regulations,

Environment Canterbury works with many partners to protect the habitat and
ecosystems of indigenous species. We have active multi year braided river
programmes including creating / enhancing breeding islands, predator
No change to the Long-Term
control, landscape scale weed control and protection of sites (wetlands,
Plan 2018-28 is
springs etc).
These projects are spread across rivers from the Waitaki in the south to the recommended.
Waiau Toa / Clarence in the north and include habitat for the range of
threatened river bird species.
Environment Canterbury works closely with other councils (territorial

Conditional
support
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not the tax payer. Stop the trading of animals instead of money. Enforce the
regulations.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Dirk
De Lu

Ms
Katia
De Lu

Lou
Sanson

authorities) to protect indigenous species such as matagouri.
The biosecurity issues discussed are noted although are not matters
Environment Canterbury manages.

De Lu Dirk

Please do not permit any further clearing or degradation of land or water still
in a reasonably natural state. Remediation will be required and is far more
expensive than preservation. Returning the banks of water ways and bodies
to their original state should be a priority both for our biosecurity as well as
our water quality.
Including Port Hills ratepayers in the Pest Free Strategy is required.
Environment Canterbury needs to be proactive in not leaving it cheaper and
easier for repeat offenders to continue with their bad practices. The certainty
of enforcement and of fines which leave compliance cheaper then business
as usual is required.
When remediating please source local seeds and plants, not imports from
other areas. Environment Canterbury support with plants, technical advice
and funding is good sense.

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities are a core function
of Environment Canterbury. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME
activities against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for
the Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines,
Environment Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby
resources are prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest
environmental risk. The prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved No change to the Long-Term
by Council, to ensure that the prioritisation of resources (for both consented Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
and permitted activities) meet community expectations.
Environment Canterbury’s priority for threatened and significant habitats and
ecosystems is to focus first on protecting and maintaining what remains, and
then restoring what has been lost.
The step-change Environment Canterbury is seeking will require extensive
collaboration and we are working with many groups and communities to
achieve this.

De Lu K

Support biodiversity being a priority area. Support collaborative approach
and prioritisation of braided rivers and wetlands. Urge Environment
Canterbury to provide additional resourcing to marine biodiversity. Support
Environment Canterbury’s proposal to expand the current Banks Peninsula
Community Initiative Programme. The work to make Banks Peninsula pestfree is important and laudable.

Support for proposed changes are noted. Environment Canterbury is
beginning to review the scope of its marine biodiversity work.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The support for the Council making indigenous biodiversity protection a
strategic priority and the step change to achieve this is noted.
The notified Regional Pest Management Plan includes feral goats on Banks
Peninsula as a pest, enforceable rules and sets a target of at least 50%
reduction in feral goat numbers on Banks Peninsula by 2028. Environment
Canterbury will continue its current $10k contribution to feral goat
management. The proposed expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community
Initiative Programme in year 2 of the proposed Long-Term Plan could
consider and assist with funding the Goat Working Group’s future activities.
Note that the Waihora opening process is governed via co-governors of Te
Waihora/Lake Ellesmere.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Department of
Conservation

Support the Long-Term Plan, with specific provision for increase of funding
for a number of multi-agency funded programmes, including Pest Free Banks
Peninsula and Port Hills Partnership, Goat Eradication Project (Banks
Peninsula), weed control around Te Waihora. Support increased levels of
service around biodiversity. Support additional funding to keep areas cleared
of wilding conifers, clear. Support the role of Pest Liaison Committees. DOC
is keen to work on other predator free areas with Environment Canterbury
around Canterbury. DOC is keen to work with Environment Canterbury on
conservation and research of bittern, and seeks a review of the Te Waihora
opening process. Support measures that will enhance freshwater
management. Support development of a management plan for the
Ashley/Rakahuri Estuary. Welcome focus on support for endangered
wetlands.
Presented opportunity at Te Perita terrace to enhance the indigenous
vegetation on an area of 11ha adjacent to the river. Funding to manage that
land could be funded by the Council’s Immediate Steps (CWMS) programme.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

In clarification on goats in Banks Peninsula, the $40k funding (if matched)
would make a difference between managing or eradicating population.
Refer to submission for further detail.
Encouraging biodiversity and ecological balance should be key to
Environment Canterbury's core functions. Pivot irrigators in Mackenzie and
example or biodiversity destruction.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Ms
Tanya
Didham

Didham T

So, some solutions could be to:
x increase monitoring and regulation of permitted land/water usage
to allow river ecosystems to recover/flourish
x educate about and encourage diversity in agricultural land use, for
example cropping and mixed farming, over intensive dairying
x educate and help farmers to reduce their environmental impacts, and
restore water corridors through planting natives (it's not all about the
big rivers, it's about what feeds them too.)
x rivers and wetlands definitely need focus, but marine habitats are in
dire need too

Comments seeking increased monitoring and regulation are noted.
Environment Canterbury works with communities (including zone
committees) and partners across the region providing support, expertise and
resourcing to community initiated projects. This Long-Term Plan proposes to
continue and increase that work. Zone Implementation teams work closely
with farmers to reduce adverse effects on the environment.
No change to the Long-Term
7KHFRPPHQWVDQGVXJJHVWLRQVUHODWHGWRWKHƿWƗNDUR-Avon corridor and the
Plan 2018-28 is
red-zoned surrounds, although these are overseen by Regenerate
recommended.
Christchurch.
Environment Canterbury notes that the submitter wishes to see an increase
in compliance monitoring and enforcement. The Council and management
have Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement (CME) activities as a core
function of the organisation. Environment Canterbury is reviewing its CME

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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x
x
x
x

support an ecosanctuary in Christchurch - Canterbury is the only NZ
region without one
VXSSRUWWKHUHJHQHUDWLRQRIWKHƿWƗNDUR-Avon corridor and the redzoned surrounds to make a unique, urban, city-to-sea, native forest
park
VXSSRUWWKHUHJHQHUDWLRQRIWKHƿSƗZDKR-Heathcote river along with
the Port Hills
support the use of dark-sky lighting where possible to encourage our
nocturnal species. For example, the Red Zone Dark Sky Park is
another great community-led project that could bring our night-time
forest park to life

activities against best practice guidelines being developed by the Ministry for
the Environment (MfE) in 2018. Consistent with these guidelines,
Environment Canterbury takes a risk-based approach to CME, whereby
resources are prioritised to CME activities to the areas of greatest
environmental risk. The prioritisation of resources is reviewed and approved
by Council, to ensure that the prioritisation of resources (for both consented
and permitted activities) meet community expectations.

Do not support use of 1080.
Refer to submission for further detail.
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mrs
Julie
Donaldson

Donaldson J

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Andrew
DouglasClifford

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
Generally support the plans for biodiversity and biosecurity. Requests more
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. There is a
Douglas-Clifford support for and collaboration with landowners and other rural stakeholders to
commitment to providing information and incentives to landowners to invest
A
achieve these outcomes, and to ensure that their concerns are being heard
in maintaining biodiversity and a focus on working with willing landowners to
when issues arise.
support the maintenance of biodiversity and mahinga kai in wetlands.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Sam
Dunlop Doyle

More allocation of funding for staff and resources on braided river projects
Dunlop Doyle S
around Canterbury’s and eliminate single use plastics.

The proposed braided river programme contains extra staffing and
resourcing for braided rivers work.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Hon
Ruth
Dyson

Dyson R

The support is noted. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

The comments are noted and
no change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No comments provided. Support noted.

Submitter supports the increased focus on biodiversity and biosecurity, the
proposal to expand the current Banks Peninsula Community Initiative
Programme and the associated targeted rate.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

I would like more priority focused overall towards biodiversity and protecting
rivers.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

E
L

EL

I would also like more work and monies allocated towards protecting
waterways, swamps (3% is far too little) and other areas of natural
significance. Wildlife is seriously struggling in the Canterbury region and it
would be great if monies and attention could be focused on these such areas. Biodiversity, braided rivers and wetlands are areas of priority in this LongTerm Plan. Request for additional funding in these areas is noted.
Submitter has helped remove wilding pines at as part of Environment
Canterbury volunteer days, but for areas where assistance of the removal of
wilding pines to be converted from tussock grasslands (with pines which have
been removed) to green pasture, has put me off helping in the future. I feel
like Environment Canterbury has a real lack at protecting and promoting the
unique Canterbury environment.
Support and commend the step-change increase in effort on biodiversity
regeneration and new braided rivers and wetlands programmes. Support an
eco-zone for Banks Peninsula. Support increased resourcing of the
monitoring and enforcement of plans, policies and rules, specifically with
reference to pest and water.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

72

Dave
Evans

Evans D

Submitter would like to see
x incentives to farmers for protecting biodiversity
x work towards a joined-up approach with CCC, DoC and other
Territorial Authorities
x Community Initiative Programme and its targeted rate extended to
apply to the Port Hills as well
x increased work on defining river boundaries to ensure that land
owners do not encroach on public land

Many of the submission points support existing Long-Term Plan proposals
and support is noted.
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x
x
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and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Catherine
Fletcher

Noelene &
Heidi
Francis &
Quinn

Fletcher C

Silverstream
Volunteer
Group

Environment Canterbury review progress against the Canterbury
Biodiversity Strategy and publish the results of that review
More emphasis on marine biodiversity

No comments made. Support noted.
The Silverstream Volunteer Group supports the proposed step change,
restoration and protection of habitats and ecosystems and new programmes
for wetlands. The Group is keen to assist Environment Canterbury in
achieving these aims and their own management strategies and considers
financial support from Environment Canterbury would help them.
Further details on projects given in hearing including the protection and
restoration of the fen area and gratiola sexdenta. No figure at present as
strategy/work programme still being worked on.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Canterbury works with communities (including zone committees) and
partners across the region providing support, expertise and resourcing to
community initiated projects. The Group could discuss their proposals with
their Zone Committee.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The notified Regional Pest Management Plan includes feral goats on Banks
Peninsula as a pest, enforceable rules and sets a target of at least 50%
reduction in feral goat numbers on Banks Peninsula by 2028. Environment
Canterbury will continue its current $10k contribution to feral goat
management. The proposed expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community
Initiative Programme in year 2 of the proposed Long-Term Plan could
consider and assist with funding the Goat Working Group’s future activities.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Pam
Richardson

Goat Working
Group

The Goat Working Group is requesting $40,000 for the 2018 /19 year in year
one of the Long-Term Plan to work towards the eradication of feral goats from
Banks Peninsula.
The Goat Working Group needs to ensure that there is commitment for
ongoing funding to achieve eradiation (likely timeframe five years). The
Group requests a contribution of $40k from ECan in year one of the LongTerm Plan. Matching levels of funding are being requested from CCC and
DoC. Similar levels of funding will be needed for future years of the
eradication programme. This will be included in the costings for the wider
pest free Banks Peninsula concept in years 2 and 3 of the Long-Term Plan
through the annual planning process.
Pam Richardson tabled a summary of the feral goat muster that was
undertaken on 8 and 9 April at Little Akaloa. This was about 80% of the
estimated population of 250 goats. Funding requested is transitional funding
until BP CIP. Ultimate goal is zero goat – unclear about what year zero goat
will be – numbers are decreasing but still substantial number. RPMP has
provided some direction and help but more needed.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Paul
Goodman

Goodman P

No comments provided.

No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Olivia
Grose

Grose O

No comments provided.

No comments provided on this point. Non- support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Andrea
Gwynne

Gwynne A

No comments provided.

No further action required. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Susan
Hall

Hall S

Focus on wetlands and braided rivers is great. More resources required for
this area generally, and need to include the marine environment.

Comments are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr and Mrs
Michael and
Annette
Hamblett

Submitter supports the proposed step change for biodiversity and indigenous
biodiversity being one of two strategic priorities. Requests more funding for
biodiversity. Requests emphasis of Environment Canterbury's work is on
protection first, and considering incentives to protect what's left. Requests
Hamblett M and annual contestable fund be available for groups to apply for. Supports
expansion of Banks P Community Initiative Programme and Banks P being
A
an ecological zone. Supports pest rates for targeted areas and include Port
Hills. Start this next year. Requests more joint approaches amongst
agencies. Supports natural character programme for braided rivers, wetland
action plans and maintaining areas cleared of wild conifers.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Hampton S

73

Support for step change, new programmes and proposed expansion and
funding for Banks Peninsula work noted.
No change to the Long-Term
Support
Request for contestable fund noted. The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is
Plan 2018-28 is recommended
on working more closely with others, including other agencies, to seek
synergies and achieve better outcomes.

Biodiversity is an important aspect to consider within our environment.
Comments are noted.
Fundamental and somewhat underpinning biodiversity is geodiversity.
Banks Peninsula is recognised as a significant area and Environment
Following this greater protections should be placed on not only managing the

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support
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impacts to biodiversity but also looking at the influences on that biodiversity.
Extension of biodiversity to include and reflect landscape values and site
specific qualities (geodiversity)

Canterbury proposes to work more closely with others in this area as
signalled in the Long-Term Plan proposal.

Biodiversity should also be considered when suggestions of future
plantations, carbon credit schemes. Look towards native plantings as a long
term sustainable option.
Banks Peninsula should be viewed as an area that is of significance within
the realm of biodiversity.
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Bev
Henderson

Jane & John
Henwood

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Henderson B

No comments made.

No requested actions. Support noted.

Henwood J & J

Submitter supports and commends the direction and step-change in effort in
this Portfolio. Would like to see tight active relationships between
Environment Canterbury, CCC and DOC. There is no mention of
Environment Canterbury’s responsibility for marine diversity in the plan, at the
very least it should be discussed in relation to biosecurity, particularly in
relation to the Ports and airports in the region. Support the expansion of the
Banks Peninsula Community Initiative Programme and the plan for the
wilding conifer programme. Consider the care of our wetlands is essential to
obtaining clean water and increased biodiversity and should be a priority as
should the braided rivers programme. Emphasis should be placed on
restoring native flora and fauna to wetlands and waterways to assist cleaning
of the water and restoration of fauna. For braided rivers weed and scrub,
suggest 2 possible solutions: after birds have nested, before winter why
should not farmers who border the rivers be required to clear a certain
distance of the river in return for the privilege of having water rights;
or instead of quarrying gravel, construction companies could be issued
permits for taking some from the river beds at an appropriate time of the year
to be stockpiled for their use. Requests further work on identifying and
securing river boundaries to ensure they are not encroached for farming and
those that have been should be restored. Would like to see progress
against the 2008 Environment Canterbury Canterbury-wide biodiversity
strategy. We believe there would be benefit in using incentives for farmers to
increase biodiversity.

Environment Canterbury is reviewing its work in marine ecosystems and will
consider this in the context of the Canterbury Biodiversity Strategy. The
proposed braided river programme includes projects to provide certainty on
the extent of braided river beds and the status of activities within that area.
No change to the Long-Term
Gravel extraction in rivers is subject to regulation and guidelines considering
Plan 2018-28 is
habitat protection and pests.
recommended.
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Canterbury is working closely with DOC, LINZ and other councils to ensure
this is effective.

Conditional
support

Horn C

Strongly support expanding the Banks Peninsula Community Initiative
Programme to include the Port Hills. Support the use of targeted rates for the
Port Hills to fund this.
Please consider how biodiversity restoration work might help build some
resilience as our climate changes
Please allow for the protection of existing native biodiversity in this plan.
Please make more explicit the ways in which biodiversity contributes to water
quality, resilience, soil conservation.
Please encourage the protection of what biodiversity we already have as well
as encouraging restoration.

Support noted for the proposal to expand the Banks Peninsula Community
Initiative Programme to include the Port Hills and the use of targeted rates.
Environment Canterbury’s priority for threatened and significant habitats and No change to the Long-Term
ecosystems is to focus first on protecting and maintaining what remains, and Plan 2018-28 is
then restoring what has been lost. The contribution of biodiversity to
recommended.
ecosystem services is noted in the Long-Term Plan and will be more fully
addressed in programme planning.

Conditional
support

No change to the Long-Term
The new braided river programme proposed in this Long-Term Plan includes
Plan 2018-28 is
increases in staff and other resources.
recommended.

Conditional
support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Chrys
Horn

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Kate
Horrell

Horrell K

Submitter would like more allocation of funding for staff and resources on
braided river projects around Canterbury. There are simply not enough staff
members for the delivery of all biodiversity and volunteer projects.
We need to make a bold move to eliminate single use plastics starting with a
ban on plastic bags.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Anonymous

Anonymous

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Anonymous

I am appalled at the state of our braided rivers. A little planned bulldozing
prior to breeding could have saved this season’s black billed gull chicks on
the Ashburton River from flood waters. Protection of endemic endangered
species is vital for biodiversity and Environment Canterbury needs to show
action here.

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground.
Braided rivers and wetlands are amongst Canterbury's most valuable and
threatened environments and the proposed new programmes will include
further plant pest and bird habitat components. Comments on loss of
terrestrial indigenous vegetation and stock issues are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Anonymous
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Loss of braided rivers by gifting of public land to neighbouring farmers.
Environment Canterbury needs to take this land back for the benefit of all
ratepayers. Public space is not to be gifted to private business.
I was a volunteer on the wilding pines program but am horrified by Flock Hill
Stations clearing of native vegetation. Matagouri is a unique special
ecosystem and is under pressure. I have observed Mt White station winter
feeding cattle in small restricted areas along the St Andrews stream/Mt White
road resulting in large areas of matagouri being lost as well as streams
running green with stock effluent.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Nick
Ledgard

Mr
Nick
Ledgard

Ledgard N

Submissions refers to efforts of Waimakariri Environment and Education
Trust (WERT) on Lake Lyndon and current project of drafting a management
plan. Submitter commends Environment Canterbury for its support of WERT
and the preparation of a management plan to protect the indigenous
biodiversity of Lake Lyndon and its catchment, whilst catering for sympathetic
recreational uses. Urges Environment Canterbury to continue such support,
and promote the completion of a Plan by the end of 2019.

Comments noted. Environment Canterbury works with communities
(including zone committees) and partners across the region providing
support, expertise and resourcing to community initiated projects. The
completion of this plan is scheduled within existing work plans. Environment
Canterbury will work with groups on priority alignment, capacity building and
future funding opportunities.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Ledgard N

Submitter is chair of the Ashley-Rakahuri Rivercare Group Inc and BRaid
(Braided River aid) Inc, and refers to the indigenous biodiversity of braided
rivers. Commends Environment Canterbury for recognising these aspects in
the CWMS and Long-Term Plan.
Submitters proposes that the Long-Term Plan stipulates more transparency
and better advocacy of results from goals such as those set out in the
Braided River Initiative Terms of Reference.
Submitters urges Environment Canterbury to
a) restrict the future use of motorised off-road vehicles and bikes on
braided riverbeds. Details provided in submission on a request
for Environment Canterbury to budget an annual amount for reducing
the use of braided rivers by motorised vehicles.
b) monitor weed invasion of braided rivers and implement appropriate
control where needed. Request Environment Canterbury to budget
for monitoring the weed invasion of, and its impact on, braided rivers.
Details on fund request provided in submission.

Comments noted.
Environment Canterbury's existing work and the proposed braided river
programme in the Long-Term Plan includes working with others (including
No change to the Long-Term
river care groups and agencies such as the Department of Conservation and Plan 2018-28 is
Land Information New Zealand) to manage pests in braided rivers and
recommended.
increase the appropriate habitat for nesting indigenous birds. A regional
monitoring and reporting programme will be implemented.

Conditional
support

The Regional Pest Management Plan was notified in March 2018. This
placed some restrictions on planted conifers and wilding conifers.
Environment Canterbury will also seek to engage with land occupiers to
raise awareness about the wilding conifer spread risk from some conifer
species used in shelterbelts and other smaller plantings, and in high spread
risk areas and areas subject to wilding conifer control, and support and
encourage the removal of small, spread-prone conifer plantings.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Request is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Commends Environment Canterbury on its support of wilding control in the
region and for supporting the implementation of the NZ Wilding Control
Strategy (led by MPI) with appropriate RPMP regulation to complement the
operational control work being funded by central government.
Asks Environment Canterbury to:
x Support the identification of spread susceptible conifer species in
private ownership within a set time period i.e. all sources identified by
end of 2019.
x By the end of 2019, individually approach all owners to make them
aware of the need for removal (written notification has failed in the
past)
x Set an appropriate timeframe for removals to be completed - say by
the end 2020.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Nick
Ledgard

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ken
Linscott

Linscott K

Submission regards the completion of the Otipua Wetlands project by
provision of car parking access. The submitter seeks to encourage
Environment Canterbury to financially support the intent of this concept as
and when appropriately presented.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Margaret
Lovell-Smith

Lovell-Smith M

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mrs
Rosalie
Snoyink

Mackenzie
Guardians Inc

Agree that a step change is needed to halt the decline of indigenous
biodiversity and ecosystems, highlighting loss in Mackenzie Basin. Support
Objective 9.2.1 CRPS and policies to implement it. Agree with no net loss
approach. No irrigation should be granted without ecological survey.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Reference to the RPS and priority for protecting existing ecosystems is
noted.
The work resulting from the Mackenzie Basin Agency Alignment Review
Report highlights the issues raised and will provide a forum for Environment
Canterbury to work with the other agencies to address them.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

75

Ledgard N
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and
Biosecurity

Sylvia
Maclaren

Maclaren S

Concerned at the small amount of funding available to the freshwater
management and biodiversity and biosecurity portfolios. I believe these are
the most important issues facing our region and would like to see further
funding directed to these departments. I note that wetlands are only assigned
3% of a $9.5M budget. This is a concern given that Canterbury has lost the
vast majority of its natural wetlands, and there should be a stronger push to
reinstate these valuable ecosystem assets.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Joanne
Marsden

Marsden J

No comments provided on this point.

Mautner M

Environment Canterbury can encourage the Christchurch City Council to
purchase more land for conservation. Areas adjacent to existing nature
reserves are especially important. Gullies in the Port Hills and Banks
Peninsula should be planted with local native plants. The transport of
fertilisers pesticides and toxic effluents from soil to water should also be
studied and minimised.

Comments are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Pest management in Canterbury was recently reviewed and a new Regional No change to the Long-Term
Pest Management Plan developed in consultation with the community.
Plan 2018-28 is
Target pests and funding were carefully considered and included in the plan. recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Comments are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Comments seeking increased funding for freshwater and biodiversity and
biosecurity noted. The Long-Term Plan proposes a new programme to work
with willing landowners on protection and maintenance of natural wetlands.
The Long-Term Plan also proposes increased funding over years 4-10 to
support this programme.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No comments provided. No further action. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Dr.
Michael
Mautner

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Gordon
McCrone

McCrone G

Submitter would like to see the targeting of pests increased, suggesting a
bounty of $100 per pest.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

E Anne
McDrury

McDrury E A

Please ensure that where plantings are made along riverbanks that the right
to travel on paper roads are kept for future cycle or similar.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Andrew
McKay

McKay a

Biodiversity. You say that braided rivers and wetlands are most threatened.
So you finally realise you have been failing for decades and we got to this
situation with ECan in charge. Time to protect what we have and stop letting
it be degraded.

Comments noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Miss
Nina
McLeod

McLeod N

No comments provided.

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Miss
Rebecca
McMaster

McMaster R

Submitter hopes the projected effects of climate change are being planned
for now.

Comments are noted. The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to
provide alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is
undertaking across all our portfolios in response to climate change.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Ann
McMillan

McMillan A

Both biodiversity and biosecurity are important which require continued work. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

McNeill S

Environment Canterbury continues to fail to ensure animal and plant pests
are adequately monitored and controlled. The Biodiversity and Biosecurity
portfolio suggests working with landowners for habitat restoration.
Environment Canterbury owns a considerable area of land across the
province. Some areas of land are not required for Environment Canterbury
purposes and should be sold to private or district council buyers. Environment
Canterbury should use these land sales funds to buy land for habitat
restoration in order to provide surety of ownership and ensure the biodiversity
gains of today are not lost in the future. Will Environment Canterbury buy land
for habitat restoration and by doing so future-proof restored habitats?
In clarification on hearing suggested land such as Groynes is an example of
land not required.

Meurk C

Submitter gives background on state of biodiversity in Canterbury and four
important components of biodiversity protection. Suggests some specific
actions (further details given in submission):
1. Collate existing data on remnants; set up a moratorium on land
development on uncultivated land; provide firm guidelines on
management, covenants, acquisition, conservation, or other
incentives as required.
2. Fund pest management by contract and community with proper
training, supervision and equipping. Face up to disputes about

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

76

Steve
McNeill

Dr
Colin
Meurk

Much of the land administered by Environment Canterbury across the region
is held for flood protection and/or soil conservation purposes. Whilst sale or
some activities are not consistent with the reasons for which the land is
managed, Environment Canterbury is increasingly seeking opportunities to
No change to the Long-Term
achieve biodiversity outcomes from this land where possible. Comments
Plan 2018-28 is
regarding purchase of land for protection of biodiversity values are noted.
recommended.
Purchase of land may be considered as part of a suite of options, however
working with willing landowners to protect significant habitats and
ecosystems is a cost-effective management tool for many areas.
The Groynes is under Christchurch City Council jurisdiction.
The detail and expertise contained in the submission points is noted.
Environment Canterbury acknowledges the step change will require
extensive collaboration and is eager to work with others to progress this.
Many of the submission points are details that could be included in specific
work plans being considered as part of this step change. The education
component requested and the comments re alternative submission
processes are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support –
suggested
alternatives

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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poisons and endeavour to resolve conflicts; set up a rapid reaction
team that can deal with biosecurity outbreaks as they occur. Overall,
there needs to be a surge of funding for eliminating the wilding
problem and making inroads and changing culture and status of
many other exotic species.
3. Apply best practice restoration, eco-sourcing, and contract in
production of big trees available for landscaping in prominent
locations; provide and apply best information at site and landscape
level. And support several eco-sanctuary proposals for the City and
Region.
4. Education needs to start at home with staff, and be widely spread to
the public, with leaders being role models in appropriate messaging
and actions; fulfil the Treaty partnership with mana whenua.
5. Employ citizen science to exchange information and advice.
Experienced knowledgeable people are burning out through donor
fatigue; there are decades-old approaches involving ‘collaborative
learning’, co-creation, and representative (QBL) technical advisory
groups that take account of community needs and aspirations and
problem solve around opportunities and constraints. Everything is
connected and there needs to be a joined-up approach across the
board, the executive, staff and citizens – move away from 10min
annual hearings and more modern approach to community input
throughout the year.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Dr
Colin
Meurk

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Dr
Laura
Molles

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Rosemary
Neave

Meurk C

6XEPLVVLRQRQEHKDOIRI'U&ROLQ'0HXUN %UXFH:KLWHIRU:DLWƗNLUL(FRsanctuary. Background context is given in submission.
Submission asks Environment Canterbury to materially support Central
Government and CCC in developing the :DLWƗNLUL Eco-Sanctuary
incorporating the long-established and highly used Travis Wetland Nature
Heritage Park and associated RRZ as per proposals made in recent years
(available on request). As such Environment Canterbury should contribute to
on-going maintenance costs in order that this sanctuary can continue to
function and fulfil its role in the overall Biodiversity Strategy.

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Canterbury works with communities (including zone committees) and
No change to the Long-Term
partners across the region providing support, expertise and resourcing to
Plan 2018-28 is
community initiated projects. This Long-Term Plan proposes to continue and
recommended.
increase that work. The area in the proposal is currently part of the zone
being considered by Regenerate. Any support from Environment Canterbury
would be considered in light of these decisions.

Molles L

Submitter strongly support the increased investment in freshwater
management and biodiversity work, including the development and
implementation of programmes focused on braided river and wetland
habitats. Strongly supports the extension of the pest control targeted rate to
her Port Hills area.

Support for the proposed new braided rivers and wetlands programmes and
extension of the Banks Peninsula work is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Neave R

Submitter supports proposed activity and makes further suggestions. These
include Environment Canterbury commitment to eco sourcing in restoration
planting, giving priority to protecting remaining biodiversity, denying consents
to clear land, incentives for farmers to fence and protect land, more support
to prioritise work on our unique Braided Rivers and wetlands and
supporting/increasing planting initiatives. The submitter also supports Banks
Peninsula Community Initiative for targeted rate to include Port Hills in the
Pest Free Strategy.

Many of the submission points support existing Long-Term Plan proposals
and the support is noted.
In keeping with the Canterbury Biodiversity Strategy goals, Environment
Canterbury prioritises protection and maintenance of significant habitats and No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
ecosystems before restoration. Land clearance is subject to policy and
recommended.
planning, any rules and any resource consent requirements. Environment
Canterbury promotes and encourages ecosourcing for planting and
restoration projects. The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with
partners and communities and undertaking increased action on the ground.

Support

Environment Canterbury’s priority for threatened and significant habitats and
ecosystems is to focus first on protecting and maintaining what remains, and
then restoring what has been lost. Environment Canterbury promotes and
encourages ecosourcing for planting and restoration projects.
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
No change to the Long-Term
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury works with communities (including zone committees) and
recommended.
partners across the region providing support, expertise and resourcing to
community initiated projects. This Long-Term Plan proposes to continue and
increase that work.
The new wetlands and braided rivers programmes proposed in this LongTerm Plan prioritise these important areas.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

x

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Juliet
Neill

x
Neill J

x
x
x

77

Submitter comments on consultation process - feedback will be included in
the internal review of the Long-Term Plan to be undertaken in early July.

Environment Canterbury needs to explicitly commit to eco sourcing in
restoration planting. Many community groups are doing this right
now, on a next to zero budget, and they need ECan’s support to
continue and to develop these initiatives.
Priority needs to be given to protecting what remains, which in the
end is cheaper to do.
No more land should be cleared, and farmers should receive
incentives to fence off areas of significance.
Please support the Banks Peninsula Community Initiative for targeted
rate to include Port Hills in the Pest Free Strategy
Give more support to prioritise work on our unique Braided Rivers
and wetlands

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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x
x

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Maria &
Herbert
Noering &
Wiesen

Noering &
Wiesen M & H

Thought needs to be given to our marine environment which is being Support for the Banks Peninsula Community Initiative is noted as is the
increasingly polluted by plastics. Reserves bordering the sea needs comment on vegetation clearance.
to be much more carefully monitored and controlled for litter.
Existing reserve land needs much better weed control.

Want to see mandatory mitigation for dairy/intensive farming
conversions. Replanting of natives to mitigate against loss of hedgerows
habitats and creation of wetlands. Planting along streams required for pickup of nutrients and sediment.
Strongly support extra effort for biodiversity protection and enhancement as
Canterbury is heavily modified and worsened due to irrigation. Support a
significant and sustained push to protect still existing, but also restoration of
lost native flora / fauna. Could plant 1000s of hectares on rural road verges
and on Environment Canterbury land, etc. Support strategic planting e.g. for
corridors.

Comments re mandatory mitigation for biodiversity and water quality values
when intensifying land use are noted.
The Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) and other local authority plans
manage land use for the effects of intensive farming operations.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Note suggestions for operational improvement of funding programmes,
which can be considered without change to the Long-Term Plan.
Note the request for assistance on a community programme for Russell
Lupins in Waimakariri. This can be considered without change to the LongTerm Plan.
No change to the Long-Term
Note the request for more marine work. This is an area a large undertaking
Plan 2018-28 is
and will be investigated for the next Long-Term Plan.
recommended.
Note the request to increase efforts on pest control. This needs to be
assessed in the context of longer-term actions required to achieve a step
change and considered in future annual plan/Long-Term Plan processes.
Note the request for more education in schools. Environment Canterbury are
already involved in the Enviroschools programme and will continue to be.

Support

Frances
Wall

North
Canterbury
Branch Royal
Forest & Bird
Society

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Annabelle
Hasselman

Submitter supports the proposed activities for biodiversity and the proposed
step change. Supports restoring the natural character of degraded of
indigenous habitats and ecosystem’, especially for urban rivers such as the
ƿSƗZDKR Heathcote. Recommends the development of an Eco-sourcing
ƿSƗZDKR
policy in conjunction with CCC, Environment Canterbury and environmental
Heathcote River groups.
Network
Supports the extension of the Community Initiative Programme for pest
management to include the Port Hills. Requests a bigger
budget and more research around emerging weeds and pathways, especially
wetland weeds.

Environment Canterbury promotes and encourages ecosourcing for planting
and restoration projects. Request for policy development on this topic is
No change to the Long-Term
noted.
Plan 2018-28 is
This Long-Term Plan highlights that Environment Canterbury's increased
recommended.
emphasis on preventing pests from spreading and establishing (pathway
management) and reporting the milestones and progress on our website.

Conditional
support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Ian
McLennan

Otamahua /
Quail Island
Ecological
Restoration
Trust

Long-Term Plan actively works against us. We ask that the Long-Term Plan
provide funding opportunities for community groups doing work on public
land, rather than exclusively funding work on private land. As we are largely
volunteer driven, even relatively modest sums would make a significant
difference to the work we can do.

Environment Canterbury recognises the value of the Trust's work.
Environment Canterbury's work and resourcing is focused on private land
and land Environment Canterbury owns not the wider public estate.
Environment Canterbury continues to review support for community based
organisations and their work.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Paihere
Geopark

Biodiversity is an important aspect to consider within our environment. It is
underpinned by geodiversity (the variation in rocks and soils). Suggest
extension of biodiversity to include and reflect landscape values and sitespecific qualities (geodiversity). Biodiversity and biosecurity of Banks
Peninsula and the goals ECan, CCC, and community groups wish to achieve
can be effectively communicated through the Banks Peninsula Geopark
platform. Banks Peninsula should be viewed as an area that is of
significance within the realm of biodiversity with a greater level of
acknowledgement, protection and education. A vehicle for this may be
through educational and awareness platforms of a Geopark.

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. The LongTerm Plan proposal to develop a community partnership and work
programmes to enhance biodiversity on Banks Peninsula will work with
community interests and the Geopark concept is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Parkinson D

Submitter requests Environment Canterbury establish a fund with a deadline
for all landowners in wilding pine vulnerable or affected areas to remove pine
trees and plant native plants or non-wilding species in their place. ECan
should have a policy whereby only native plants are planted on land owned
by ECan.

Wilding pine management is addressed in the Regional Pest Management
Plan. Environment Canterbury staff may provide advice on plant
No change to the Long-Term
species. Land administered by Environment Canterbury is primarily
Plan 2018-28 is
managed for flood protection and soil and water conservation and a range of
recommended.
plant species are used in this context. Whilst considered, native plants are
not always the most suitable.

Payne S

Submission refers to the importance of the Mackenzie Basin and proposes
that Environment Canterbury, as part of the Long-Term Plan 2018-28, should A combined Land Information New Zealand, Department of Conservation
give a Mackenzie Basin Dryland Park the utmost priority and take every effort and Environment Canterbury group is working on implementing the
to ensure it comes to fruition. (Submitter is aware of the Mackenzie February Mackenzie report referred to.
2018 report)

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Mr
Daniel
Parkinson

Stuart
Payne

Strongly support braided rivers and wetland programme but question the low
expenditure. Support Banks Peninsula and Port Hills Initiative
programme. Detailed comments made on the Immediate Steps funding refer to submission. Applaud upper Waimakariri basin wilding pines
eradication but note other weed species encroachment - need to increase
efforts substantially. Request more resourcing for youth engagement.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

TNo change to the Long-Term
Conditional
Plan 2018-28 is
support
recommended.
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Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Philip
Pearson

Dr
David
Miller

Colleen
Philip

Pearson P

Submitter strongly supports Environment Canterbury's proposed ‘stepchange’ in effort and urges Environment Canterbury to match this effort
with funding. Awaits with interest what is meant by new programmes for
braided rivers and wetlands and supports a correction in the balance - the
focus has swung too far from ecological toward commercial. Some
This Long-Term Plan highlights that Environment Canterbury's increased
recreational pursuits need to be analysed carefully as well, e.g. the current
emphasis on preventing pests from spreading and establishing (pathway
cultural practices around 4WDs on riverbeds must be
challenged. Environment Canterbury needs to be more proactive, and show management) and reporting the milestones and progress on our website.
some leadership with this. Good to see all the dead pines in the Craigieburn.
Please step up the effort on other weeds in that area and others, as it makes
sense to control weeds before they become a plague. Queries if Environment
Canterbury has early detection and elimination as part of weed control
protocols.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Pest Free
Banks
Peninsula
Working Group

The support for the Council making biodiversity protection a strategic priority
and the step change to achieve this is welcomed.
Congratulate ECan on prioritising biodiversity protection and support the
The notified Regional Pest Management Plan includes feral goats on Banks
intended step change. Request: a long term commitment to supporting a
Peninsula as a pest, includes enforceable rules and sets a target of at least
community-driven partnership approach to all pest control work on Banks
50% reduction in feral goat numbers on Banks Peninsula by 2028.
Peninsula realised through the Pest Free Banks Peninsula and Port Hills
Environment Canterbury will continue its current $10k contribution to feral
Partnership (PFBPP) (draft MOU provided); financial support of a minimum of
goat management. The proposed expansion of the Banks Peninsula
$50k in year one available to the PFBPP to develop an over-arching strategy
Community Initiated Programme in year 2 of the proposed Long-Term Plan
for Pest Free Banks Peninsula & collaborative operational work programme;
No change to the Long-Term
could consider and assist with funding the Goat Working Group’s future
a sustainable revenue stream to fund the expanded pest control work
Plan 2018-28 is
activities.
programme comprising a general rate allocation and targeted rate - suggest
recommended.
Note the support for a $50,000 financial support to PFBPP in yr 1 of the
50% general rate take and 50% from the expansion of the current Banks
Long-Term Plan and the proposal to increase the scale of the Banks
Peninsula Community Initiative Programme to include all properties in the
Peninsula CIP to provide a sustainable fund for the future.
entire Banks Peninsula Ecological Region, and the targeting of more pest
An ongoing annual investment of $50k to increase the capacity of BPCT’s
species; a commitment to all ECan pest control policy decisions and
habitat protection programme should be considered in the context of the
operational work being in alignment with the PFBPP over-arching strategy
proposed expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community Initiated
and work programme; an increase in funding to $40k in year one to support
Programme in year 2 of the proposed Long-Term Plan .
the goals of the ongoing Goat Eradication Project.
Policy decisions and operational alignment will be aligned with PFBPP
where possible.

Conditional
support

Philip C

Supports the step-change in effort on terrestrial & freshwater biodiversity
to attempt to halt the cataclysmic slide. Urges Environment Canterbury
to ensure funding matches this effort. Submitter makes a number of detailed
recommendations about the immediate steps funding - refer to
submission. Supports proposed joined up thinking. Supports braided rivers
and wetland focus but requests more resourcing for marine
biodiversity. Recommends using Environment Canterbury lands to restore
biodiversity values. Considers weeds are concerning and congratulates
Environment Canterbury with wilding pines in the upper Waimakariri basin,
but notes encroachment by other weed species. Seeks support to respond to
feral cats. Is concerned that schools are not getting enough input from
Environment Canterbury and requests a capacity review to extend this.

Note suggestions for operational improvement of funding programmes,
which can be considered without change to the Long-Term Plan.
Note the request for more marine work. This is an area that is sizeable and
will be investigated for the next Long-Term Plan.
No change to the Long-Term
Note the request to increase efforts on pest control. This needs to be
Plan 2018-28 is
assessed in the context of longer-term actions required to achieve a step
recommended.
change and considered in future annual plan/Long-Term Plan processes.
Note the request for more education in schools. Environment Canterbury are
already involved in the Enviroschools programme and will continue to be.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Many of the submission points support existing Long-Term Plan proposals
(biodiversity priority, expansion of pest funding on Banks Peninsula,
including the Port Hills, working with others and an increased emphasis on
preventing pests establishing) and the support is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mrs
Sue
Piercey

Piercey S

Great to see indigenous biodiversity given a higher priority and hope that
includes local indigenous seed and plants when restoration is
undertaken. There needs to be more emphasis on protection of what is left
including predator free fencing. With regards to the funding of pest
management I think this should be across all land not just rural as we all
benefit from the removal of pests. I think a pest free Banks Peninsula is great
but I want to see it extended to the Port Hills. All the authorities, including the
City Council must work together on these initiatives. there also need to be
penalties enforced for damage done to biodiversity. No land owner should
have to experience negative effects from another land owner's permitted land
use. I hope Environment Canterbury will work closely with biosecurity to
prevent diseases such as myrtle rust becoming established in Canterbury.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Porter J

No comments provided.
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Ben
Curry

The limited information around the proposed development of a River Action
Rangitata
Plan leads to a degree of uncertainty on the implications to the submitter and
Diversion Race
community. As a result, the submitter has again expressed a desire to work
Management
alongside the Council on the development and scoping of the River Action
Limited
Plan process.

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. The Ki Uta Ki
Tai plans proposed in the Long-Term Plan will be developed with
communities to prioritise actions and outcomes for specific rivers.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Robert
Rasmussen

Rasmussen R

Action is needed against landowners abusing the public waterways.

The comments are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Ravensdown
Limited

Ravensdown supports the Council’s desire to work with willing landowners
and the proposal to emphasise connections between projects, but considers
the Council should be more open to considering funding applications from
individual landowners. Ravensdown supports the continuation of the
Immediate Steps funding however it is unclear from the Portfolio Expenditure
breakdown where working with Landowners/Immediate Steps funding fits and
therefore is unable to comment on whether the level of funds committed is
appropriate.

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Canterbury works with communities (including zone committees) and
No change to the Long-Term
Support
partners across the region providing support, expertise and resourcing to
Plan 2018-28 is recommended
community initiated projects. This Long-Term Plan proposes to continue and
increase that work. Immediate steps funding is considered through local
Zone Committees.

Richardson P

Step Change - Yes, it is pleasing to see the council confirming step - change.
There are many examples in our Banks Peninsula community where
Environment Canterbury is working with us and we are seeing new ways of
doing things.
The profile of the Canterbury Biodiversity Strategy ‘needs to be raised’.
Despite it being completed a number of years ago it is a joint document that
we have for Canterbury.
With reference to the Pest Liaison Committee I would like to support the
implementation of a Banks Peninsula Pest Liaison Committee covering the
whole area known as the Banks Peninsula Ecological District. The committee
should be involved in a wider range of activities not just providing advice for
the setting of targeted rates for pest control.
I am very supportive of the work programme identified in the consultation
document - working towards a Pest Free Banks Peninsula and providing
wider funding via rates.

Note support for step change, Pest Liaison Committee changes and request
No change to the Long-Term
to raise the profile of the Canterbury Biodiversity Strategy.
Plan 2018-28 is
Support for the funding to develop the partnership and work programmes on
recommended.
Banks Peninsula is also noted.

Roddick H

Who is to say what is a pest? It is thought there will be no animals apart from
Comments noted. No further action requested.
humans come 2050.

Anna
Wilkes

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Pam
Richardson

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

H
Roddick

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-term
Plan is recommended.

Conditional
support

The Trust supports the:
x Submission of the Pest Free Banks Peninsula Working Group in full
x Provision in the ECan Long-Term Plan for expansion of the
Community Initiative program targeted pest control rate for Banks
Peninsula to include the Port Hills.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Suky
Thompson

The Trusts seeks in addition:
x An increase in funding to at least $40k in the Long-Term Plan for
2018-19 to support the Goat Eradication project on Banks Peninsula;
x A financial contribution of at least $50k in 2018-19 to enable the Pest
Free Banks Peninsula and Port Hills Partnership (PFBPP) to develop
Rod Donald
an overarching strategy for Pest Free Banks Peninsula and a
Banks
collaborative work programme
Peninsula Trust
x A sustainable revenue stream allocated to the PFBPP collaborative
work programme from 2019-20 onward
x Recognition of the role native forest protection plays in climate
change mitigation. The potential for regenerating native forest to act
as carbon sinks should be recognized in the Biodiversity section of
the Long-Term Plan and that ECan work with others to facilitate
landowners who covenant areas for biodiversity protection to receive
some financial recognition for their efforts in the form of carbon
credits and/or rates relief. Not aware of any other area in New
Zealand doing this, totally innovative.

The notified Regional Pest Management Plan includes feral goats on Banks
Peninsula as a pest, enforceable rules and sets a target of at least 50%
reduction in feral goat numbers on Banks Peninsula by 2028. Environment
Canterbury will continue its current $10k contribution to feral goat
management. The proposed expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community
Initiative Programme in year 2 of the proposed Long-Term Plan could
consider and assist with funding the Goat Working Group’s future activities.
The support for $50k to contribute to an overarching strategy for Pest Free
Banks Peninsula and collaborative work programme is noted.
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Further details in the proposed suggestions are given in the submission
In relation to Freshwater Management – submitter welcomes the
:KDNDUDXSǀPDQDJHPent plan and work in this area.
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Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Rose M

Submitter supports the proposed step up in focus on biodiversity but
considers it's not clear how much of a step up that is as there is no
comparison between what has been done and spent before and the
upcoming plan. Queries if there are broader objectives and targets re
outcomes of spending and considers it's hard to determine reasonableness
without more concrete detail.

The Long-Term Plan contains measures and targets for this work.
Environment Canterbury is taking a prioritised approach, complemented by
an improved monitoring programme so that we can better monitor the
change in the state of biodiversity and ensure our actions are effective.

Fraser
Ross

Ross F

In general fully support creating 'step-change effort' in the regeneration of
freshwater, marine and terrestrial biodiversity. Which should involve many
other agencies including territorial authorities. Ask specifically that as well as
a focus on braided rivers the many smaller rivers should be targeted as well.
Regarding indigenous biodiversity here ask that the first priority should be to
protect and maintain all existing areas of such biodiversity even if small in
size.
Regarding Farm Environment Plans and audit programme, this is generally
supported. Such plans should include protection and maintenance of existing
remnants sites of biodiversity.
Regarding the six programmes in this portfolio, submitter points out
importance of Wainono Lagoon and asks that Wainono be seriously
considered as well. Ask that there be a programme for the replacement of
such significant wetlands, when they are lost because of sea level changes.

Support for the step change and focus on working with others is noted.
Environment Canterbury’s priority for threatened and significant habitats and
ecosystems is to focus first on protecting and maintaining what remains, and No change to the Long-Term
then restoring what has been lost. The Wainono Restoration Project
Plan 2018-28 is
FRQWLQXHVWRSURJUHVVXQGHUWKH:DLKDR5ǌQDQJD7H0DQD27H:DL
recommended.
Project, funded by the Ministry for the Environment with contributions from
Environment Canterbury and the Department of Conservation.

Conditional
support

Jamie
McFadden

Submitter considers Environment Canterbury is delivering: a biodiversity
planning framework that is not supported by the rural community and fails to
empower landowners and local councils in efforts to protect biodiversity on
private land; a mapping approach to wetlands and Draft river bed lines that
Rural Advocacy is controversial and costly both to Environment Canterbury &
Network
affected landowners; and pest management operations that through an
inconsistent inspection regime are adding a significant cost burden to
Environment Canterbury and individual landowners. Questions whether
Environment Canterbury activities can be delivered in a more cost-effective
way.

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. The focus in
on collaboration, providing information and incentives to private landowners
to invest in biodiversity and leveraging each other's work. The proposed
braided river programme includes work to develop an alternative to the
current draft river bed lines referred to in the submission in order to provide
more certainty for landowners and the community. The proposed wetland
programmes is specifically aimed at working with willing landowners. The
Long-Term Plan process considers whether activities can be delivered in
more cost-effective ways.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Mrs
Merodie
Rose

x
x
x
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Chrys & Grace
Selwyn Greens
Horn & Taylor

x
x

Expenditure on this priority could be increased
like to see an increased role for Environment Canterbury in protecting
marine biodiversity
strongly support the expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community
Initiative Programme to include the Port Hills
support the use of targeted rates for the Port Hills to fund activities to
achieve a pest free Bank’s Peninsula
consider how increasing biodiversity in Canterbury can be used to
build more of a buffer against extreme events along our coasts

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support for the proposed expansion and rating changes to the Banks
Peninsula Community Initiative Programme are noted.
Environment Canterbury’s priority for threatened and significant habitats and No change to the Long-Term
ecosystems is to focus first on protecting and maintaining what remains, and Plan 2018-28 is
then restoring what has been lost. Marine ecosystems will be an increasing recommended.
focus of work.
Request for increased resourcing noted.

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Please add the protection of existing biodiversity into this plan
Please allocate more Immediate Steps Funding to Water Zone Committees

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
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Mayor
Sam
Broughton

Selwyn District
Council

Submitter notes support for
x Environment Canterbury working with land owners to implement the
various biodiversity and biosecurity work programmes across the
region
x Funding through the Immediate Steps programme and the Zone
Committees and the Regional Committee
x increase in Regional Biodiversity funding
x the additional funding for pest management in line with the
Canterbury Pest Management Strategy
x the Banks Peninsula community initiative

Support for biodiversity and biosecurity initiatives are noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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Lesley
Seyb

Seyb L

We need to restore the natural habitat and allow for greater regeneration.
Work in with DOC and LINZ.

Environment Canterbury works with communities (including zone
committees) and partners across the region providing support, expertise and No change to the Long-Term
resourcing to biodiversity and biosecurity projects. This Long-Term Plan
Plan 2018-28 is
proposes to continue and increase that work. Environment Canterbury works recommended.
closely with DOC and LINZ, two of the key agencies.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

There are funding increases proposed for the Regional Biodiversity, Braided
Rivers and Wetlands programmes in years 1-3 of this Long-Term Plan.
No change to the Long-Term
Further increases are proposed in years 4-10. The emphasis of this LongPlan 2018-28 is
Term Plan is on working with partners and communities and undertaking
recommended.
increased action on the ground.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Lesley
Shand

Shand L

We need indigenous biodiversity. Double the funds and perhaps triple
overtime. Environment Canterbury should take more responsibility for pests
otherwise we will not have indigenous biodiversity. Biosecurity needs more
money (only 7% on budget). Ambivalent on the Pest Rating plan.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Dr
Clare
Simpson

Simpson C

This is critical, now.

No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Snoyink J and
R

Agrees with a step change in effort to halt the decline and restore the natural
character of degraded indigenous habitats and ecosystems. Everything
that remains is significant and of national importance and should be protected
in terms of its functioning and intrinsic values from the adverse effects of land
use and development activities. Agree with the ‘no net loss’ principle at both
the district level and the regional scale. No irrigation consents should be
granted without a full and independent survey of the indigenous ecological
values present, and with the consideration of District plan rules around land
use activities. Support the protection of braided rivers and wetlands, and their
habitats for indigenous terrestrial flora and fauna and indigenous aquatic
species. There should be no further reclamation of riverbed land for farming
purposes. A priority should be the review of existing leases and land tenure,
with the ultimate return of land that has been developed for farming activities
back to the river. More resources required for protection of marine
ecosystems.

Some of the submission points support existing Long-Term Plan proposals
and the support is noted.
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Requests
relating to changes to regional and district planning resource consent
requirements are noted, although managed through plan changes.
The current and proposed braided river work includes reviewing land tenure
and leases (including those of Environment Canterbury) in braided river
environments.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Snoyink N

Submitter commends Environment Canterbury for the proposed step change,
considering this is long overdue and consistent with the CRPS. Supports
initiatives (carrot and stick) for gaining landowner support. Considers a
coordinated approach is best (e.g. with other agencies and groups such as
the Braided Rivers Action Group. Considers integrating indigenous
biodiversity resources into Farm Environment Plans would be
useful. Supports increasing resourcing.

Support for step change, working with others and increasing work with willing
No change to the Long-Term
land owners is noted. The current Farm Environment Plan programme is
aligned with the delivery of industry-agreed Good Management Practices as Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
required by the Land and Water Regional Plan. The comment has been
noted for consideration in future reviews of Farm Environment Plan content.

Support

Spence G

It is important not to make the current loss of biodiversity and biosecurity
worse than it is. There are too many cows in Canterbury and therefore
proposed new irrigation schemes should be banned (Emu Plains, Hurunui
Water Project, Central Plains Water stage 2, OTOP and Hunter Downs)

Indigenous biodiversity is one of the two strategic priorities identified by
Council and confirmed by the community. Council is seeking a step-change
in effort to halt the decline and restore the natural character of degraded
indigenous habitats and ecosystems. Environment Canterbury does not
have a direct role in the promotion of irrigation schemes.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

StephenBrownie C

Yes, these need to be priorities, and we need a step change in effort to halt
the decline in biodiversity. I agree with a focus on braided rivers and
wetlands, but these areas need more resourcing. It is important to maintain a
network of environmental groups and give them the support they need to do
their work. Helping groups such as Working Waters Trust, who already do
excellent work, is important.
Marine biodiversity should receive more funding.

The comments regarding more resourcing for braided rivers and wetlands
programmes are noted.
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
No change to the Long-Term
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury works with communities (including zone committees) and
recommended.
partners across the region providing support, expertise and resourcing to
community initiated projects. This Long-Term Plan proposes to continue and
increase that work. Further scoping of marine biodiversity is scheduled.

Stuart R

Submitter proposes sites be developed in the vicinity of river mouth locations
so that human ashes may be ground buried in an appropriate manner, for
This is outside the scope of Environment Canterbury's role. Environment
little or no cost. At the time a specified native tree, shrub or grass be planted Canterbury does not manage cemeteries or areas where remains are
to mark the memorial location. For example, McIntoshs on the Waimakariri
interred.
River over the stopbank from Ferry Road.

Biodiversity
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Mr and Mrs
Jules and
Rosalie
Snoyink

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Nicky
Snoyink

Biodiversity
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Biosecurity

Dr
Gordon
Spence
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Charlotte
StephenBrownie

Ronald
Stuart

Summit Road
Society

Summit Road
Society

1. We support a continuation of the current Biodiversity Funding, a fund
for projects focused on the creation, enhancement and protection of
biodiversity and would urge additional funding into this critical area.
2. We support a sustainable and sufficient revenue stream to fund the
pest and predator control efforts needed to achieve the goal of

The support for general biodiversity programme funding, partnership
approach and request for additional resource is noted.
The support for the Banks Peninsula Community Initiative expansion and
proposed funding model is also noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Predator Free 2050. We believe that consolidating the various
The specific request for $20,000 may be considered in the expanded Banks
targeted rates for Pest Control across Banks Peninsula into a single Peninsula Initiative. Environment Canterbury will work with groups on priority
targeted rate is a sensible strategy. We also favour the proposed
alignment, capacity building and future funding opportunities.
rating approach of 50% general rate contribution and 50% targeted
rate. The 50% general rate contribution acknowledges the wider
public good of a Pest Free Banks Peninsula.
We support the expansion of the Banks Peninsula Community
Initiative to cover a wider number of properties (including the Port
Hills) and a greater range of pests.
We support combining the 11 existing Pest Liaison Committees into
four Pest Area Committees. We believe that this will improve coordination and enable a more integrated approach to pest and
predator management.
We support the proposal to develop a community partnership aimed
at enhancing biodiversity on Banks Peninsula and the associated
funding necessary to achieve this.
We support the Pest Free Banks Peninsula and Port Hills
Partnership’s request for financial support to develop an overarching
strategy and collaborative work programme. It is clear that a
collaborative approach to pest and predator approach will achieve
better results and will cost less money overall than a series of
uncoordinated projects. A relevant example for us is deer at Omahu.
Deer is not just a problem at Omahu but much of the Port Hills and
wider Banks Peninsula and no group can hope to address this issue
in isolation. We need both a collaborative and co-ordinated approach
and sufficient funding and resources to successfully eradicate deer.
We would highlight the Predator Free Port Hills project as an
example of a community-based programme that is already achieving
results and has the potential to make a significant difference with the
right infrastructure and support. At the moment we are reliant on
donations and contestable grants with the associated uncertainty in
funding. A yearly grant of even $20,000 would ensure the continued
growth of this project and achieve the saturation of traps needed.

Points of clarification in heaings – projected costs based on 4000 traps based
on 1 in 5 of 20, 000 households have traps - $140, 000 to achieve project $40, 000 obtained. Considering deer fencing also. 300 members in society.
Clarification point in hearing – wild pigs are an issue in reserve.
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Mr
Kyle
Sutherland
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Mrs
Ruth
Swale
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Caroline
Syddall

Sutherland K

With only 3% of expenditure going on Wetlands and 5% on braided rivers,
more focus needs to be placed on restoring and protecting native ecosystems such as wetlands and rivers, and regenerating more areas for this
purpose. This can be done alongside Department of Conservation as well
other NGO organisations such as Forest & Bird.
Environment Canterbury (Environment Canterbury) research found that
nearly 12,000 hectares of Canterbury's river margins had been taken over by
intensive farming between 1990 and 2012. There needs to be a strong call
from Environment Canterbury for this land to be taken back into public
ownership and restored to allow biodiversity to thrive in these areas. Braided
rivers need much more protection and more resources for enforcement.
For pest management, GoodNature Gas resetting traps need to be
investigated by Environment Canterbury for region wide roll out to control
pests such as possums and rats.

Environment Canterbury is proposing to direct more resourcing to wetlands
and braided rivers over years 1-3 and further increases in years 4-10 of this
Long-Term Plan.
No change to the Long-Term
The braided river work programme contains projects to review the land use
Plan 2018-28 is
intensification in braided rivers and their margins. It includes a measure to
recommended.
manage Environment Canterbury land in a way that maintains the natural
character of braided rivers. Environment Canterbury is committed to working
with others, including DOC and Forest & Bird, to achieve the step-change.

Swale R

It is very heartening to see the work that is being done collaboratively
between ECan and DOC to protect our native bat species in South
Canterbury. Please keep resourcing this valuable work, as it would not take
much for them to decline if their habitat reduced or predators increased.

Comments of support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Syddall C

Agrees that major change is needed in this area and that freshwater, marine
and terrestrial ecosystems all require serious work to halt the existing decline.
In particular, Canterbury's unique braided rivers need recognition and
protection. Priority needs to be given to protecting what remains in terrestrial
ecosystems.

Comments of support for working with others and expansion of the Banks
Peninsula Initiative noted.
Environment Canterbury prioritises protection of threatened and significant
habitats and ecosystems.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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x
x
x
x

support the idea of co-operative work to protect biodiversitycommunity groups have a large role to play in this
Environment Canterbury needs to have a policy on local sourcing of
seeds and plants for restoration projects
support a Banks Peninsula Community Initiative for targeted rates to
include the Port Hills in the Pest Free Strategy
propose increasing the Immediate Steps funding for the Water Zone
Committees as the use of volunteers and the local community is an
efficient way of achieving outcomes.

Environment Canterbury promotes and encourages ecosourcing for planting
and restoration.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
AG
Talbot

Talbot A G

Strongly support extra effort to enhancing and protecting
biodiversity. Support a significant and sustained push for restoration of native
flora and fauna on and off farm. More consideration needs to be given to
strategic planting to create biomass and corridors. Strongly support new
programme for braided rivers and wetlands expenditure, but 8% expenditure
seems too low? Support Banks Peninsula and Port Hills initiatives and
maintaining Wilding Pines Control programme.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Tracey
Tarrant

Tarrant T

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Mr
Rhys
Taylor

Taylor R

To achieve a 'step change' greater resource is required on the ground,
where landowners can be most effectively influenced and grant funds need to
be increased. As a ratepayer I'd gladly pay increased rates for more work in
this area.
Weed invasion of surviving native plant communities is a major issue, not
sufficiently recognised by Environment Canterbury's recently updated pests
and weeds strategy, which is far too-focused on the weeds or pests of
economic areas of farmland.
Greatly increased support for DOC collaborations, QE II Trust covenants and
also help to voluntary conservation groups will be required if the loss of bush
remnants and wetlands is not to occur.

The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. This includes
support, expertise and resourcing to work with landowners and other
agencies, and wetlands are a proposed priority ecosystem.
The Regional Pest Management Plan process included a public submission
and hearing process and the priorities have been set.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Mr
Peter
Lawless

Submitter notes that the Long-Term Plan includes no provision until 2022 for
regional coastal planning and no provision at all for marine biosecurity;
earthquake recovery for the coastal and marine environment of Kaikǀura;
maintenance and protection of coastal and marine biodiversity for Kaikǀura;
and the recovery of economic infrastructure of Kaikǀura as it relates to the
blue economy. Requests that the final Long-Term Plan makes better
Te Korowai o te provision for these matters and supports the work of Te Korowai via a grant
tai ǀ Marokura of $20,000 for each year of the Plan. Refers to the submission for the work
Te Korowai has done over the last 13 years and what they would do going
forward for biosecurity, earthquake recovery, biodiversity and the blue
economy (national science challenge – sustainable contribution from sea
(crayfish) and existence of marine life). The planned establishment of the
Kaikǀura International Marine Research and Education Centre will provide
many benefits including knowledge for regional coastal planning.

Marine biodiversity/biosecurity will be investigated by staff in the first two
years of the Long-Term Plan to identify programme options for consideration
at the next Long-Term Plan in 2021. Environment Canterbury will work with No change to the Long-Term
Te Korowai o te tai ǀ Marokura under existing budgets for year 1 as we
Plan 2018-28 is
investigate options to upscale efforts for marine biodiversity and biosecurity. recommended.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with Te Korowai on priority
alignment, capacity building and future funding opportunities

Conditional
support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Comments of support noted. Environment Canterbury is proposing to direct
more resourcing to wetlands and braided rivers over years 1-3 and further
increases in years 4-10 of this Long-Term Plan. Environment Canterbury is
committed to working with others to achieve the step-change.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Matthew
Ross

7H5ǌQDQJDR
1JƗL7DKX

7H5ǌQDQJDVXEPLWVWKDWWKH%LRVHFXULW\SURJUDPPHVKRXOGSURDFWLYHO\
SURWHFWWKHUHODWLRQVKLSRI1JƗL7DKX:KƗQui with their ancestral lands,
ZDWHUVVLWHVZƗKLWDSXDQGZƗKLWDRQJDDQGWKDWWKLVDSSURDFKLVVSHFLILFDOO\
GLVFXVVHGZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJD
7H5ǌQDQJDZHOFRPHVWKHQHZSURJUDPPHRQ%UDLGHG5LYHUVDQGVXEPLWV The support for the new programmes is noted.
that council seek early input and guidance fURP3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDRQ
As requested, Environment Canterbury intends to continue to work closely
implementation, in particular, the development of ki uta ki tai non-statutory
ZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDDQGVHHNJXLGDQFHRQWKHVHPDWWHUV
PDQDJHPHQWSODQVIRUEUDLGHGULYHUV7H5ǌQDQJDDOVRZHOFRPHWKH
FRPPLWPHQWWRZRUNLQSDUWQHUVKLSZLWK1JƗL7DKXLQUHODWLRQWRWKHZHWODQGV
programme and suggest that early engagement is had with Papatipu
5ǌQDQJD

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mark
Low

Timaru District
Council

The Council acknowledges the increased emphasis Environment Canterbury
intends towards a step change in biodiversity management in the future. We

84

Support is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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support this initiative and look forward to working with Environment
Canterbury on projects of mutual interest.
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

James
Vernon

Vernon J

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

O and D
Wagstaff

Wagstaff O & D No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments and further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

We feel there is a lack of clarity of what ‘step-change in effect’ means. WET
may have been able to comment in more detail if the explanation of this was
more in-depth. However, Environment Canterbury will need to continue
supporting community groups who are doing work to protect biodiversity to
achieve measurable change.
WET welcomes the continuation of Immediate Step funding.
WET also welcomes continued support for non-government agencies as
partners, particularly in investing in the capacity building and co-ordinating of
Waihora
environmental groups. MOU’s with agencies such as ECan gives clear
Ellesmere Trust
relationships and boundaries. However, funding via work-based contracts will
also provide clearer outcomes in the long term.
WET supports the proposal to expand the current Banks Peninsula
Community Initiative Programme and the development of a community
partnership. WET would like to see the area around Te Waihora / Lake
Ellesmere (especially Kaitorete Spit) as part of the vision for a pest free
peninsula. A pest free Spit is an achievable goal, and is one which WET is
willing to take a lead on.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Waihora
Ellesmere
Trust

The comments of support are noted.
The emphasis of this Long-Term Plan is on working with partners and
communities and undertaking increased action on the ground. Environment
Canterbury will work with groups on priority alignment, capacity building and
future funding opportunities.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mr
Geoff
Meadows

Waimakariri
District Council

Council supports the focus on the biodiversity and biosecurity portfolio as a
strategic priority for the Region.

The support for the biodiversity and biosecurity portfolio prioritisation and
Regional Pest Management Plan is noted.
The proposals for conservation and enhancement of indigenous biodiversity
on private land is focused on working closely with territorial authorities and
landowners.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mayor
Craig
Rowley

Waimate
District Council

WDC agrees with, and supports ECan's proposed increase in action to
halt the decline, and restore the natural state of degraded indigenous habitats The support is noted. No further action requested.
and ecosystems.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No comments provided on this point.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Mrs
Sarah
Walters

Walters S

Many of the submission points support existing Long-Term Plan proposals
on pest management and are noted.
Supports the proposed changes to funding and governance of
The Regional Pest Management Plan was notified in March 2018. This
pest management, as well as the change of focus from production pests to all
placed some restrictions on planted conifers and wilding conifers, but does
pests - these problems will only get worse without ongoing
not place controls on plantation-scale planting (>1ha continuous forest
commitment. Requests increased controls on planting Pinus species in areas
cover). This is controlled by the National Environmental Standards for
where they are likely to cause future problems.
Plantation Forestry, with some land use controls available to City/District
Councils through their RMA processes.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Jenny
WebsterBrown

Waterways
Centre for
Freshwater
Management

Strongly support continued efforts to protect and regenerate freshwater
biodiversity - but an increase in support will required to achieve the stepchange anticipated
Support new programmes on braided river and wetland biodiversity - also
recognise groundwater ecosystems.

Support for step change and new programmes noted.

Westwood T

Submitter requests more action / resources / funds to protect and preserve
long term NZ native birds. Considers the current planting range is too
narrow. In hearing submitter gave details about plant production
technologies and plant policies for when/where to plant and produce.
Shouldn’t be based on price and need to be local indigenous plants.

Environment Canterbury works with communities (including zone
committees) and partners across the region providing support, expertise and No change to the Long-Term
resourcing to community initiated projects supporting protection,
Plan 2018-28 is
maintenance and restoration of significant habitats and ecosystems. This
recommended.
Long-Term Plan proposes to continue and increase that work.

Conditional
support

Whyte K

Support Environment Canterbury’s initiatives in the regeneration of
freshwater, marine and terrestrial biodiversity. Support: Environment
Canterbury working with local landowners and communities and capability
building; increased initiatives to protect and enhance our braided rivers and
wetlands; the shift of biosecurity focus to include biodiversity threats as well
as economic threats; the consolidation of rates for biosecurity funding; the
expansion of Banks Peninsula Community Initiative Programme; and ongoing

The support for current and proposed initiatives is noted. Environment
Canterbury’s priority for threatened and significant habitats and ecosystems
is to focus first on protecting and maintaining what remains, and then
restoring what has been lost. Wilding pine control will be managed in
accordance with the RPMP. The Climate Change Integration Programme
aims to provide alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury
is undertaking across all our portfolios in response to climate change.

Support

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

85

Tony
Westwood

Kate
Whyte

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
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funding for wilding pine clearance. However, the step change needs to
include a number of matters such as: prioritising protecting what remains;
halting incremental loss of ecosystems around waterways; a targeted tax for
wilding pine control; more knowledgeable staff; and better integrating
biodiversity and biosecurity with climate change and freshwater
management.
Whyte R

Submitter proposes that Environment Canterbury and CCC adopt a policy
against planting exotic species on public land except where the character is
the area is integrally dependent on exotics (e.g. the botanical gardens or
Japanese gardens) or where it would violate terms of a bequest.

The comments are noted and may be raised with the CCC outside of the
Long-Term Plan process.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Richard
Wild

Wild R

Hopefully plan will be reviewed to consider biosecurity impacts on farmers
from biosecurity issues, such as Mycoplasma bovis. Would like to see
increasing role in Plan, year on year, on proactive biodiversity strategies and
leadership on biodiversity initiatives by Environment Canterbury. Great to
see acknowledgement of human impact on biodiversity.

Comments on biosecurity impacts of land intensification noted.
Indigenous biodiversity is one of the two strategic priorities identified by
Environment Canterbury and Council has indicated a desire to bring about a
step change in effort in this area.

The comments are noted and
no change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Miss
Sophie
Allen

Submitter requests allocation within the Long-Term Plan of $10k funding per
annum for 3 years (2018-2020) for a ‘freshwater biodiversity advice and
SURMHFWVXSSRUWVHUYLFH¶WKDWZRXOGEHDYDLODEOHWRORFDOUǌQDQJDFDWFKPHQW
and community groups among others in Canterbury for advice for their
projects. Currently this service is provided ad hoc and is unfunded, however
Working Waters requests outstrip our current resources. Funded would allow this service to be
openly advertised for fair access to all and to be expanded which submitter
Trust
would do.
Submitter recommends the continuance of ‘Networking for the Environment’
events.
As noted in whole plan, clarified in hearing that it is difficult to obtain funding
as many grants are project based.

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

Ms
Marilyn
Yurjevich

Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity
Biodiversity
and
Biosecurity

86

Mr
Ronan
Whyte

Yurjevich M

Unclear how the advice and project support service functions and whether it
aligns with Environment Canterbury's priorities. Environment Canterbury will No change to the Long-Term
work with groups on priority alignment, capacity building and future funding
Plan 2018-28 is
opportunities.
recommended.
Note the support for continuing ‘Networking for the Environment’ events.

Biosecurity and Biodiversity are very important. Submit that Environment
Canterbury needs to protect what remains, along with creating new areas of The comments are noted. Environment Canterbury’s priority for threatened
conservation around Canterbury, which hopefully will include eco-sanctuaries and significant habitats and ecosystems is to focus first on protecting and
on the Port Hills, in the Red Zone, and elsewhere, along with increasing
maintaining what remains, and then restoring what has been lost.
wetlands in the Red Zone.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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HAZARDS, RISKS AND RESILIENCE
Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

350.org Christchurch is the Canterbury branch of 350.org International.
350.org is one of the world's major climate action groups dedicated to
keeping CO2 greenhouse gases in our atmosphere below 350 parts per
million. Submitter provides supporting information with regards to global
climate change and Canterbury implications

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Charles
Drace

350.org
Christchurch

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
350.org Christchurch is alarmed that Environment Canterbury does not have proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
a programme detailed in the draft Long-Term Plan to reduce carbon and
methane output from Canterbury sources. Environment Canterbury does not Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
even have a programme to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
biodiversity. The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide
Environment Canterbury operations.
alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking
across all our portfolios in response to climate change.
Significant programmes to reduce Environment Canterbury's operating
emissions must be built into 2018's Long-Term Plan. 350.org Christchurch
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
submits that an additional section be added to the Long-Term Plan which
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
includes a programme for phasing out carbon emissions from operations plus
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
a significant reduction in methane emissions from agriculture over the 10reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
year term of the Long-Term Plan.
commissioned to support this. Environment Canterbury is open to
opportunities to support central government to deliver New Zealand’s
In addition, we submit that all decisions and actions by Environment
obligations under the Paris Agreement, and will continue to submit on climate
Canterbury during the 10 years of the Long-Term Plan be evaluated in
change related proposals.
advance as to the reductions or increases in GHG emissions such decisions Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
and actions could potentially create.
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

During hearing submitter spoke to video on global warming/climate change. Under the proposed Long-Term Plan Environment Canterbury will develop a
Urged that Environment Canterbury have responsibility to show leadership in process to ensure that climate change is robustly factored into relevant
protecting against climate change and take action to reduce carbon footprint. Council decisions across portfolios.
Nothing more important in Long-Term Plan than climate change - 2% rate
increase is miniscule – compared to cost of long term impacts of climate
change. Environment Canterbury should reduce council’s carbon output,
assess impact of council actions on carbon outputs and let the public know
what the council is doing and educate.

Cycling as transport can lower our carbon footprint.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Chris
Abbott

Abbott C

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Juliet
Adams

Adams J

87

Environment Canterbury needs to take a lead role in promoting emission
reductions in Canterbury. All local bodies need to be brought on board with
this effort. Carbon emissions and carbon footprint are not even mentioned in
this Long-Term Plan. Given the environmental mandate for Environment
Canterbury this is gross negligence. Please rewrite the Long-Term Plan to
reflect the reality of the impacts of climate change and to specify and fund
Environment Canterbury’s efforts to reduce carbon emissions in Canterbury.

Appreciate that Environment Canterbury wishes to secure more funding for
“Hazards, Risk and Resilience” because of the increasing and speeding-up

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury agrees that cycling as transport can lower
greenhouse gas emissions. Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018
prioritised investment to reduce the environmental impact of transport,
including greenhouse gas emissions.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into

Recommend amending the
Non-support draft Long-Term Plan narrative suggested
to clarify Environment
alternative(s)
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary
demands of coping with the effects of climate change. Therefore a major
policy is to cut costs and raise charges and rates wherever possible.
Reducing emissions from cars by reducing the number of cars,
through improving public transport, will help to slow down the speed of
climate change.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Sophie
Allen

Allen S

Supports and recommends strengthening Climate Change Integration
programme to: include greenhouse gas emissions; a strategy for mitigation
and adaptation under the LGA; be a separate portfolio. Challenges the
assumption that Central government's stance on regional councils' role is for
adaptation and not mitigation given the Zero Carbon Bill underway.
Supports previous submitter’s suggestion of Canterbury wide assessment of
carbon emissions and own carbon emissions.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Andrew
Barton

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity. As part of our work, Environment
Canterbury land management advisors provide landholders with support and
advice to manage their land sustainably.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Canterbury’s role in Climate
Change, and why the
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Submitter's support for climate change integration programme is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Amuri Irrigation
Company

Support Environment Canterbury's proposed Climate Change Integration
work programme

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Anglican
Advocacy

Anglican
Advocacy

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
Support the Climate Change Integration programme provided the scope is
freshwater management and biodiversity.
widened to include mitigation as well as adaptation and communication.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
Zero Carbon Bill is likely to have implications for regional councils across the
greenhouse gases.
country.
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
Environment Canterbury should be taking a much more proactive approach commissioned to support this.
to reducing its own carbon footprint, while also exploring a mitigation strategy Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
for the region.
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Miss
Rhiannon
Barr

Barr R

A large proportion is being spent on flood protection for the Waimakariri area.
Environment Canterbury is not responsible for flood control and protection
Will money be spent in the Christchurch City area too, particularly in the east
works along the Avon or Heathcote Rivers or the Avon/Heathcote Estuary
where urban flooding occurs?

88

Submission
analysis

Support

Conditional
support
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Ihutai, including flood protection for Southshore and East Christchurch. This
is Christchurch City Council's responsibility.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Daniela
Bagozzi

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
Then I would like to point out that the most urgent issue facing not only the
region, but the Country and the whole world is climate change and everything portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
we propose to do must be examined for its likely impact on climate change
- ECan must work on behalf of the people of the region and take a leadership The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
role in mitigating the effects of climate change.
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
More resources are needed to further the Canterbury climate change
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
integration strategy. Wants an additional section in Long-Term Plan to
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
address mitigation against Climate Change.
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Baird M

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
Urges Environment Canterbury to add an additional section to the Long-Term visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
Plan that includes:
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
x Significant programmes to reduce Environment Canterbury’s
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
operating emissions, with targets;
process.
x Funded and enforced criteria for GHG reductions, including targets
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
for a significant reduction in
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
x methane emissions for agriculture over the 10-year term of the plan; greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
x A commitment that all decisions and actions by Environment
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
Canterbury during the 10 years of the plan will be evaluated in
commissioned to support this. Environment Canterbury is open to
advance as to the reductions or increases in GHG emissions such
opportunities to support central government to deliver New Zealand’s
decisions and actions could potentially create; and
obligations under the Paris Agreement, and will continue to submit on climate
x Programmes to actively involve the public in reducing GHG
change related proposals.
emissions.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Barclay S

Submitter disagrees with Environment Canterbury's sustainable development
goal, and considers Environment Canterbury should instead actively protect
and maintain the environment and natural resources, using a climate lens,
including showing leadership and bold actions on meeting net zero carbon
emissions by 2050. Supports biodiversity plans but considers they need the
Climate Declaration to give teeth and reflect the real challenges of an
unstable climate that does not support biodiversity. Requests resources be
more wisely used for the climate challenges. Requests Environment
Canterbury enforce existing regulations and keep cows out of waterways,
stop off-shore bottling of water and follow IPCC advice in terms of land use,
including incentives to encourage silvopasture.

Bagozzi D

Support Climate Change integration programme but ask for it to include a
focus on long term mitigation goals and receive substantially more funding.
Disappointed that climate change is not top priority but embedded in
Hazards, Risk and resilience portfolio. Climate Change should be own
portfolio.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

89

Matthew
Baird

Ms
Sharyn
Barclay

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity. As part of our work, Environment
Canterbury land management advisors provide landholders with support and
advice to manage their land sustainably.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Nikki
Beardsley

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Peter
Tuffley

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Mr
Mark
Belton

Francesca
Bradley

Mrs
Sonny
Whitelaw

Beardsley N

Concerns at lack of planning for Climate Change and small amounts of
money allocated to this issue. Freshwater management and indigenous
biodiversity are lost causes unless climate change is planned for and
regional leadership is lacking.

Environment Canterbury agrees that climate change may affect many
aspects of our environment. The Climate Change Integration Programme
aims to provide alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury
No change to the Long-Term
is undertaking across all our portfolios in response to climate change. As
such, the Climate Change Integration programme budget represents a small Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.

Beckenham
Neighbourhood
Association
Incorporated

We welcome the proposal to complete the 10-year Waimakariri Flood
Protection Programme in the first 3 years of the Long-Term Plan, and the
reference to co-operation with other territorial authorities, in particular
Christchurch City Council, with regard to flood-protection-related matters.

Supportive comments on Flood protection & control work programme.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Where is the focus on sustaining our soils in the Long-Term Plan (e.g. soil
conservation, protection of elite soils, soil health and nutrient status
improvement)? Each Environment Canterbury activity area should be
assessed for its GHG emissions trajectory, and priority given to strategies in
all portfolio areas that can reduce the region's emissions. Canterbury could
establish a million ha of degraded grasslands in forest, and sequester a
billion tonnes of CO2. Forests would also deliver soil fertility improvement,
soil erosion protection, wildlife habitat, and sustainable timber production.

While Environment Canterbury acknowledges the importance of mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions, under the Resource Management Act, local
authorities are prohibited from considering the effects on climate change of
discharges into air of greenhouse gases. This therefore precludes
Environment Canterbury from managing greenhouse gas emissions
associated with land use activities.
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this. In addition, Environment Canterbury manages
approximately 3,000 hectares of its own land in forestry.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Bradley F

Submitter supports the new Climate Change Integration programme and
strongly encourages the programme to focus more on long term mitigation
goals and also receive substantially more than the 2% allocated
funding. Wishes to see Environment Canterbury lead in facing the
challenges of climate change, including developing this Climate Change
Integration programme further into its own portfolio alongside Environment
Canterbury's five other portfolios. Requests Environment Canterbury to
dedicate this portfolio to identifying and responding to the short and longterm effects of climate change through both adaptation and mitigation
strategies.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Support
Change, and why the
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

BRaid

Supports the concept of climate change integration but requests: greater
resourcing for a more strategic and integrated approach to biodiversity,
freshwater management, and hazards, risks, and resilience under a changing
climate regime; clear and unambiguous guidelines where the priorities for
biodiversity, freshwater management, and hazards conflict (two examples
provided); Environment Canterbury implement an environmental

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Permanent
Forests NZ

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Support

Conditional
support
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management plan to reduce its own greenhouse gas emissions across all
activities.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Sandy
Brinsdon

Canterbury
District Health
Board

1. The CDHB supports continued funding for the identification of HAIL
sites throughout the region.
2. The CDHB recommends additional funding to help support smaller
territorial local authorities that have limited Contaminated Land and
Waste expertise.
3. The CDHB supports the potentially contaminated sites identification
during the 2018-19 year.
4. The CDHB supports the ongoing waste identification and
minimisation programmes.
5. The CDHB supports the integration of funds for climate change work
within the Long-Term Plan. Challenges associated with climate
change carry a number of public health implications such as risk to
water quality, housing, communicable diseases and mental health
and wellbeing. Central government have indicated that some sort of
Carbon Act may be introduced in the near future, which is likely to
have implications for regional councils, so it is reasonable to set
aside funds for an increase of activity within this work programme.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.
Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our organisational carbon
footprint, with new carbon reporting being commissioned to support this.

Environment Canterbury notes the CDHB's support for continuing to identify
HAIL sites and potentially contaminated sites, and for ongoing waste
identification and minimisation programmes. In response to 2nd comment Environment Canterbury supports smaller TAs with identification of HAIL
sites by giving them access to technical support and advice via the Shared
Services model. Costs are shared between all Canterbury TAs and
Environment Canterbury, with the smaller councils paying a smaller
proportion of costs.
Environment Canterbury notes the CDHB's support for the proposed Climate
Change Integration programme.

Environment Canterbury
thanks CDHB for its support
and comments. No change to
the Long-Term Plan 2018-28
is recommended.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Annie
Cao

Cao A

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
While Environment Canterbury acknowledges the importance of mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions, under the Resource Management Act, local
Lack of emphasis on climate change in the Long-Term Plan. Environment
authorities are prohibited from considering the effects on climate change of
Canterbury should be in dialogue with central government to change RMA so discharges into air of greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury
that greenhouse gas emissions can be taken into account.
is focussed on reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon
reporting being commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
Refer to submission for further detail.
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Under the proposed Long-Term Plan Environment Canterbury will develop a
process to ensure that climate change is robustly factored into relevant
Council decisions across portfolios.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ken
Rouse

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

No comments provided.

No further action required.

Central South
Island Fish and
Game Council

CSI had extensive involvement in the Navigation Safety Bylaw 2016 and
Controls process, which effectively limited boating matters to those of safety
only. This has left a huge gap as to how CSI manages the adverse effects of
boating on the sports fishery and even recreational and amenity values. CSI
was told by Environment Canterbury that an informational “booklet” would be
produced to help bring all relevant boating information together in one place
(it is split between bylaws, district plans, Wildlife Act provisions). This
“booklet” is yet to come to fruition. CSI considers that this would be a
valuable piece of work and that a small amount of funding should
be allocated to this project under 6.4.1.

The boating guide project was deferred due to the desire to maintain
consistency with national level boating safety messaging, which had been in
the process of development over the year following the passing of the Bylaw.
Environment Canterbury will be in a position to publish boating guide
No change to the Long-Term
information prior to the 2018-2019 boating season. The boating guide is
Plan 2018-28 is
intended to be online only, so that it maintains currency as district plan rules recommended.
change (noting that a number of district councils are, or soon will be,
reviewing their plans). While any extra funding for boating safety is
welcomed, existing budget is expected to cover production of the guide in

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

91

Ms
Angela
Christensen

Submission
analysis

Conditional
support

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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electronic form. We look forward to working with CSI F&G over the coming
months to ensure the guide contains the information needed.
Submitter supports a greater integration of climate change impacts in the
hazards work stream.
Submitter recommends extending the programme of hazard studies to
include
x
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Libby
Elvidge

Christchurch
City Council

x
x
x

multihazards and cascading hazard, rather than looking at the listed
hazards one by one
risk (rather than just hazard) to be applicable and useful to urban
planning, infrastructure management and civil defence and
emergency management
identification of areas that could potentially fail in earthquakes, or
become more prone to failure with increasing intensity of rainfall
further study on regional source KD]DUGIRU.DLNǀXUDVRXWKWR DQG
including) Banks Peninsula

Submitter also recommends the addition of shallowing of groundwater in the
list of hazards (pg. 31) as this is becoming one of the biggest issues
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

92

Nick
Bryan

Mrs
Kendall
Lattin

Miss
Kate
Burgess

Environment Canterbury is aware of the need to assess interactions of
natural hazards from multi-hazards and cascading hazards perspectives, as
well as the effects of climate change on hazard profiles. We will be giving
more emphasis to this sort of work under our natural hazards, coastal env &
hazards, and climate change programmes.
As part of our work, we will continue to work with territorial authorities and
CDEM to develop a programme to identify, prioritise and undertake/support
natural hazard assessments. This includes geological hazards (including
slope failure) and tsunami assessments. While most of the landslide dams in
.DLNǀXUD have already failed, Environment Canterbury will continue to
maintain a watch on those that remain. We also currently have a study
underway on multi-source tsunami (regional and more distant) on the
Canterbury coast.
In terms of groundwater, we agree to recognise/identify in the Long-Term
Plan the impact that groundwater has on natural hazards.

Amend Long-Term Plan to
include reference to
groundwater as having an
effect on natural hazards in
the Natural Hazards
programme (p31) and the
Coastal Environment &
Hazards programme (p34)

Conditional
support

Submission in support - no response required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Christchurch NZ

Support integration of activities in relation to climate change which will help
the community prepare for future risk.

Christchurch
Youth Action
Plan

Environment Canterbury considers young people an important audience for
communication relating to climate change, and will ensure that
In regards to climate change, we support the Climate Change Integration
proposal. Transparency about what is already known and being done about communication and information about climate change is youth-friendly.
climate change in Canterbury would be helpful for both stakeholders and the While regional councils have obligations to manage discharges of certain
wider community. Please make sure that this information is widely accessible pollutants to air, under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are
prohibited from considering the effects on climate change of discharges into
and youth-friendly.
air of greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
Many young people are concerned about deforestation, air pollution and
commissioned to support this.
carbon emissions in Christchurch and the impact these have on the changing Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
climate. We acknowledge your efforts especially in reducing air pollution in
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
the city, and ask for your continuing attention to and efforts to address all of and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
these issues over the next 10 years and into the future.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Support
Change, and why the
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Christchurch
Youth Council

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
Encouraged to see that climate change is being made a portfolio programme ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
but some concerns around whether Environment Canterbury has the
freshwater management and biodiversity.
necessary tools and mechanisms to follow through on its goals regarding
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
climate change in the long-term plan. e.g. questions raised around items
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
6.15.1 and 6.15.2: how will the council be kept accountable for ensuring it
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
really does factor climate change into its decisions when implementing
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
practical programmes in years 2 and 3? Why is only 2% of the budget is
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
going toward climate change integration, while 4% was afforded to
Navigation and Recreational Boating Safety. We wonder how Environment be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.
Canterbury will be cooperating with CCC to achieve carbon neutrality by
To ensure accountability, the process to factor climate change into relevant
2030. Lots of emphasis around education, but are unsure what concrete,
proactive measures would be taken to address climate change. Need to also Council decisions (measure 6.15.2) will include reporting requirements to
focus on mitigation, rather than merely adapting to it. Support Environment provide visibility of decision making to councillors and the public.
The CCC 2030 target refers to Christchurch City Council becoming carbon
Canterbury addressing flood and coastal protection, and that Environment
neutral, rather than Christchurch City.
Canterbury is taking a proactive approach with natural disasters and
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
emergency management.
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. This limits our ability to manage greenhouse gas

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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emissions (mitigation of climate change). However, we can manage
Environment Canterbury-generated emissions. Therefore, we have
implemented carbon reporting to monitor our emissions.
Concrete, proactive measures to address climate change: The impacts of
climate change are being addressed across a number of areas at
Environment Canterbury. This includes water security and hazard
assessment and management. The Climate Change Integration Programme
aims to provide alignment and visibility of all the work Environment
Canterbury is doing in response to climate change.
The Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management Group, which
Environment Canterbury is a member of and administrating authority for, is a
partner with the five other South Island CDEM Groups and the Ministry of
Civil Defence Emergency Management to develop an initial response plan to
an earthquake on the Alpine Fault. The plan called the South Island Alpine
Fault Earthquake Response (SAFER) Plan is currently in draft form with a
final version being completed by the end of June. This plan describes the
responsibilities and initial actions of agencies involved in the initial response
to the Alpine Fault rupturing. Once it is released each CDEM Group and
Local Authority within each CDEM Group will need to plan their local and
regional responses. More information on the SAFER plan is available here
http://projectaf8.co.nz/. In the Canterbury CDEM Group Plan Alpine Fault is
recognised as a significant hazard across the region and the SAFER plan is
a significant step towards providing coordinated planed response to an
Alpine Fault earthquake.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

93

Mr
Lionel
Hume

Ms
Claire
Coveney

Combined
Canterbury
Provinces,
Federated
Farmers of New
Zealand

Support is given for various aspects of the Hazards, Risks and Resilience
portfolio programmes.
The submitter requests that the need to build resilience to climate change is
recognised and that appropriate investment is made to plan for appropriate
community scale water infrastructure.

Exits away from coastal areas...people living in coastal areas. planned
strategic exits needs to be clear...
Coveney C

The submission is generally supportive of draft Long-Term Plan proposals
under the HRR portfolio. The following addresses comments/questions
raised:
Natural hazards - Environment Canterbury will continue to provide data and
information gathered to CDEM and to district councils, and the public, to
assist them in responding to hazards event when they occur.
Flood control & protection works - (Subject to confirmation from FF regarding
interpretation of their comment/request) Environment Canterbury will
continue to work constructively with river rating district groups to provide
appropriate flood protection measures. Environment Canterbury
acknowledges Federated Farmers request for a review of the current funding
model for flood protection schemes, and notes that review is appropriate
from time to time. Environment Canterbury is considering undertaking a
No change to the Long-Term
review within this Long-Term Plan period. If this happens, the review itself
Plan 2018-28 is
will be met by existing resources, therefore no change to Long-Term Plan
recommended.
would be required.CC integration - The Regional Water Infrastructure
Support section of the Long-Term Plan consultation document notes a focus
on facilitation of infrastructure integration, improving water use efficiency and
water supply reliability consistent with the relevant CWMS goals. These
CWMS goals contain specificity with respect to irrigation, community and
stockwater supply. The CWMS goals are consistent with the climate change
challenge as described in the CWMS and Long-Term Plan consultation
document. The Climate Change Integration programme clarifies the Council
responsibility to an integrated approach to climate adaptation. Regional
Council investment focuses on effective use of staff resources in facilitation,
leveraging available Goods and Services budget, and running projects as
recommended by CWMS Committees. Investment is also required by district
councils and community entities to implement the agreed infrastructure
solutions.

Regional councils and territorial authorities share responsibilities for
managing the risks posed by natural hazards, including coastal hazards.
Environment Canterbury will work with territorial authorities in Canterbury,
stakeholders and communities, to manage coastal hazard risk, and will
Contribute to reduce climate change as a council it is our responsibility to
reduce Co2 emissions, reduce pollution in our rivers and seas, to protect our consider available options as part of this process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
marine life, to reduce destruction of habitat for wildlife.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Change, and why the
organisation has a limited

Conditional
support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
focus on mitigation. No other
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
change to the Long-Term Plan
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being is recommended.
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Yvonne
Curtis

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Owen
Davidson

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Dirk
De Lu

Ms
Katia
De Lu

Pleased that ECan is finally taking some responsibility for climate change
hazards and risks. The planned stop banks should be on the land unlawfully
claimed by the people along the river rather than taking more river bank. As
well, the long-term plan must be to recede from the floodlands...there is no
other choice.

Submitter's support for climate change integration programme and comment
on flood control and protection works are noted. As part of our river rating
districts schemes, Environment Canterbury works with committee members No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
of each river rating district to develop plans for flood protection works,
including the appropriate location of any stop banks. Environment Canterbury recommended.
also works with territorial authorities and communities to manage natural
hazard risk, including areas subject to flooding.

Conditional
support

Davidson O

Flood protection needed urgently for Southshore and East.

Environment Canterbury is not responsible for flood control and protection
works along the Avon or Heathcote Rivers or the Avon/Heathcote Estuary
Ihutai, including flood protection for Southshore and East Christchurch. This
is Christchurch City Council's responsibility.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

De Lu Dirk

The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
Thank you for the new climate change integration program, but more needs small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
to be done. A Climate Change portfolio must be promoted to status equal to proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
the other portfolios in this Long-Term Plan. With only 2% of this category’s
budget for ‘climate change integration’ and 8% for emergency management process.
No change to the Long-Term
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
Environment Canterbury needs to be brought up for both its ambulance at
Plan 2018-28 is
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
the bottom of the cliff ‘planning’ and questionable funding. Environment
recommended.
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
Canterbury needs to take a lead role in promoting emission reductions in
Canterbury and set short, medium and long-term goals. All local bodies need reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
to be brought on board with this effort. Please rewrite the Long-Term Plan to commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
reflect the reality of the impacts of climate change and to specify and fund
Environment Canterbury’s efforts to reduce carbon emissions in Canterbury. government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

De Lu K

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
Seek a much greater focus on climate change and make it a portfolio.
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
I urge Environment Canterbury to add an additional section to the Long Term
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
Plan that includes:
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
• Significant programmes to reduce Environment Canterbury’s operating
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
emissions, with targets;
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
• Funded and enforced criteria for GHG reductions, including targets for a
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
significant reduction in methane emissions for agriculture over the 10 year
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
term of the plan;
process.
• A commitment that all decisions and actions by Environment Canterbury
While Environment Canterbury acknowledges the importance of mitigating
during the 10 years of the plan will be evaluated in advance as to the
greenhouse gas emissions, under the Resource Management Act, local
reductions or increases in GHG emissions such decisions and actions could
authorities are prohibited from considering the effects on climate change of
potentially create; and
discharges into air of greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury
• Programmes to actively involve the public in reducing GHG emissions.
is focussed on reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon
reporting being commissioned to support this.
Refer to submission for further detail.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.

Curtis Y

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Under the proposed Long-Term Plan Environment Canterbury will develop a
process to ensure that climate change is robustly factored into relevant
Council decisions across portfolios.
More transparency needed around coastal hazards. Concerned about how
much money being spent on Southshore, should have been red zoned.

Climate change effects and earthquakes are our two big risk factors - we
need to acknowledge that and start adapting.

Submitter's comments on natural hazards, coastal environment and hazards,
and climate change integration programmes are noted. Environment
Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The proposed new
Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many ways this LongTerm Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into key work across
Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management
and biodiversity.
Environment Canterbury has a Coastal Environment & Hazards programme,
No change to the Long-Term
and our Regional Coastal Environment Plan provides information on areas
Plan 2018-28 is
susceptible to coastal erosion and sea water inundation.
recommended.
Environment Canterbury is also working in partnership with other agencies
including Regenerate Christchurch, Christchurch City Council and the Crown,
to ensure suitable land use for the future of the red zoned land in the AvonƿWƗNDUR5LYHU&RUULGRUDQGIRUWKHORQJWHUPIXWXUHRI6RXWKVKRUH6RXWK
New Brighton.
Environment Canterbury acknowledges both climate change and
earthquakes as risks faced by Canterbury communities and will continue to
work with stakeholders and communities to manage these risks.

No comments provided.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

UHJHQHUDWLQJQDWXUHLQWKHƿWƗNDUR-Avon river corridor will
x
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

95

Ms
Tanya
Didham

Didham T

x
x
x
x
x

provide wetlands to soak up tidal surges and ameliorate storm
events
be a no- or low-population buffer between residences and the high
risk river surrounds
store carbon and improve air quality
filter stormwater and recycle heavy metal pollution
create habitat for increasing biodiversity
create a taonga greenspace, connecting the city and the coast with
walk and bike trails

Mrs
Julie
Donaldson

Donaldson J

Andrew
DouglasClifford

Regional and local CDEM are continually improving systems and processes
to ensure they are adequately prepared for future disasters.
As part of continuous improvement regional and local CDEM review all
activations and response to emergencies, to improve future responses, with
the scale of the review appropriate to the scale of the emergency. For
example the debrief into the response to Cyclone Gita was smaller scale and
used to inform some of the operating procedures in the Regional Emergency No change to the Long-Term
Requests that local and regional Civil Defence is adequately prepared for
Douglas-Clifford
future disasters, and that lessons learned from recent events are contributing Coordination Centre, while the review into the North Canterbury earthquakes Plan 2018-28 is
A
recommended.
was a fully independent project that included recommendations which have
to a more effective and problem free response.
been agreed for implementation by the CDEM Joint Committee.
The Canterbury CDEM Group also contributes to national level reviews of
New Zealand's emergency management system, the latest being the
Ministerial Review into CDEM. In this review the many experiences and
learning from emergencies in the Canterbury region have been used to
inform the review and future direction of CDEM at the national level.

Julie
Downard

Downard J

Submitter is concerned Environment Canterbury does not have a programme
detailed in the draft Long-Term Plan to reduce carbon and methane from
Canterbury sources and Environment Canterbury operations. Submitter
refers to climate science, including climate predictions. Requests
Environment Canterbury undertake dramatic and substantial action and
include in the Long-Term Plan programmes to actively involve the public in
reducing GHG emissions, and funded and enforced criteria being set for
GHG reductions. Requests additional Long-Term Plan section which
includes a programme for phasing out carbon emissions from Environment
Canterbury operations plus a significant reduction in methane emissions from
agriculture over the 10-year Long-Term Plan term. Requests that all
decisions and actions by Environment Canterbury during 10-year Long-Term
Plan period be evaluated as to their reductions or increases in GHG
emissions.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Under the proposed Long-Term Plan Environment Canterbury will develop a

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Support

Conditional
support

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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process to ensure that climate change is robustly factored into relevant
Council decisions across portfolios.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr
Sam
Dunlop Doyle

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
Want to see more money, people and incentives put into tackling climate
change by eliminating use of fossil fuels and incentivizing renewable energy. biodiversity.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
Dunlop Doyle S Sustainable farming, one step we can take is by enforcing agroforestry;
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
allowing us to utilize land for farming and mitigate climate change. There are reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
many other ways we must combat climate change such as planting more
commissioned to support this.
trees, but my main point is we need to act.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hon
Ruth
Dyson

Dyson R

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Amy
Hartnell

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Dave
Evans

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ants
Field

96

Earthquake
Disability
Leadership
Group

Evans D

Field A

Submitter supports the focus on hazards, risk and resilience.

It is imperative for Environment Canterbury to apply an accessibility lens to
the Emergency Management portfolio and ensure that the needs of all
people are being considered across all functions in an emergency.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

CDEM is aware of the Charter that Environment Canterbury has signed.
CDEM staff sit on the Psychosocial Committee for Greater Christchurch and
have been working with the disability leadership group on recovery issues. In
our emergency preparedness work CDEM has relationships with a number of
No change to the Long-Term
disability groups. In particular it has been working with IHC over the last
Plan 2018-28 is
several years and has produced resources to support that community in their
recommended.
preparedness efforts. In addition, individual territorial authorities connect with
local disability groups to plan how welfare services can be delivered to
people in the community.
CDEM staff are familiar with the Red Cross research.

Support

Submitters support of the HRR portfolio is welcomed.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
The Climate Change Integration programme needs more resourcing. The
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
programme needs to focus on mitigation as well as adaptation. Climate
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
change action should be a prominent, stand-alone functional portfolio.
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
All Environment Canterbury activities should be assessed for their effects on
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
carbon emissions. Environment Canterbury should also commence working
process.
on an inventory of emissions for the region.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
Environment Canterbury should be lobbying government for a requirement
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
on local government to act on climate mitigation as well as adaptation.
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
Environment Canterbury should support the proposed Zero Carbon Act.
commissioned to support this. Environment Canterbury is open to
opportunities to support central government to deliver New Zealand’s
obligations under the Paris Agreement, and will continue to submit on climate
change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
I support the new Climate Change Integration programme, but ask for it to
also include a focus on long term mitigation goals and receive substantially
more funding.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative Conditional
to clarify Environment
support
Canterbury’s role in Climate
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Furthermore, I ask Environment Canterbury to develop this programme into a Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
climate change portfolio alongside its other five major portfolios.
biodiversity. The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide
alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking
across all our portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget
represents a small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related
matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Catherine
Fletcher

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Francesca
Bradley

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Denise
George

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Christine Ann
Gillman

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Shannon
Gilmore

Fletcher C

No comments made.

No further action required.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change will continue to be
incorporated into key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural
hazards, freshwater management and biodiversity.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
Would want Environment Canterbury to reshuffle other portfolios to give
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
more priority/funding to Climate Change. As a start/minimum for Environment and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Canterbury to cut all operational emissions, focus on mitigation as well as
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
adaptation and show leadership.
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Generation Zero Christchurch supports the new Climate Change Integration
programme, but asks for it to also include a focus on long term mitigation
goals and receive substantially more funding. Would like to see Environment
Canterbury as our regional authority lead in facing the challenges of climate
change. Request Environment Canterbury to develop this programme
further into a climate change portfolio, alongside its other five major
Generation Zero portfolios, that is dedicated to identifying and responding to the short and
long-term effects of climate change through both adaptation and mitigation
Christchurch
strategies.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Change, and why the
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

George D

Submitter requests a flood protection programme for Southshore and South
New Brighton's estuary edge be considered and implemented to protect lives
and assets in this area, taking into account the work undertaken by the local
community.

Environment Canterbury is not responsible for flood control and protection
No change to the Long-Term
works along the Avon River or the Avon/Heathcote Estuary Ihutai, including
Plan 2018-28 is
flood protection for Southshore and South New Brighton. This is Christchurch
recommended.
City Council's responsibility.

Conditional
support

Gillman C A

Wants flood protection for southshore.

Environment Canterbury is not responsible for flood control and protection
works along the Avon Rivers, including flood protection for Southshore. This
is Christchurch City Council's responsibility.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Gilmore S

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
Supports the Climate Change Integration programme but concerned it lacks freshwater management and biodiversity.
long term mitigation goals, noting the upcoming climate change act and that The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
Environment Canterbury should be part of the solution. Requests
substantially more funding, noting this may mean reduced funding elsewhere portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
or requesting additional funding.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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Submission
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considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr
Robert
Glennie

Glennie R

Only a very small part of the seaward section of the Hope Fault ruptured
during the November 2016 earthquake, where the fault enters the sea at Half
Moon Bay, north of .DLNǀXUD. The fault does have a relatively high chance of
rupturing during the next 50 years, particularly the section between Hamner
Basin and the Kahutara River, which has not ruptured historically.
Environment Canterbury is currently in the process of mapping the fault in
more detail in several locations so that development on or near the fault can
be managed appropriately. The aim of this is to reduce the risk of damage to
buildings and infrastructure from the lateral displacement that will occur on
the fault, and associated ground deformation near the fault (not ground
shaking).
In terms of the potential isolation of Hamner Springs and .DLNǀXUD (and Mt
Lyford village), the isolation of any community during an emergency is the
responsibility of each district council and their civil defence teams – in this
Submitter refers to the Waiau earthquake of 2016 and the 21 fault lines that case Hurunui and Kaikǀura district councils. In the event of a Hope Fault, or
No change to the Long-Term
ruptured or partially ruptured and queries whether Environment Canterbury
other earthquake Hurunui and Kaikoura district councils will work with the
Plan 2018-28 is
has given consideration to providing for Hamner and .DLNǀXUD being isolated Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management (CDEM) Group (of which
recommended.
by an earthquake caused by the Hope fault.
Environment Canterbury is a member) to establish land and air links to
isolated communities as soon as possible after the event. However, this
could take some time and communities need to be prepared to look after
themselves for at least three days after a major emergency such as an
earthquake.
While not specific to the Hope Fault, the Canterbury CDEM Group is working
with the five other South Island CDEM Groups and the Ministry of Civil
Defence & Emergency Management on an initial response plan for an Alpine
Fault earthquake. This plan will cover how response agencies will respond to
and support isolated communities. Parts of this plan will be able to be applied
to smaller earthquakes in the Canterbury region, such as a Hope Fault
earthquake.
Under a related initiative, the Regional Transport Committee is investigating
the resilience of the transport network in Canterbury to inform future
infrastructure investment priorities.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Olivia
Grose

Grose O

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Andrea
Gwynne

Gwynne A

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Jean
Hallam

Hallam J

Concerned about South Brighton as little done for flooding compared to
Sumner/Redcliffs. Same regarding roading around Brighton.

Environment Canterbury is not responsible for flood control and protection
No change to the Long-Term
works along the Avon Rivers or the Avon/Heathcote Estuary Ihutai, including
Plan 2018-28 is
flood protection for Southshore. This is Christchurch City Council's
recommended.
responsibility. Therefore, this submission is out of scope.

Conditional
support

Climate change is the major issue facing us all and more resources are
required to focus on this and the implications for the future.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and

Conditional
support

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Ms
Susan
Hall

Hall S

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr and Mrs
Michael and
Annette
Hamblett

Submitter supports Climate Change Integration programme but considers it
shortsighted to only focus on adaptation and requests more funding to also
Hamblett M and
include a focus and lead role on mitigation. Requests climate change is its
A
own portfolio and be considered across all Environment Canterbury's work
and budget decisions.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Hampton S

Coastal environment hazards - fill in gaps of databases. A Banks Peninsula
Geopark can become a vital tool in engaging and communicating hazards
and risks to communities and visitors to Banks Peninsula.

Environment Canterbury has a project to improve our information on coastal
hazards on Banks Peninsula. A current contract is in place to have the entire
Banks Peninsula surveyed by LiDAR during the 2018/19 financial year. This
No change to the Long-Term
elevation data will contribute to improving our knowledge and management
Plan 2018-28 is
of potential tsunami inundation risk on Banks Peninsula.
As part of managing natural hazard risk, Environment Canterbury is working recommended.
with partners including district councils and CDEM, to engage and
communicate about risk from natural hazards. Ideas such as a geopark could
be considered as part of this work.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Bev
Henderson

Henderson B

No comments made

No comments made. No further action requested.

Henwood J & J

Submitter's comments on climate change integration programme and coastal
environment & hazards are noted. Environment Canterbury recognises the
importance of climate change. The proposed new Climate Change
Integration programme is one of the many ways this Long-Term Plan reflects
Generally, support and affirm all the activities described for this
this. Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
portfolio. Climate change needs its own portfolio, if not a much higher
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
emphasis and increased resourcing. Is unacceptable for Environment
biodiversity.
Canterbury to just respond to the effects of climate change - it should also be The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
actively working on a carbon emissions policy, measurements and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
interventions for both Environment Canterbury and the Region. Environment portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
Canterbury should be lobbying government for a planned nationwide regional small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
policy and action plan to mitigate climate change and support the proposed
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Carbon Zero Act. We affirm Environment Canterbury’s decision to oppose
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
deep sea oil prospecting and drilling.
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

99

Jane & John
Henwood

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Support

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Please work with community groups, other local government organisation
and central government to change the law around how you can work in the
climate change space.
Council must have a much more active role in planning for both limiting the
amount of climate change we contribute to in Canterbury AND preparing
communities and building resilience.
Advocate legislation guiding activities.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Chrys
Horn

Horn C

Consider leverage and how Environment Canterbury can extend work
in existing areas to include climate change mitigation and adaptation as well
as information.
Lead the charge in this area by showing how you are actively working to
become carbon neutral as an organisation.

Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity. Environment Canterbury will continue to work with other
organisations and stakeholders, and communities to address climate change.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Climate Change should work to be carbon neutral and lead and encourage
others to do the same by providing info. Chch has highest carbon emissions
per capita in NZ. Integrate Climate Change throughout work programmes
and make work more explicit.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Rosalee
Jenkin

K
Kennedy

Jenkin R

Kennedy K

Submitter supports Environment Canterbury bringing together its work on
climate change, however considers the scope of the Climate Change
Integration programme MUST include mitigation. Submitter supports
Environment Canterbury on taking a stance on ending oil and gas in NZ, but
considers they could be doing more and Environment Canterbury need to
devote much more than a tiny 2% of the budget to climate work. Requests
Environment Canterbury lead by example in taking a proactive approach to
reducing emissions, and working with CCC and central Government to put
together a mitigation strategy for the region.

I also express concern that the education of people about hazards and
emergency preparation is lacking when it comes to international students
studying in Canterbury. International students may be told about basic
procedures such as ‘stop, drop, and hold’ at their place of study, but they are
unlikely to be informed about other emergency procedures and advice.
These include needing to have three days’ worth of food, water, and
supplies, and needing to seek higher ground if they experience an
earthquake lasting more than a minute and live in a tsunami zone.
International students are less likely to use the forms of social media and
traditional media that locals use to stay informed (for example, some are

Civil Defence Emergency Management at the national, regional, and local
levels have various public education campaigns during the year. There are
many resources produced in multiple languages to assist in this. For
Canterbury our public education objectives are spelt out in the current
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury CDEM Group Plan and not in the draft Long-Term Plan. The draft
Plan 2018-28 is
Long-Term Plan refers readers to the CDEM Group Plan (for example refer
recommended.
pages 35, 66). In respect to international students CDEM does not
necessarily provide specific campaigns because the teaching institutions
provide this. Under the Code of Practice for the Pastoral Care of International
Students each teaching institution and accommodation hall has a

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Organisation

Submission Summary
accustomed to different websites and applications that are popular in their
home country and do not switch even after moving to New Zealand). They
are unlikely to be aware of the Emergency Mobile Alert system. These
circumstances need to be taken into consideration in Civil Defence’s
communication plan and their use of various channels to reach residents in
the Canterbury region. The example of the coastal community being
stranded after the .DLNǀXUD Earthquake shows there is still a lack of clear
procedures.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

responsibility to ensure international students are safe and supported while in
New Zealand.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Anonymous

Environment Canterbury is working in partnership with other agencies
including Regenerate Christchurch, Christchurch City Council and the Crown, No change to the Long-Term
and communities, to ensure suitable land use for the future of the red zoned Plan 2018-28 is
land in the Avon-ƿWƗNDUR5LYHU&RUULGRUDQGIRUWKHORQJ-term future of
recommended.
Southshore/South New Brighton.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

There is no regional plan for evacuating people in flooding situations. Each
Canterbury Territorial Authority (excluding Waitaki District Council), which are
all members of the Canterbury Civil Defence Emergency Management
(CDEM) Group, manages evacuations in its own area of responsibility. In a
Submitter requests a strategic plan for evacuation locations. Requests a
flooding event Environment Canterbury's Flood Controllers provide flooding
system on buildings and posts giving water heights so can work out where to advice to each district council in regard to river flood behaviour. Each district
go in a disaster. Money needs to be spent on flood protection.
council then decides if an evacuation will be required. District councils are
Mrs
No change to the Long-Term
also responsible for providing warnings and information to the public on
Kingi-Patterson
D
Plan 2018-28 is
evacuations. Environment Canterbury and the Canterbury CDEM Group
Wants
commonwealth
games
in
Christchurch
in
2026
and
civil
defence
D
Kingi-Patterson
recommended.
Office
also
assist
district
councils
in
providing
public
information.
strategic planning centres focused on emergency management in different
areas not duplicating what’s already here, Lobbying all councils. Opposes the In emergencies it is important that members of the community listen to and
cutting of existing bus services, noting that many people have chosen where follow the advice given by their local councils. If community members wish to
have more certainty around evacuation they should contact their local Civil
to live based on access to public transport.
Defence team within their local council and consider working with their
council to establish or be a part of a community response plan.
Commonwealth Games are out of scope of Environment Canterbury
responsibilities.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Mr
Colin
Looser

Margaret
Lovell-Smith

Anonymous

Residential Red Zone needs to be a retreat area. Infilling in the estuary
impacts on its ability to take extra flood water impacting South Brighton and
McCormacks Bay. Red Zone and around the estuary need to be retreat
areas to mitigate the effects of climate change.

Looser C

Environment Canterbury needs to do more to address climate
change. Concern it is underfunded. Environment Canterbury must go
beyond its current climate change mandate if it is to fulfil its purpose:
“Facilitating sustainable development for the Canterbury region” – how is
anything other than carbon neutrality sustainable.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
While Environment Canterbury acknowledges the importance of mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions, under the Resource Management Act local
authorities are prohibited from considering the effects on climate change of
discharges into air of greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury
is focussed on reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon
reporting being commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Lovell-Smith M

ECan needs to provide strong leadership in the area of climate change
education and mitigation. Be open about the risks and encourage citizens to
take steps to mitigate the impacts/be resilient. For example, tree planting,
installation of solar power on homes and providing incentives and advice
about the installation of rainwater tanks.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
Conditional
to clarify Environment
support
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Change, and why the
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Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our own organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting
being commissioned to support this. Environment Canterbury is open to
opportunities to support central government to deliver New Zealand’s
obligations under the Paris Agreement, and will continue to submit on climate
change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Submission
analysis

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Kim
Kelleher

Lyttelton Port
Company
Limited

Support Environment Canterbury’s proposed Climate Change Integration
work programme. Sharing climate change data and knowledge will help
inform constructive dialogue on managing climate change risks.

Submitter's support for climate change integration programme is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Joanne
Marsden

Marsden J

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Mautner M

Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. Therefore, Environment Canterbury is not currently
proposing regional mitigation initiatives such as carbon sinks. However,
The proposed Climate Change integration programme is welcome. However,
Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our organisational carbon
the plan does not seem to address some major sources and sinks for
footprint, with new carbon reporting being commissioned to support this.
atmospheric carbon. The storage and emissions of greenhouse gases of
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
soils (in Canterbury) needs to be studied.
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Dr.
Michael
Mautner

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

E Anne
McDrury

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mrs
Sophie
McInnes

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

102

Miss
Rebecca
McMaster

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

McDrury E A

More signage please indicating Coastal Erosion.

Environment Canterbury undertakes a range of communications activities
No change to the Long-Term
where appropriate as part of all of its work programmes including the Coastal
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment & Hazards programme. Therefore, any signage required or that
recommended.
may be planned would not be identified in the Long-Term Plan.

McInnes S

Please ensure that monitoring equipment and staff are adequately funded,
and that consequences for not abiding by regulations and conditions is
stringent, else the whole idea is useless.

As part of annual budgeting and longer term Long-Term Plan processes,
Environment Canterbury ensures that monitoring equipment and staff are
No change to the Long-Term
adequately funded to deliver levels of service as described in the Long-Term Plan 2018-28 is
Plan, and to ensure that appropriate monitoring and compliance is
recommended.
undertaken.

Support the new Climate Change Integration programme, but ask for it to
also include a focus on long term mitigation goals and receive substantially
more funding. Also ask Environment Canterbury to develop this
programme further into a climate change portfolio alongside your other five
major portfolios.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this. Environment Canterbury is open to
opportunities to support central government to deliver New Zealand’s
obligations under the Paris Agreement, and will continue to submit on climate
change related proposals.

McMaster R

Conditional
support

Conditional
support

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Catherine
McMillan

Alex
McNeill

Steve
McNeill

Angela
McPherson

The Trust supports ongoing Environment Canterbury initiatives including
ranger patrols along the Northern Pegasus Bay and the ongoing
development of the Waimakariri and Ashley Rakahuri Regional Parks.

Submitter supports regional parks work within the flood protection & control
programme. No response required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

McNeill A

Submitter supports the new Climate Change Integration Programme, but
requests a focus on long-term goals for mitigating climate change, requiring
considerably more funding. Would like to see a Climate Change portfolio
introduced. Considers we must protect our region from climate change
effects that have already begun to show, e.g. adverse weather events and
coastline flooding/erosion.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity. The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide
alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking
across all our portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget
represents a small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related
matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

McNeill S

The proposal to increase the budget for climate change integration is based
on a suggestion that Environment Canterbury needs to expand this portfolio.
As stated in the proposed Long-Term Plan document, Environment
Canterbury portfolios have climate change measures “embedded in them”,
and “climate change adaptation has long been identified and reflected in
Environment Canterbury’s work”. The supposed need for additional budget is
to support information flow. Environment Canterbury’s current data collection
forms the basis for climate change studies. Because of duplication of climate
change effort across the country there is no real need for additional
Environment Canterbury funding at this time and the funding should be
delayed for a number of years. The proposed 10-year plan and the 30-year
plan both already have climate change mitigation built in to the planning and
funding for portfolios. Because the current proposal is to be funded from
savings there is an opportunity to reduce the overall budget and make
savings. Will Environment Canterbury Councillors ensure savings are made
by delaying the introduction of the proposed method of funding for climate
change integration? For example, a number of agencies and government
have funding/activities and these should be co-ordinated.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. While Climate change is incorporated
into key work across Environment Canterbury (including for example natural No change to the Long-Term
hazards, freshwater management and biodiversity), the Climate Change
Plan 2018-28 is
Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and visibility of the work
recommended.
Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our portfolios in response
to climate change. Its budget reflects appropriate resourcing to undertake the
work required to achieve the outcomes of alignment and visibility.

McMillan C

McPherson A

Submitter is horrified that Environment Canterbury does not frame all
sections and actions with climate change in mind. It should be up front in all
plans and decisions. Queries what is ECan doing to reduce its own carbon
footprint? Is tired of Environment Canterbury planning mitigation and not
being a leader in prevention. Wouldn't it be better to be the leader at the top
of the cliff rather than the ambulance at the bottom. Re coastal erosion queries if there are any policies on this problem - doesn't see any.

Submitter's comments on climate change integration programme and coastal
environment & hazards are noted. Environment Canterbury recognises the
importance of climate change. The proposed new Climate Change
Integration programme is one of the many ways this Long-Term Plan reflects
this. Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity.
Environment Canterbury's proposed climate change integration programme
includes developing a process to ensure that climate change is robustly
factored into relevant Council decisions across portfolios, and aims to ensure
that climate change is considered in planning and decision-making.
In terms of coastal erosion policies, the Canterbury Regional Policy

Support

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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Submission
analysis

Statement and the Regional Coastal Environment Plan both contain policies
relating to coastal hazards including coastal erosion.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Gaye
Meffan

Peter William
Moller

Julianne
Munro

Rosemary
Neave

Meffan G

Where is the flood protection for Southshore/South Brighton?

Environment Canterbury is not responsible for flood control and protection
No change to the Long-Term
works along the Avon River or the Avon/Heathcote Estuary Ihutai, including
Plan 2018-28 is
flood protection for Southshore/South New Brighton. This is Christchurch City
recommended.
Council's responsibility.

Moller P

Because of the increased frequency of extreme weather events with climate
change there are resulting outages of electricity. It is imperative that people
have independent, secure and affordable means of heating for their
homes. Since we should avoid fossil fuels, in the cause of climate change
initiatives, then wood is the most affordable option as well as being
renewable. Its availability and use should be encouraged rather than
discouraged.

Environment Canterbury agrees that secure and affordable home heating is
No change to the Long-Term
important for people's health and well-being. The Canterbury Air Regional
Plan seeks to maintain and, where needed, improve air quality in Canterbury. Plan 2018-28 is
It is also reflective of the community’s desire to continue to burn wood and for recommended.
this reason it allows the use of clean burning technology for home heating.

Munro J

Why is Climate Change in this section. It should be at the forefront of
Environment Canterbury's work. Environment Canterbury could be a leader
in Climate Change action and show others how to reduce carbon footprint.
Needs more resources on this. Education is not enough.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity. The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide
alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking
across all our portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget
represents a small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related
matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases.
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Neave R

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change and
the need to plan for the effects of climate change. The proposed new Climate
Change Integration programme is one of the many ways this Long-Term Plan
reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
Submitter states there needs to be a stronger focus, more proactive
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
approach to Environment Canterbury and local government addressing the
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
causes of climate change. Higher priority and funding for climate change.
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
Submitter makes specific suggestions for climate change including the role of proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration programme will
Environment Canterbury as a leader, active steps to reduce carbon
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
emissions (within Environment Canterbury and as leader), strategies for
process.
water management, coastal erosion and transport and working with/putting
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
pressure on central government.
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this. Environment Canterbury is open to
opportunities to support central government to deliver New Zealand’s
obligations under the Paris Agreement, and will continue to submit on climate
change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.
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Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Full Name

Reverend
Canon
Amanda
Neil

Company /
Organisation

Neil A

Submission Summary

Submission regards flooding issues and response in Brooklyn Lagoon area
within Christchurch City Council jurisdiction.

Action officer evaluation

The Brooklands Lagoon area is subject to flooding due to stormwater
drainage problems and consequential ponding. River flooding is not causing
the problems experienced by the submitter. CCC is responsible for drainage
and managing land use in the Christchurch district. This submission is
therefore out of scope in relation to Environment Canterbury's role and
responsibilities.

Staff Advice
Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Change, and why the
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No mention is made of climate change in your plan, and yet this is the
number one thing that is beginning to affect our land, and will continue to do
so with increasing intensity. Please look at the following:
x
x
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Juliet
Neill

x
Neill J
x
x
x

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Frances
Wall

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Philip
Pearson

105

Climate change is mentioned in the draft Long-Term Plan - particularly under
a new programme called Climate Change Integration, within the Hazards
Risk & Resilience portfolio. The proposed new programme (described on
page 11 of the draft Long-Term Plan consultation document) will make more
Appoint a climate change office who has oversight over all the areas visible the work that is already part of Environment Canterbury's operations.
in ECan’s portfolio, and co-ordinates the tasks
It will provide a point of contact for external agencies and be agile enough to
This officer can devise a clear strategy for ECan which puts the
help Environment Canterbury and our stakeholders respond to legislation
organisation at the forefront of climate change action.
and the evolving collective understanding of the impacts and implications of
climate change in our region, including on water and coastal hazards.
A Water management strategy needs to be developed, focusing on
No change to the Long-Term
the risks for water management in the light of drought/intense rain
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
Plan 2018-28 is
events.
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
recommended.
greenhouse gases.
It is crucial to develop strategies to deal with coastal erosion –
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
including managing new consents and planned retreat from at risk
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
areas.
commissioned to support this.
Reduce dependence on fossil fuels, both urban and rural, and
increase public transport routes, rather than cutting them at this time, Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
a strategy that amounts to madness.
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Work with Central Government and councils to become leaders in
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
climate change action.
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Concerned at what has appeared to be a somewhat hesitant approach from
Environment Canterbury re climate change. All the biodiversity work we all
do will be of little value if we cannot mitigate against climate impacts.
Environment Canterbury cannot afford to be lagging in this. Realistically
mitigation and adaptation are a continuum. Note the statement about “a
climate change integration programme…” - hopefully this is a sign of
improvement from Environment Canterbury.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change will continue to be
incorporated into key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural
hazards, freshwater management and biodiversity.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Paihere
Geopark

Need to fill in the coastal environment hazards gaps of databases (e.g., lidar
and DTM/DEM). A Banks Peninsula Geopark can become a vital tool in
engaging and communicating hazards and risks to communities and visitors
to Banks Peninsula.

Environment Canterbury has a project to improve our information on coastal
hazards on Banks Peninsula. A current contract is in place to have the entire
Banks Peninsula surveyed by LiDAR during the 2018/19 financial year. This
No change to the Long-Term
elevation data will contribute to improving our knowledge and management
Plan 2018-28 is
of potential tsunami inundation risk on Banks Peninsula.
As part of managing natural hazard risk, Environment Canterbury is working recommended.
with partners including district councils and CDEM, to engage and
communicate about risk from natural hazards. Ideas such as a geopark could
be considered as part of this work.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Pearson P

Climate change is here and here big-time. Please step up your efforts in this
area.

Submitter's comments on climate change integration programme and coastal
No change to the Long-Term
environment & hazards are noted. Environment Canterbury recognises the
Plan 2018-28 is
importance of climate change. The proposed new Climate Change
recommended.
Integration programme is one of the many ways this Long-Term Plan reflects

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

North
Canterbury
Branch Royal
Forest & Bird
Society

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Change, and why the
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

this. Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Caitlin
Peters

Colleen
Philip

Peters C

Flood protection needs to include stop bank maintenance for Avon and
Heathcote rivers as well. Climate change needs to include carbon zero
strategies - put pressure on central government.

Environment Canterbury is not responsible for flood control and protection
works along the Avon and Heathcote rivers, including maintaining the stop
banks. This is Christchurch City Council's responsibility.
In relation to climate change and zero carbon strategies, Under the Resource
Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from considering the effects
on climate change of discharges into air of greenhouse gases.
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Philip C

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change will continue to be
incorporated into key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural
hazards, freshwater management and biodiversity.
Is deeply concerned at Environment Canterbury's stumbling and somewhat
resistant approach to climate change. Considers the biodiversity work we all Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
do will be of little value if can't mitigate against climate impacts. Environment considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
Canterbury can't afford to be lagging on this - the LGA enables local bodies greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
to be pro-active looking after the well-being of our communities and anyway reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
mitigation and adaptation are a continuum. Notes the statement about “a
climate change integration programme…” which is hopefully a sign of better Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
to come. Is very concerned personally about the South Shore spit (South
New Brighton) area in regard to sea level rise and the way the conversation and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
around this has been playing out. Lives near this area and urges
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Environment Canterbury to do as you say you will on pg. 10 “providing
Environment Canterbury will continue to be involved as a collaborative
[science based] advice within and outside the organisation”.
partner in regeneration initiatives including the Southshore/South New
Brighton Regeneration Strategy project. This includes working with the
project team and the community, and advising on hazards science where
Environment Canterbury staff have relevant expertise.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

There is no mention of drought protection.
There needs to be a collection point for tyres as some people will never pay
the charges at the tip for disposing of a tyre.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

106

Mrs
Sue
Piercey

Piercey S

I support research into coastal environment hazards and would like to see
more reporting. Would like to see all the dunes restored continuously along
the shore at Brighton as some protection in the short term. In the long term
the public needs to be prepared for retreat in certain areas most at risk from
sea level rise and Environment Canterbury’s information needs to be
reported widely.

Submitter's support for activity proposed for the HRR portfolio is noted. While
managing the risk of drought is not specifically identified in the Long-Term
Plan, drought is a potential impact of climate change on the Canterbury
region and will be considered alongside other impacts within Environment
Canterbury's proposed Climate Change Integration programme.
Regarding used tyres, Environment Canterbury undertakes enforcement
No change to the Long-Term
action in the case of illegal tyre stockpiling, burning and dumping of tyres.
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment Canterbury also advocates for better management of end of life
recommended.
tyres at a central government level, for example by recently making a
submission on the proposed National Environmental Standard for the
Outdoor Storage of Tyres and through our support of a mandatory product
stewardship scheme. Environment Canterbury is also actively working with
industry to develop new tyre processing options, which will support the
development of domestic markets for end of life tyres.

Conditional
support
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In terms of reporting on coastal hazards, Environment Canterbury has
identified areas of Canterbury coast that are subject to coastal erosion and
sea water inundation, in the Regional Coastal Environment Plan. We are
working on web-based tools to make information on coastal hazards more
widely available.
Environment Canterbury supports the restoration of the natural form and
function of coastal dunes from both an ecological and hazard protection
perspective. The Christchurch City Council undertakes the stabilisation and
dune planting restoration works on Christchurch dunes through their Coast
Parks management plans and strategies.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Porter J

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Mr
Mike
Quirke

Quirke M

Submitter notes the council has recognised the importance to keep our
community safe, protect our environment and ensure our economy operates
well. Notes council is very aware of the necessity of the hazards
programmes, including hazardous land and waste.

Submitter supports for hazards programmes, including flood protection,
coastal environment hazards, emergency management, and hazardous land
and waste, is noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Robert
Rasmussen

Rasmussen R

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Richardson P

As part of the Climate Change Integration programme, Environment
Canterbury will develop a communication and engagement initiative to build
knowledge and resilience in the community in relation to climate change,
including coastal hazards associated with climate change. No additional
funding provision in the Long-Term Plan is required to do this.
As part of the Climate Change Integration programme, Environment
Canterbury will develop a communication and engagement initiative to build
knowledge and resilience in the community in relation to climate change,
including coastal hazards associated with climate change. No additional
Coastal erosion is becoming a major issue for the Pigeon Bay community,
funding provision in the Long-Term Plan is required to do this.
need support for a seawall to slow the process. Need funding and advice for
In relation to a sea wall for Pigeon Bay, Environment Canterbury currently
river and stream management across the Peninsula. With increasing
undertakes protection works in relation to river flooding for communities that No change to the Long-Term
changes in land use, owners are not aware of their
Plan 2018-28 is
fund these works through established river rating districts. We note that
responsibilities. Acknowledge the placement of a land manager available in
recommended.
Christchurch City Council currently provides coastal protection works for
Little River. Perhaps we look at river rating districts on the Peninsula, and
various locations within the Christchurch district. Environment Canterbury
funding for advice and education on coastal erosion issues. Submitter
can provide technical advice and support on the erosion issue at Pigeon Bay
suggests working together to find solution on this issue.
and is the consent authority for any coastal protection works in the Coastal
Marine Area.
Regarding river rating districts, Environment Canterbury has recently
responded to a request by the Banks Peninsula community (Wairewa / Little
River) to establish a new river rating district. Other catchments could be
considered in the future, and will be followed up on a case-by-case basis
based on requests from the community. There are no active requests from
Bank Peninsula residents in relation to setting up an additional new river
rating district.

Conditional
support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Pam
Richardson

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr.
John
Riminton

Riminton J

Regional councils and territorial authorities share responsibilities for
managing the risks posed by natural hazards, including coastal hazards. The
Submitter asks if consideration of coastal hazards includes provision of road
review of the Regional Coastal Environment Plan, which is proposed to
access to areas threatened by sea level rises with reference to the Tonkin
No change to the Long-Term
happen after 2020, will address coastal hazards issues that fall within the
and Taylor "Coastal Hazard Assessment, 2015"" to the CCC shows that the
Plan 2018-28 is
regional council's responsibilities. Managing hazard risk to the local roads
road access to the Teddington flats, Charteris Bay, Diamond Harbour and
within Christchurch City Council is the responsibility of the Christchurch City recommended.
Purau are liable to sea rise flooding. Can please assure that this planning for
Council. The Regional Transport Committee is investigating the resilience of
course of action is included in this Long-Term Plan?
the transport network in Canterbury to inform future infrastructure investment
priorities.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ms
Kay
Robertson

Robertson K

More emphasis needs to be placed on Climate Change. Enormous changes
are coming and all branches of government need to factor this into their
planning more than they are at present.
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Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
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Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
biodiversity. The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide
alignment and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking
across all our portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget
represents a small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related
matters. The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

David
Sale

Sale D

Environment Canterbury does not agree with the submitter's view on climate
change (anthropogenic-global-warming fraud). Environment Canterbury is
No change to the Long-Term
Although a small budget, the climate change integration should be scrapped.
relying on internationally accepted climate science and national policy
Plan 2018-28 is
Reason given is it is 2018 and AGW has been exposed as the greatest fraud
direction to inform its activities and approach to climate change, including the
recommended.
ever on humanity. Focus on genuine pollution issues.
new climate change integration programme proposed in the draft Long-Term
Plan.

x
x
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Chrys & Grace
Selwyn Greens
Horn & Taylor

x
x
x

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mayor
Sam
Broughton

Selwyn District
Council

The Council should have a much more active role in advocating and
planning for climate change AND building the resilience of our
communitiesY
do more than disseminating information about the effects of climate
change
Environment Canterbury should work to become carbon neutral as
an organisation
work with local councils and Central Government to encourage and
assist Cantabrians to lower their collective carbon footprint.
look at ways in which you can leverage climate change related
benefits from your other priorities. Submission gives examples in
land and water use, biodiversity and transport.

Submitter supports the identified climate change integration programme and
look forward to working closely with Environment Canterbury staff to further
understand the science that will enable us to more accurately identify the
Supportive comments on climate change integration programme
likely impact of climate change, thus aiding our ability to effectively respond
to vulnerable areas through enhanced planning. Submitter noted importance
in working together on this topic.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Lesley
Seyb

Seyb L

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr and Mrs
Jules and
Rosalie
Snoyink

Agrees with a Climate Change Integration programme. Considers climate
change is by far the most important issue for the Council and for the
Snoyink J and R Canterbury public. Sea level rise and coastal erosion are huge issues that
need to be faced as the need to retreat from coastal places becomes
necessary. Stronger efforts are needed to reduce greenhouse gases and use
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Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases.
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

We need more climate change integration programme resourcing.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
annual plan process.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Submitter's comments on climate change integration programme and coastal
environment & hazards are noted. Environment Canterbury recognises the
importance of climate change. The proposed new Climate Change
Integration programme is one of the many ways this Long-Term Plan reflects
this. Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
Conditional
to clarify Environment
support
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Change, and why the
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of fossil fuels. There needs to be a move away from dairy farming (the
highest emitter of greenhouse gases) toward a more sustainable, greener,
organic method of food production. There needs to be recognition that new
technologies and innovations are currently designing the New World of
agriculture and food production.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience
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Nicky
Snoyink

Vicky
Southworth

Charlotte
StephenBrownie

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Canterbury, including coastal hazards (which includes erosion, sea water
inundation and sea level rise), freshwater management and biodiversity. As
part of our work, Environment Canterbury land management advisors provide
landholders with support and advice to manage their land sustainably.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Snoyink N

Submitter considers healthy ecosystems and appropriate development in the
right places, will contribute to ensuring Canterbury communities are prepared
for the effects of climate change. Considers the coastal area will require the
most immediate attention to ensure coastal communities are adequately
prepared.
Considers the protection of the natural environment is inherent to preparing
and protecting communities for the effects of climate change, e.g. braided
rivers should be free to meander across their beds as natural flood
mitigation, forests and wetlands provide for flood mitigation and
natural filtration, sand dunes and estuaries provide natural barriers, etc. (see
submission for other examples). Submitter supports any initiative that
Environment Canterbury proposes in its climate change portfolio. Climate
change is the greatest threat of our time.

Southworth V

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
Welcomes the climate change integration component, noting increasing the The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
public's awareness of climate change impacts and the need for adaptation is visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
a major challenge. Considers Environment Canterbury is the lead
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters.
environmental organisation in Canterbury, rather than the councils. Would
The proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration
like to see Environment Canterbury prioritise leadership in climate
Programme will be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the
change preparation, adaptation and mitigation - will also support
achievement of other priorities. Need greater funding to create a step change annual plan process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
in climate change awareness and action - the climate change integration
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
programme funding represents 0.3% of the total budget for the Long-Term
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
Plan. Including the coastal environment and hazards programme brings
funding for actions explicitly connected with climate change to just over 1% - reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
this is not enough.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

StephenBrownie C

I agree with the climate change program, but it needs more resourcing. Yes,
continue to build and add to the LLUR in the rest of Canterbury, it is an
excellent resource. I think that Environment Canterbury
needs to work on helping to find practical solutions to manage contaminated
sites, to encourage their clean up.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this.
Climate change is incorporated into key work across Environment
No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury, including natural hazards, freshwater management and
Plan 2018-28 is
biodiversity.
recommended.
Environment Canterbury agrees that considerable natural protection features
exist in the environment, including in coastal areas, and can contribute to
greater community preparedness and resilience in the face of climate
change.

Submitter's support for climate change integration programme, and
comments on the contaminated land, hazardous substances and waste
programme, are noted. Environment Canterbury recognises the importance
of climate change. The proposed new Climate Change Integration
programme is one of the many ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. The
Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Submitter's support for climate
change integration
programme, and comments on
the contaminated land,
Conditional
hazardous substances and
support
waste programme, are noted.
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
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proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.
In relation to managing contaminated sites, Environment Canterbury has
already developed some practical solutions to managing these sites, such
as:
- Online site management plan generator – allows property owners to
download a generic site management plan which includes detailed practical
guidance on how to avoid contact with contaminated soil during normal use
of the land, and also when undertaking small earthworks.
- Website development – www.contamland.co.nz- a website that collates
information from many other websites to provide advice on identifying,
investigating and managing contaminated land.
- Investigating options for soil disposal – a regional project looking at soil
disposal options for contaminated site remediation projects. Solutions feed
into decisions on consent applications and remedial works.
- Environment Canterbury makes applications to the Ministry for the
Environment's Contaminated Sites Remediation Fund, to assist landowners
with the costs of investigating and remediating contaminated land.
- We work very closely with MfE to ensure that national guidance is
developed that allows for consistent and appropriate management and
remediation of sites (MfE’s Contaminated Land Management Guideline
Series, the NES etc).

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr
Kyle
Sutherland

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mrs
Ruth
Swale

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

110

Caroline
Syddall

Sutherland K

Swale R

Syddall C

The new Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment
and visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all
our portfolios in response to climate change. This work includes building the
effects of climate change into assessments of natural hazards such as
droughts, coastal hazards and sea level rise. As such, its budget represents
a small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Public reserve land around Timaru beaches would be best kept in public
hands rather than having new private dwellings constructed right near the
waWHUIURQWHJ3ƗWLWL3RLQW7KHVDPHDSSOLHVWR&DUROLQH%D\ZKHUHLW
would not be appropriate to build a restaurant - much better to enjoy the wild
recreational space, and dine on the Bay Hill.

Environment Canterbury is not responsible for managing land use in the
Timaru district. Timaru District Council is responsible for managing land use
in the Timaru district, including development on the waterfront. This
submission is therefore out of scope in relation to Environment Canterbury's
responsibilities.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Environment Canterbury needs to both lobby and work with central
government to enable it to take more leadership in climate change prevention
and mitigation. Submitter supports the focus of enabling communities to be
better informed of local risks.

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and
visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Change, and why the
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

There needs to be a lot more than 2% resourcing for climate change
adaption, considering how large the impact is going to be for our already dry
region. This includes annual reporting on Greenhouse Gas emissions per
sub region in Canterbury, and the calculation of the effects climate change
will have on our region such as longer droughts, rising seas and bigger
storms.

Support Climate Change Integration. In addition, there needs to be a
stronger overall focus on climate change as this is Canterbury's major future
hazard. Environment Canterbury needs to address the causes of climate
change, not just the results. It should make the reduction in emissions and
the mitigation of the effects of climate change major drivers in planning
across all portfolios.
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process.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases. However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on
reducing our organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

111

Tracey
Tarrant

Matthew
Ross

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Tarrant T

No comments provided on this point.

7H5ǌQDQJDR
1JƗL7DKX

With reference to the submission's headings:
5.1 Flood protection & control works
(QYLURQPHQW&DQWHUEXU\LVFXUUHQWO\HQJDJLQJZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDLQ
VHYHUDOZD\V7KHPDLQZD\LVDQDQQXDOKXLKHOGZLWKHDFKUǌQDQJD ZKLFK
may address the first points of their submission). The kaupapa of the annual
hui is to discuss what works have happened over the last 12 months and
what are planned for the coming 12 months, so that we can identify what has
gone well with the work, what needs to be improved, and if there are any red
IODJVZLWKWKHUǌQDQJDZLWK(QYLURQPHQt Canterbury's planned works that
Submitter welcomes the commitment for Mana Whenua values to be
need to be addressed. Environment Canterbury staff also discuss any
recognised in the annual flood protection and control work programmes and planning matters that are coming up for that year, for example this year in our
IRUHQJDJHPHQWZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDLQIORRGSURWHFWLRQDQGGUDLQDJH
annual hui we are also going to discuss a review of our Defences Against
iQIUDVWUXFWXUH)XUWKHUPRUH7H5ǌQDQJDVXEPLWVWKDWFRXQFLOVHHNHDUO\
Water and Drainage Scheme Code of Practice, and a plan which will be
LQSXWDQGJXLGDQFHIURP3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDRQWKHSURSRVHGUHYLHZRIULYHU written in collaboration with iwi regardLQJPDQDJHPHQWRIRXUZRUNVLQƯnanga
and drainage schemes.
spawning habitat (a requirement of a recently granted consent). In addition to
the annual hui, for some areas (with the aim of having all areas do this)
In relation to the Long-Term Plan proposal to defer the review of the
Environment Canterbury sends a monthly update of the works proposed over
Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) IRUWKUHH\HDUV7H5ǌQDQJDVXEPLWVWKDWD
the next month, and if requested giving an update as works are occurring
further delay in the review of the RCP may mean the council may not meet
(e.g. Waihao river works around the Waihao Box). Environment Canterbury
LWVREOLJDWLRQVWRWKH7UHDW\3DUWQHUDQGGRHVQRWWDNHLQWRFRQVLGHUDWLRQ1JƗL also provides regular updates to Te Paiherenga about things River
7DKXZKƗQDXUHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKWKHLUPRDQDDQGVXUURunding environments. Engineering have on the go. Environment Canterbury agrees with getting
7H5ǌQDQJDDVNVWKDWJUHDWHUXUJHQF\LVJLYHQWRWKHUHYLHZRIWKH5&3LQ
HDUO\LQSXWDQGJXLGDQFHIURP3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDRQWKHSURSRVHGUHYLHZRI No change to the Long-Term
the next three years. In the event that a full review is not possible, submitter river and drainage schemes, which can be adding to the annual hui agenda Plan 2018-28 is
suggests that council promulgate a targeted plan change to better address
recommended.
as an opportunity for advanced discussion of any Scheme Reviews which
the reODWLRQVKLSRI1JƗL7DKX:KƗQXLZLWKWKHLUPRDQD$QH[DPSOHLVJLYHQ are proposed over the next 1, 5, 10 years. Any issues can be identified at
within the submission.
that early stage, which can be considered and worked through when the
review is happening. Environment Canterbury's 30 Year Infrastructure
7H5ǌQDQJDDOVRQRWHWKDWFRXQFLOUHFHQWO\VLJQHGWKH:KDNDUDXSǀ/\WWHOWRQ Strategy includes a schedule of scheme reviews, so everyone should already
Harbour Catchment Plan 2018 and that the Long-Term Plan should include a have access in advance to what scheme reviews are happening in any given
year, but this can also be highlighted at the annual hui.
clear explanation as to how the council with implement the catchment plan.
5.2.1 - 5.2.3 Coastal Environment & Hazards
Submitter welcomes the new programme on Climate Change integration and Environment Canterbury has indicated in the Long-Term Plan that it does not
intend to review the Coastal Environment Plan until after 2020. This is
VXJJHVWWKHFRXQFLOKDVHDUO\HQJDJHPHQWZLWK3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDRQWKLV
WRSLF7H5ǌQDQJDQRWHVWKDWWKH1JƗL7DKX&OLPDWH&KDQJH6WUDWHJ\ZLOOEH because an appropriate regulatory framework is currently in existence, in
large part due to the activity post-earthquakes in the region including the
finalise in mid-2018 and looks forward to working with regional council and
3DSDWLSX5ǌQDQJDRQLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRISUDFWLFDOFOLPDWHFKDQJHPHDVXUHV Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan, the Land Use Recovery Plan, and the
emergency legislation following the .DLNǀXUD earthquakes for coastal
remediation and the harbour recovery work. Delaying the coastal plan review
will allow for the review to reflect national direction signalled between now
and 2020, including a National Policy Statement on Natural Hazards, a
proposed National Environmental Standard for Marine Aquaculture, and the
Zero Carbon Act. It also allows our immediate planning priority to be focused
on the Canterbury Water Management Strategy zones, moving back to the
coastal environment plan in 2020. Ongoing work will still continue in the
coastal environment through our work programmes, under the current plan.

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

:KDNDUDXSǀ/\WWHOWRQ+DUERXU&DWFKPHQW0DQDJHPHQW3ODQ
7KHSODQZDVGHYHORSHGLQSDUWQHUVKLSZLWK752177H5ǌQDQJDR1JƗWL
Wheke, Christchurch City Council and Lyttelton Port Company Ltd, and was
launched on 7 March 2018. A governance group with representatives from
the five partner organisations oversees the project. The partners are
committed to implementing the plan, and are currently working through
governance and structure arrangements for implementation. The governance
group met mid-April to discuss plan implementation.
Environment Canterbury is committed to implementing the CMP through the
zone delivery team. Several projects are already underway that will
contribute to the implementation of the plan, such as a soil and erosion
mapping project, and erosion along road corridors pilot project. In terms of
further implementation work, Environment Canterbury (and partners) are
waiting for direction from governance before other projects are pursued.
5.3 Climate Change Integration
(QYLURQPHQW&DQWHUEXU\WKDQNVIRU7H5ǌQDQJDIRULWVVXSSRUWIRUWKH
Climate Change Integration programme, and agrees that it will seek
engagement early with Papatipu 5ǌQDQJDRQLWVZRUNUHODWLQJWRFOLPDWH
change. Additionally, Environment Canterbury is aware of the 1JƗL Tahu
Climate Change Strategy, and looks forward to continuing to work together
on implementation on practical climate change initiatives.
"Washdyke Creek - Floodwall: The allowance of $100,000 in 2040 is
recognition that the timber retaining wall built in 2015 upstream of the rail
bridge will need maintenance / replacement at some stage in the future. The
dollar figure and timeframe are indicative only, and will be refined when any
actual work is scoped.
Waitarakao / Washdyke Lagoon – There is no plan to protect the lagoon from
coastal erosion. There is an allowance to extend the outlet pipes in 2020/21
TDC notes the work planned in this space and the various Timaru District
($90,000)
Taitarakihi – The $5,000 would provide for a very high level to scope options
flood protection projects. The Council supports this work but has a few
No change to the Long-Term
concerns DQGUHTXHVWVWKDWWKHEXGJHWIRUWKH7ƗWDUDNLKLFXOYHUWLQYHVWLJDWLRQ and order of magnitude costs. It is intended to provide for detailed design.
be increased to $50,000 and clarity is provide around how this money will be We agree the costs for detailed design and construction would be much
Plan 2018-28 is
recovered; that there is clarity around projects proposed for Saltwater Creek, higher. The reason for not showing the design / construction costs in the
recommended.
the Washdyke Creek floodwall and the protection of the Waitarakao/
Long-Term Plan is that the costs incurred within the Taitarakihi are 100%
Washdyke Lagoon.
invoiced to TDC. It is therefore considered more appropriate that TDC shows
these costs in its Long-Term Plan. If both Environment Canterbury and TDC
show the costs, it is essentially double counting the expense. We suggest a
meeting between Environment Canterbury and TDC engineers to discuss the
Taitarakihi.
Saltwater Creek - A small allowance ($15k) in the rating district budget has
been made on top of annual maintenance expenditure in 2019/20 for gravel
removal and work related to coastal retreat. "

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mark
Low

Timaru District
Council

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Ivan
Stevenson

Timaru Yacht
Investigate the 'harvesting' of sand from Caroline Bay. In the next few years
and Power Boat the Yacht Club jetty will be a beach and penguin habitat will be accessed by
Club
dry land.

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr
Graham
Townsend

Townsend G

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

James
Vernon

Vernon J

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

O and D
Wagstaff

Wagstaff O & D No comments provided on this point.

112

Conditional
support

Environment Canterbury is aware of the issue raised by the submitter and is
investigating the accumulation of sand at Caroline Bay. No effect on LongTerm Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

I strongly support the proposed "Climate Change Integration'
programme. Education and information for the general public is in my view
extremely important.

Submitter supports climate change integration programme and the provision
of education and information about climate change.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Support noted. No comments and no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support
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Title
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Full Name
Waihora
Ellesmere
Trust

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Waihora
With regards to climate change integration, WET welcomes an attempt to
Ellesmere Trust integrate and give profile to climate change.

The Council applauds the establishment of the new programme of work,
Climate Change Integration. The Council also encourages Environment
Canterbury to demonstrate Regional leadership to lead the Canterbury
response to climate change and work with this District and others to
formulate and fund considered responses in the second and third year of the
Long-Term Plan. In hearing, clarified that climate change needs to be a
national conversation.
Environment Canterbury’s Harbour Master is asked to take a more proactive
stance in assisting the Council to improve operating navigation safety in both
the Kaiapoi and lower Cam Rivers. Need channel for navigation to occur.
In conjunction with the Council Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation Working Party,
the Council requests Environment Canterbury provide base ongoing funding
of $25,000 per annum to enable its prioritised projects to be progressed. The
Council is requesting a cost share from Environment Canterbury of at least
$25,000 per annum for this work in 2018/19 or 2019/20 (timing dependant on
design and consenting inputs), in recognition of the public safety benefit of
the proposed navigation channel.
Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mr
Geoff
Meadows

Waimakariri
District Council

The Council has concerns about delay in the review of the Regional Coastal
Environment Plan and suggests that an additional Level of Service, Measure
and Target be incorporated in this Programme. The following wording is
suggested: Level of Service 6.X: Amend the Canterbury Coastal
Environment Plan in accordance with the Resource Management Act.
Measure 6.X.1: The Canterbury Coastal Environment Plan is reviewed in
Year 2 taking account of newly available coastal science data and
information work. Target 6.X.1: The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement is
amended in accordance with statutory timeframes.
The Council would also like to see Environment Canterbury adopt a more
consistent approach to the management of coastal hazards for those
districts, including Waimakariri, with coastlines. This would include
documenting coastal processes, beach profiles, sea level rise and potential
impacts of climate change.
The Council is asking Environment Canterbury to work with it to implement a
proactive maintenance, amenity, recreation and enhancement programme
for the Kaiapoi River through the centre of Kaiapoi. There is an opportunity to
enhance the linkages between the Silverstream Reserve and lower
Silverstream through to the Kaiapoi River and town centre to the Kaiapoi
Island to form a recreation and biodiversity ‘corridor’, thereby improving the
connections with the Waimakariri River Regional Park.

Action officer evaluation
Submitter's support for climate change integration programme is noted.

Staff Advice
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Environment Canterbury notes the support for the new Climate Change
Integration programme. Environment Canterbury has a key role in the newly
established Regional Climate Change Working Group, with our Chief
Executive sponsor for this group and our Director of Science as the group's
Chair. We will continue to have a key role in this group working together with
district councils and 1JƗL Tahu to identify and respond to the threats and
opportunities posed by climate change, as well as any new national direction
for regional councils or local government roles and responsibilities.
The Environment Canterbury Regional Harbourmaster’s Office (HMO)
maintains that the proposed dredging of the Kaiapoi River is a matter of
navigational convenience, and not navigation safety. While it may not be
convenient to navigate this river at all times due to depth / width, it is not, in
our opinion, necessarily unsafe provided that due caution (as required by any
prudent mariner) regarding the available channel is exercised. The HMO’s
remit, as discussed with WDC, is restricted to navigation safety. Environment
Canterbury therefore does not consider it appropriate to fund requested
dredging from our budget, as we do not see a navigation safety case for it.
Environment Canterbury supports the holistic approach to rehabilitation of
the Kaiapoi River/Silverstream Reserve and its linkages with the Waimakariri
Regional Park, and is currently in discussions with Waimakariri District
Council, the Waimakariri Zone Committee, and other stakeholders and
groups to create a holistic vision and align work programmes to achieve that
No change to the Long-Term
vision. Funding is likely to be provided for this initiative via Environment
Canterbury (under business as usual), CWMS, and external stakeholders. It Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
is therefore not necessary to provide additional funding in the Long-Term
Plan.
Coastal hazards and Regional Coastal Environment Plan
Environment Canterbury has indicated in the Long-Term Plan that it does not
intend to review the Regional Coastal Environment Plan until after 2020. This
is because an appropriate regulatory framework is currently in existence, in
large part due to the activity post-earthquakes in the region including the
Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan, the Land Use Recovery Plan, and the
emergency legislation following the .DLNǀXUD earthquakes for coastal
remediation and the harbour recovery work. Delaying the coastal plan review
will allow for the review to reflect national direction signalled between now
and 2020, including a National Policy Statement on Natural Hazards, a
proposed National Environmental Standard for Marine Aquaculture, and the
Zero Carbon Act. It also allows our immediate planning priority to be focused
on the Canterbury Water Management Strategy zones, moving back to the
coastal environment plan in 2020. Ongoing work will still continue in the
coastal environment through our work programmes, under the current plan.
Environment Canterbury has proposed to continue to focus on the
development and implementation of a robust fresh water management
planning framework ahead of the coastal plan and thus will not be
promulgating a change to its regional coastal environment plan until 2022. At
this time all Environment Canterbury plans will be reviewed to align with the
direction in the proposed National Planning Standards.

Submission
analysis
Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Mayor
Craig
Rowley

WDC supports ECan's activity proposed for Hazards, Risk and
Waimate District Resilience. We look forward to collaborating, particularly on Emergency
Council
Management and Flood Protection, to help prepare and protect our District
against such hazards and risks

Submission is supportive of HRR portfolio, no response is required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Jenny
WebsterBrown

Waterways
Centre for
Freshwater
Management

Support noted. No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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No comments provided on this point.
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Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

Hazards,
Risk and
Resilience

114

Full Name

Kate
Whyte

Axel
Wilke

Ms
Marilyn
Yurjevich

Company /
Organisation

Whyte K

Submission Summary

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
Applaud Environment Canterbury for increasing the visibility of this focus
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
area under the Hazards, Risk and Resilience Portfolio. However, this is our
freshwater management and biodiversity.
major future hazard and it requires higher priority and more strategic thinking
While Environment Canterbury acknowledges the importance of mitigating
in terms of reducing the future hazard, not just responding with monitoring,
greenhouse gas emissions, under the Resource Management Act, local
mop ups, stopbanks and emergency management in times of trouble. The
authorities are prohibited from considering the effects on climate change of
step change required is for Environment Canterbury to show leadership in:
discharges into air of greenhouse gases.
reducing causes of climate change; supporting the uptake of PT and new
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
technologies that reduce carbon emissions e.g. electric vehicles; protect
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
future development by designing for it and or retreating from at risk areas;
commissioned to support this.
planning for fresh water management in more extreme droughts and rain
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
events; working with Central government to enable Regional and local
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
Councils to take leadership in Climate change, not just mitigate its affects.
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

An additional section be added to the Long-Term Plan that includes a
programme for phasing out carbon emissions from operations plus a
significant reduction in methane emissions from agriculture over the 10-year
term of the Long-Term Plan.
Wilke A
All decisions and actions by Environment Canterbury during the 10 years of
the Long-Term Plan be evaluated in advance as to the reductions
or increases in GHG emissions such decisions and actions could potentially
create

Yurjevich M

Action officer evaluation

Environment Canterbury recognises the importance of climate change. The
proposed new Climate Change Integration programme is one of the many
ways this Long-Term Plan reflects this. Climate change is incorporated into
key work across Environment Canterbury, including natural hazards,
freshwater management and biodiversity.
Under the Resource Management Act, local authorities are prohibited from
considering the effects on climate change of discharges into air of
greenhouse gases.
However, Environment Canterbury is focussed on reducing our
organisational carbon footprint, with new carbon reporting being
commissioned to support this.
Environment Canterbury is open to opportunities to support central
government to deliver New Zealand’s obligations under the Paris Agreement,
and will continue to submit on climate change related proposals.
Our draft Regional Land Transport Plan 2018 prioritised investment to reduce
the environmental impact of transport, including greenhouse gas emissions.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Canterbury’s role in Climate
Conditional
Change, and why the
support
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

Recommend amending the
draft Long-Term Plan narrative
to clarify Environment
Non-support Canterbury’s role in Climate
suggested
Change, and why the
alternative(s)
organisation has a limited
focus on mitigation. No other
change to the Long-Term Plan
is recommended.

In relation to future use of red-zoned land, this is a matter being addressed
under initiatives being led by Regenerate Christchurch, with the involvement
of partners including Environment Canterbury, Christchurch City Council, Te
Submitter supports using the Red Zone as flood protection and a biodiversity 5ǌQDQJDR1JƗL Tahu and the Crown. Environment Canterbury will continue
opportunity.
to work with other local authorities and stakeholders on climate changeNo change to the Long-Term
related issues.
With regards to climate change, while Environment Canterbury is working on The Climate Change Integration Programme aims to provide alignment and Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
this, again this needs more resourcing to better address the various risks that visibility of the work Environment Canterbury is undertaking across all our
portfolios in response to climate change. As such, its budget represents a
climate change poses. Support Environment Canterbury working with other
small part of our overall resourcing of climate change-related matters. The
Authorities and organisations in addressing this overwhelming issue.
proportion of budget used for the Climate Change Integration Programme will
be revisited after year 1 of the Long-Term Plan through the annual plan
process.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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AIR QUALITY
Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary
No mention of air pollution caused by cars, buses and trucks.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZTA and CCC)
No change to the Long-Term
to manage them.
Plan 2018-28 is
Loans issued under the Healthier Homes Canterbury Initiative will include an
recommended.
interest rate that will be applied at the time the loan is issued. The interest rate
will remain in place for the duration of the loan.

Submission
analysis
Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Air Quality

Mr
Nicholas
Abaffy

Abaffy N

Air Quality

Chris
Abbott

Abbott C

Is agricultural burning, unregulated tyre dumps which catch fire and fossil
fuel transport protecting our air quality? Clearly, tyre piles need regulation
and size limits. Performance bonds and large fines are also required.

Air Quality

Miss
Rhiannon
Barr

Barr R

In addition to the proposed Healthier Homes Canterbury initiative, others forms
of financial assistance and leniency are available in order to allow those who
Many people can't afford to replace existing fire places and many are still in need it, extra money or time in order to upgrade to compliant forms of heating.
No change to the Long-Term
useable condition. Notes the repayment options, but considers they may
The Canterbury Air Regional Plan allows some outdoor burning but we do
Plan 2018-28 is
not be financially viable for some. What are businesses, transport, and
encourage alternatives such as composting, mulching, using kerb-side
recommended.
rural areas etc doing to help with air quality?
collection services or visiting a transfer station.
Industry must comply with discharge to air conditions as set out in the
Canterbury Air Regional Plan.

Air Quality

Matthew
Baird

Baird M

Support the ‘Healthier Homes Canterbury’ initiative to help Cantabrians
invest in clean heating and insulation for their homes.

The submitter’s comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Mr
Rhyan
Barr

Barr R

Good job! Get rid of the smelly diesel buses.

The submitter’s comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Peter
Tuffley

While welcoming the proposed provision of home loans to support cleaner
home heating, we question the emphasis on domestic heating as the main
source of atmospheric pollution, and deplore the failure to address the
Beckenham
contribution to pollution from motor vehicles, particularly those operated by
Neighbourhood
commercial transport interests. This emphasis is bound to result in
Association
householders being made to bear an undue burden in combating air
Incorporated
pollution, with an unacceptable attendant risk of people, especially lowincome people, being placed in a position of having to choose between
suffering cold and risking a penalty.

Air Quality

Peter
Binns

Binns P

Air Quality

Mr
Neville
Brenssell

Air Quality

Miss
Holly-Sarai
Brown

115

The home heating/insulation loans are a good idea but are loans interest
free? If not, what is the interest rate?

Discharge to air consents for industry must be issued in line with the rules set
out in the Canterbury Air Regional Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZTA and CCC)
to manage them.
No change to the Long-Term
Home Heating continues to be the major contributor to emissions in
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury. Evidence continues to show this.
In addition to the proposed healthier Homes Canterbury initiative, other forms recommended.
of financial assistance and leniency are available to ensure that those who are
unable to upgrade to compliant forms of heating right now are given extra
funding or time to do so.

Conditional
support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Conditional
support

Regarding air quality in Timaru - current policies will lead to better air
quality eventually without the need for strict deadlines.

The submitter's comments have been noted.

Brenssell N

Christchurch City Council has done a magnificent job cleaning up the air.
Submitter questions how much further can you expect to go - with diesel
engines and other uncontrollable sources of bad air. Time to give the log
burners owners a break. The air is fine.

Air quality is improving in the Canterbury towns and cities we monitor;
however, pollution levels still sometimes exceed national health-based
environmental standards. Breathing particulate matter is harmful to human
health. PM10 and finer particles such as PM2.5 can get deep in our lungs and
cause health issues, particularly for vulnerable members of society like
children, older people and those with respiratory illness. Until Canterbury
airsheds meet National Environment Standard for Air Quality guidelines, there
remains a need to regulate wood burning, which is the major contributor to
Canterbury's air quality problem.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Brown H

Submitter suggests that the council should look at subsidising home
heating for homes/dwellings of a certain age and all state housing and
council owned homes should have sufficient heating especially the older
state homes that are around the Canterbury region.

The Healthier Homes Canterbury scheme is intended to be cost-neutral,
therefore no subsidisation from the rating base has been considered, except
for start-up costs. Upkeep of state housing and council-owned homes is
managed through Government and city and district councils.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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Title
Air Quality

Air Quality

Air Quality

Full Name
Ms
Ashley
Campbell

Sandy
Brinsdon

Ken
Rouse

Company /
Organisation
Campbell A

Canterbury
District Health
Board

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

Submission Summary
Applauds the introduction of Healthier Homes Canterbury, and believe this
will have a significantly positive social and environmental benefit.

Action officer evaluation
The submitters comments have been noted.

The submitters comments relating to the Healthier Homes Canterbury initiative
are noted.
There are two HIA documents. They were done for Timaru and Christchurch.
• Health Impact Assessment: Review of Environment Canterbury’s Air PlanPotential effects of wood burner restrictions
• Health Impact Assessment: Potential effects of wood burner restrictions on
wood burning households in Timaru
The main recommendation from the HIA assessments was for a collaborative
inter-agency approach to develop and deliver supporting measures, such as
targeted heating and insulation subsidies and awareness campaigns.
As a result of that:
1. The CDHB strongly supports the development and funding of the
• Funding was allocated for three years from 2015 for a healthy homes
Voluntary Targeted Rate Scheme as identified in the Long-Term
coordinator. A job description and an agreement with Community Energy
Plan. The CDHB has been pleased to be part of the development
Action (CEA) to host the role were developed, however this did not eventuate
of this scheme and evidence suggests it will work towards
improved health outcomes for families who currently find it difficult (CEA declined). We employed a community relationship coordinator from late
2016 for 12 months who set up some initiatives. This has mainly resulted in an
to outlay the capital costs of installing an adequate clean heating
improved understanding of what is available from different agencies in south
source.
Canterbury. It has not found new funding.
2. The CDHB recommends funding is allocated towards ongoing
•
research into Air Quality Issues for the Canterbury region including; Awareness campaigns are used to promote getting ready for winter and the
1. Implementation of the non-statutory interventions from the importance of keeping warm. Also on how to operate wood burners to burn
smoke-free. We take an approach of working with people to help them find
HIA of the Air Plan
solutions to transition to compliant burners. We have not to date focused on
2. Additional monitoring stations to reflect industrial,
commercial and residential growth e.g. Lyttelton, Rolleston alternative heating options or the importance of insulation in our campaigns.
• In late 2016 we undertook a review of our low income financial assistance
and Rangiora.
and widened the criteria so more of our at-risk population can access it. As the
3. The CDHB recommends additional funding is allocated for
enforcement and compliance officers to ensure industrial operators rules still enable people to use wood to heat their home, assistance is
available for replacement with either a low-emissions wood burner or a heat
in particular are complying with Resource Consents to aid the
pump.
Our funding is available to low income properties and to landlords with
assessment of compliance with offensive/objectionable and
low
income
tenants.
noxious/dangerous discharges to air.
• We have not taken actions regarding renters, for example seeking support
from social housing providers to insulate dwellings and to provide affordable
appliances, such as a heat pump nor on the development of a rental warrant of
fitness programme.
Further action is largely dependent on collaboration with stakeholders,
including the Government, which is in the process of formalising an approach
to the provision of warmer healthier homes.
It is not explicitly clear in the Long-Term Plan consultation document that
funding for compliance relating to non-domestic air quality emissions comes
from the Planning, Consents and Compliance portfolio budget. Incident
response relating to discharge to air breaches is always treated as a priority by
our staff. This could be better articulated in the final Long-Term Plan narrative.
The Healthy homes initiative is a good one and should be actioned.

Staff Advice
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Recommend the draft LongTerm Plan narrative in Air
Quality is amended to reflect
the fact the funding for
compliance for non-domestic
air-quality comes from the
Plans, Consenting and
Compliance budget.

Submission
analysis
Support

Conditional
support

No other change to the LongTerm Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

The submitters comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Incident response (including compliance and education) as it relates to home
heating is funded through the Air Compliance & Enforcement code which
covers the cost of four (home heating officer) FTE's. Non-domestic incident
response is funded through the Planning, Consents and Compliance budget
and any discharge to air complaints are treated as a priority.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Submitter congratulates Environment Canterbury on the improvement in air
quality over the past ten years and acknowledges the regional leadership.

Air Quality

Libby
Elvidge

Christchurch
City Council

Submitter suggests increasing the responsiveness to public concerns, for
example through additional resourcing of the Pollution hotline to improve
turnaround times, through an appropriate level of service.
Submitter suggests looking at the balance of whether it could charge more
or a higher proportion of the costs of enforcing consents to consent holders.
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Title

Air Quality

Full Name

Mr
Lionel
Hume

Air Quality

Ms
Claire
Coveney

Air Quality

Ms
Yvonne
Curtis

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Farmers within buffer zones must obtain resource consent in order to burn
stubble. This includes the requirement to complete a smoke, dust and odour
Submitter recommends that council
management plan. This is also a requirement for the remainder of farms in
airsheds, if the burn will last 3 or more days. Smoke management plans
Combined
x uses a rational, evidence-based approach to rural burning, focused
Canterbury
require farmers to demonstrate that precautions have been taken to control
on achieving desired outcomes, rather than relying on regulation (at
Provinces,
their burn. The intent is to reduce the need for compliance in this space.
increased cost) designed to address public perception
Federated
Support for those who need it is available, including financial assistance and
x continues work to incentivise the use of new and more efficient
Farmers of New
leniency. The proposed Healthier Homes Canterbury initiative is intended to
heating technologies but also works to ensure that this is not at the
Zealand
offer ratepayers the opportunity to borrow money to put towards heating,
expense of individuals’ health and wellbeing over winter
insulation and ventilation and pay this back over 9 years.
Environment Canterbury continues to work with the home heating industry
working group to promote the development of cleaner burning technology.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Coveney C

Building more highways is increasing more trucks and cars on the road. We Evidence shows that the major contributor to emissions in Canterbury is
need alternatives like rail to reduce Co2 emissions, if you can afford to build smoke from woodburners used for home heating. For this reason, Environment
highways then we can afford rail.
Canterbury targets the use of non-compliant woodburners during the winter
No change to the Long-Term
months.
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
recommended.
Stop any business from burning coal, such as Christchurch hospital. Why
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZTA and CCC)
pick on domestic heating when big business gets away with it? Farmers
to manage them.
can burn off rubbish and trees, clear land. That is wasteful and polluting.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Curtis Y

You have focused on domestic fires for too long. It is time to focus on
farmers burning stubble and industry. I want strict regulations that are
enforced. It makes me furious to see fires burning stubble when I cannot
have a fire in my house. No more education. It is time for consequences for
stubble and leave the poor citizens alone.

Evidence continues to show that the majority of emissions in Canterbury come
from household burning. The focus of our winter campaign therefore continues No change to the Long-Term
to be on home heating. The Air Plan requires some crop residue burners to
Plan 2018-28 is
apply for a resource consent if they wish to burn and compliance measures are recommended.
being developed in line with the implementation of this.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

The most significant contributor to emissions in Canterbury is the burning of
wood through home heating and the Canterbury Air Regional Plan rules are
reflective of this. The Plan also contains rules for outdoor burning and for
industrial and trade activities which discharge to air.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Cutting Public Transport routes condemns Cantabrians to breathing
polluted air.

Air Quality

Dirk
De Lu

De Lu Dirk

Is agricultural burning, unregulated tyre dumps which catch fire and fossil
fuel transport protecting our air quality? On too many days one can look out
from the hills and mountains and see large plumes of smoke from
agricultural burning.
Clearly, tyre piles need regulation and size limits. Performance bonds and
large fines are also required.

Air Quality

Ms
Katia
De Lu

De Lu K

I support the ‘Healthier Homes Canterbury’ initiative to help Cantabrians
invest in clean heating and insulation for their homes.

The submitter’s comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Mrs
Julie
Donaldson

Donaldson J

No comments provided.

No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Andrew
Douglas-Clifford
No comments provided.
Douglas-Clifford A

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality
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Mrs
Jolene
Eagar

Eagar J

Non-domestic emissions are not sufficiently covered. While "Buffer zones"
are being considered around some residential areas which will see a 'set
back' for outdoor burning, there is no set back planned for Quarry activities
around residential areas. If we can do it for burn-offs, why not quarrying?

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
Environment Canterburyhas specific responsibilities to manage the discharges
to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively managed
No change to the Long-Term
Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and its Land
and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over time will be Plan 2018-28 is
required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the case of the recommended.
Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable. The
Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be logged
through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Air Quality

Carol
Eggleston

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation
The submitter’s comments have been noted.

Staff Advice
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submission
analysis
Support

Eggleston C

This is one area in which good progress has been made.

Air Quality

E
L

EL

Evidence continues to show that Canterbury's air quality problem is primarily
No change to the Long-Term
Earthquakes have removed most people's chimneys which is a great thing
caused by domestic burning. For this reason, cleaner home heating will
Plan 2018-28 is
for air pollution. Still see rural "burn off" occurring, does this not create air
continue to remain the focus of our winter campaign. The Air Plan also sets out
recommended.
pollution? Be good if air pollution addressed both rural and urban practices.
rules for cleaner outdoor burning.

Air Quality

Mr
Richard
Bruce

EnergySmart

This is a great initiative and will really make it easier for those in most need
The comments have been noted.
to bring their homes up to a healthy standard.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Dave
Evans

Evans D

Support providing financial assistance to home owners for the purchase of
clean air burners.

The submitter’s comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Catherine
Fletcher

Fletcher C

No comments made.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Lindsay
Fraser

Fraser L

Disagree with activity proposed for air quality.

The submitter's comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Air Quality

Paul
Goodman

Goodman P

Have LPG cooking and heating.

Gas cooking and heating are permitted under the Canterbury Air Regional
Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Olivia
Grose

Grose O

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Andrea
Gwynne

Gwynne A

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Submitter hopes that Environment Canterbury will oppose the proposed
Fulton Hogan quarry at Templeton. There are a multitude of reasons to
oppose including air quality which is of paramount concern.

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Air Quality

Mr
Samuel
Hall

Hall S

Air Quality

Mr and Mrs
Michael and
Annette
Hamblett

Hamblett M and
Submitter supports the Healthier Homes Canterbury loan scheme initiative. The submitter's comments have been noted.
A

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Hampton S

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Bev
Henderson

Henderson B

No comment made

No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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Air Quality

Jane & John
Henwood

Henwood J & J

Generally support and affirm all the activities described for this portfolio.
Support the concept and plan for providing financial assistance for those
who cannot afford to upgrade their home heating/insulation. Particularly
support Environment Canterbury’s work on air quality. We have recently
moved to Christchurch noticed that in general the atmosphere in the city is
very dusty and wonder what impact this has on the general respiratory
health of the people. When we have commented we have been told the
sources are the plains and demolition dust.

Air Quality

Chrys
Horn

Horn C

Support the cleaner home heating work that is going on in the Council –
particularly that of helping people make their homes warmer and drier.

The submitter’s comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

As a cropping farmer we must retain the right to burn our stubble and so
reduce the use of insecticides and fungicides and stay viable.

We acknowledge the importance of crop residue burning to arable farmers and
want to provide certainty that you can continue to do it. However, we need to
No change to the Long-Term
improve air quality in the Ashburton/Timaru district. The Canterbury Air
Plan 2018-28 is
Regional Plan sets out ways to do that, including minimising the effects of
recommended.
smoke coming from crop residue burning on the outskirts of Ashburton/Timaru
by requiring a resource consent.

Support

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan sets out ways to do that, including
minimising the effects of smoke coming from crop residue burning on the
outskirts of Ashburton/Timaru by requiring a resource consent.
Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZTA and CCC)
to manage them.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Anonymous

Anonymous

The submitter's comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Anonymous

Anonymous

Congratulations on improving Christchurch air quality. Needs to be control
on rural burn offs and tax introduced on diesel as it is a known pollutant.

Air Quality

Margaret
Lovell-Smith

Lovell-Smith M

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. Support noted.

Air Quality

Mrs
Ann
Manning

Manning A

Submitter doesn't agree that quarries should be allowed close to city i.e.
Templeton as effects air quality and also has other undesirable impacts.

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Air Quality

Joanne
Marsden

Marsden J

No comments provided on this point.

No further action.

Air Quality

Gordon
McCrone

McCrone G

Submitter approves of insulation initiative but raises concerns and
It is acknowledged that remedies for repayment defaults must have a strong
questions about small possibility of abuse where a house owner takes on a
legal basis for the Council to fall back on if a ratepayer defaults.
loan, then sells the house.

McDonald S

Overall the 10yr plan seems to be on top of the problem surrounding our
everyday health and wellbeing. Notes Environment Canterbury blames
wood burners for high readings but transport contributes to air quality
issues. Many Chch owners were concerned with loss of wood burners and
alternative home heating requirements and their cost. Considers wood is
reasonable - however low emission burners use more wood than before how sustainable is our wood supply? Notes a huge increase in commercial
areas e.g. Gibralter Board on Opawa Rd and that air quality and general
living in that area has been noticeably on the decline and asks if
Environment Canterbury places air quality monitors by Factories. Queries
the approach to rural area burn offs and landowners alternatives.

Air Quality

119

Shona
McDonald

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZTA and CCC)
to manage them.
No change to the Long-Term
The Canterbury Air Regional Plan was developed under an extensive
Plan 2018-28 is
consultation process. The community expressed a strong desire to continue to
recommended.
burn wood to keep their homes warm. The Plan aims to balance this request
with the need to ensure we can breathe clean air by requiring that
woodburners meet clean emissions technology standards.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Air Quality

Full Name

E Anne
McDrury

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Consider a package deal to enable landlords to double glaze premillennium dwellings.

The Healthier Homes Canterbury Initiative is intended to provide ratepayers,
including landlords, with a number of options to create warmer, drier homes.
Although double glazing does not feature under this initiative, there may be
opportunities to expand its provision if central Government policies to improve
national air quality are supportive of this.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

McInnes S

Please ensure that monitoring equipment and staff are adequately funded,
and that consequences for not abiding by regulations and conditions is
stringent, else the whole idea is useless.

Monitoring is undertaken in all air sheds as per the requirements set out in the
National Environmental Standard for Air Quality. Localised monitoring and
investigations also take place where permanent monitoring indicates a need or
in response to community concern. Incident response to domestic home
heating is intentionally educative in order to give the community time to adapt.
Incident response to non-domestic emissions is resourced from the
organisation's wider compliance budget and staff aim to respond to all
incidents in a timely manner.

Recommend the draft LongTerm Plan narrative in Air
Quality is amended to reflect
the fact the funding for
compliance for non-domestic
air-quality comes from the
Plans, Consenting and
Compliance budget.

Conditional
support

Cleaner forms of wood burning technology continue to be allowed under the
Canterbury Air Regional Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

McDrury E A

Air Quality

Mrs
Sophie
McInnes

Air Quality

Ms
Ann
McMillan

McMillan A

A range of wood burners/stoves would be an efficient & effective back-up
for any power cuts that could be more prevalent with climate change &
possibly in the future interrupted electrical supplies. What a pity pellet fires
need electricity to be started up.

Air Quality

Gaye
Meffan

Meffan G

Agree we need air quality but also need to keep warm. There is so much
emphasis on woodburners.

No change to the Long-Term
The major contributor to emissions in Canterbury is domestic woodburners and
Plan 2018-28 is
the emphasis on phasing out older style woodburners is reflective of this.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan balances the need for cleaner air with the
community’s desire to continue to burn wood in their homes to keep warm. The
Plan therefore permits the use of cleaner burning technology in homes to
No change to the Long-Term
enable this.
Plan 2018-28 is
Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
recommended.
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZTA and CCC)
to manage them.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Air Quality

Peter William
Moller

Moller P

The NESAQ regulations for PM10 are an historical fallacy. The most
important sources of pollutants with adverse effects on health are the
burning of coal and the exhausts of motor vehicles, especially
diesel. Woodsmoke may be an aesthetic nuisance but domestic
woodsmoke is not a significant danger to health. The Environment
Canterbury regulation demanding ULE burners should be set aside to await
rational review of NESAQ. This would free-up finance which has been
allocated to Air Quality. Its application to public transport may in the longterm do more for the health of our citizens.

Air Quality

Julianne
Munro

Munro J

Healthier Home Initiative looks good to assistance for households to
upgrade.

The submitters comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Monitoring stations are located where air quality is poorest within an air shed
as required under the National Environmental Standard for Air Quality. While
these monitoring stations continue to record exceedance days, we can be
confident that air quality problems remain in that air shed. The Canterbury Air
Regional Plan is reflective of the community's desire to continue to burn wood
but requires that we progress to using cleanest burning technology available.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Air Quality

Anonymous

Anonymous

Air quality issues are poorly researched in Timaru, with only one
monitor. Applaud efforts for cleaner burning, but requiring ultra-low
emission burners is premature.

Air Quality

Adrienne
NicholasRakatau

NicholasRakatau A

You have made it so hard for those that live with no income to keep warm.
To be entitled to a subsidy is humiliating for so many. Before they can
throw a few pieces of wood on fire to keep warm - new proposal stop this.

Evidence continues to show that the majority of Canterbury's emissions come No change to the Long-Term
from household burning. For this reason, cleaner home heating will continue to Plan 2018-28 is
remain the focus of our winter air campaign.
recommended.

Air Quality

Ousey

Ousey

I fully support the plan to offer homeowners loans to change to ultra-low
emissions burners.

The comments are noted.

Air Quality

Mr
Brent
Packman

Packman B

We acknowledge the importance of crop residue burning to arable farmers and
want to provide certainty that you can continue to do it. The Canterbury Air
We have started to make great gains with house hold fire places but we are
Regional Plan sets out ways to do that, including minimising the effects of
No change to the Long-Term
still letting farmers burn off paddocks. Here in Waimate we have had two
smoke coming from crop residue burning on the outskirts of Ashburton/Timaru
Plan 2018-28 is
months of days with smoke covering the township and outlying areas. Soot
by requiring a resource consent. New rules introduced under the Canterbury
recommended.
was falling in town with sum of the fires. There are better ways of putting
Air Regional Plan address outdoor burning across Canterbury including
the stubs back into the ground these days!
requiring that a smoke management plan is completed if the burn will last 3 or
more days or for any crop residue burning.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Air Quality

Mr
John
Palmer

Palmer J

Oppose controls on low emission log burners in Timaru, as respiratory
deaths have increased while PM10 levels have halved. Some of us like
warm natural fire to keep us warm in winter and houses cosy.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

120

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Good air quality remains a work in progress, especially in Timaru, until air shed No change to the Long-Term
levels meet standards required by the National Environmental Standard for Air Plan 2018-28 is
Quality. The Canterbury Air Regional Plan balances the need for cleaner air
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
Support
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with the community’s desire to continue to burn wood in their homes to keep
warm. The Plan therefore permits the use of cleaner burning technology in
homes to enable this. Financial support and other forms of assistance are
available to ensure that nobody needs to go cold because they are unable to
comply with home heating rules.

Air Quality

Mr
Daniel
Parkinson

Parkinson D

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan allows some outdoor burning but we do
encourage alternatives such as composting, mulching, using kerb-side
collection services or visiting a transfer station.
Submitter considers all farm rubbish burn offs should be banned, with rural
We acknowledge the importance of crop residue burning to arable farmers and No change to the Long-Term
rubbish disposal points provided to encourage proper disposals. Vegetation
want to provide certainty that you can continue to do it. However, we need to
Plan 2018-28 is
burn offs should be discouraged, with composting on site encouraged
improve air quality in the Ashburton/Timaru district. The Canterbury Air
recommended.
instead
Regional Plan sets out ways to do that, including minimising the effects of
smoke coming from crop residue burning on the outskirts of Ashburton/Timaru
by requiring a resource consent.

Air Quality

Philip
Pearson

Pearson P

Support the proposed loan scheme for home heating/insulation.

The submitter’s comments have been noted.

Air Quality

Colleen
Philip

Philip C

Submitter supports the loans scheme for home heating/insulation.

The submitter's comments have been noted.

Air Quality

Mrs
Sue
Piercey

Piercey S

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan is reflective of the community’s desire to
continue to burn wood in their homes.
Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels
(including those from transport) which exceed national guidelines and work
No new quarries for shingle should be situated near existing homes if there with those responsible (NZTA and CCC) to manage them.
is any potential for damage to resident's health.
All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
No change to the Long-Term
There is not enough emphasis on the contribution of vehicles to air quality plan. Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
Plan 2018-28 is
in Christchurch.
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and recommended.
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
Think there needs to be education about the role of clothing in keeping
warm. Less heating leads to less pollution and less consumption of energy time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
leading to less carbon emissions.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Air Quality

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Porter J

No comments provided.

Air Quality

Mr
Mike
Quirke

Air Quality

Robert
Rasmussen

Air Quality

121

Ms
Kay
Robertson

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Support

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Quirke M

The winter air campaign includes monitoring of smoky chimneys by a small
In submitter's area in winter, residents burn dirty products (i.e. tyres). While team of home heating officers in clean air zones for several nights during
winter. This is carried out in conjunction with an education campaign and a
it is improving there is a need for closer monitoring of dirty chimneys,
financial assistance programme.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Rasmussen R

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Robertson K

I can see a great improvement in Christchurch. Submitter does take issue
with the current fire emission standards because there is an arbitrary cut-off
for log-burners based on age. Submitter has a log burner that needs
replacing that seems perfectly acceptable. Suggests instead a friendly
inspection programme targeting smoky chimneys and either help people to
upgrade or give advice about properly drying and storing wood.

Winter campaigns already include a smoky chimney response and clean
No change to the Long-Term
burning education. The intent of the Canterbury Air Regional Plan in to phase
Plan 2018-28 is
out older style log burners altogether because they are the major contributor to
recommended.
air pollution in the region.

No further action required.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Mr
David
Rodda

Company /
Organisation

Rodda D

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Submitter requests set back distances of several kms for quarries from
residential areas and constant monitoring of air quality surrounding
quarries. Monitoring that finds dust exiting quarries that doesn't conform
with the resource consent should result in extreme penalties for the
companies involved.

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Air Quality

Mrs
Victoria
Rodda

Rodda V

Quarries should be set back several kms from residential areas and be
constantly monitored for air quality. Dust that doesn't conform with the
resource consent should result in extreme penalties for the companies
involved.

Air Quality

Owen James
Rolton

Rolton O J

Logburner rules on older type log burners should apply to all of CCC rating
area including Lyttelton and harbour bays.

Home heating rules are targeted to clean air zones where air quality breaches
standards prescribed by the National Environmental Standard for Air Quality.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Air Quality

Mrs
Merodie
Rose

Rose M

Submitter supports the Healthier Homes Canterbury initiative to allow
ratepayers to borrow money to upgrade heating/insulation.

The submitter's comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Fraser
Ross

There is an urgent need to improve air quality in some areas, including
Timaru City. Efforts to fairly encourage all users of non-complying heating
to improve to types of approved heating is generally supported.
Ross F
Rural burn-offs remain a significant matter of concern. Ask that much
greater efforts be made to encourage landowners to use other
environmental methods of disposing of crop residues.
x

support the cleaner home heating work that is going on in the
Council
support the Council loans for home heating/insulation upgrades.

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan allows some outdoor burning but
encourages alternatives such as composting, mulching, using kerb-side
collection services or visiting a transfer station. It also acknowledges the
No change to the Long-Term
importance of crop residue burning to arable farmers and aims to provide
Plan 2018-28 is
certainty that they can continue to do it. However, we need to improve air
quality in the Ashburton/Timaru district. The Canterbury Air Regional Plan sets recommended.
out ways to do that, including minimising the effects of smoke coming from
crop residue burning on the outskirts of Ashburton/Timaru by requiring a
resource consent.
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Air Quality

Chrys & Grace
Horn & Taylor

Selwyn Greens

Air Quality

Lesley
Seyb

Seyb L

Agree with the healthier homes Canterbury funding for insulation and clean
The submitter's comments have been noted.
heating.

Air Quality

Dr
Clare
Simpson

Simpson C

Generally agree with the activity proposed for Air Quality.

The submitter's comments have been noted.

Air Quality

Mrs
Robyn
Smith

Smith R

Concern regarding impacts of quarrying on air quality. If we can put a
buffer around burn offs, why not quarries?

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
No change to the Long-Term
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
Plan 2018-28 is
plan.
recommended.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the

122

x

The submitter's comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Support

Support

Support
Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Southworth V

Support the proposal to provide grants for changes to cleaner heating and
increasing insulation that can be paid back over 9 years.

The submitter's comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Dirk
De Lu

Spokes
Canterbury

Cutting Public Transport routes condemns Cantabrians to breathing
polluted air. Is agricultural burning, unregulated tyre dumps which catch fire
and fossil fuel transport protecting our air quality? On too many days one
can look out from the hills and mountains and see large plumes of smoke
from agricultural burning. Clearly, tyre piles need regulation and size limits.
Performance bonds and large fines are also required.

The most significant contributor to emissions in Canterbury is the burning of
wood through home heating and the Canterbury Air Regional Plan rules are
reflective of this. The Plans also contains rules for outdoor burning and for
industrial and trade activities which discharge to air.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Air Quality

Charlotte
StephenBrownie

StephenBrownie C

Submitter agrees with the healthy homes proposal

The submitter's comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Stevenson L

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
I would like to see more funding set aside for this area to ensure
plan.
Environment Canterbury has sufficient resources for monitoring of air
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
quality around various quarries and enforcing any breaches. At present
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
Environment Canterbury’s response to following up breaches of dust (silica) managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
around quarries is they have insufficient resources to be able to monitor & its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
enforce consistently without the public having to be their watchdog time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
however by the time Environment Canterbury investigate the
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
contaminants/issue has passed - the quarries know this and can carry on
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
their operations without any real consequences for any breaches.
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Recommend the draft LongTerm Plan narrative in Air
Quality is amended to reflect
the fact the funding for
compliance for non-domestic
air-quality comes from the
Plans, Consenting and
Compliance budget.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Stockwell S

Please allow clean air approved log burners to be installed in homes which
do not currently have an existing log burner. Burning wood cleanly is
carbon neutral, electricity generation in this country is at least 30% fossil
fuel generated so if people are using electric heating a considerable
proportion of this is going to be fossil fuel powered.

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan permits Ultra Low Emission Burners to be
No change to the Long-Term
installed in homes which have not previously had wood burning as a means of Plan 2018-28 is
home heating.
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Sutherland K

There needs to be stricter rules for farming burn offs. These create large
amounts of pollution visible from any of the mountains surrounding
Christchurch.

The Canterbury Air Regional Plan sets out ways to minimise the effects of
No change to the Long-Term
smoke coming from crop residue burning on the outskirts of Ashburton/Timaru
Plan 2018-28 is
by requiring a resource consent. Rules also apply for outdoor burning across
recommended.
the remainder of Canterbury.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Swale R

We have never heard any convincing empirical data supporting provided on
the effects of air quality on people's health. It is not clear to the general
public that there is any direct correlation between PM10s and respiratory
health conditions. Rather than just implying that there is a problem, specific
information should be easily made available through health board statistics.
Has the significant improvement in air quality in Christchurch shown a
decrease in respiratory conditions over the last 15 years?

The submitters comments have been noted. Work is currently underway in
conjunction with the District Health Board to assess correlations between
respiratory admissions and air quality data and it is intended that messaging
which better explains the links to adverse health effects will be in place this
winter.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Air Quality

Vicky
Southworth

Air Quality

Ms
Lisa
Stevenson

Air Quality

Mr
Samuel
Stockwell

Air Quality

Mr
Kyle
Sutherland

Air Quality

Mrs
Ruth
Swale

x
Air Quality

123

Caroline
Syddall

Syddall C

x

recommend working with central government to ensure low income
households can have warm, dry homes without burning dirty fuel or
using inefficient burners
recommend more publicity to discourage people burning treated
timber

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Environment Canterbury provides leniency and financial assistance measures
to those who are eligible to help them upgrade to cleaner forms of home
No change to the Long-Term
heating. Additionally, the proposed Healthier Homes Canterbury initiative is
Plan 2018-28 is
intended to provide a finance option for ratepayers who require assistance to
recommended.
purchase compliant forms of heating, insulation and ventilation. Environment
Canterbury will seek opportunities to work with central Government to promote

Conditional
support
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Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

warmer, drier, healthier homes as soon as its thinking in this area is
formalised.
Environment Canterbury promotes the supply of dry untreated timber through
its affiliation with Good Wood Merchants. It is acknowledged however, that
suitable firewood can be difficult to access when the community faces wood
shortages during the winter months and we are actively looking at ways to help
address this issue.

Air Quality

Mr
Stephen
Talbot

Talbot S

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
Also, there are an estimated 1500 extra truck movement within a proposed
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and
quarry area and this will also have significant air quality impacts. It is
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
possible to put in place provisions to prevent undue air pollution and health
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the
concerns from commercial activities occurring
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Recommend the draft LongTerm Plan narrative in Air
Quality is amended to reflect
the fact the funding for
compliance for non-domestic
air-quality comes from the
Plans, Consenting and
Compliance budget.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Air Quality

Mr
Stephen
Talbot

Talbot S

All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
While there is action noted for a buffer zone for residential areas for outdoor Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
burning which happens occasionally, however no buffer zones or such
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
protection is afforded to residential areas from commercial operations that managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
that operate five days a week. For example, quarries are an internationally its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
recognised hazard and polluter of air quality to a particle size that is smaller time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the recommended.
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
and therefore more damaging to air and this has been neglected in the
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
long-term plan.
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
that the effects of quarrying are well managed.

Air Quality

Tracey
Tarrant

Tarrant T

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

Mr
Rhys
Taylor

Taylor R

Supports the 'Healthier Homes' targeted rate proposal

The submitter's comments have been noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Air Quality

124

Mrs
Jennifer
Ross

Templeton
Residents'
Association

Submitter is concerned at the lack of time given to non-domestic emissions
under the air quality section of the Long-Term Plan. While cleaner home
heating is important, it is, overall, only used during winter months, whereas
PM10 is being released constantly into the air by quarries throughout the
year. Furthermore, the Long-Term Plan covers burn-offs and the need to
have buffer zone around some residential areas for them, yet Environment
Canterbury has been consenting quarries 50 meters away from people’s
houses. How can burn-offs which only occur occasionally throughout the
year warrant a mention, but the consultation document (and it’s supporting
notes) remain silent on the quarrying issue? Need to address and include
in the Long-Term Plan Environment Canterbury's approval of quarries, and
lack of monitoring thereafter and take better account of the impacts of
quarrying on air quality.

Work relating to non-domestic emissions are funded through the organisation's
wider consents and compliance budget.
All consent applications, including those for quarrying activities, are processed
in accordance with the Resource Management Act and the relevant regional
plan.
Environment Canterbury has specific responsibilities to manage the
No change to the Long-Term
discharges to air, land and water. To ensure that quarries are effectively
managed Environment Canterbury has recently reviewed both its Air Plan and Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
its Land and Water Regional Plan. New quarries and existing quarries over
time will be required to comply with the provisions of those plans, which in the
case of the Air Plan requires the discharge to not be offensive or objectionable.
The Council operates a pollution hotline and individual complaints can be
logged through that forum. In addition, the Council in recognition of the specific
concern of some residents has an enhanced monitoring programme to ensure
Air quality is monitored for PM10, but the health risk for quarries is the finer that the effects of quarrying are well managed.
and more penetrating PM2.5.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Title

Air Quality

Full Name
Mark
Low

Company /
Organisation
Timaru District
Council

Submission Summary
The Council notes ongoing efforts to improve air quality in the Timaru
District, particularly in Timaru. We support the proposed ‘Healthier Homes
Canterbury’ initiative to enable a home heating/insulation loans scheme
and ongoing efforts to improve the monitoring of air quality.
Caroline Bay pool complex uses a wood drip/boiler for its heating - could it
convert to heat pumps/gas electricity for its heat source?

Timaru Yacht
and Power Boat
Club
Submitter suggests investigating a special dispensation for Timaru City log
burner users.

Air Quality

Ivan
Stevenson

Air Quality

James
Vernon

Vernon J

Air Quality

O and D
Wagstaff

Wagstaff O & D No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided on this point.

The Council welcomes the strategic focus on addressing air quality issues,
especially around home heating and supports the introduction of the
'Healthier Homes Canterbury' voluntary loan scheme to assist Rangiora
and Kaiapoi communities.
Air Quality

Mr
Geoff
Meadows

Waimakariri
District Council

The Council still has concerns around the current National Environmental
Standard for Air Quality (NESAQ) being used for particulate matter (PM).
The Council draws attention to the issue of anomalies associated with the
NESAQ for PM10 being based on exceedances rather than on annual
averages.

Air Quality

Mayor
Craig
Rowley

Action officer evaluation

The submitter's comments have been noted.

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Support noted. No comments. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

The submitter's comments relating to the healthier Homes Canterbury initiative
have been noted.
No change to the Long-Term
The Government may provide an opportunity for public consultation on an
Plan 2018-28 is
upcoming review of the National Environmental Standard for Air Quality. At this
recommended.
time Environment Canterbury is bound by the rules contained in the current
Standard.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Supports proposed changes to the Revenue and Financing Policy to
assist homeowners to improve their heating and insulation, but considers
many households will still not be able to afford this scheme, and therefore
other options need to be available as well. Does not agree that rural burnoffs only contribute to poor air quality during the summer months as there
are many longer, slower, often very smoky, vegetation burn-offs at other
times of the year. Spraying of farm effluent also contributes to poor air
quality and can be more of a problem in the winter. Requests recognition of
transport impacts on air quality as well as domestic products e.g. shampoo,
oven cleaner, deodorant and other household products.

In addition to the proposed Healthier Homes Canterbury initiative, others forms
of financial assistance and leniency are available in order to allow those who
need it, extra money or time in order to upgrade to compliant forms of heating.
We acknowledge the importance of crop residue burning to arable farmers and
want to provide certainty that you can continue to do it. However, we need to
No change to the Long-Term
improve air quality in the Ashburton/Timaru district. The Canterbury Air
Plan 2018-28 is
Regional Plan sets out ways to do that, including minimising the effects of
recommended.
smoke coming from crop residue burning on the outskirts of Ashburton/Timaru
by requiring a resource consent.
The Canterbury Air Regional Plan allows some outdoor burning but we do
encourage alternatives such as composting, mulching, using kerb-side
collection services or visiting a transfer station.
Support noted. No comments provided. No further action requested.

Mrs
Sarah
Walters

Air Quality

Waterways
Centre for
Jenny
Webster-Brown Freshwater
Management

No comments provided on this point.

Air Quality

Mr
Ronan
Whyte

Since October 31 2017, resource consents can only be issued for ultra-low
Submitter recommends rejecting building consents on new homes that
emission burners in any home in Canterbury clean air zones.
contain polluting forms of heating, such as wood burning fires and having
Environment Canterbury has a duty to publicly notify emissions levels which
a targeted tax on diesel, along with support for developing infrastructure for
exceed national guidelines and work with those responsible (NZTA and CCC)
electric vehicles, to help reduce air pollution.
to manage them.

125

Submission
analysis

No comments provided. No further action.

Air Quality

Whyte R

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Coal fired boilers are not a significant contributor to air pollution in Canterbury.
The Ministry of Education provides schools with funding for maintaining and
No change to the Long-Term
replacing heating systems.
Plan 2018-28 is
The requirement to upgrade older and expiring wood burners is specified
recommended.
under the Canterbury Air Regional Plan. To allow older style log burners to
remain in use in Timaru would not contribute to an improvement in air quality in
this air shed.

WDC supports the proposed provision of home heating/insulation loans for
Waimate District those households who cannot afford the cost of heating source upgrades in
The submitter's comments have been noted.
Council
one go. We believe these loans are a positive step in working to achieve air
quality targets throughout Canterbury in an affordable way for the region.

Walters S

Staff Advice

Conditional
support

Support

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support
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Air Quality

126

Full Name

Ms
Marilyn
Yurjevich

Company /
Organisation

Yurjevich M

Submission Summary

There should be some funding set aside for non-domestic emissions. An
increase in rates, or rural rates, would enable gains to be made here.

Action officer evaluation

Funding for work relating to non-domestic emissions is provided through the
budgets for consents and compliance.

Staff Advice
Recommend the draft LongTerm Plan narrative in Air
Quality is amended to reflect
the fact the funding for
compliance for non-domestic
air-quality comes from the
Plans, Consenting and
Compliance budget.

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Full Name

Company /
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Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Sophie
Allen

Allen S

Submitter supports the proposed rates rise of 4.5% and considers it could
rise up to 5% to fund the initiatives proposed in this submission. Supports
the proposed level of debt borrowing.

Submitter supports the rates increase and the level of debt.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Graeme
Bamley

Bamley G

No comments provided.

No further action required.

Non-support No change is recommended to
no alternative
the 2018-28 Long Term Plan.
suggested

Any change to a rating area or funding policy requires consultation with the
affected ratepayers under Section 82 of the Local Government Act. A
targeted consultation would be required with ratepayers in the Banks
Peninsula Ecological Area in order to establish this as a rating district. There
is an allocation of $50K in 2018/19 in the Long-Term Plan in order to
establish the most appropriate strategy and funding policy to take this work
forward.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Maree
Burnett

Banks
Peninsula
Conservation
Trust

We seek that ECan commits to a significant funding allocation from year
two onwards in the Long-Term Plan, comprised of a general rate allocation
(50%) and a targeted rate (50%).
See submission for further detail.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Mrs
Merav
Benaia

Benaia M

This rate funds the provision of safety advice and communication costs which
are applicable to any individual who boards any type of vessel, or who is in
the vicinity of coastal or inland waterways. This cost is not applicable only to No change to the 2018-28
Disagrees to the proposal to add the Recreational Boating Safety work to
Long-Term Plan is
the UAGC currently charged. This added cost should be charged to owners boat owners and cannot therefore legitimately be included in mooring fees
recommended.
which would be the only user pays funding mechanism available. This was
of recreational boats.
previously general rate funded, which relates to the capital value of property,
however the UAGC is considered to be more appropriate.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Ken
Rouse

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

No comments made.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Libby
Elvidge

Christchurch
City Council

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Robert
Clark

Clark R

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Mr
Lionel
Hume

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Ms
Yvonne
Curtis

Revenue
and

Mr
David
Diggs

127

Support for Healthier Homes Canterbury. Request to collaborate on the
delivery of the service.

No comments provided on this point.
Submitter appreciates the small decrease in total operating expenditure
budgeted for the 2018/19 year compared with 2017/18 (-0.85%) and the
relatively modest increases projected for the following 9 years of the LongTerm Plan.

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Conditional
support

No further action required.

No change is recommended to
Support
the 2018-28 Long Term Plan.

Support for Healthier Homes Canterbury. Request to collaborate on the
delivery of the service.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

The most appropriate inflationary index is the Local Government Combined
Index rate, forecast at 2% for 2018/19. Matching this rate is the medium-term
No change to the 2018-28
goal, as per our financial strategy.
Long-Term Plan is
Expenditure is not increasing in the Long-Term Plan, the increase in rates is
recommended.
due to rates revenue now being required to fund services; reserves have
been used in prior years, however they are now below policy level.

Conditional
support

Curtis Y

Submitter wants an alternative and additional taxation system to just rates
- an environmental tax which is collected from users and polluters. Also
wants a levy on Tourists to pay for the infrastructure they use.

An additional taxation system and a levy on Tourists are beyond the remit of
Environment Canterbury. Costs are recovered from consent holders and
penalties from polluters wherever and whenever possible within the existing
legislation. No further follow up action is requested.

Conditional
support

Diggs D

Increases planned are greater than double the CPI. 4.5% for 3 years is
13.5% increase when projected inflation by the reserve bank is less than
half that. Environment Canterbury must not increase their costs at 2 time

No change to the 2018-28
Reserves have been used in previous years which is why the 2018/19 level
Long-Term Plan is
is proportionately higher. Reserves are already being used in the Long-Term
recommended.

Combined
Canterbury
Provinces,
Federated
Farmers of New Submitter asks that council constrains expenditure below the rate of
inflation, because any form of rate or user charge (to fund that expenditure)
Zealand
will impact on rate payers and ultimately the regional and national
economies.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Financing
Policy

the inflation rate. Use more of the reserves, that have been built up for
tough times.

Plan and will fall below current policy levels in order to minimise the impact
on ratepayers. No further use of reserves is possible.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Anonymous

Endorse the initiative for ratepayers to borrow funds to
have heating/insulation upgrades etc; a great idea, as long as the
accumulated debt doesn't cause any financial problems and additional
expense to Council.

Support for Healthier Homes provided that debt stays within policy

Submitter objects to the use of UAGC as a rating mechanism as it
disproportionately affects ratepayers with lower value properties. This point
No change to the 2018-28
was considered by Council in deciding to change the funding for Recreational Long-Term Plan is
Boating Safety, and UAGC was considered the most appropriate because it recommended.
is not related to property value.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the 2018-28
Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not
Long-Term Plan is
raise any specific points or propose any alternative.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No particular points raised, submitter indicates disagreement with the
proposed rates increase. Response required with details of:
1. Management salaries and number of people
2. Domestic and international airfare
3. Internal expenditure on staff morning teas and farewells and
entertainment.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Anonymous

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Dave
Evans

Evans D

I oppose the expansion in the scope of the Uniform Annual General Charge
(UAGC) as it disproportionately affects ratepayers with lower value
properties. I don't see why Recreational Boating Safety work costs should
be added to the UAGC and it appears that this iniquitous charge is being
incrementally increased with no justification.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Catherine
Fletcher

Fletcher C

Rates have to be kept to a reasonable level as fixed incomes and those on
minimum wage.
4.5% increase is totally unacceptable. Please advise the amount you pay
to:

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Anonymous

Anonymous

x
x
x

Management salaries and number of people
Domestic and international airfare
Internal expenditure on staff morning teas and farewells and
entertainment

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Paul
Goodman

Goodman P

Submitter provided negative feedback on the consultation document delivery
date, format (public relations spin) content and sample properties. The
This initial document was delivered 7-10 working days late of the perceived minimum content of the consultation document is prescribed by the Local
No change to the 2018-28
consultation period 20 working days. The presentation format shows public Government Act and Councils are strongly encouraged to minimise the
Long-Term Plan is
content to focus on the key messages. Audit NZ's review confirmed that the
relations spin. Very little dollar amounts. Based on average residences
recommended.
document meets LGA requirements.
rateable value 15m 1m plus life style blocks.
Communications have been informed about the late delivery and will follow
up with NZ Post.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Olivia
Grose

Grose O

No comments

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Andrea
Gwynne

Gwynne A

No comments made.

No further action required.

No change to the 2018-28
Long Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Pest control rates - Start the intended program to include the Port Hills.
Hampton S

No change to the 2018-28
Submitter supports the proposed pest control programme for 2019/20 for the
Long-Term Plan is
Port Hills and supports the use of UAGC.
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Bev
Henderson

Henderson B

No comments made.

Submitter indicates disagreement with the revenue and financing policy.
Submitter does not raise any specific points or propose any alternative.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Henwood J & J

Do not support the expansion in the scope of the Uniform Annual General
Charge (UAGC) as it disproportionally affects ratepayers with lower value
properties. There is no reason why Recreational Boating safety work should
be added to the UAGC, it appears that this iniquitous charge is
being incrementally increased with no justification.

Submitter disagrees with the use of UAGC, describing it as iniquitous i.e.
grossly unfair and morally wrong. The UAGC is a contentious basis for a
rate, but it is used by Council when it is considered that property value has
no bearing whatsoever on the services received.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

128

Jane & John
Henwood

Supports the Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC).

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Title

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Full Name

Mr
Frank
Hill

Anonymous

Anonymous

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Submits that rates should decrease for CHCH ratepayers his year by an
average of $27, referring to CWMS costs. Requests CWMS costs are
identified as targeted and user pay rates, not general rates. Requests no
further ratepayer funded water infrastructure projects until CWMS
environmental targets are achieved. Increase compliance and enforcement
spending. Opposes Mayoral forum funding while they advocate
for dictatorships in Canterbury.

Rates for individuals will depend upon individual property values, however in
general, rates within Christchurch City should decrease slightly in 2018/19,
due to the growth in the rating base outside of the city.
No change to the 2018-28
The change to the CWMS rate was recommended in order to clarify the basis
Long-Term Plan is
of the rate, which matches the general rate exactly in both calculation basis
recommended.
and geographical area.
Rates revenue cannot be classified as User pays, most user pays revenue is
bus fares, followed by consent processing and monitoring fees.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Anonymous

There should be more targeted rates and less general rates.

The change to general rate for Freshwater management does not change
who pays for the activity - it was a functional targeted rate over the entire
region. There is essentially very little change to the distribution of the rates
liability.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Anonymous

Submitter would like ‘polluters’, presumably consent holders, to pay more
towards the cost of monitoring and compliance. There are activities which
Environment Canterbury is required by legislation to deliver, these are
Need to diversify the rating take so that the cost does not continue to come primarily funded by general rates. Environment Canterbury does recover
monitoring and compliance costs as much as it is able within the current
to the ratepayers while the polluters avoid the true cost of clean up and
legislation, and where the exacerbator can be proven. User pays revenue
doing business. I would like more explanation as to what the fresh water
covers 47% of the cost of planning, consenting and compliance.
management work's "targeted rate" will be used for.
From 2018/19 Freshwater Management will be funded by general rates
($29M), the only targeted rate is $16K for Environmental Infrastructure work
in Ashburton and Selwyn Waihora.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Staff are confirming the
purposes and terms of the
endowment land, and the
legalities of retiring parts of the
endowment land, before
making recommendations.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Hill F

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Jim
McCartney

McCartney J

Submission relates to the endowment land (Ahuriri Reserves) in the Halswell
District which currently provides lease income to supplement rates. There is
a long-term restoration plan for the whole site (Ahuriri Reserves) – approved
Submitter refers to the Halswell River Drainage District. States that in order by the Te Waihora Co-Governance Group (where Environment Canterbury is
to satisfy the statutory purpose of the land, since the restoration is for
a partner) – that would retire much of the leased land and turn it into a
“public good” they propose that any reduction in lease income through
wetland. To progress one component of this plan, there is a project funded
retirement of land for restoration purposes be offset by an equivalent
by Environment Canterbury and the Ministry for the Environment (the
increase in general rate income to the Halswell River Drainage
Whakaora Te Ahuriri project) that will develop a constructed wetland on
District. Requests that this is provided for by Environment Canterbury.
approx. 10ha of site over the next three years. The submission is requesting
an increase in the general rate contribution in the Halswell River Drainage
District equivalent to the lease income, so that the targeted rate does not
increase disproportionately.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Joanne
Marsden

Marsden J

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

E Anne
McDrury

McDrury E A

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Clark
McLeod

McLeod C

Submitter disagrees with some principles outlined in the Revenue and
Financing Policy. Wants funding for coordinated pest control of pigeons
in urban Ashburton.

This is outside the scope of Environment Canterbury's role.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

McNeill S

Environment Canterbury’s current and future long-term plan continues past
plans where Christchurch subsidises the province without clear and
transparent benefits from the subsidy. Environment Canterbury’s webbased rates information package indicates the percentages of rates paid
per property for general rates and targeted rates for each general delivery
portfolio. What the system fails to indicate is precisely where in the province
the rates are spent, and the individual projects delivered. Christchurch rates
are used across the province. In order to understand where costs
are incurred and in order to allow informed community feedback,
Environment Canterbury needs to provide costs associated with individual

Submitter would like to see a greater level of accuracy in the expenditure
budget with the precise location of all expenditure identified. There is a high
systems and administration cost involved in tracking our expenditure
geographically, Environment Canterbury has to balance this cost against the
No change to the 2018-28
benefit to ratepayers. We are investigating options for reporting expenditure
Long-Term Plan is
geographically, and will progress this where it is apparent that the benefit
recommended.
outweighs the cost. We currently exceed the Local Government Act
requirement which is for information to be provided at Group of Activity
(Portfolio) level. Our expenditure budget information is openly available at
two levels lower, at Programme level in the Long-Term Plan and then broken

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

129

Steve
McNeill

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

activities. Environment Canterbury’s compounding rate increases result in a
rate take 15% higher than inflation at the end of the 10-year period. The
reasons for rates higher than inflation over the 10-year period are not
adequately explained in the draft 2018-28 Long term plan. Did
Councillors look to reduce rates by reducing the excessive costs associated
with the Freshwater Portfolio, Passenger Transport, Hazards, and
Leadership portfolios in particular? Environment Canterbury operates with
a rates differential based on the timing of property revaluations new property valuations applied in Waimate District from 01 July 2016;
Christchurch City from 01 August 2016, and Hurunui District from 01
September 2016. 15. Why do Waimate and Hurunui farming ratepayers
currently pay proportionally less than Christchurch ratepayers for the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy when the valuation dates are only
1 month different from the Christchurch revaluations? Does this apparent
anomaly continue into the proposed funding strategy for the Freshwater
portfolio in the 2018-28 Long Term Plan, and if so, why? Refer to
submission for more rates commentary.

down further to Project level via the new rates tool on our website.
The compound increase in rates is 38.9% over the ten-year period, the
compound rate for the Local Government Combined Index (LGCI) is 26%, a
difference of 12.9% (CPI is not an appropriate comparator as it does not
include salary costs). All of the variance is in the early years of the plan, the
long-term goal, as per our financial strategy, is to match the LGCI. However,
it is likely that variations will occur as forecast rates cannot anticipate one-off
expenditure e.g. river infrastructure works, and responses to events, e.g.
rates are higher in the first four years in order to replenish the Civil Defence
reserve after the North Canterbury Earthquake.
The timing of property revaluations is factored into the rates calculation by
way of the equalisation process as outlined in our Rating Funding Impact
Statement on Page 133-134 of the Long-Term Plan, this is standard practice
for all regional councils, Quotable Value provide the equalisation factors by
which property values are adjusted.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Julianne
Munro

Munro J

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Adrienne
NicholasRakatau

NicholasRakatau A

No comments provided. Submitter will speak to this at hearing.

No comments provided. To be updated following hearing.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Frances
Wall

North
Canterbury
Branch Royal
Forest & Bird
Society

Support the proposals for funding pest management. Generally support
rating approach for Freshwater Management. However we are concerned
there is no detail on the rural/urban split in the $31.2m funding for this
Support for Pest Management funding. Freshwater Management comments
portfolio. Why has this not been detailed? Funding for this activity should be
evaluated in point 2339.
directed to the agricultural and commercial sectors which have the greatest
responsibility and the largest consumption by far, and not to residential
users of freshwater.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Any change to a rating area or funding policy requires consultation with the
affected ratepayers under Section 82 of the Local Government Act. A
targeted consultation would be required with ratepayers in the Banks
Peninsula Ecological Area in order to establish this as a rating district. There
is an allocation of $50K in 2018/19 in the Long-Term Plan in order to
establish the most appropriate strategy and funding policy to take this work
forward.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Paihere
Geopark

Pest control rates - start the intended program of Banks Peninsula to
include the Port Hills. Use various platforms to engage and educate public
and visitors on the target, how they can be involved, or make a
difference. A Banks Peninsula Geopark can be a vital tool in engaging and
communicating on pest control.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Mrs
Sue
Piercey

Piercey S

Supports the initiative enabling a ratepayer to borrow the funds to complete
Submitter supports the Health Homes programme.
home/heating upgrades and make repayments via their rates bill.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Porter J

4.5% rates increase for fixed income rate payers will be tough - but
probably a necessary evil - if you didn't produce such lavish consultation
documents - A4 size is easier to handle.

Submitter supports the rates increase however believes the consultation
No change to the 2018-28
document to be uneconomical due to the size. The paper stock was selected
Long-Term Plan is
in order to minimise the weight (as this determines the cost of delivery) whilst
recommended.
maximising readability.

Support

Submitter expresses general dissatisfaction with services and objects to the
rates increase. No specific financial points raised or follow up action
requested.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Joy
Priest

Priest J

No rates increases, focus on basics and stop wasting money on dreams
and staff obsessions e.g. statues and cycleways. Time to see the rating
income as fixed like many people's income is. Rates increases are not
there so the council and Environment Canterbury can mismanage their
budget by not focusing on base services.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Mr
Mike
Quirke

Quirke M

Council intends to have a consultation on revenue and financing policy. It is
No particular points raised, submitter acknowledges consultation without
prudent aspirations are to maximise the return on investments, minimise
indicating support or non-support, general tone is supportive however.
risk, hold reserves and keep rates affordable.
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and
Financing
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Robert
Rasmussen

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy
Revenue
and
Financing
Policy
Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Rasmussen R

The present policy seems to still favour the pre-earthquake model. News
flash we need to revisit the policy from scratch.

Submitter indicates disagreement with the revenue and financing policy.
Submitter does not raise any specific points or propose any alternative other
than it reflects the pre-earthquake model and needs to be revisited from
scratch.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Ms
Kay
Robertson

Robertson K

Don't have a problem with rates increases, however would suggest that
Environment Canterbury and LGNZ lobby the government tax working
group for land taxes and water use charges.

Submitter has no issue with rates increases for services, however would like
to see Environment Canterbury lobbying government in order to increase
funding to support public transport.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Mrs
Ruth
Swale

Swale R

Whenever shortfalls arise in the cost of services, always seek outcreative
solutions, e.g. mini-buses on Timaru routes, rather than cutting services or
restricting who is eligible to use them at certain times.

No particular points raised on the revenue and financing policy. Submitter
advocates creative solutions e.g. mini-buses on Timaru routes.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Syddall C

Support for changes to the Revenue and Financing policy, in addition
submitter would like Environment Canterbury to encourage central
Generally agrees. In addition, Environment Canterbury needs to strongly
encourage central government to contribute to projects that require a major government funding for projects which require long-term sustained funding.
This is in line with our Financial Strategy and long-term goals e.g. pursuit of
shift in behaviour and long term sustained funding.
funding for Te Waihora.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Caroline
Syddall

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Mr
AG
Talbot

Talbot A G

Submitter disagrees with a rates increase in excess of inflation.
Submitter supports the change to revenue policy for pest management.
General support for the change to general rates for Freshwater Management
but would like clarity over the amount contributed by rural ratepayers,
furthermore would like to see differentiation in rating based upon end use of
Oppose rates rise in excess of inflation. Rate hikes result i decline in
property i.e. no charge for residential water users.
No change to the 2018-28
standard of living. Support funding for pest management. Generally support
As the outcomes for Freshwater Management are of benefit to all individuals
Long-Term Plan is
rating approach for freshwater management, no detail of rural/urban split in
in the region, the most appropriate rating mechanism is a general rate. Most
recommended.
$31.2m funding of this portfolio. Funding for this activity should be levied on
Freshwater Management activities are delivered on a region wide basis, not
commercial and agricultural sectors, and not on residential water users.
targeted to specific geographical areas, and not of benefit to only some
individuals, or groups of individuals. User pays funding is contributed by
those individuals who cause additional costs (the exacerbator pays principle)
e.g. consent holders who pay the cost of consent processing, monitoring and
compliance.

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Tracey
Tarrant

Tarrant T

Putting up bus fares is not the answer.

Comments noted and addressed under Public Transport.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Submitter generally agrees with the Revenue and Financing Policy however disagrees with Navigation and Recreational Boating safety rates
being levied as UAGC - believes this cost should be user pays funded.

This rate funds the provision of safety advice and communication costs which
are applicable to any individual who boards any type of vessel, or who is in
the vicinity of coastal or inland waterways. This cost is not applicable only to No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
boat owners and cannot therefore legitimately be included in mooring fees
recommended.
which would be the only user pays funding mechanism available. This was
previously general rate funded, which relates to the capital value of property,
however UAGC is considered to be more appropriate.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Mrs
Anne
Thornley

Thornley A

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

Ivan
Stevenson

Timaru Yacht
and Power Boat No comments provided on this point.
Club

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

James
Vernon

Vernon J

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

O and D
Wagstaff

Wagstaff O & D No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments and further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support
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Mayor
Craig
Rowley

Waimate District
No comments provided.
Council

Jenny
Webster-Brown

Waterways
Centre for
Freshwater
Management

There is no mention of, or budget for, enforcement (e.g., of consent
conditions). Given that councils are frequently criticised for failing to enforce
their rules and regulations - some indication of effort in this regard would be
useful. Would like to see a greater proportion of spending targeting
environmental quality.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

No further action required.

No change to the 2018-28
Long Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Submitter supports the Revenue and Financing policy, however would like
the budget for consent monitoring and enforcement to be visible in the plan.
In the interests of transparency, all expenditure budgets are visible in the
new rates tool used for the first time in 2018/19.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Submitter supports the rates increase and the level of debt.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Submitter supports
Revenue
and
Financing
Policy

x
Miss
Sophie
Allen

Working Waters
Trust

x

the proposed rates rises of 4.5% for the next few years. To fund
initiatives proposed in this submission, rates could be increased
slightly, with a cap at 5%
both the proposed level of debt borrowing as it is below the
quantified limit of 175% of total rates revenue, and the reduction in
expected level of debt by 2027/28.

Submitter disagrees with the rating system, believes it should be means
tested. View noted is not related to Environment Canterbury's
No change to the 2018-28
responsibilities, as it is a matter for central government.
Long-Term Plan is
Submitter disagrees with funding pools and red zone land which are not
recommended.
Environment Canterbury's responsibilities, these are matters for Christchurch
City Council.

Rates

Ms
Geraldine
Allan

Allan G

Submitter disagrees with increasing the rates. It is hard enough to pay them
now, cut back on fancy plans. Change the rating system you pay according
to your income. Submitter refers to stop wasting pools, decisions on what to
do with the red zone.

Rates

Miss
Rhiannon
Barr

Barr R

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Graeme
Bamley

Bamley G

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Mr
Rhyan
Barr

Barr R

We can't afford it, freeze for 3 years. User pays big ticket items like sport
stadiums and halls, I'll pay a toll to use a swimming pool or watch the
rugby.

Submitter refers to sports stadiums, halls and pools which are not
No change to the 2018-28
Environment Canterbury's responsibilities, these are matters for Christchurch Long-Term Plan is
City Council.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Mrs
Merav
Benaia

Benaia M

No comments provided.

No comments provided. Support noted.

Rates

Mr
Cameron
Bradley

Bradley C

Submitter would prefer an increase in rates to help boost the attractiveness Submitter would prefer a rate increase rather than a reduction in the public
of the Public Transport system.
transport services. Comments also in public transport.

Rates

Mr
Neville
Brenssell

Brenssell N

Submitter gives reasons why agrees with rates increase and refers to
Christchurch City Council activity.

Comments are noted, no
Points noted are not related to Environment Canterbury's responsibilities, is a
change to the 2018-28 Longmatter for Christchurch City Council.
Term Plan is recommended.

Rates

Ken
Rouse

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

No comments made.

No further action required.

Rates

Mr
James
Clark

Clark J

I completely disagree with any rate rises above the inflation rate.
Environment Canterbury needs to review its priorities and budgets in order
that it can function with smaller rates increases.

Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not No change to the 2018-28
raise any specific points or propose any alternative other than a review of
Long-Term Plan is
priorities and budgets.
recommended

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Robert
Clark

Clark R

This organisation needs to look at itself and cut out some of the
unnecessary wastage of money and featherbedding.

Submitter does not raise any specific points, does not support the rates
increase, encourages reducing wastage and a review of staffing. The
submitter refers to featherbedding, which is the practice of hiring more
workers than are actually required, or putting in place inefficient work

Non-support no alternative
suggested

132

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Support
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Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

processes in order to make work. The organisation undertakes reviews of
staffing on a regular basis to ensure that it is fit for purpose.
Rates

Mr
Michael
Cope

Rates

Miss
Victoria
Ding

Cope M

We already pay high rates for what we have in return for our money improve efficiency in construction and services rather than increasing the
rates.

Submitter refers to efficiency in construction and services, this is more
No change to the 2018-28
applicable to Christchurch City Council.
Long-Term Plan is
Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not
recommended.
raise any specific points or propose any alternative.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Ding V

Submitter indicates disagreement with the proposed rates increase.

No change to the 2018-28
Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not
Long-Term Plan is
raise any specific points or propose any alternative.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Submitter refers to road works which are not Environment Canterbury's
responsibility, these are matters for Christchurch City Council.
Submitter also refers to an increase in quarrying, and objects to paying for
associated increased road, water and air management costs. Consent
holders pay for the monitoring activity related to their consent via user pays
charges.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Mrs
Jolene
Eagar

Eagar J

Disagree with increase as I don't think the rate payers money is spent in a
responsible and accountable way. Better project management and more
accountability where our money is spent should give us a better return on
our 'investment'. Also, not keen to pay more for the maintenance needed
on our roads due to increase heavy vehicle traffic - the businesses making
the profit should pay. Increased Quarry activity will mean more money is
needed for roads, water and air management. I do not agree with an
increase in rates to pay for those activities.

Rates

Scott
Esser

Esser S

Submitter agrees with the proposed rates increase.

No change to the 2018-28
No particular points raised, submitter indicates agreement with the proposed
Long-Term Plan is
rates increase.
recommended.

Support

Rates

Scott
Esser

Esser S

Low rates. Higher rates needed to pay for increased service and a large
public transit and cycleway infrastructure layout.

Submitter would be agreeable to a higher rates increase in order to improve
public transport. Cycleways are also mentioned which is not Environment
Canterbury's responsibility, is a matter for Christchurch City Council.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Catherine
Fletcher

Fletcher C

No comments provided.

No further action required.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Anonymous

Anonymous

4.5% is totally unacceptable. This should be below the inflation rate.

No particular points raised, submitter indicates disagreement with the
proposed rates increase.

Comments are noted, no
change to the 2018-28 LongTerm Plan is recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Rates

Paul
Goodman

Goodman P

Submitter criticises the personnel disclosures in the annual report, would like
to see cost and number of employees by function for the period 2016-2018.
Your annual report financials were not shown. The number of employees in
The minimum requirement and format of the annual report is prescribed by
total during the periods 2017, 2017, 2018 nor section / focus of staff defined
No change to the 2018-28
the Local Government Act and Accounting Standards, Audit NZ confirm via
by area of senior management middle management?? benefits worst
Long-Term Plan is
the annual audit that the Annual Report is compliant with legislation. Council
scale. (refer to submission) Rates have increased and the Council needs
recommended.
could increase the content of the annual report if they consider that there
to stop its cost-plus mentality.
would be benefit to the public which would justify the additional cost of
preparation.

Rates

Mr
Barrie
Greene

Greene B

The rates increases are not affordable or acceptable.

No particular points raised, submitter indicates disagreement with the
proposed rates increase.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Elaine
Griffin

Griffin E

Submitter strongly opposed the absolute unfairness of sticking only
ratepayers with the responsibility of funding projects in which the entire
community benefits. Submitter is an 82 year old woman on a small
overseas benefit and can barely cover expenses as it is and urges
reconsideration of the income base.

Submitter disagrees with the rating system whereby property owners bear
the cost of services provided to the entire community. Views noted are not
related to Environment Canterbury's responsibilities, is a matter for central
Government.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Olivia
Grose

Grose O

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Non-support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Andrea
Gwynne

Gwynne A

No comments made.

No further action required

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support
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Staff Advice

Rates

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Hampton S

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action.

Rates

Bev
Henderson

Henderson B

No comments made.

No change to the 2018-28
Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not
Long-Term Plan is
raise any specific points or propose any alternative.
recommended.

Rates

Jane & John
Henwood

Henwood J & J

Submitter fully accepts the proposed increase in rates to fund the required
work of Environment Canterbury and restore the reserves.

Submitter supports the rates increase.

Rates

Cheryl
Hogarth

Hogarth C

Too much spend on town hall and cathedral cost growing. Ratepayers will
foot the bill.

Submitter disagrees with funding town halls and cathedral which are not
No change to the 2018-28
Environment Canterbury's responsibilities, these are matters for Christchurch Long-Term Plan is
City Council.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Anonymous

As an arable farmer with no freshwater, air quality and pest issues we are
paying very high rates just because our land value has increased
dramatically recently. Rate will be over $4000 for very little service in our
area.

Submitter disagrees with fundamental basis of rates being calculated based
on property value. View noted is not related to Environment Canterbury's
responsibilities, is a matter for central Government.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Livermore B

Objected to the percentage that rates are proposed to increase by. Is on a
fixed income. Believes that the Long-Term Plan process needs to be peer
reviewed by an outside organisation.

The submitter is on a fixed income and therefore objects to the increase in
rates. The submitter believes that the Long-Term Plan process should be
No change to the 2018-28
peer reviewed by an outside organisation, this would appear to describe the Long-Term Plan is
audit of the Long-Term Plan which is carried out by Audit NZ on behalf of the recommended.
Auditor-General. No specific points raised on activity.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Submitter has no specific points to address regarding the rates increase,
No change to the 2018-28
related to PT. Expenditure is not increasing in the Long-Term Plan, the
Long-Term Plan is
increase in rates is due to rates revenue now being required as reserves are
recommended.
below policy level.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Anonymous

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submission
analysis

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support
Non-support no alternative
suggested
Support

Rates

Barry
Livermore

Rates

Jill
Macdonald

MacDonald J

Submitter is not happy with the increase in rates due to the cutting of bus
route 107 and 108. Comments made in public transport options.

Rates

Serena
Mackay

MacKay S

Only when it broken down 3/4 of the year. Much easier to pay than charged No particular points raised, submitter indicates agreement with the proposed
one big lump sum every 12 months.
rates increase.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Joanne
Marsden

Marsden J

It is expensive enough. Please make it cheaper.

Submitter has no specific points to address. Expenditure is not increasing in
the Long-Term Plan, the increase in rates is due to rates revenue now being
required as reserves are below policy level.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

E Anne
McDrury

McDrury E A

No comments.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Miss
Nina
McLeod

McLeod N

No comments provided.

No comments provided. No further action.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

McMillan A

Rates shouldn't be increased too much & budgets are supposed to
balance. To keep within stated limits with rate increases of 4.5% or less as
planned. It is important to have good accounting methods to achieve the
wide ranging goals that are required today & in the future. So that all the
measuring & monitoring can be productive giving reliable results to add to
the whole picture along with all the other data collected.

Submitter supports the rates increase in order to achieve organisational
goals.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Submitter refers to cycleways, coastal walkway and the rebuild which are not Comments are noted, no
Environment Canterbury's responsibilities, these are matters for Christchurch change to the 2018-28 LongCity Council.
Term Plan is recommended.

Rates

Ms
Ann
McMillan

Rates

Gaye
Meffan

Meffan G

Object to money being wasted on cycleways, coastal walkway and the
delay in the rebuild.

Rates

Julianne
Munro

Munro J

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No further action requested.

No change to the Long- Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Adrienne
NicholasRakatau

NicholasRakatau A

No comments provided.

No comments provided. Non-support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

134

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Rates

Full Name

Anonymous

Philip
Paterson

Company /
Organisation
Anonymous

Paterson P

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

The council must find a less stressful way to gather funds. Increases are
No change to the Long-Term
Points noted are not related to Environment Canterbury's responsibilities, is a
never-ending and cause stress to Christchurch citizens especially those on
Plan 2018-28 is
matter for Christchurch City Council.
fixed incomes. Submitter refers to CCC increase and roadworks.
recommended.
Submitter alarmed at proposed plan on rates for in the Lincoln Urban area
and the increase from $271.07 (2017/2018) to $338.00 (proposed
2018/2019) on page 18. An increase of $66.93 or 24.69%. This is an
alarming rise in rates and there has been little commentary about it thus far.
Submitter has been informed by Environment Canterbury that the majority
of the increase relates to a shift in the allocation of costs relating to
Passenger Transport. Whilst submitter supports having a bus service from
Lincoln into Christchurch he does not see the service in Lincoln compares
with the service available to people living in Christchurch.

The increase in rates is due to a change in cost allocations within Greater
Christchurch boundaries. This allocation is based on portion of users who
use the service and the kilometres that the bus routes undertake within each
boundary.

Submission
analysis
Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Submitter believes the service should be on a “User pays” basis and if there
are uneconomic routes then alternative solutions should be investigated or
services terminated.
Rates

Mr
Mark
Belton

Permanent
Forests NZ

Proposed increases are unjustifiable given Environment Canterbury is
falling short on delivery in critical areas, and increasing its spend on areas
of marginal importance. Rates increases should be delayed until
Environment Canterbury performance is improved.

Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not No change to the 2018-28
raise any specific points or propose any alternative. Criticism of performance Long-Term Plan is
‘in critical areas’, no specifics.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Porter J

Any smaller amount would be more acceptable.

No change to the 2018-28
Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not
Long-Term Plan is
raise any specific points or propose any alternative.
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Ben
Curry

Rangitata
Diversion Race
Management
Limited

General support for the change to a region wide rate for the implementation Submission is concerned with the rates allocation. Environment Canterbury
uses capital value as the calculation basis for the general rate, and most
of the CWMS
targeted rates. The submitter is questioning whether land value is more
appropriate. Capital value was recommended by the Local Government
The submitter questions if the appropriate balance has been reached with Rates Inquiry 2007 (Shand Report) and is used by most councils as the
regard to the allocation of funding within the Draft Long-Term Plan. The
primary rates calculation basis. A rates review would be required if Council
submitter seeks that the Council consider if the method of funding proposed were considering a change to the calculation basis for the general rate, this
is correct and evenly balanced, particularly with regard to infrastructure
process is undertaken if a council believes that the rates mechanism is
providers that generally contain limited land areas but high capital values.
fundamentally flawed.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Rates

Robert
Rasmussen

Rasmussen R

Growth costs.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Robinson G

The proposed increase is too high when compared to the cost of living.
People's wages/incomes are not increasing at a rate of 4.5%, thus it would
be unfair to burden them with such a high increase. Environment
Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase. Submitter does not No change to the 2018-28
Canterbury needs to either scale back on their proposed workload, or find
raise any specific points or propose any alternative other than reducing
Long-Term Plan is
cheaper ways of doing things. The average citizen would understand if
services delivered or finding efficiencies.
recommended.
Environment Canterbury did less with a smaller budget, as they have to
make their money stretch to cover their expenses. Here is a chance to lead
by example.

Rolton O J

Submitter advocates no rates increase and cuts in internal costs, also
believes that ratepayers in areas which are not covered by bus routes
should pay less rates.

Ross F

Regarding pest control rates, funding needs to come from both landowners
Submitter supports the change in funding policy for biosecurity to 50%
and general rates so generally support sharing of the costs between
general and 50% targeted rate, provided that the general rate component
landowners and rate payers. Provided the rate payer's contribution does
does not exceed 50%.
not exceed any more than 50% of the overall pest control costs.

Rates

Mr
Graham
Robinson

Rates

Owen James
Rolton

Rates

Fraser
Ross

135

Submitter supports the rates in order to support growth.

Submitter would like no rates increase, this would require a reduction in
expenditure of $4.3M, a reduction of this magnitude could not be made
without a reduction in the levels of service.
Public Transport rates are applied only to areas in which a bus service or a
vehicle trust service is available.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Conditional
support
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

The change to general rate for Freshwater management does not change
Does not like the general rate for water charging (versus the targeted rate). who pays for the activity - it was a functional targeted rate over the entire
region. There is no change in the distribution of the rates liability, it is a
It should be a targeted rate.
change in categorisation, not substance.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Sim & Lew S. K. We depend on our pensions, any increase in rates will eat into our food
&R
expenses.

Submitter indicates disagreement with the rates increase as they are on a
fixed income. Submitter does not raise any specific points or propose any
alternative.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Disagrees with increasing rates. We support stronger penalties for
infringements and the income used to improve monitoring and enforcement.
Snoyink J and R We are opposed to externalising the costs of water pollution through rates.
The polluter should pay and income derived from penalties put to cleaning
up polluted waterways and drinking water supplies.

Submitter supports stronger penalties for infringements. Environment
Canterbury does recover processing and compliance costs as much as it is
able within the current legislation, this user pays revenue covers 47% of the
cost of planning, consenting and compliance.
Environment Canterbury takes court action when possible, but very few
cases reach this point, revenue from court fines is relatively minimal, with an
average of $100K pa over the last five years.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

CPI is not an appropriate comparison for Local Government costs as it does
not include salary costs. The most appropriate inflationary index is the Local
Government Combined Index rate, forecast at 2% for 2018/19. Matching this No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
rate is the medium-term goal, as per our financial strategy.
Expenditure is not increasing in the Long-Term Plan, the increase in rates is recommended.
due to rates revenue now being required to fund services; reserves have
been used in prior years, however they are now below policy level.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

Lesley
Shand

Shand L

Rates

S. K. and
Rebecca
Sim and Lew
Mr and Mrs
Jules and
Rosalie
Snoyink

Rates

Submission Summary

Rates

Mr
Brent
Soper

Soper B

The rates increase should match CPI.

Rates

Mrs
Ruth
Swale

Swale R

As stated previously, look for creative, outside-the-square options to reduce No particular points raised, submitter indicates disagreement with the
costs.
proposed rates increase and advocates creative outside-the-square options.

Rates

Caroline
Syddall

Syddall C

Support the introduction of a home insulation loan scheme and the pest
Submitter supports the proposed pest control programme for 2019/20 for the No change to the 2018-28
control rates proposals, particularly extending the Banks Peninsula targeted Port Hills and supports the Healthier Homes programme. Submitter does not Long-Term Plan is
rate to include the Port Hills.
indicate whether the rates increase is considered acceptable.
recommended.

Rates

Ivan
Stevenson

Timaru Yacht
and Power Boat No comments provided on this point.
Club

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Jenny
Townsend

Townsend J

Who will benefit most? A 4% hike is too much.

No particular points raised, submitter indicates disagreement with the
proposed rates increase.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rates

James
Vernon

Vernon J

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Volker N

Continued rates increase above inflation are unsustainable for a large
majority of the rate payers. Rate payers on average have not received
salary or other income increases equivalent to the proposed rates
increases. If the current services provided by ECan cannot be sustained
with the existing budget (corrected for inflation), service levels must be
adjusted to remain within budget.

Submitter has no specific points to address regarding the rates increase.
Expenditure is not increasing in the Long-Term Plan, the increase in rates is
due to rates revenue now being required as reserves are below policy level.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Rate increase must be no more than the rate of inflation which is less than
4%. This can be achieved if senior management took a 10% wage cut.

Senior Management is not defined by the submitter, however as per the
Annual Report 2016/17 the personnel cost for the entire organisation was
$43.4M, $1.6M for the Executive Leadership Team and $1.2M for
Councillors.
Rates would need to reduce by $2.4M for the rates increase to match the
Local Government Combined Index rate of 2% (CPI is not appropriate for
Local Government costs as it does not include salary costs). $2.4M is 5.5%
of the personnel cost of the entire organisation.
Expenditure is not increasing in the Long-Term Plan, the increase in rates is
due to rates revenue now being required to fund services as reserves are
below policy level.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Rates

Rates

136

Dr
Volker
Nock

O and D
Wagstaff

Wagstaff O & D

Support
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Rates

Mayor
Craig
Rowley

Waimate District
No comments provided.
Council

No further action required.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Jenny
Webster-Brown

Waterways
Centre for
Freshwater
Management

No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments to address.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Rates

Ms
Michaella
Watts

Watts M

No points raised, submitter indicates agreement with the proposed rates
increase.

No evaluation required.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Support

Rates

E
Wells

Wells E

We are already paying huge rates. They have gone up sharply after the
earthquakes. It’s a struggle to pay them sometimes now.

Submitter objects to ‘huge’ rates, mentions sharp increases after the
earthquakes. The average increase over the last 7 years is 3.7%. There has
been no sharp increase after the earthquakes.

No change to the 2018-28
Long-Term Plan is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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TRANSPORT AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPTIONS
Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Abaffy N

Comments on mode options available in South Island and refers to
Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the No change to the Long-Term
advocation of a freight mode shift from road to rail. It would not be difficult to opportunity for freight mode shift. This work is at Request For Proposal stage Plan 2018-28 is
include a few passenger cars on a freight train or ship.
and the initial focus is on determining the opportunity for mode shift.
recommended.

Abbott C

None of the suggested options for Public Transport are acceptable. Both
CCC and Environment Canterbury need to lead and fund a step-change for
public transport. Environment Canterbury needs to increase the PT targeted
rate. Environment Canterbury must retain the six routes proposed for
cancellation and increase rates for the next two years to pay for it.
Environment Canterbury needs to lobby central government to cancel the
Fare Box recovery requirement and to provide funding. Please develop and
implement the new Regional Public Transport Plan to support robust PT in
Canterbury until more permanent solutions are agreed upon.
Of concern is the proposed re-routing of the Orbiter.
Developing PT integrated with cycling can support both.

Submitter does not agree with any of the suggested options. Submission
involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public Transport Plan
review process.
Rerouting of the Orbiter is not an issue canvassed in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council..

Abbott C

The Land Use Recovery Plan, LURP, is a good example of legislation
Environment Canterbury will need to overcome. Environment Canterbury’s
stated focus ‘on enabling integrated transport planning and investment
including a freight mode shift from road to rail and shipping; network
resilience; and improving visitor journeys.’ is supported. Implementation of
the recommendations made in this submission support this effort.
Encouraging bicycle freight for local deliveries is also a worthy
recommendation. Further development of HGV road based freight
infrastructure is not supported.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. Freight delivered by foot or bike is not
currently being considered in this work. However, draft Regional Land
Transport Plan includes an objective on improving levels of access in an
environmentally sustainable way by increasing the attractiveness of public
transport, walking and cycling, so there is greater use of these modes. For
walking and cycling the focus is on safety, amenity, convenience,
connectivity, and being able to take a direct route.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Atkinson S

Submitter recommends a number of detailed options to avoid the proposed
route cuts: these involve the Yellow Line and routes 135, 28, 107, 108, 115,
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
118, 119, 50, 130, 120, 145, 51, 43 and 44 - refer to submission. Submitter
considers a small fare increase of 5 to 10c per Metrocard use is fines.

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Don
Development Babe

Babe D

ECan's goal of a multi modal transport system is often stated but is not
particularly evident in the spending priorities. ECan has shown no
leadership in the extension of the catchment for buses by adding cycle
parking at bus terminals away from the city centre so the first and last
kilometre of trips can be made by cycles. It is generally accepted that
people will walk 500m to a bus stop or cycle 3kms. This sixfold increase in
the radius of the catchment.
ECan also has a role to play in coordinating council projects at the
boundaries between councils. ECan needs to encourage local councils by
offering support in terms of the soft expenditure required for things like
behaviour change and cycle education in schools and for adults.

Provision of cycle infrastructure at bus stops is the responsibility of local road
controlling authorities. Environment Canterbury is liaising with local councils
on this type of infrastructure and cycle parking has recently been added on
No change to the Long-Term
the routes in Kaiapoi and Rangiora. We will continue to encourage our
Plan 2018-28 is
partner agencies in this respect.
recommended.
Environment Canterbury is also working with partner agencies in Greater
Christchurch to fund and support behaviour change projects of the type the
submitter refers to.

Transport
Matthew
and Urban
Baird
Development

Baird M

Support freight mode shift from road to rail and shipping as part of the
Regional Transport programme, as this shift will reduce our transportrelated carbon emissions

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Transport
Miss
and Urban
Olivia
Development Baker

Baker O

Submitter supports freight mode shift from road to rail and shipping as part
of the Regional Transport programme, as it will reduce transport-related
carbon emissions.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Submitters comment is noted. No action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Title

Full Name

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Nicholas
Development Abaffy

Transport
Chris
and Urban
Abbott
Development

Transport
Chris
and Urban
Abbott
Development

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Simon
Development Atkinson

Transport
Graeme
and Urban
Bamley
Development

138

Bamley G

Submitter has commented "status quo".

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis
Conditional
support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

DRAFT REPORT FOR COUNCIL DELIBERATION– 16/05/18
Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Barber G

Cycling infrastructure is the responsibility of road controlling authorities, and
Needs to be a diversion of funding from cycling to buses. In winter, will a
this is therefore outside the scope of Environment Canterbury's Long-Term
No change to the Long-Term
low cost well designed bus service be better utilised by consumers than the Plan. Note that the National Land Transport Fund administered by NZTA has Plan 2018-28 is
cycleways.
separate funding classes for bus services and infrastructure, and cycleway
recommended.
funding.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Bateman C

The increasing of levies to fund these services is unavoidable, therefore the
submitter is impartial to which of the three options is taken
however, the options will not solve the underlying issues contributing to the Comments noted. No specific action requested,
financial situation. The submitter gives examples of the inconvenience of
public transport in Christchurch.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Ms
Transport
Lisa
and Urban
Development Beardsley

Beardsley L

Submitter thinks that railcar services from Rolleston and Rangiora should
be trialled, with government support. Cycleways should be required to be
built in all new subdivisions to link to existing cycleways. Our public
transport should be future-proofed for a world with far less private car
ownership. This means that we should invest in NZ-built electric buses and
return to commuter passenger rail services. We should stop investing in
petrol or diesel buses as they will be obsolete soon.
In the immediate future, bus lanes on the motorway or a system for bus
priority on the motorway should be set up. Single occupancy cars driving
into outer Christchurch via the northern and southern motorways should
have to pay a small daily fee for this privilege. This could be handled via
the same process as in Singapore, which has been used for
decades. Single occupancy cars on the 20 busiest streets in inner
Christchurch should also have to pay for this privilege. We should follow
the practice of many cities around the world to discourage single occupancy
car use, starting now.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Transport
Peter
and Urban
Tuffley
Development

We strongly echo Mayor Dalziel’s concern about the proposal to scrap six
Beckenham
bus routes – a proposal concealed from the general public by not being
Neighbourhood
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
included in the summary document put out for public consultation – and the
association
suggested.
impact this proposal will have, if implemented, on many thousands of
Incorporated
residents. Unify PT under one authority (CCC)

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
no alternative
routes. Staff have prepared
suggested
an alternative option for
Council.

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Merav
Development Benaia

Benaia M

Title

Full Name

Mr
Transport
Gary
and Urban
Development Barber

Transport
Dr
and Urban
Christopher
Development Bateman

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Melanie
Development Betts

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Stephen
Development Beuzenberg

Transport
Sebastian
and Urban
Boyle
Development

139

Action officer evaluation

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

No comments.

No comments provided and no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Betts M

Oppose discontinuation of 535. If route is unsustainable, consider
extending route 28 to Lyttelton.

Submission specifically references the 535 route change.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
and potential alternatives using other routes in the area. Changes as
suggested in submission to services including extensions will have some
cost implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Beuzenberg S

No evidence of integrated services set out in the Long-Term Plan. Should
relinquish transport to city and district councils. Environment Canterbury
has not done much for me as an ebike user to shelter me or protect me
from vehicle commuters or their toxic exhausts. Light rail could be used on
existing rails.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Boyle S

The 145 (Westmorland) may not currently carry enough passengers to
justify its continued existence. But there is no other bus service within a
comfortable walking distance of the suburb of Westmorland, a denselypopulated, still-growing suburb.
Without the 145, the nearest bus stop (Orbiter at Hoon Hay/Cashmere Rds)
will be 2.6km away from the streets at the top of Westmorland. NZTA’s
“Guidelines for public transport infrastructure and facilities: Consultation

Submission specifically references the 145 route change
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan,
including route design and service frequency. Changes as suggested in
submission to services including extensions will have some cost implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Support

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

DRAFT REPORT FOR COUNCIL DELIBERATION– 16/05/18
Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

draft” states that bus users are generally comfortable walking only 400m
maximum to reach a bus stop [p25].
Removal of a bus service to this area will not meet the aim of improving
“social connectedness and wellbeing in communities” or enabling “social
cohesion, connecting businesses and connecting people”.
I propose that:
x the service travel to Westmorland less frequently AND/OR
x the route servicing Westmorland changes.
Refer to submission.
Bradley F

Submitter strongly supports the proposed freight mode shift from road to rail
Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
and shipping as part of the Regional Transport programme, noting this was
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of
a very positive outcome from the .DLNǀXUD earthquake, and one which will
environmental impact of freight transport.
significantly reduce our region's transport-related carbon emissions.

Transport
Cherryl
and Urban
Brown
Development

Brown C

The key objectives to restore the financial position of the network and
execute the new Regional Public Transport Plan places an undue emphasis
on the financial aspects of the urban bus system. There will always be
some routes which will need to be subsidised more than others to provide a
good system. Discontinuing routes and increasing fares is likely to
discourage people from using the bus system resulting in further financial
losses. Small increases in rates and fares may be necessary. Submission
includes benefits for public transport and types of potential bus users.
Submitter suggests
x look carefully at where schools, retirement complexes, business
complexes and major health providers are in relation to bus routes
and the location of bus stops
x continuous shuttle from the bus exchange to the hospital entrance
would be of value to many people
x challenge the planning team to use the bus system exclusively for a
week or more and then try travelling with a friend or relative who
users a walker or wheel chair on a number of their journeys

Location of important facilities is a key component of planning public
transport routes.
Several hundred bus services leave the bus exchange daily travelling directly
to/from the hospital via Tuam and St Asaph streets. The journey takes
approximately 2 minutes and would be covered as part of the free transfer
fare system should a passenger travel into the city on any metro service. A
No change to the Long-Term
shuttle to the hospital from the exchange would therefore already be covered
Plan 2018-28 is
by this existing service provision.
recommended.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage. A 2.5%
fare increase is recommended.
The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for consultation
later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for direct input from
stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Nick
Development Stoneman

Bus Go
Canterbury

No comments.

Comments addressed in public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Transport
Sandy
and Urban
Brinsdon
Development

Canterbury
District Health
Board

Comments provided in Public Transport section

Comments addressed in Public Transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Transport
Ken
and Urban
Rouse
Development

Cashmere
Stream Care
group

The Regional Land Transport Plan covers all councils in the Canterbury
Generally agrees although is not entirely convinced that this important
region (except for the Waitaki District Council which is included in the Otago
No change to the Long-Term
social and economic element of the regional plan should remain with
Support
Regional Land Transport Plan), not just Christchurch City Council. There is
Plan 2018-28 is recommended
Environment Canterbury. It may be more practical to have this managed by
no ability to transfer this function to another council under the Land Transport
CCC.
Management Act 2003.

Transport
Mr
and Urban
BJ
Development Clark

CCS Disability
Action

Summarised under public transport.

Transport
Francesca
and Urban
Bradley
Development

140

Comments addressed in public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Title

Full Name

Transport
Libby
and Urban
Elvidge
Development

Company /
Organisation

Christchurch
City Council

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

The submitter recommends:
x a greater priority is placed on the role of urban transport, especially
the improvement of public transport in Greater Christchurch
x the wider importance of public transport is considered, and ensure
the key objectives reflect the social, economic and environmental
aspects of the transport system for the community
x the public transport levels of service include a new measure for
carbon emissions
x additional financial options (or increase utilisation approaches) are
investigated while the transition to the new public transport network
occurs over the next two years and therefore that the six bus routes
are not removed at this juncture
x another option is considered to allow for the continued service of
the six routes and maintain the Total Mobility subsidy in the short
term
x updating the public transport level of service measure 2.5.3 to
reflect the agreed targets currently being developed through the
draft Regional Public Transport Plan

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
The Regional Land Transport Plan includes public transport proposals.
However, the appropriate forum for considering operational questions around
public transport in Greater Christchurch is the Greater Christchurch Public
Joint Committee on Public Transport.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
No change to the Long-Term
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Plan 2018-28 is
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
recommended.
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public. This
will include discussion on the wider role of public transport, the financial
model for public transport funding and the range of service levels and
measures.

Submission
analysis

Conditional
support

Submitter supports work on the Regional Land Transport Plan and suggests
this conversation be extended to include public transport funding and
procurement policy.
Transport
Robert
and Urban
Clark
Development

Clark R

No comments provided on this point.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Alan
Development Clelland

Clelland A

Submitter opposes loss of the Westmorland to Eastgate bus service,
particular in the winter months, when wet and when carrying sports gear, as
this is a vital service for their children (who usually bike) to get to and from
school. This service influenced their home location choice and its loss
will result in more cars on the congested streets of
Christchurch. Understands economic issues but recommends exploring
options for modifying it such as: running a morning and afternoon service
for children and commuters; changing the route to cater to residents wishing
to commute to the city centre; extending some of the Blue Line services to
Westmorland.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change, including route
design and service frequency. Changes to services as suggested in the
submission will have some cost and operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Mr
Transport
Lionel
and Urban
Development Hume

The submitter recommends that this area of activity continues to be funded
largely from targeted rates, grants and user pays and that council
Combined
Canterbury
x advocates strongly to central government for an increase in the
financial assistance rate for roading to 90%
Provinces,
Federated
x through its leadership of the Regional Transport Committee, strives
Farmers of New
to ensure that important transport infrastructure projects proceed in
Zealand
the face of different emphases on roading and transport by the new
government.

It is important that the most effective and efficient solution to transport issues
is adopted, regardless of mode. Environment Canterbury is committed to the
Mayoral Forum's vision of integrated transport planning across modes (air,
No change to the Long-Term
rail, shipping and road transport) that enables the efficient movement of
Plan 2018-28 is
people and freight into, out of and within the Canterbury region, and
recommended.
improves social connectedness and wellbeing, supports regional visitor
strategies and improves road safety.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Transport
David and Julie Commons D &
and Urban
Commons
J
Development

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
All transport routes need reviewing as some routes run frequently with not a Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
lot of patron use.
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Transport
Briar
and Urban
Cook
Development

The submitter supports PT and has used the bus (as does their daughter
weekly) and is surprised that the PT section (p14 Consultation Booklet)
does not address any of the core issues at all and considers that without
repair it will continue to only cater only for those that have no other transport
choice. Considers patronage will not return to pre-quake levels. Submitter
provides reasons for this including that: bus travel even at daughter's youth
rates is comparable to car cost but is considerably longer (1 hr vs 12
minutes); buses do not synchronise their schedules at New Brighton, often

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Cook B

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport Plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
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Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Non-support no alternative
suggested

requiring a lengthy wait for a transfer and if before daylight and after dark
this feels unsafe; buses are noisy; there is ill mannered behaviour and
bullying; buses are dirty and smell bad. Submitter considers it is virtually
impossible to live well in CHCH without a car. Environment Canterbury
proposal offers nothing but financial increases and the PT system will
therefore continue to only cater for visitors and those who cannot afford a
car.
Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Marie
Development Cooke

Mr
Transport
Michael
and Urban
Development Cope

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Claire
Development Coveney

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Claire
Development Coveney

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Martin
Development Crawford

Transport
Jim
and Urban
Crook
Development

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Juliette
Development Dawson
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Cooke M

No comments. Disagrees with plan.

No comments and no further action suggested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Cope M

(these comments are in addition to those provided under public transport )
Submitter lives is Cass bay and uses the 535 to travel to and from work to
Christchurch central every day (also via the 28). They will struggle to do
this is the 535 is cancelled. Understand that the bus runs hourly at the
moment and sometimes is empty so as an alternative propose to run it in
the morning and in the evening only to take people to work/school and back
home from work and schools.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route change including route
design and service frequency. Changes to services as suggested in the
submission will have some cost and operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Coveney C

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts Transport and urban development
investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
Rail, bus...mini buses off peak and low usage areas. get rid of the big
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
buses. They are polluting the city and are seldom full.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
Target cycleways near schools to encourage children to bike more to
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
school...Too many parents driving children to school across town. Cut down
and investment is needed now and the future.
speed of cars around sensitive areas like rivers, schools, rest homes,
Speed limits are the responsibility of the NZ Transport Agency and road
wetlands.
controlling authorities, and are therefore outside the scope of Environment
Canterbury's Long-Term Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative (s)

Coveney C

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts Greater commitment to rail linking areas like Rangiora and Rolleston. More investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
focus on encouraging biking to school through cycleways and protecting
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
pedestrians. Include disability access in planning.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Crawford M

Cancellation of the 145 bus route from Westmorland to Eastgate is not a
good idea. It may not be profitable, but a vast number of families and
children need it to get to school, especially on wet days or when carrying
large musical instruments.
Some of the roads from Westmorland to ChCh South Intermediate are a
challenge for 11-13 year old and some parents don't allow their children to
bike because of (justified) safety concerns.
Could shorten the route so it doesn't go past the centre of town.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative (s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Crook J

To facilitate sustainable development of a local transport service for the
longer term, submitter makes suggestions for a people commuter rail link
between Rangiora and Rolleston via Christchurch using the existing rail and
integrating this with the bus service. Meet the cost by ceasing expenditure
on planned four lane highways and bridge widening. Reduce the level of
carbon emissions, improve road safety and assist in greater distributions
and take up by populations like Rangiora and Rolleston.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Dawson J

Opposes loss of the 107 and 108 buses as leaves community with no buses Submission specifically references the 107/108 route change.
nearby (closest is over 2 km away) and the elderly and school children are Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
disadvantaged.
suggested.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
no alternative
routes. Staff have prepared
suggested
an alternative option for
Council.
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Transport
Pat
and Urban
Dean
Development

Transport
Roelien
and Urban
de Jong
Development

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Dean P

There are many elderly people in this area (Woolston) who would miss bus
if it was gone as they don't drive. Would also like a bus outside Streamside
Court.

Location mentioned in the submission is closest to core (Purple) line. No
changes are suggested for the Purple Line which is a core, high frequency
route.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

de Jong R

None of the suggested options regarding the cutting of 6 bus routes is
acceptable.
PT should be integrated with cycling, offering cyclists the option of doing
part of their commute
by bus. Allowing bikes on the buses, instead of only to bikes on the front of
buses would greatly enhance the cycling experience. Providing safe cycling
lanes and a cycle way network will actively encourage more commuting by
bike, thus working towards sustainable transport solutions.
The postponement of Heathcote-City cycleway is of great concern as it
affects the Port Hills suburbs as well as Sumner/Redcliffs. It should be
reconsidered and prioritised.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan
All vehicles on Environment Canterbury services have external bike racks
fitted and available for use on a first-come basis.
No change to the Long-Term
Carriage of bicycles inside buses is a safety issue. Current policy is that, like
Plan 2018-28 is
all luggage, cycles can be carried if they can be safely stowed in the luggage
recommended.
area. This restricts cycle carriage in-bus to fold-up cycles.
Cycleway issues are outside the scope of this plan as they are the
responsibility of the Christchurch City Council.

Environment Canterbury’s stated focus ‘on enabling integrated transport
planning and investment including a freight mode shift from road to rail and
shipping; network resilience; and improving visitor journeys.’ is supported.
Implementation of the recommendations made in this submission support
this effort. Encouraging and supporting bicycle freight for local deliveries
can lead to reduced congestion in urban areas. Further development of
HGV road based freight infrastructure is not supported.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Didham T

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
Support, with climate change impacts, environmental benefits, and reducing
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of
emissions at the top of the priority list.
environmental impact of freight transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Draper N

Submitter opposes loss of 145 Westmorland service as their children use it
for school daily, Westmorland is growing and considers the route needs
amending as nobody in Westmorland wants to go to Eastgate. Requests
Environment Canterbury consider more inventive options than dropping the
6 lowest bus routes, queries if Environment Canterbury has done any
analysis other than reviewing historical fares and suggests adjusting routes
to enable less frequent coverage would be a better option.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Drysdall J

Submitter notes all the "choices" for the bus routes lead to closure suggesting Environment Canterbury is not open to much
consultation. Suggests a fourth option for the 535 route - extend the route
to Governors Bay, increasing its catchment considerably, and adjust the
route slightly to go via The Tannery, adding a useful destination. Many
elderly customers rely on the route for shopping. Making buses harder and
more unpleasant to use won't increase bus use and all of the changes in
recent years only make bus usage a less viable option, with customers
forced to make more transfers at unsheltered stops in all weathers.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Transport
Dirk
and Urban
De Lu
Development

De Lu Dirk

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Katia
Development De Lu

De Lu K

I support freight mode shift from road to rail and shipping as part of the
Regional Transport programme, as this shift will reduce our transportrelated carbon emissions.

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Tanya
Development Didham

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Nicholas
Development Draper

Ms
Transport
Josephine
and Urban
Development Drysdall
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Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. Freight delivered by foot or bike is not
currently being considered in this work. However, the draft Regional Land
Transport Plan includes an objective on improving levels of access in an
environmentally sustainable way by increasing the attractiveness of public
transport, walking and cycling, so there is greater use of these modes. For
walking and cycling the focus is on safety, amenity, convenience,
connectivity, and being able to take a direct route.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

The Land Use Recovery Plan, LURP, is a good example of legislation
Environment Canterbury will need to overcome. The increase in greenfield
development pushes out urban boundaries burdening ratepayers with the
expense of costly infrastructure which unfairly benefits developers.
Whatever savings new home buyers will hope for are quickly lost to
increased transport costs, rates and loss of free time. Transport costs of
roading, increased pollution and reduced resilience as fuel must be
imported along with vehicles and parts are not a benefit

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with our strategic partners
(through the Greater Christchurch Partnership) during this Long-Term Plan to
integrate land use, transport and hazards planning into the identification of
land for housing and business growth. The Partnership recently commenced
a review of the settlement planning approach outlined in the Urban
Development Strategy and included in key resource management documents
(including the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS)). A full review
of Chapter 6 of the CRPS is also scheduled to be notified in 2022. Public
consultation will inform both review processes.
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Transport
Amy
and Urban
Hartnell
Development

Transport
Carol
and Urban
Eggleston
Development

Transport
Nikki
and Urban
Elliot
Development

Transport
S
and Urban
Espiner
Development

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Earthquake
Disability
Leadership
Group

Submission
analysis

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

The EDLG is concerned that of the six measures outlined in the public
transport portfolio, only one measure is being given priority in the LongTerm plan – which is 2.5.4 financial viability. The EDLG advocates for a
larger rates increase as opposed to a fare increase. EDLG also do not
support the changes to the Total Mobility scheme.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission appears to conditionally support option 2 in the public transport
proposals.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and discontinuing six
suggested
routes. Staff have prepared
alternative(s)
an alternative option for
Council.

Eggleston C

Hub model- fail. Why not use smaller, more flexible bus. Environment
Canterbury chairs the regional committee, doesn't that offer greater
opportunity for resolution of the ongoing fiasco.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Non-support No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
suggested
Plan 2018-28 is recommended
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
alternative(s)
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Elliot N

Agree we need to support freight transport in and out of the region - but I do
feel it is a shame we're so reliant on trucks. I'm aware the .DLNǀXUD quakes Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
have not helped the train transport woes - but I would like ECan to consider opportunity for freight mode shift.
more options for trains for freight and public transport.

Espiner S

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Submitter would like to see more public consultation of bus routes as well
as other transport options such as light rail (and cycle ways). (The bus
comments are captured under public transport submission point)

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for recommended.
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
Comments also addressed in public transport.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Transport
Scott
and Urban
Esser
Development

Esser S

More emphasis should be put on light and passenger rail.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

Transport
Dave
and Urban
Evans
Development

Evans D

Support and encourage investment in a freight mode-shift from road to rail
and shipping as a means to reduce transport carbon emissions as well as
reduce the pressure on our roads.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of
environmental impact of freight transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Cycling infrastructure is the responsibility of road controlling authorities.
However, the draft Regional Land Transport Plan includes an objective on
improving levels of access in an environmentally sustainable way by
increasing the attractiveness of public transport, walking and cycling, so
there is greater use of these modes. For walking and cycling the focus is on
safety, amenity, convenience, connectivity, and being able to take a direct
route.
Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of
environmental impact of freight transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

x
Transport
Ants
and Urban
Field
Development

Field A

x

Please continue to increase funding for cycling infrastructure as it's
an investment in our health
Support freight mode shift from road to rail and shipping as part of
the Regional Transport programme, as this shift will reduce our
transport-related carbon emissions.

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Jessie
Development Flaus

Flaus J

Disestablishing the 535 will have a major impact on users who rely on this
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
service for access to essential services. Many users are impaired or elderly suggested.
and have access to no other transport.
Submission specifically references the 535 route change.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Catherine
and Urban
Fletcher
Development

Fletcher C

No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Transport
Francesca
and Urban
Bradley
Development

Generation
Zero
Christchurch

Generation Zero Christchurch supports freight mode shift from road to rail
Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
and shipping as part of the Regional Transport programme, as this shift will opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of the
reduce our transport-related carbon emissions.
environmental impact of freight transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support
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No further action required.
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Submission Summary

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Denise
Development George

George D

Since the 2013 major review Environment Canterbury has failed to provide
a PT service that is convenient and available. Suggests a complete review
is needed based on community needs. Re axing the 135 New Brighton to
Burwood route, queries if Environment Canterbury has considered the
effect on those who have to attend the hospital for appointments and
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Submission specifically
visiting - most are either elderly and/or not mobile and often have no other
references the 135 route change. Gold card users are included in patronage
means of transport. Queries whether the service returns included the
and operational statistics
government gold card subsidy. Considers a PT system should be transport
for the public and that there is a moral obligation to ensure everyone can
reach places they need to go. Since the No 5 Line to Southshore axing, my
PT use is 20% of what is was - the No 60 bus is inconvenient does not go
where I want to and is too lengthy a ride.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Shannon
and Urban
Gilmore
Development

Gilmore S

Submitter supports the shift of freight transport from road to rail and
shipping as part of the Regional Transport programme, noting this shift will
help reduce our transport-related carbon emissions.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of the
environmental impact of freight transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Transport
Paul
and Urban
Goodman
Development

Goodman P

Environment Canterbury was not concerned with local Christchurch
ratepayers for some decades. Not consulted by Council. Need to consult
with younger patrons through school visits to identify potential market
needs.

Comments noted. Regarding younger patrons the youth engagement
strategy provides for increased youth participation.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Transport
Olivia
and Urban
Grose
Development

Grose O

No comments.

No comments provided, no further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Transport
Andrea
and Urban
Gwynne
Development

Gwynne A

No comments made.

No further action required.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Transport
Jean
and Urban
Hallam
Development

Hallam J

Support using coastal shipping as an alternative to roads as they are
vulnerable.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Mr and Mrs
Transport
Michael and
and Urban
Annette
Development
Hamblett

Hamblett M and Submitter supports shifting freight from road to rail and shipping due to
A
environmental, social and safety effects.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of the
environmental impact of freight transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Transport
Dr
and Urban
Samuel
Development Hampton

Hampton S

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided on this point. Support noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Harford S

I would like to express my concern and disagreement with the proposal to
discontinue Bus Route 145. This route allows children in the eastern parts
of St Martins and Hillsborough to access Cashmere High School. This
route provides a vital link for our community with the High School our
children are zoned to attend.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Title

Full Name

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Shelley
Development Harford

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Jan
Development Henderson

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Kenneth
Development Henderson

145

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Henderson J

Disagrees with cancellation of bus route 107. Comments provided in public
transport.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Henderson K

Section on public transport does not include future use of rail. 6 lowest use
bus routes include 145 Westmorland, no alternatives proposed. Used to
have a very efficient service now requiring a change over at
Barrington. Could look at frequent service in morning and afternoon and
less frequent during other times. Another option may be to run a local
shuttle to get people to PMH to connect with the Orbiter and Blue bus
routes and to take passengers to Barrington. Option 1 is feasible but with a

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

need to retain services of the six lowest performing routes which may need
to be revised to suit the needs of the potential bus users.

Transport
Jane & John
and Urban
Henwood
Development

Mr
Transport
Frank
and Urban
Development Hill

Mr
Transport
Keri
and Urban
Development Hodgman

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Kate
Development Horrell

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Sara
Development Howes

Hurunui Youth
Transport
Council
and Urban
Omri
Development
Kepes

Transport
Anonymous
and Urban
Development

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Leigh
Development Jackson

146

Henwood J & J

Submitter notes and respects the challenges facing Environment
Canterbury in this portfolio. Would support the use of the most creativity
possible in solving the challenges whilst having respect to climate change,
the health of the population, urban renewal and growth plus public mobility Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
requirements all within a limited budget. Support in general the use of cycle opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of
environmental impact of freight transport.
lanes, trains, trams and small bus solutions, all working towards reducing
carbon output. Support and encourage the investment in the mode of
transport of freight from road to rail and shipping to reduce carbon
emissions and reduce pressure on roads.

Hill F

Hub and Spoke service has been a complete failure - people don't want to
make 2 or 3 bus changes and spend 1.5-2 hours travelling. CCC should be
responsible for PT in CHCH. Implement an electric central city servicing
bus.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Hodgman K

Greater take up of service if the current window of free trips was extended,
or offset for a higher day fare. Routes into the CBD will become more
effective as it opens up. Basic fare is greatest inhibitor, would be good to
see creativity in fare structure.

No change to the Long-Term
Submission refers to Fare changes which will be canvassed as part of the
Plan 2018-28 is
regional Public Transport Plan review due out for consultation later this year.
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Horrell K

If savings must be made then cut the 6 routes. Suggests open late night
buses on the weekends to cut down on the extra pollution and traffic all the
UBERs create getting party goers to and from town. As for the rest of the
buses; brand them as the eco-friendly choice!

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Howes S

Submitter opposes loss of 107 bus route as son uses it daily to get to
school and it is too dangerous to bike to St Bedes. With the new
subdivisions opening up further along Gardiners and Highsted roads there
will be more potential children and passengers to use this public service.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 route changes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment)

Hurunui Youth
Council

Transport is still a massive issue for young people, especially in rural areas
such as Hurunui. We would like to see bus and other means of public
transport plans being prioritised in the future. The Hurunui youth council
would like to see a more long term and set plan for regular buses (or vans)
that interchange the major townships within the Hurunui.
These buses should be daily, rotating before and after school hours while
also on weekends. Buses potentially would be interchanging all the major
townships within the Hurunui, have a regular time schedule and prices
changing depending on distance travelled.
At hearing submitter detailed the benefits for youth and the whole district for
public transport in Hurunui including safety, environment, access to
employment and reducing congestion.

Environment Canterbury does work with rural communities around
Canterbury on provision of a certain level of public transport service through
community vehicle trusts. Provision of additional bus services of the
magnitude suggested in the submission, to areas outside greater
Christchurch and Timaru, are not suggested in this Long-Term Plan and
would add significantly to the cost of service provision and require
consultation with local ratepayers regarding their willingness to pay for their
local contribution.
At hearing it was recommended the Hurunui Youth Council discuss their
proposals with local community trust.
The Youth Engagement Team will continue to work and develop continued
engagement through upcoming planned activities and the ongoing
relationship with youth participation groups.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Anonymous

Has an issue with our regional transport and severe lack of road
maintenance.

Road maintenance is the responsibility of the NZ Transport Agency and road No change to the Long-Term
controlling authorities. As such, this is outside the scope of Environment
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury's Long-Term Plan.
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Oppose discontinuing 107 and 108 routes. Suggest reducing frequency as
this will impact on elderly and disabled.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route changes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications which will require further analysis

Jackson L

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Transport
Rosalee
and Urban
Jenkin
Development
Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Teresa
Development Johnson

KOA
Transport
Canterbury
and Urban
Stephen
Development
Howard

Transport
Kerr
and Urban
Development

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Angela
Development Leatherby

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Ritsuko
Development Lees
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Jenkin R

Submitter supports shifting freight from road to rail and shipping to reduce
transport-related carbon emissions.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Johnson T

Oppose discontinuing 107 and 108 routes. Can they be run with reduced
timetable working around school and work hours? Would be far better if
they ran to a city, not to a hub, which is not attractive to me at all, I would far
rather get in a car.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route changes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Keep our
Assets
Canterbury

[NZTA's] motorway building is locking Canterbury into the use of sunset
technology of the private motor vehicle. ECan should:
x Immediately allow the control of public transport on roads to return
to the CCC and DCs in the area.
x Must work to establish rail services in the area with commuter trains
between Rolleston in the South and Waipara in the North, while
using strong nudges to encourage residents to use rail.
x Reconsider the proposal to create light rail connected to this and a
light rail line to the Christchurch Airport.
x Allow CCC and DCs to allocate routes to in house bus services.
x Work toward a fare free transport system as a cheaper option than
motorway building, cheaper for the country if not for the siloed
regional and district councils.
x No large industrial development should occur where there is no rail
link or a rail link can’t be easily developed
x Large housing developments should also be closely linked to light
rail or rail
Work with CCC and others to get central government to review transport
legislation so that carbon emissions can be reduced. Improve quality of
buses and bus services and enabled more bikes on buses.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.
Changes to governance arrangements for transport are beyond the scope of
the Long-Term Plan process.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Kerr

Submitter does not agree with taking the buses away and as that is in all
the options does not agree with any of the options. Stop work on the
cycleways and spend money on the east side roads.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Cycleway spend and roading are the responsibility of road controlling
authorities not Environment Canterbury, and are therefore out of scope.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Leatherby A

Submitter generally agrees with Option One under Public Transport
provided alternative bus services are provided to the discontinued routes as
it is important that children can still access public transport to get to
school. Submitter identifies Westmorland specifically as a growing area
and suggests just running a bus at school times for the discontinued
routes. Submitter considers that increasing fares will reduce patronage and
that a reasonably priced public transport system is necessary to reduce
congestion, provide safe transport to and from schools and have a well
used bus network.
Submitter supports the Next Bus app which makes catching the bus much
more achievable, especially when relying on it to get to work and
commends the bus drivers abilities.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Lees R

Submitter requests Environment Canterbury change the speed limit on Main
North Road between the ChCh motorway (Pineacres) and Woodend from
Speed limits are the responsibility of the NZ Transport Agency and road
100km/hr to 70km/hr as the traffic congestion is getting worse in the last
controlling authorities, and are therefore outside the scope of Environment
5years. Makes a number of comments about road improvements in the
Canterbury's Long-Term Plan.
area (e.g. traffic lights; right turning difficulties; pedestrian safety).

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Christchurch needs a futureproofed, innovative and best practice public
transport system. An ad-hoc approach to transport planning will see us
ending up with Auckland’s grid lock as the city continues to grow.
Public transport represents the majority of Environment Canterbury’s total
budget but appears to receive little attention in the current Long-Term Plan.
It is not included as a key objective, we rely heavily on a successful
transport network.

Transport
Imogene
and Urban
Lomax
Development

Lomax I

The recommendations in the Long-Term Plan appear to be in complete
isolation to the Regional Public Transport Plan. Options supplied by
Environment Canterbury are far from being in the best interests of
developing best practice public transport.
The three suggestions provided in Environment Canterbury’s Long-Term
Plan are models of service reduction and user pay cost increases. Not
consistent with long-term community desire and economic need for an
effective and efficient public transport service. To further cut services prior
to developing the RPTP shows potential intent to not invest or commit to
best practice public transport.
The current model is flawed with various entities responsible for delivery of
the strategy for different bits of the transport network. Transport planning
must be undertaken holistically.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Environment Canterbury
will continue to work with partners on the Greater Christchurch Public
Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional Public Transport plan No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
and on opportunities to improve public transport provision in the city. The
revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for consultation later recommended.
this year, and this will provide an opportunity for direct input from
stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Looser C

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts Would like to see that light rail has been considered, along with impact of
investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
autonomous vehicles. I strongly support more use of rail and coastal
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
shipping for freight, where there is an overall reduction in carbon emissions. This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Mr
Transport
Ken
and Urban
Development Maynard

Lyttelton
Community
Association Inc

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
Need to consider use of light rail to reduce congestions - a number of
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
observations made regarding barriers, refer to submission for further detail.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Kim
Development Kelleher

Lyttelton Port
Company
Limited

Support the new initiatives that have been agreed by the Regional
Transport Committee, in particular Measure 2.1.3 which seeks to
understand the opportunities for, and barriers to, mode optimisation. We
have considerable knowledge in this area and would like to contribute to
this work.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. Submission referred to principal analyst
No change to the Long-Term
working on freight mode shift, who met with Lyttelton Port at the outset of this Plan 2018-28 is
work. An RFP has been released as part of this project, which includes as a recommended.
requirement, engagement with the freight sector.

Transport
Joanne
and Urban
Marsden
Development

Marsden J

Comments on public transport (145 and 535 bus route).

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Transport
E Anne
and Urban
McDrury
Development

McDrury E A

Please keep working to remove heavy vehicles from using residential
streets.

Environment Canterbury does not have any regulatory powers in respect to
vehicle weight limits for residential areas. As such, this is outside the scope
of Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Luke
Development McKay

McKay L

No comments provided.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Jude
Development McKenzie

McKenzie J

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
Instead of discontinuing bus services consider mini-buses. Cycleways must
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
be separate from vehicle routes.
they present at times of peak demand.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Colin
Development Looser
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Transport
Miss
and Urban
Nina
Development McLeod
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McLeod N

Comments provided in public transport. No further comments.

No change to the Long-Term
No comments provided further to those on public transport. No further action. Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis
Non-support no alternative
suggested

Support option 1.
A reliable, inter-connected system with overall coverage of the whole city &
neighbouring towns/townships by running on time, regularly, efficiently &
cost effectively. It would be excellent if 2 or more bus trips to get to your
destination didn't take 2+ hours with the same / similar for your return. The
loss of 6 routes will leave a definite gap in the overall map for some people.
Would it be possible for the 6 trips including other gaps to be filled with
other routes connecting to areas in adjacent suburbs (like the Orbiter links
across &/or round) perhaps towards communities not linked now but their
services e.g. everyday retail, community health services, small local
business like a village with facilities. These make-up the fabric of our city &
the whole region. So not just the outer<>inner or right across the city but
other connection especially as changeovers are not linked well when
passengers have a long wait.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Ann
Development McMillan

McMillan A

Transport
Alex
and Urban
McNeill
Development

McNeill A

Supports the proposed shift from road freight to rail and ship freight as this
change will reduce harmful carbon emissions and also reduce wear and
tear on our roads.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of
environmental impact of freight transport.

McNeill S

The Transport portfolio includes planning for, and delivery of, a subsidised
Christchurch bus service with contributing funds from a large rates
component via a targeted rate specific to Christchurch ratepayers.
Environment Canterbury changed the routes which were in place prior to
the earthquakes and now operate a ‘hubs and spokes’ model for bus
routes. Bus patronage has fallen as a result of route changes. My own
Christchurch bus use has fallen by at least 75% as the ‘convenience’ of bus
use has reduced markedly. Will Environment Canterbury revisit the bus
route model that is currently in place during the first 3 years of the 2018-28
Long term plan?

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Transport
Angela
and Urban
McPherson
Development

McPherson A

The Regional Land Transport Plan covers all councils in the Canterbury
Submitter considers that Environment Canterbury should be proposing that region (except for the Waitaki District Council which is included in the Otago No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
ALL action on transport be transferred to the CCC. It is a ridiculous situation Regional Land Transport Plan), not just Christchurch City Council. There is
no ability to transfer this function to another council under the Land Transport recommended.
that transport policy and actions are split between the two authorities.
Management Act 2003.

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Ingrid
Development Mesman

Mesman I

No further comments provided.

No comments provided - option noted in public transport. No further action
requested.

Miles R

Submission covers ideas to design slightly different routes which cover
more ground and go at different speeds at different times of the day to
increase bus patronage. Ideas to minimise number of stops include express
routes at peak times with slightly more expense fare, dividing the city into
four zones, and having direct and less direct routes starting and stopping in
the same place.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Conditional
support

Moller P

Discontinuing bus routes runs counter to the over-all goal to achieve greater
use of PT. Improved PT would reduce congestion in the city and reduce the
concentration of motor vehicle exhausts (with its adverse health effects). Is
it possible that Taxi Minivans could effectively and economically provide
feeder services from the currently under-performing areas? Are there
measures that could make PT more attractive? Could the flexibility of going
to destinations be improved? Could a collaboration with private
providers allow the transfer of passengers from a main route (e.g. Rangiora
or Kaiapoi) at hub(s) in the north of the city to alternate sites (e.g. Science
park)?

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Transport
Steve
and Urban
McNeill
Development

Transport
Miss
and Urban
Rebecca
Development Miles

Transport
Peter William
and Urban
Moller
Development
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No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Support
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analysis

Morison K

Submitter finds it hard to agree because the key issues are not addressed.
Refers to the major role of public transport is to reduce congestion.
Environment Canterbury should be pushing to achieve a low overall cost for Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
all our transport. It must be part of the bigger picture. If this means lobbying suggested.
govt to allow transfer of responsibility for public transport to CCC then you
should.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Morrison D

While I can appreciate that low performing and low patronage bus routes
must be removed total removal of BOTH services in the Styx / Casebrook
seems shortsighted in view of the significant housing development in the
area and the retirement village under construction in Cavendish Rd. I
accept that fares and subsidies may change but would submit that at least
one of the services in this area be retained.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mr
Transport
Shane
and Urban
Development Morrow

Morrow S

Submitter strongly disagrees with the activity proposed. All options include
the discontinuation of bus route 145. Submitter notes the implications of no
service for Westmorland and suggest several problems with the 145 which
need review and possible solutions. These include the altering the route,
replacing with the blue line and being strategic about placing full size
buses to coincide with school hours.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Reg
and Urban
Mundy
Development

Mundy R

I am 86 years old. I would not be able to manage without your bus
services. I am loud in my acclaim of the yellow line and the 60 line.

Supportive submission

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Munro J

Would like to see more electric buses. Really pleased to see a plan to shift
road freight to rail or coastal. In particular rail. Would like to see more work
around carbon emissions.

The type of motive power for our bus fleet will be considered as part of the
Regional Public Transport Plan review due for release later this year.
Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Anonymous

Bus service in Timaru does not encourage anyone to depend on it. No
service in the evening or on Sundays. Very few bus shelters for older
people. See no need to reduce free transfer window as it won't affect many
customers. However, those most affected are least likely to be able to
afford it.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with the Timaru District Council
on the development of the new Regional Public Transport plan and on
No change to the Long-Term
opportunities to improve public transport provision in Timaru. The revision will
Plan 2018-28 is
include changes to services in Timaru and is due out for consultation later
recommended.
this year. This will provide an opportunity for direct input from stakeholders
and interested members of the public

Non-support no alternative
suggested

North
Canterbury
Branch Royal
Forest & Bird
Society

Strongly support Environment Canterbury’s role in maintaining and
enhancing public transport in the region, including rail. Disappointed that
Environment Canterbury appears to have been unsupportive towards
investigating and promoting rail commuter options north of the city. Fares
should be kept down, not raised by 7.5% over three years, if the public are
going to be encouraged to use buses rather than cars. Thousands of bus
users are on low or fixed incomes and any fare increases are a major
disincentive and bad marketing. There should also be a
student concession. A shortfall of $4m is hardly significant in Environment
Canterbury’s total budget. It is counterproductive and undermines current
patronage implementing fare increases because of this small deficit.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future. Fares have not increased
since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a
notable negative impact on patronage.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Northwood
Villas
Retirement
Village

Submitter is Registered Retirement Village. Many residents no longer have
the ability nor the wish to drive a motor vehicle and will be disadvantaged by
the stopping of the 107/108 bus. Residents rely on bus to access shops and
essential services. Without bus residents will/may become isolated.
Suggests rerouting (combining 107 and 108) and changing frequency.
Please do not take away our independence. Submission signed by
residents.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route changes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

O'Donnell

Oppose the three options relating to the discontinuation of the six bus
routes, especially the 107. Please consider keeping the route active before
and after school. Can you advise if you have consulted directly with
Casebrook Intermediate on the impact of losing this service?

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Submission specifically
or 3 and proposal to
suggested
references the 107/108 route changes. Changes to services as suggested in
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
the submission will have some cost and operational implications.
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Title

Full Name

Transport
Ken
and Urban
Morison
Development

Mr
Transport
Dave
and Urban
Development Morrison

Transport
Julianne
and Urban
Munro
Development

Transport
Anonymous
and Urban
Development

Transport
Frances
and Urban
Wall
Development

Transport
Janet
and Urban
McCreanor
Development

Transport
O'Donnell
and Urban
Development
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O'Rourke R

Comment provided in public transport.

Comments addressed in public transport. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Submitter requests a train network, in partnership with the government and
Selwyn and Waimakariri Districts is investigated and developed between
Christchurch and Rangiora, Kaiapoi, Lincoln and Prebbleton, as commuter
rail is an efficient and environmentally friendly method to transport people.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Pink P

Fare increases should be kept to a minimum. Further comments provided
on Public Transport. options.

Comments addressed in public transport. Opposed to changes suggested in
Long-Term Plan. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases
to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on
patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ms
Transport
Jennifer
and Urban
Development Porter

Porter J

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts Could not see what activity is proposed. Wishes to see rail connections to
investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
Rangiora, Darfield, Rolleston and ??. The tracks are there and rolling stock
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
is probably languishing in a shed somewhere - would get cars off the road.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
A free electric shuttle from stations to CBD would be efficient and
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
green. Bring back the free electric shuttle (prequake) from Moorhouse to the
and investment is needed now and the future.
casino.
Inner city shuttle will be addressed as part of the consultation process
associated with the Regional Public Transport Plan review later this year.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Mike
Development Quirke

Quirke M

Generally agree with two programmes (transport and urban development)
but strong disapproval for public transport.

Support noted on regional transport and urban development. Comments on
public transport addressed in public transport

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Mrs
Transport
Kim
and Urban
Development Radcliffe-Price

Radcliffe-Price
K

Submitter and family members and others within their community strongly
oppose the discontinuing the 145 bus service from Westmorland to
Eastgate (and back) as this is much needed for the Westmorland
community (and others), their kids use it every day for school and is the
only mode of transportation for many in the community who use it on a daily
basis. Submitter moved to the Westmorland area last year with PT for
school access being one of the key factors which governed their location
decision. Requests Environment Canterbury rethink or reconsider this
proposal including considering if peak time buses could remain (and larger
buses put on at these times as the small buses are jammed packed every
day), and a less regular service ran at off peak times with the small buses.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Robert
and Urban
Rasmussen
Development

Rasmussen R

There are too many bodies trying to run their own programmes that end up
clashing with each other's plans. Buses are a perfect example. It is run by
3 bodies.

Outside scope of Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Rodda V

The overuse of roads by heavy vehicles to facilitate quarrying activity in a
suburban area or within its surrounds, is despicable and increases danger
to local road users and pedestrians that may include children.

Concerns noted are outside scope of Environment Canterbury's Long-Term
Plan. Environment Canterbury does not have any regulatory powers in
respect to vehicle weight limits for local roads or state highways.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Jayne
Development Rushworth

Rushworth J

Submitter opposes proposal to axe the 107 and 108 bus service. Her
children use this bus regularly to get into town to go to the skatepark and
without this bus service their side of town will have no public transport and
the elderly use it. Considers cycleway $$ would have been better spent on
public transport.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 route changes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Cycleway spend not a responsibility of Environment Canterbury so out of
scope of Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Carr
and Urban
Ewan
Development

Scarborough
Hill Properties
Ltd

Provide for in the Long-Term Plan for the opportunity to amend the
Canterbury Regional Policy Statement so that urban development can take
place outside of the existing urban area [identified in Map A of the CRPS].

Environment Canterbury recently reviewed the CRPS, with the updated
version made operative in 2013. This included the insertion of Chapter 6 to
support earthquake recovery and outline a settlement planning approach for

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Title

Full Name

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Raymond
Development O'Rourke

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Daniel
Development Parkinson

Transport
Paul
and Urban
Pink
Development

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Victoria
Development Rodda
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Parkinson D

Conditional
support
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Company /
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Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Schaab K

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts Rolleston to city and Rangiora to city should be established as commuter
investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
rail lines, with regular trains in both directions. Would like to see the regional
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
train lines used far more for moving freight, so that heavy transport truck
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
numbers on our roads are reduced.
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Schaap S

Regarding the 145 removal, this link is vital for the Westmorland
community. At least continue the bus at peak times (before and after
school). Also suggests the route should go into the CBD rather than
Eastgate.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Greater Christchurch. The CRPS has a life of ten years so the Council has
Submitter has development aspirations for his 20ha property that potentially allocated funding in this LTP for a full review in 2022. The Greater
could include significant ecological enhancement. The current RPS limits
Christchurch Partnership also recently commenced a review of the
this type of development in areas adjacent to urban areas.
settlement planning approach outlined in the UDS and included in the CRPS,
with the aim to ensure there is sufficient developable land to support future
growth needs. Public consultation will inform both review processes. Any
changes to provisions in the CRPS to enable requested changes to district
plans to support development outside greenfield priority areas could be
considered as part of the full review in 2022. The Council does not consider
changes should be made to levels of service in this LTP.

Transport
Ms
and Urban
Karen
Development Schaab

Mrs
Transport
Sarah
and Urban
Development Schaap

Transport
Chrys & Grace
and Urban
Horn & Taylor
Development

Transport
Dr
and Urban
Clare
Development Simpson

As part of your work on urban development, we would like to see some
work on protecting good arable land from being given over to housing or
Selwyn Greens
industrial developers. Where this is unavoidable, how might housing be
clustered to keep land from being concreted over?

Simpson C

We must encourage people, especially those fit and able, to choose active
transport over taking a single occupancy motor vehicle. Public transport
routes must be convenient, and the buses must be clean, quicker than the
car, have wifi, excellent timetabling, safe and dry bus stops, and be ON
TIME.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with our strategic partners
(through the Greater Christchurch Partnership) during this LTP to integrate
land use, transport and hazards planning into the identification of land for
housing and business growth. The Partnership recently commenced a review
of the settlement planning approach outlined in the UDS and included in key
No change to the Long-Term
resource management documents (including the CRPS). A full review of
Plan 2018-28 is
Chapter 6 of the CRPS is also scheduled to be notified in 2022. Public
recommended.
consultation will inform both review processes. The Council recognise the
importance of balancing development with protecting good arable land, with
provisions in the CRPS seeking to avoid development outside existing urban
areas or greenfield priority areas, and maintain the character and amenity of
rural areas.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for consultation No change to the Long-Term
later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for direct input from
Plan 2018-28 is
stakeholders and interested members of the public.
recommended.

Conditional
support

Dr
Transport
and Urban
Karla
Development Smith

Smith K

Option 2 selected for Public Transport. No other comments provided.

Supports option 2. No specific action requested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Andy
Development Snook

Snook A

Support freight mode shift from road to rail and shipping as part of the
Regional Transport programme, as this shift will reduce our transportrelated carbon emissions.

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. This work will take account of
environmental impact of freight transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

The Land Use Recovery Plan, LURP, is a good example of legislation
Environment Canterbury will need to overcome. The increase in greenfield
development pushes out urban boundaries burdening ratepayers with the
expense of costly infrastructure which unfairly benefits developers.
Whatever savings new home buyers will hope for are quickly lost to
increased transport costs, rates and loss of free time.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with our strategic partners
(through the Greater Christchurch Partnership) during this Long-Term Plan to
integrate land use, transport and hazards planning into the identification of
No change to the Long-Term
land for housing and business growth. This includes a full review of the
Plan 2018-28 is
settlement planning approach outlined for Greater Christchurch in Chapter 6 recommended.
of the Regional Policy Statement, which is scheduled to be notified in 2022.
The Partnership is also considering a more targeted change to elements of

Transport
Dirk
and Urban
De Lu
Development

152

Spokes
Canterbury

Support

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Title

Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Environment Canterbury’s stated focus ‘on enabling integrated transport
planning and investment including a freight mode shift from road to rail and
shipping; network resilience; and improving visitor journeys.’ is supported.
Implementation of the recommendations made in this submission support
this effort. Encouraging bicycle freight for local deliveries is also a worth
recommendation. Further development of HGV road based freight
infrastructure is not supported.
Connecting up the region with bicycle routes will serve both locals and
tourists and can foffer real economic and environmental contributions.

the settlement pattern outlined in Chapter 6 prior to the full review. Public
consultation will help to inform any review process.

Supports freight mode shift but asks that this is exentded to include bike
freight.
Mr
Transport
Kerry
and Urban
Development Stevens

Ms
Transport
Susan
and Urban
Development Stewart

Mr
Transport
and Urban
Chris
Development Sutcliffe

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Kyle
Development Sutherland

Mrs
Transport
Ruth
and Urban
Development Swale

Transport
Caroline
and Urban
Syddall
Development

153

Submission specifically references the 535 route changes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose discontinuing routes 107 and 108. Northwood needs a bus service
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route changes.
- impacts on child who needs to get to St Bedes. Contribution of the area to
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
rates is not insignificant.
suggested.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Stewart S

Submitter supports a long-term option for public transport which enables
social cohesion and maintains the 535 bus route. Does not support
transferring more costs to the disabled in our community. Recognise the
public good of services.

Sutcliffe C

Syddall C

Environment Canterbury's Long-Term Plan includes a level of service on the
opportunity for freight mode shift. Freight delivered by foot or bike is not
currently being considered in this work. However, the draft Regional Land
Transport Plan includes an objective on improving levels of access in an
environmentally sustainable way by increasing the attractiveness of public
transport, walking and cycling, so there is greater use of these modes. For
walking and cycling the focus is on safety, amenity, convenience,
connectivity, and being able to take a direct route.

Comments addressed in Public Transport. No further action required.

Comments regarding Total Mobility Scheme in Public Transport.

Swale R

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Stevens K

Sutherland K

Staff Advice

Environment Canterbury needs to seriously look into light rail options for
between Rangiora and the City and also between Rolleston and the City.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

Returning the Southerner passenger train would be a good step forward.

It is not currently possible to fund passenger rail through the Regional Land
Transport Plan. The draft Government Policy Statement 2018 proposes a
No change to the Long-Term
new activity class for transitional rail to enable certain passenger rail projects Plan 2018-28 is
to progress, and more changes to the funding approach may be made after a recommended.
review of rail is completed by the Government.

Conditional
support

Environment Canterbury needs to work with central government to get
central/regional government partnerships to drive long term change
(transport and urban development). There should be a more visible public
re-visiting, and discussion, of the outcomes of the Greater Christchurch
Urban Development Strategy (now called the Greater Christchurch
Partnership) to continue the community engagement begun in 2003.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with our strategic partners
(through the Greater Christchurch Partnership) during this Long-Term Plan to
integrate land use, transport and hazards planning into the identification of
land for housing and business growth. The Partnership recently commenced
No change to the Long-Term
a review of the settlement planning approach outlined in the Urban
Development Strategy and included in key resource management documents Plan 2018-28 is
(including the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS)). This review
recommended.
process aims to give effect to the NPS on Urban Development Capacity and
will be informed by public consultation. The Partnership is seeking closer
collaboration with Government on a wide range of transport and urban
development issues that will support a more integrated approach to growth.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Title

Full Name

Transport
Mr
and Urban
AG
Development Talbot

Transport
Tracey
and Urban
Tarrant
Development

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Simon
Development Britten

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Talbot A G

Supportive of public transport in general.
Satisfaction level is taken from user survey data and has been consistent for
some time.
Strongly support maintaining and enhancing public transport in Canterbury,
Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
including rail to mitigate climate change. Disappointed that Environment
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts No change to the Long-Term
Canterbury hasn't supported commuter rail north of Christchurch. Do not
investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
Plan 2018-28 is
believe that 97% of people satisfied with public transport. Support option 2,
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch area. This
recommended.
fares must be kept down, not raised by 7.5%, if people to be encouraged to
work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid transport
use PT. Shortfall of $4m is hardly significant in scale of Environment
options including technology advances, to identify what planning and
Canterbury's overall budget.
investment is needed now and the future.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage

Tarrant T

Think Papanui

Bus and taxi are submitter's only form of transport as disability does not
allow her to drive. The 150 bus is the only bus I can get to New World.

Submission is made by Think Papanui (a community engagement initiative
focused on the Papanui Ward) regarding the 107 and 108 services. 19
comments were made by responders (18 opposed, and one
supportive). Those opposed commented as follows: run smaller buses or
mini vans; there are potential new patrons with the new retirement village
being built in Cavendish Rd / Casebrook; many elderly and students catch
these buses; combine the two routes into one and run less but keep up
around school and peak times; general concerns about bus transport in
Christchurch; and this is contrary to trying to get cars off the roads.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Submission specifically references the 150 route changes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route changes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Submitter comments on the web portal - feedback will be included in the
internal review of the Long-Term Plan to be undertaken in early July.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Web portal was not user-friendly.

Thomas M

Oppose removal of 145, 107, 108, 135, 150 and 535 routes. Consultation
needed to determine why the routes aren't performing, so that an informed
decision can be made, no such consultation has taken place.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Mark
and Urban
Low
Development

Timaru District
Council

The Council acknowledges that changes in the funding model for
Passenger Transport services in Canterbury are required as the current
model is not sustainable. The Council requests that Environment
Canterbury recognise Timaru as different to other urban centres in the
region and that the public transport policy and rating reflect this. The
Council supports a modified version of Option 2 outlined in the
Consultation Document as follows: that there be no bus fare increases; that
additional funding for the bus services in Timaru come from a targeted rates
increase of 3.64% per annum; that there be no reduction in the maximum
total mobility subsidy; that the Timaru “free transfer” window be reduced to
three hours (not two hours as proposed in the Consultation Document); that
Environment Canterbury report back on a future model for Timaru District’s
public transport needs within six months.

Conditional support for option 2 noted.
Environment Canterbury will be working with the Timaru District Council and
Timaru community on design of its public transport network. This will involve
consultation on fare policies and rating contributions.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Transport
Ivan
and Urban
Stevenson
Development

Comments that Timaru's truck express highway be diverted across Ashbury
Park and the harbour thus avoiding congestion and diesel pollution. 11 sets Roading infrastructure is the responsibility of the NZ Transport Agency and
Timaru Yacht
No change to the Long-Term
road controlling authorities. As such, this is outside the scope of Environment Plan 2018-28 is
and Power Boat of traffic lights for drivers to negotiate to cross Timaru. Also comments on
main highway Chch- Timaru congestion. Move four-lane sections with
Canterbury's Long-Term Plan.
Club
recommended.
laybys for traffic to get off the highway for whatever reason.

Transport
Jenny
and Urban
Townsend
Development

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with our strategic partners
Submitter is against more building on the hill. Also comments on houses
No change to the Long-Term
(through the Greater Christchurch Partnership) during this Long-Term Plan to
going up on every green field regardless of its suitability for intensive
Plan 2018-28 is
integrate land use, transport and hazards planning into the identification of
housing and its accompanying traffic management issues. Against inserting
recommended.
land for housing and business growth. The Partnership recently commenced

Transport
Monique
and Urban
Thomas
Development
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Townsend J

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
Conditional
support
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Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

traffic lights everywhere instead of roundabouts on certain routes into the
city.

a review of the settlement planning approach outlined in the Urban
Development Strategy and included in key resource management documents
(including the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS)). A full review
of Chapter 6 of the CRPS is also scheduled to be notified in 2022. Public
consultation will inform both review processes. Traffic management is the
domain of local councils so is not within the scope of this Long-Term Plan.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Greg
Development Urquhart

Urquhart G

Comments provided in public transport

Comments addressed in public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Conditional
support

Transport
James
and Urban
Vernon
Development

Vernon J

No comments provided on this point.

No comments provided. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Transport
O and D
and Urban
Wagstaff
Development

Wagstaff O & D No comments provided on this point.

Support noted. No comments and no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Environment Canterbury welcomes the opportunity to continue to work
closely with Waimakariri District Council during this Long-Term Plan to
ensure the housing and business growth needs of the district are effectively
No change to the Long-Term
planned for and that growth in the district continues to contribute to the vision
Plan 2018-28 is
and strategic goals outlined in the UDS. This includes close collaboration on
recommended.
work required to give effect to the NPS on Urban Development Capacity, as
well as support for Waimakariri District Council during their district plan
review process.

Support

Transport
Mr
and Urban
Geoff
Development Meadows

Transport
Mayor
and Urban
Craig
Development Rowley

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Sarah
Development Walters

Waimakariri
District Council

The Council supports steps being taken by Environment Canterbury to
better plan and invest in urban development and transport infrastructure
and services. The Council welcomes the opportunity to work with
Environment Canterbury on the 3-yearly capacity assessment of land
available for feasible development required under the National Policy
Statement on Urban Development Capacity and any review of statutory
documents such as the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement.
There is concern that encouraging intensification in city will reduce
opportunities and cut off building opportunities on greenfields in areas such
as Rangiora and Kaiapoi. Different housing needs in city versus greenfield
space. Waimakariri DC residents are not all commuters, majority of labour
force in Waimakariri live in Waimakariri.

Waimate
District Council

WDC generally supports Environment Canterbury's activity proposed for
Transport and Urban Development, but as noted under PT options, Council Submission does not support total mobility proposals and is therefore
does not support the proposed reduction to the maximum Total Mobility
opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
subsidy, as we believe this will adversely affect local residents reliant on
suggested.
this service.

Walters S

All Regional Transport Committee meeting agendas and minutes are
available on Environment Canterbury's website at the following link:
https://www.Environment Canterbury.govt.nz/get-involved/council-andcommittee-meetings/
In light of the Committee's objective of increasing its strategic role, the
Submitter refers to RLT committee meeting minutes querying why these are
Committee adopted a new work programme in 2017. This is reflected in the
No change to the Long-Term
no longer available, and queries why non-voting expert advisers are no
levels of service in the Long-Term Plan. Key strategic projects include work
Plan 2018-28 is
longer supporting the RLT committee. Queries whether RTC is increasing
on freight mode shift, resilience and road safety.
recommended.
its strategic role. Requests current Councillors to commit to the 2016 RLT
The Regional Road Safety Working Group supports the Regional Transport
Plan vision.
Committee. The Active and Passenger Transport Working Group is no longer
meeting. Following completion of the review of the Regional Land Transport
Plan, Environment Canterbury will consider whether any changes are
needed to the groups or persons which support the Committee to effectively
carry out its role.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Waterways
Transport
Jenny
Centre for
and Urban
Webster-Brown Freshwater
Development
Management

Comments provided on public transport.

No comments provided on this point. No further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Transport
Kate
and Urban
Whyte
Development

PT needs to be enhanced, developed, promoted and made less carbon
dependent. In an ageing society people rely more on PT not less. Don't cut
routes - rather have a rethink about how to plan for and enable a carbon
neutral future, and how to increase non car transport around the

Submission supportive of public transport.
Submission specifically references the 535 route and cycle carrying capacity
through the tunnel. Other bus services operate through the tunnel with cycle
carrying capacity. Environment Canterbury is not responsible for provision of

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff
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Transport
Helene
and Urban
Wilson
Development

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Gay
Development Wood

Mrs
Transport
Julie
and Urban
Development Young

Transport
Mrs
and Urban
Julia
Development Zhu

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Nicholas
Abaffy

Juliet
Adams

Company /
Organisation

Action officer evaluation

city. E.g., instead of cutting the Lyttelton to Linwood bus (535) it could
be upgraded to take bicycles through the tunnel. Work with CCC and other
district councils to promote Park and Ride alternative. Busing should be
made easier, faster and sexier. New technologies should be explored, e.g.
new electric buses. There will be a review of Regional Transport this year
and decisions made on bus routes as part of this, coming into effect in
2020, so in the meantime I support a targeted rate to cover the routes that
will be cut.

adequate cycle infrastructure to enable cycling from Lyttelton.
have prepared an alternative
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
option for Council.
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Wilson H

Comments summarised under public transport.

No comments provided on this point. No further action requested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Wood G

Submitter is a resident of Diamond Harbour and has for the last three years
coordinated an Emergency Driving Scheme (set up 20 years ago) which is
largely accessed by those who are unable to drive themselves (largely
elderly) to appointments or to meet other emergencies. In the last eight
months the service has been used 15 times. There is also a "shopping bus" Environment Canterbury supply ferry services to the Diamond Harbour wharf. No change to the Long-Term
which operates on a weekly basis for those requiring it. The Community has Discussions are ongoing with the local community on the prospect of a
Plan 2018-28 is
a Cancer Support Service where those requiring treatment for their cancer Community Vehicle Trust arrangement.
recommended.
are provided transport to access that. Submission refers to modes of
transport from Diamond Harbour and the problems with them and status of
the Diamond Harbour residents - refer to submission. Requests a review of
transport needs in the Harbour Basin.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Young J

Submitter supports sustainable cost-effective transport systems but Bus
Route 145 allows children in the eastern parts of St Martins and
Hillsborough to access Cashmere High School. If this is discontinued, a bus
must be provided to get our children to Cashmere High School.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Zhu J

Oppose Transport and Urban development proposal. Need to increase
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
public spending on public transport to reduce congestion and increase
suggested.
safety for cyclists. Will help reduce inequality. Make it an attractive choice.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Abaffy N

No alternative option of retaining the six proposed bus routes. Suggests
combining 107 and 108 could be combined and the frequency reduced.
Route 135 is partially covered by other bus routes. Submitter gives other
suggestions including not planning off a map, increasing the number of free
transfers per trip or trial periods with different bus routes. Very unhelpful
that won't be able to use 145 if that is discontinued.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission references the removal of the 6 routes. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Adams J

Object to cancelling route and raising fares. If public transport is losing
money through a failure to get more people paying to use it, then it will lose
more money if fares are increased. Environment Canterbury needs to
make public transport more attractive. Need to take large buses off routes
that are not used a lot and replace with smaller red buses.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission references the removal of the 6 routes. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff

Public
Transport
Options

Denise
Adamson

Adamson D

Concerned that bus 107 and 108 are going to be axed. The 108 is a vital
link for me, keeps me connected to the world and will be increasingly
important as I age. As a rate payer I contribute to public transport even if I
don't use the bus. Please do not axe the 107 and 108.

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Simon
Templeton

Age Concern
Canterbury

It is totally unacceptable that 6 routes are being discontinued - older people
rely on this public transport to stay socially connected, to meet their health
needs, to shop, visit libraries and interact with their democratically elected
members. Even a heavily reduced service is better than none at all

156

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route change.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Submission Summary
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analysis

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Mr
Mark
Alexander

Mrs
Nicky
Allan-Caney

Ms
Geraldine
Allan

Sophie
Allen

Mr and Mrs
Geoffrey and
Margaret
Allison

Mr
Oscar
Alpers

Alexander M

Does not support cuts to services and fare increase. The immediate goal
should be to have an attractive service with increasing patronage
connecting communities.
Retain the “the six lowest performing services” and increase the
Christchurch City Public Transport Rate to fund the retention of these
services.
Create a youth fare for 18 – 25 year olds in the equivalent of full time
tertiary study.
Do not increase fares. Adjust rates to cover the current funding shortfall.
(further details on fares given in submission)
Incorporate the Selwyn District into the Zone 1 Fare Zone, increasing the
Selwyn District Public Transport Targeted Rates to fund this change.
The 2018-28 Long Term Plan should provide for new or extended services,
particularly into the growing rural communities.
Great number of people not serviced in Selwyn i.e. Burnham. Selwyn is
growing now and we are missing opportunity to extend to Leeston,
Southbridge, Kirwee and Darfield. We need a more responsive model.
Commends trial of wi-fi on bus services.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications which will require further analysis
Submission references opportunities that could be considered in the
upcoming review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Allan-Caney N

Strongly object to discontinuing 145 route. We plan on our children using
the bus in a few years, and we are more likely to use it as parking gets
more difficult in the city. Westmorland can feel isolated at times and there
are increasing numbers of people in new subdivisions. Can see merit in a
bus going to Barrington for the elderly, but personally we would like a route
going via Cashmere High that our family could use in years to
come. Getting a system that works for all is vital in making a public
transport system a success and this a time for tweaking not axing.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Allan G

Please give a bus service to replace the 107 i.e. the blue line that goes to
Northwood. Submitter has disability and would like to be able to catch a bus
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
that goes often and late at night to the city. My daughter also won't be able
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
to use. In this area we pay very high rates and if you discontinue this
operational implications.
service I shall be demanding that I no longer have to pay rates for the buses
of Christchurch.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Allen S

Submitter does not support loss of 6 routes. Recommends an evaluation of
why these routes are low performing before discontinuing them as they
could be changed, e.g the 145 could go to the bus exchange rather than
Eastgate. Opposes the increase in fares. Requests Environment
Canterbury re-evaluate the farebox recovery policy and recognise PT as an
investment with numerous social and long-term benefits and reduces
carbon emissions. Opposes proposed Total Mobility subsidy reduction services for those with disabilities should not be cut unless there are viable
alternatives.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Allison G & M

Do not agree with Options 1, 2, or 3. Seek increase from central
government funding through Gold Card scheme and allow Gold Card users
unrestricted access. Recommend updating bus fleet to be fit for purpose
size wise with aircon. Tender routes, and require driver training and public
relations. Address these issues and patronage will increase.

Central government supergold card grant funding is beyond the scope of the
current Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand. Submission references opportunities
that could be considered in the upcoming review of the Regional Public
Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Alpers O

Transport requirements of Christchurch residents will take a long time to
return to some sort of order following the 2010/2011 earthquakes. There are
people that have no alternatives to public transport. Raising fares is not
going to encourage a return to previous levels of patronage.
With regards to Westmorland (145), submitter gives reasons for maintaining
a poorly used service. Research into the route and final destinations

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission makes general comment on role of public transport to the city
and specific reference to the 145 route. Changes to services as suggested
in the submission will have some cost and operational implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Staff Advice
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analysis

preferred by potential public transport users in Westmorland and
timing/frequency would be supported.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Brian
Altchuler

Mr
David
Anderson

Altchuler B

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Submitter opposes loss of the 107 service as there is no alternative to get to
suggested.
Willowbrook.
Submission specifically references the 107 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Anderson D

Consider funding and development of car pooling options from outlying
towns to cities. Consider development of multi business freight depots on
outskirts of city for distribution and consider charges for those non-users.
Education of business to explore car pool strategy with staff.
Consider pilot for 6 discontinued routes using bus infrastructure stops, lane
ways. etc as promoting car sharing pickup points along the lines of
hitchhiking.

Submission references carpooling as a solution to urban transport issues.
This will not resolve the current issue relating to public transport funding.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submitter appears to support option 2.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Helen
Anderson

Anderson H

Subsidy by way of rates gives the opportunity to increase quality of the
service over time. Avoids additional costs falling on users who are least
able to afford it. Aiming to have more than half of public transport covered
by user-pays is too high.

Public
Transport
Options

Sarah
Angelo

Angelo S

Change to smaller red buses on the hill.

Submitter does not support any options. Cost savings of running smaller
vehicles would not be sufficient to resolve funding shortfall indicated in the
Long-Term Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Public
Transport
Options

Anonymous

Anonymous

Submitter gives reasons why she will not use public transport in
Christchurch, including the length of time and number of transfers required
to take a journey.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Anglican
Advocacy

Do not support any of the given options on the basis that all three include a
reduction in the Total Mobility subsidy and the removal of six bus routes.
Regarding the Total Mobility subsidy: it is unacceptable that part of the
burden of funding shortfalls should be shouldered by vulnerable
populations. Supporting information on why this is unacceptable given in
submission.
Regarding fares: We do not support an increase in bus fares. We suggest
that the farebox recovery target needs to be reassessed in light of the
current Government’s more favourable stance towards public transport, and
that more of an effort should be made to secure NZTA funding rather than
passing the cost on to the passenger.
Regarding proposed discontinued bus routes: It is a concern that four
out of the six routes (135, 145, 150 and 535) that are proposed to be
removed are routes that service (either completely or in part) areas of
higher deprivation. Efforts need to be made to secure more funding for the
public transport network as a whole, rather than cutting services simply
because they do not bring in as much revenue as more populated routes.
Public transport needs to be re-framed from being ‘subsidised’ to being an
investment in terms of its ability to provide social and economic benefits.

Submission offers general comments on the role of public transport in the
urban environment, with particular reference to transport disadvantage.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Re-framing of nationwide policies and funding arrangements for public
transport provision is beyond the scope of the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ardell D

Would like to encourage you to retain the 107 and 108 bus routes in the
northwest Christchurch area. Submitter works with a large number of senior
citizens, people with disabilities and people who are on very low incomes
who rely on affordable, reasonably accessible transport to access essential
services. Given your finite resources I realise you may need to reconfigure
certain routes, however should you need to do so I encourage you to retain
at least the same number of routes, bus stops and frequency of bus
journeys available in the suburbs and neighbourhoods where they currently
operate.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

158

Anglican
Advocacy

Damian
Ardell
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Mr
Tony
Arps

Company /
Organisation

Arps T

Submission
analysis

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Oppose discontinuation of routes 107 and 108. Consider combining route.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Brad
Ash

Ash B

You can not remove both bus lines (107 and 108) without an alternative.
Submitter asks if it is possible to modify an existing line to cater for the
areas or combine the 107 and 108 together with the minibuses?

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Lee
Ashworth

Ashworth L

Nobody uses the buses, bad for the environment having empty buses
driving round, waste of money for the rate payer.

General submission, not supporting public transport.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Emma
Askey

Public
Transport
Options

Miss
Rhiannon
Barr

Public
Transport
Options

Miss
Rhiannon
Barr

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Lynette M
Bailey

Matthew
Baird

Public
Transport
Options

Miss
Hazel
Baker

Public
Transport
Options

Miss
Jennifer
Baker

159

Non-support no alternative
suggestions

Askey E

Reconsider the discontinuation of bus route 145. This is in effect a school
bus for Cashmere High School, a local zoned school.

Barr R

No comments provided but note support for Option 1, whereas the duplicate
Submission supports option 1.
supports Option 3.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Barr R

No comments provided but note support for Option 3, whereas the duplicate
Submission supports option 3.
supports Option 1.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Bailey L M

Submitter finds the decision to cancel the Westmorland bus service (145),
without any consultation with residents, or the local Residents’ Association
here in Westmorland, unfathomable. Submitter lists three reasons for low
patronage - inappropriate route, bus sizes and timetable. Suggests route
change (circuit of Westmorland). Bus service will be supported when it
takes us to where we want to go, and at the appropriate times.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Baird M

Environment Canterbury needs to provide more information on patronage
data, projections and the effects of fare increases. Please re-evaluate the
farebox recovery policy.
Urge Environment Canterbury to reject
x the three proposed options
x the proposed reduction to the maximum Total Mobility subsidy per
vehicle trip from $35 to $30
x the discontinuation of the six lowest performing bus routes
x the increase in bus fares

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Fares have not
increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally
not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Baker H

Submitter relies on public transport to get to work everyday, using the 145
bus at least 8 times a week and 535 bus at least 5 times a
week. Discontinuing these vital services would cause a severe negative
impact. Suggests these services could be ran using only the Mercedes
vans.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 and 535 routes.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Baker J

Retain 145 Westmorland to Eastgate - I use it every day and it would
negatively impact on my life if it was discontinued. Alternative ideas could
include running the mini buses on the route full time rather than part of the
day, or reducing service to every hour rather than half hour in off peak

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff
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Public
Transport
Options
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Full Name

Graeme
Bamley

Mrs
Helen
Barclay

Bill
Baritompa

Elizabeth
Baritompa

Public
Transport
Options

Anneke
Barrett

Public
Transport
Options

Lynette
Barr

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Rhyan
Barr

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

160

Mrs
Carolyn
Bates

Mr
John
Bates

Company /
Organisation

Action officer evaluation

times, or only every half hour in peak times. Consider increasing the fare
on this route to subsidise it better?

Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and have prepared an alternative
operational implications.
option for Council.

Bamley G

No comments provided.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Non-support Opposition to Long-Term Plan
no alternative
has been noted.
suggested

Barclay H

Submission refers to 145. Instead of discontinuing the lowest performing
routes, these need to be reviewed as to why they are low performing. The
bus is very well used by Cashmere High students. One suggestion would
be to extend the blue line to include Westmorland. This extension could
operate intermittently to align with school and work hours.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Cost savings from
operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against the extra capital cost
of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints they present at times
of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Extension of routes will
involve additional costs which will require an increase in funding.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council..

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Extension of routes will
involve additional costs which will require an increase in funding.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Baritompa B

Baritompa E

Concerning 535, it is important for Cass Bay and Rapaki to keep this route.
Extend to Governor's Bay if possible. Public transport needs to be widely
available.

Do not discontinue the 535. It is the only means of transport for some
people. Maybe continue from Rapaki to Governor's bay or extend to city.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Submission Summary

Barrett A

Keep 535 bus going. Submitter does not mind a small increase as long as
the bus keeps going. Many people rely on this bus.

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Opposed to changes
suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Barr L

Stop messing with the bus services. Students won't be able to get to school
with your proposals. Look at frequencies at off peak times and size of
buses. Reduce the amount of higher paid staff that are not needed, big
savings there.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission opposes changes to bus services. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Barr R

Do more research understand the needs of canterbury, look how the world
moves people and embrace technology, go electric and abandon
uneconomical routes .

Support for option 1 noted. Issues raised may be considered as part of the
Regional Public Transport Plan review currently under way.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Bates C

Oppose discontinuation of 107 and 108 routes for reasons set out in
submission. Consider combining routes, use of smaller buses, or adjusting
the timetable to make the routes more economic. Bus patronage would be
better if routes ran straight into city rather than requiring changeover at
Northlands.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Cost savings from
operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against the extra capital cost
of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints they present at times
of peak demand.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications which will require further analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Bates J

Submitter opposes loss of 107 and 108 routes as their family of 6 is directly
affected for travelling to shops, school and events. Live in a semi semi-rural
community so not a surprise routes are low patronage, but these are
invaluable as a lack of alternate transport options (Gardiners Road and Styx
Mill Road are 80 kph zone with no footpath or formed cycleway so biking is
not a safe alternative). Would use the bus service more regularly for work
and school if the service was more time-efficient and targeted due to need
to change at Northlands - requests a direct to city exchange. Suggests
blending or alternating the 107 and 108 routes. Considers patronage will
improve with new subdivisions in the area (e.g. Highstead) and Somerset
retirement village.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Public
Transport
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Anonymous

Tina
Bayer

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Anonymous

Submitter disagrees with the proposed axing of the 535 bus as it is an
essential service for the kaumƗtua in the Rapaki pensioner flats and she
is unable to drive and if this occurs will have to leave the place I call home.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Bayer T

Submitter would have supported option 2 (no fare increases), but disagrees
with completely discontinuing the six bus routes. Lives on Route 145 which
is frequently used by neighbourhood children to get to Cashmere High
School. Route removal reduces independence and increases reliance on
cars. Queries whether the route can continue as a school-times only route
with 1-3 services in the morning and afternoon. The same applies to other
routes being used by students as transport to school.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand. Other issues raised are beyond the
scope of the Long-Term Plan discussion.
Opposition to changes in the Long-Term Plan noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Lisa
Beardsley

Beardsley L

Submitter request Environment Canterbury stop changing the bus routes as
this contributes to people choosing not to use the bus. Recommends using
different sized buses on routes with different passenger volumes and times
of day. Doesn't support CHCH having several different bus companies
who have to bid against each other for contracts as this leads to insecurity
of employment for bus drivers and associated staff and undermines the
quality of the service. Requests drivers to have first aid training and a good
understanding of health and safety. Considers that the Canterbury bus
services should be owned by CCC and be run as a public good, break-even
service.

Public
Transport
Options

Nikki
Beardsley

Beardsley N

Transport around Canterbury is presently mainly motorcars and trucks where is the rail conversation? Submitter makes a number of suggest on
how to fund public transport and future proof.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan or Regional Land Transport Plan processes.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Begg J

The proposed inner city shuttle buses should be given high priority.
Alternative solution to option 4, $2 fare all day everyday with no concession
fares (no goldcards, youth fares) Do not cut any bus routes without
providing better routes.
Change the law to allow for an independent, stand alone Christchurch
Transport Board with elected members, separate from Environment
Canterbury and CCC.
Public transport is a public good. NZ government should own all public
transport buses and lease them to not-for-profit groups.
In hearing referred to RPTP vision and her submission on the draft GPS on
transport.

Adding additional routes or services would increase cost profile of running
No change to the Long-Term
public transport services. Changes to legislation are beyond the scope of the
Plan 2018-28 is
Long-Term Plan. Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the
recommended.
Regional Public Transport Plan review process

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Belfast
Community
Network

Oppose discontinuation of bus services to our community and wider
Christchurch (Routes 145, 107, 108, 135, 150, 535). Rate payers will
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
understand the need for increased rates and fares to cover services. The
suggested.
continual changes to bus services is detrimental to well being. ECan must
look for better options to provide public transport in our city which meets the
specific needs of our people, community and city.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Benaia M

Suggests more dedicated bus routes, more light rail. Challenge the City
Council for what is their part in the responsibility to provide this important
public service. Challenge central government to stand behind its statements
and help resolve what Environment Canterbury cannot. Submitter supports
an increase in rates to invest in better public transport for the city and our
communities. Would like to see better and more comprehensive network
that is reliable and timely.
If you want people to take bus, give them option of buses – more buses,
frequency and more routes to be more viable.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Submission involves a
discussion more suitable for the Regional Public Transport Plan review
process
Comments support rate increases to support a more comprehensive
network.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Bennett M

Submitter opposes loss of the Westmorland 145 service to Eastgate as
utilized by many children to get to school - is busy in the morning and
overcrowded on way home. Removing it will increase car use. Notes that
no one goes to Eastgate and that a change of route could be made instead

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support –
response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Janet
Begg

Lynda
Goodrick

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Merav
Benaia

Public
Transport
Options

Melissa
Bennett

161

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Public
Transport
Options

Full Name

Mrs.
Crystalyn
Betito

Mr
Jamie
Billings

Company /
Organisation

Betito C

Billings J

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

of cancelling it. Queries if Environment Canterbury has contacted the
schools or community group or viewed the bus at peak times.

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Please do not remove the 145 and 535 buses. We really need these
especially 145. I do not drive and my daughter and I use these bus routes
alternately to and from school. I will now also start working and this bus will
be my lifeline. The 145 in particular is indispensable to us as it connects us
to many commercial areas including Eastgate where our medical centre is.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 and 535 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Strongly opposes all three options. Discontinuing routes is a short-sighted
approach. Submitter suggests alternative route for 145, modernising the
fleet and introducing new routes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Miss
Kirsty
Billington

Billington K

Opposes loss of 145 Westmorland bus as son uses it.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Peter
Binns

Binns P

Would smaller buses work better for Timaru?

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Bishopdale
Centre
Association

Refers to 107 and 108 routes. Requests Environment Canterbury consider
a single new route which connects Northlands Mall, Northwood Mall and
Bishopdale Village and Retirement Villages, Schools and other significant
people places where possible. This could be a circular route rather than
return route, enabling people to travel to connect to other metro services at
Northlands or other stops and cover enough of the area to collect people
and connect significant but different shopping and business
centres. Requirement would be two small buses moving around the route
in opposite directions.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Bissey

Cannot support further reducing the bus network. Major changes that came
in a few years ago are the cause of the current problems as many have
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
already lost their bus routes. Losing the 107 would mean my family would
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107 route.
not be able to visit Willowbank.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Blake M

Opposes ratepayers having to pay $4 million shortfall, arguing the Council
cause the shortfall by shifting patronage from buses to
cycleways. Requests Environment Canterbury stop cycleways
construction.

Cycleway spending is not an issue for the current Long-Term Plan.
Submission is out of scope.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Blind
Foundation

Does not support any of the three options presented. Removing the six
routes will affect members of the Blind Foundation who rely on these for
their access to the community and essentials of daily living.
Recommends continuing the bus routes and conduct a review.
Introduce a ticketing system (i.e. nationally integrated system) that meets
the requirements of all users.
Four suggestions on infrastructure including working with Local Authorities
to improve accessibility and prioritisation of infrastructure, install continuous
bus lanes, dedicated positions for buses at super stops and install
accessible real time information.
Fares should not be a barrier to people who have an impairment using PT
or a disincentive. The costs of the service should be spread across the
population as a cost of the transportation network.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Issues raised may be considered as part of the Regional Public Transport
Plan review currently under way.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Alan
Jolliffe

Public
Transport
Options

Bissey

Public
Transport
Options

Murray
Blake

Public
Transport
Options

162

Ms
Carina
Duke

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Investigate the impact of a reduction in the total mobility subsidy maximum
on the end user before implementing the change.
Gives particular example of deaf blind client who relies on two of the
affected routes to get out of house and battles constant safety concerns.
Make Public Transport more attractive and work better with other councils
to improve service. Proactively plan for vulnerable and low income users
who rely on public transport. Create super stops.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Christine
Harris

Mr Melvyn
Bonner

Leo
Bons

Mr
Peter
Boock

Mrs
Michelle
Boon

Public
Transport
Options

Richard
Boon

Public
Transport
Options

Glenn
Boyle

163

Board of
Trustees

The current 145 service apparently replaced the 79 service along with
a dedicated school service that was axed in Dec 2014 which left
Thorrington Primary School children without a bus service. Closing the 145
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
service means children will not be able to take PT to Christchurch South
Intermediate and Cashmere High School. Thorrington School is situated on suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 route.
a main thoroughfare - the fewer cars to drop/collect the safer for everybody
and less congestion. The walking distance is too far for a primary school
child and would also be very unsafe.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Bonner M

Submitter believes you must not reduce the Total Mobility subsidy. Disabled
folks rely on this as many of them cannot drive like my daughter who has
Submission specifically references the Total Mobility. Opposed to changes
Cerebral Palsy. Disabled folks are often on low incomes as well so any
suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives suggested.
removal of Total Mobility subsidy will eat into their already strained
finances.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Bons L

Please do not discontinue the 107. I need the bus 107 to continue as I take
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
it home from school (Casebrook) most days. I am too far away to walk so
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107 route.
this is my main form of transport.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Boock P

Submitter is a registered member of the Blind Foundation and a Social
Worker and opposes the 3 options outlined and removal of 6 bus routes as
these are discriminatory towards abilities. Requests the maximum subsidy
for Total Mobility should be increased to $40 to take into account the longer
trips required post earthquakes. Cutting it would equate to less than
$35000 a year yet would create more issues for the disabled. Holders of the
Support noted for increase in rating contribution. Submission suggests
TM card are amongst our most vulnerable with higher rates of
alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
unemployment and lower average wages for disabled persons. Cutting
the maximum subsidy would be discriminatory under the Human Rights Act
(a number of references are made to the Act and the Human Rights
Commission). Requests that Environment Canterbury increase the rates
funding to cover the shortfall in order to have the time to implement the
Regional Public Transport Plan in two years.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Boon M

Oppose cutting of route 145 which passes Cashmere High School. If it is
not tenable, at least provide two time slots in the morning and three in the
afternoon. Taking away bus will increase congestion, and leave students
without an effective means of transport to school.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Boon R

With reference to the 145 - submitter questions how a bus route used by a
large number of school students can be cut. If the full 145 service is not
tenable then at least provide two morning slots, and three afternoon slots- a
school route. Cutting will have flow on effects for traffic congestion. If you
are unable to run a decent bus service then let the CCC and district
councils provide the service.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council..

Boyle G

Oppose discontinuation of all 6 routes (145, 107, 108, 135, 150, 535) but in
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
particular 145. Concern about reduction in support of funding public
suggested.
transport if it continues in a downward spiral.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
no alternative
or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
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have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Cameron
Bradley

Public
Transport
Options

Francesca
Bradley

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Neville
Brenssell

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Roy
Brettschneider

Jasmine
Briggs

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Simon
Britten

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Natalie
Brodie

Public
Transport
Options

164

Mrs
Hana
Kakoi Silafai

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Bradley C

Submitter opposes prefers a targeted rate increase over cutting bus
services to reduce congestion and environmental costs.

Bradley F

Submitter does not support any of the options as these are
undemocratic. Requests Environment Canterbury reconsider the current
proposed options and seek public feedback on a selection of democratic
options. Submitter states there is no publicly accessible supporting data
and research on how the options were formed and requests that patronage
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
data, projections and the effects of fare increases be made publicly
Farebox recovery policy issue should be canvassed as part of the review of
available to inform public submissions. Does not believe the proposed
the Regional Public Transport Plan
options will improve long term PT system. Requests that Environment
Canterbury re-evaluate the farebox recovery policy and explore wider
options to improve PT patronage. Opposes the Total Mobility subsidy per
vehicle trip reduction as services for those with disabilities should not be cut
unless viable alternatives are offered and until PT is made more accessible
to all.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Brenssell N

Public transport should be a service not a profit centre. Suggests buying
new, smaller buses, and axe the poorly used runs. If the rates go up, then
so be it. Try to be proactive.

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Non-support Opposition to Long-Term Plan
suggested
has been noted.
alternative(s)

Don't discontinue Routes 107 and 108. If you do, include an alternative
route, it is a large area to be without public transport. Alternative to look at
running 3 times in the morning and afternoon on the 107 and 108 routes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Please do not take away the 145 and 535 bus service. Such a disruption
and so isolating for banks peninsula residents.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 and 535 routes

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose discontinuation of six services (145, 107, 108, 135, 150 and
535). Should be encouraging higher utilisation of public
transport. Consider amalgamating 107 and 108 services.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Brettschneider
R

Briggs J

Britten S

x
Brodie N
x

Bromley
Community
Centre

Smaller vehicles, less frequent (key times) on low performing
routes.
Smaller vehicles, more frequent on medium performing routes.

Submitter opposes the discontinuation of the 145 bus service that goes via
Bromley. Many workers, volunteers and community members of mixed
age, gender, culture and ability attend the Bromley Community Centre for
support groups, regular activities, and events. Many are unable to
drive. Submitter also notes Cashmere/Westmorland students will be
affected and the already discontinued (in 2014) school bus services for
these schools. The 145 services a number of lower income areas, such as
Opawa, Woolston, and Linwood, via various groups of shops - connecting
people of mixed abilities, and people with mobility limitations to essential

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Submitter comments that the consultation process and submission form is
not user friendly. Feedback will be included in the internal review of the
process to be undertaken in early July

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

shops and services. Submitter considers the section of the route from
Bromley to Eastgate is well-used, with many residents of Bromley using the
service to reach the shops and services at Eastgate Mall - a hub of
essential community, health and public services (library, citizens advice,
doctors and lots more). The 145 bus route plays an integral part in
connecting Bromley residents to these services, as well as grocery stores at
Eastgate. Is hugely disappointed to see that all three proposal options
include the cutting of bus routes. Surely re-routing, timetable changes, or
even less frequent buses would be better than just cutting these services
entirely?
Submitter considers the consultation process is not user-friendly, with the
registration and submission process being far from accessible or easily
navigated. Many of the 145 bus service users who have a variety of
disabilities and limitations would really struggle to submit their thoughts
(whether by video, paper form or online form). Only discovered that there
was a proposal to scrap our bus route through seeing someone's Facebook
post where I then looked up the Environment Canterbury page and
discovered that I can make a submission and found out what the proposals
even are. This has left us one day to get the word out there to our
community which is too late.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Angela
Brouwers

Paul
Brouwers

Ms
Maria
Browne

Mrs
Rachel
Brown

Public
Transport
Options

Tom
Bryant

Public
Transport
Options

Gayleen
Buchanan

165

Brouwers A

Do not stop the bus routes 107 Styx Mill and 108 Casebrook. 1.There are
new subdivisions, and a huge retirement village (summer set) going up
along these routes. So a bus service is vital.2. It is to far to walk to other
bus routes. 3.We pay our rates and should have access to handy public
transport, so we don't clog up the roads with cars. Public Transport should
be accessible to everyone.

Brouwers P

Submission notes it would be a travesty to remove all public transport
options from the Casebrook, Northcote, Styx Mill Reserve and Northwood
areas (the 107 and 108 bus routes) and asks for consideration of the
impact.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Browne M

Submitter opposes loss of Westmorland 145 bus services to the suburb as
their kids will use it for school. Suggests the bus service would be utilized
more if it went from Westmorland to Colombo St and into the city rather
than Eastgate as Eastgate is not a 'go to' destination for the majority of
residents in Westmorland.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Brown R

Submitter opposes loss of Route 145 as this is a very important bus route
for school children to get to Cashmere High school. Supports disabled,
underage for license, elderly etc paying less for bus fares. Does not
support a fare increases for anyone. Suggests using smaller buses and
targeted times - e.g for school children in the morning and afternoon and
reduced runs at other times.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Bryant T

Submitter agrees with the rationale proposed by Environment Canterbury to
increase prices and reduce routes that are not viable but asks for
consideration to allow more bikes to be carried on the services that remain Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission concerned principally with loss of bike capacity from Lyttelton
(bikes through the lyttelton tunnel). Possible solutions are suggested and
submitter would be happy to discuss and provide input into if this would be
of assistance.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Buchanan G

None of these options are acceptable while they include the cancellation of
535 bus. It will result in complete isolation for residents. There are no other
options for those who cannot drive.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
no alternative
or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Conditional
support
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have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Anita
Buckmaster

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Gary
Buckmaster

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Fleur
Burke

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Nick
Stoneman

Mr
Angus
Buxton

Stephen
Calvert

Miss
Kirsty
Cameron

Buckmaster A

These (108 Casebrook) buses are essential for both my children getting to
and from school as they take the orbiter to Northlands then bus from school
home. Perhaps restricting bus running times to school hours and frequency
restrictions throughout the day may work better. To remove both buses
would leave the kids stranded and walking the 3km is not an option as the
roads will become busier with even more private transport on the roads.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Buckmaster G

Submitter does not support dropping bus routes. Environment Canterbury
should support more people to get out of their cars and use PT, and use the
most adequately sized bus for the time of day / population. Identifies routes
107 and 108 services, stating their loss will result in more cars. Parents
don't think the roads are safe for cyclists in rush hour.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

No comments provided. Supports option 3.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Burke F

No comments made.

Bus Go
Canterbury

While supporting option A -other options for the affected communities
should be either consider sending the 28 service via Northcote Road to
service this area so it offers an alternative instead of it terminating at
Northlands Mall.
Second suggestion is to send a Blue Line service to Belfast via Sawyers
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Arms Road and through put a very strong emphasis on only sending Belfast Provision of additional services will add to cost profiles of the PT provision.
buses through this area and not Rangiora services.
Third Suggestion look at ways of putting a Trial in place from Darfield /
Kirwee / West Melton to the City or to link with the 85 Service from
Rolleston.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Conditional
discontinue six routes. Staff
support
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Buxton A

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Bus route 145 is a low performing route and submitter suggests 145 could
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
be replaced with a higher performing one that includes the shops and office
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
blocks of Lincoln Road.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Calvert S

Submitter opposes all three options. A very detailed submission is provided Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
addressing the submitter's concerns and suggested alternatives - refer to
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
full submission.
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cameron K

Submitter opposes loss of routes 107 and 108 from Casebrook area as is a
regular user Mon - Sat, every day morning and evening and the bus is their
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
only source of transport. Buses are meant to be provided as a service, not
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
to make a profit and there are many elderly who take these routes everyday
who will not be able to do so.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Aaron
Campbell

Campbell A

Submitter opposes the discontinuation of the six bus routes, in particular
routes 107 and 108 as this reduces PT accessibility for those less
independently mobile.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Ashley
Campbell

Campbell A

Rationalisation to increase patronage and decrease cost is a better option
rather than axing routes. Submitter suggests connecting and co-ordinating
timetables (i.e. 150 and 135). Submitter proposes Environment Canterbury

Submission specifically references the 135/150 routes.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2 suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
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Mr
Kenneth
Campbell

Sandy
Brinsdon

Company /
Organisation

Campbell K

Canterbury
District Health
Board

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

acknowledges that continued cutting of services creates a vicious circle of
decreased patronage. Instead, it takes a long-term view and focuses on
growing use, rather than cutting costs.

discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose discontinuation of routes 107 and 108. Consideration needs to be
given to number of elderly and physically challenged on this route - senior
citizens who need to make trips to doctors and hospitals, factoring
expansion to retirement villages in the area. Improve the transport system,
don't contribute to its demise.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan,
particularly seeking additional rating income to support PT.
Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

The CDHB supports Option 4 none of the above regarding the public
transport options provided within the consultation document. Public
transport has an important role in improving health outcomes. CDHB
believes that none of the three suggested options or combinations of them
sufficiently enable this to be achieved as they would create additional
barriers to the use of Public Transport. Reasoning supporting this point of
view is outlined directly in the submission including further evidence and
detail on suggested solutions. Briefly some of the solutions are:
x while the RPTP review is occurring, the $4million shortfall should be
financed solely by a targeted rate increase, or a redistribution of
other Environment Canterbury funds
x another possible solution to addressing some of the $4million
shortfall may be to maintain current rates and redistribute this
funding specifically to public transport.
x supports proposed changes to the transfer window in Timaru
x CDHB recommends exploration of other options, for example
altering the frequency of routes or connecting routes to existing
services, as alternative means to reduce running costs
x public could be given an option of a rates increase in order to
maintain service levels and affordable fares
x The CDHB also proposes that funding decisions relating to public
transport need to consider that all road users benefit when public
transport is widely used
In hearing CDHB reiterated concern at reduction of Total Mobility Scheme
and loss of six bus routes. Public Transport is for public good. Public
Transport should be integrated throughout decision making processes and
not siloed due to multidimensional benefits. The inconsistency of messaging
that cancellation/changing of bus routes creates uncertainty for public.
Calculations suggest reducing the total mobility cap from $35 per trip to $30
per trip would save a maximum $34,000 (negligible in addressing $4million
shortfall). In addition, the Regional Land Transport Plan consultation
document states that average trip lengths in Canterbury have been
increasing since 2011. Such information suggests that by reducing the cap
the actual costs to users is likely to further increase.
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Ms
Annie
Cao

Ms
Annie
Cao

Cao A

Submitter opposes a large increase in fares which will make catching the
bus inaccessible for those who need it the most.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage

Cao A

I support option 1 to resolve the $4 million shortfall in public transport. I do
not support large increases in fares which will make public transport
inaccessible to those who really need it.
I welcome more investment in cycling infrastructure and greatly appreciate
the cycle paths that have been put in to date.

Supports option 1.
Cycle infrastructure provision is the responsibility of the Christchurch City
Council but we will note the support for that type of investment. Fares have
not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have
traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage
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Capaldi J

Submitter requests that the buses are either much cheaper (for example $1)
or free for the medium term (5 to 10 years??) to change the habits of
Christchurch residents and encourage widespread public transport usage,
which could then be charged for at a subsidised rate in the future once
established. Submitter opposes the removal of the six routes as these are
relied upon by some residents and in particular, route 145, which St Martins
area children use to access Cashmere high school.

Submission support reducing fares and increasing rates.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Anonymous

Submitter opposes discontinuation of bus route 107. Submitter is elderly
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
and relies on this service for access to services including medical. This bus
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
service prevents seniors or disabled people from becoming isolated and
suggested.
housebound.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Carasuk R

Opposes cutting 6 bus routes and requests Environment Canterbury
increase rates for the next 2 years to pay for it, and lobby central
government to cancel the Fare Box recovery requirement and to provide
Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
funding. Requests Environment Canterbury develop and implement the
Transport Plan review process. Additional comments will be considered later
new Regional Public Transport Plan to support robust PT in Canterbury until
this year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.
more permanent solutions are agreed upon. Recommends developing PT
integrated with cycling as is ‘multi-modal’ transport. Requests secure bike
parking at stops, providing space on buses for bicycles (more than two).

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose cutting six bus routes (145, 107, 108, 135, 150, 535). Profitability
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
and usage should not be the only criteria for decisions of this kind. Minimal
suggested.
rates increase necessary to keep existing routes open.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Prefers option 1 as seems to have the least impact on the individual
passenger/ratepayer.

Supports Option 1.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter wishes for the 535 bus route to remain in use.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Opposition to Long-Term Plan has been noted.
No alternatives suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Carter A

Submitter objects to the 145 being discontinued. A more user-friendly link
going into the city or a bus connecting to Thorrington.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Carter G

Submitter opposes the proposed discontinuance of bus routes 107 (Styx)
and 108 (Casebrook) because when they're at college they'll need them to
go to school or to the mall when they can't drive a car yet, and because
there are no foot paths and it's a dangerous road to walk near it.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Carter J

Submitter opposes loss of all 6 routes and requests improved services,
considering that the current drop in patrons is due to price and
convenience. Considers a lack of integrated transport and the rebuilding of
infrastructure as the issue, arguing that as the city rebuilds and gains more
commuters, PT should grow again, and therefore cutting routes is

Council is working with its partners – Christchurch City Council, New Zealand
Transport Agency, Selwyn and Waimakariri Districts - investigating what
rapid public transport system would meet the need of the communities now
and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas. This work is looking
into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid transport options

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff

Carnaby P

Carrabes M

Carrara N

Submission
analysis
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shortsighted. Considers Environment Canterbury should focus on a
passenger rail service, and integrating rail from Rolleston / Kaiapoi as a
long term strategy to lift bus patronage.

including technology advances, to identify what planning and investment is
needed now and the future.

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cashmere
Residents'
Association

Retaining public transport services serves multiple goods for our
communities. The submitter proposal would help retain one service through
raised profitability, the 145, for by increasing its use, by joining up more
surrounding suburbs more successfully. From consultation we have done,
and supporting the Bowenvale residents' petition submission to reinstate
service for their valley, a new local double-loop draft layout for the 145 is
included in the submission. Also suggests using smaller buses and differing
frequencies.
Welcomes opportunity to discuss public transport. Submitters spoke on the
suggested route in map attached in submission and gaps currently in the
area with limited/no service including Bowenvale Ave and Lansdowne
Terrace. Submitters are offering alternative options to increase 145 use and
profitability. Submitters referred to the importance of public transport for the
elderly and those with medical conditions that need to access
hospitals/medical centres. Route suggested is one small bus one way even
in low frequency. Loss of 145 to Bromley is noted to get to the cemetery.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Catholic Parish
of Ferrymead

Opposes loss of the 535 service on behalf of the community of St Joseph
the Worker Church, Lyttelton as some parishioners (elderly who are no
longer able to drive) rely on the 535 bus to attend services, do banking and
shopping in Ferrymead. Recommends extending route to Governors Bay to
increase patronage. The timetable would not need to be altered as the
route would take only 5 minutes to Governors Bay, 5 minutes wait, and then
the return journey.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Extending the route would add extra costs.
Alternative services exist that can transport users to banks and shopping in
the central city.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council..

Cavanagh

Does not completely agree with discontinuing routes, fare increases,
reduced total mobility and rate/tax increases. Commuters will be turned
away by price increases. Environment Canterbury and Greater Christchurch
public transport group needs to be more innovative.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to
meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on
patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cavanagh

The one that affects me is the 135. Suggests ways the 135 might have
been better utilised. In future, suburban connector buses could be
incorporated into a bigger longer bus route i.e. into the city or different hub.
Environment Canterbury should have used reserves to investigate and
implement better routes.

Submission specifically references the 135 route.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cavanagh M

Sustainable public transport, including reducing emissions is critical.
1. Do not increase the fares. Increase the cost of parking to encourage
commuters in particular to leave their cars at home. PT currently costs more
than cars.
2. Increase the free window of 2 hours to 4 hours which will encourage
shoppers, movie goers, restaurateurs to come to the CBD by bus.
3. Free shuttle buses around the CBD.
4. Find the extra money by taxing those who take their cars into the CBD
including commuters.
5. Work to provide a more efficient bus service so that more people use it
and so that it can eventually pay for itself.
6. Bus routes which are poorly patronised need to be axed.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. Additional comments will be considered later No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
this year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
recommended.
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

CCS Disability
Action

Recommend Environment Canterbury increase the rates funding to have
the time to implement the Regional Public Transport Plan in two years
time. Strongly disagree with reduction to the Total Mobility maximum
subsidy - post earthquake passengers are travelling longer distances and it
is taking longer as traffic congestion and road works, will only save
approximately $35,000 but will have a significant detrimental effect on
users. Recommend pursuing an increase in the Government

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
While Environment Canterbury continues to advocate for increased central
government contributions in a number of areas, setting the current budget in
the long term plan must take account of existing funding sources and
commitments.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

contribution. Acknowledge the six bus routes identified are low performing
but is a responsibility for the Council to provide an accessible service under
the Human Rights Act and can't discriminate. Requests Environment
Canterbury consider rerouting existing bus routes to continue covering the 6
areas.
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Deborah
Chandler

Neville
Chang

Mary
Chapman

Mrs
Carly
Chatterton

Ms
Jude
Cheal

Lena
Chernoglazova

Mr
Dave
Ching

Chandler D

Oppose discontinuing 145, needed for transport to Cashmere High
School. Look at running a reduced service in peak times or an increased
fare.

Please reconsider the 145 route. It will impact on submitter and many other Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
local seniors ability to access essential shopping and medical services and suggested
not be socially isolated.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Chapman M

Oppose discontinuation of 145 route. Crowded with Cashmere High and
Christchurch South Intermediate school kids. Taking this away would
impact my ability to work.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Chatterton C

Submitter is a mother of 2 small boys, is partially blind due to a stroke and
can no longer drive and is heavily reliant on public transport, especially the
145 bus (for various stated errands and for independence), and also uses
an Environment Canterbury card for half price taxis. Considers the
proposed changes will have a severe impact on their life and ability to be a
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
functioning member of society. Cutting services will not encourage PT
suggested.
use. Christchurch used to have a great bus service. Considers
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Environment Canterbury has more options available (refer to
submission). States that if the 145 and the 535 bus routes are removed you
leave Woolston and Bromley residents with only the P bus route as an
option and that's not good enough. Can only afford 3 half price taxis a
week and does not support cutting them too.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cheal J

Submitter seeks a Westmorland bus service (#145) that runs into the city as
opposed to changing at Barrington. This change is a major disincentive.
Patronage would increase with this change.
Submitter seeks a circuit up Penruddock Rise and down Ravensdale Rise
to the City, this will service the new subdivision at the top of the hill,
including a school connection in the future.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Chernoglazova
L

Disagrees with decision to discontinue so may bus routes - especially the
145. It is popular with school children and older people - you are essentially
taking away their only means of transportation. Increase in fares, may not
seem a huge increase but it adds up in the long run. Reconsider some of
these changes and perhaps merge some of the routes or run them less
often.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ching D

Submitter strongly opposes loss of the Northwood 107 service as a large
number of students (including their son) and elderly residents of the
Northwood area use this service to commute to various schools, shopping
centres, banks, doctors etc. Tourists use the service to visit
Willowbank. Biking to Papanui High School via Gardiners Road is not safe
as there are no cycle lanes or footpaths to ride on. Suggests the 107 could
run within school hours and less frequently during school holidays.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Chang N

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
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Opposes cancelling route 107 as many elderly and students catch this route Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
and PT reduces congestion, air pollution and risk of accidents to students
suggested.
walking.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ching J

Submitter disagrees with dropping bus route 107. This would affect a huge Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
number of school children, tourists and elderly. Important for independence suggested.
and safety.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Chng Y

Submitter opposes loss of the 6 routes as providing proper transport is part
of Environment Canterbury's duty and people without cars can't get out of
their house to work, to school, to anywhere. Taking the bus is still the
cheapest option. Suggests combining some of the routes to make it a
longer journey.

Chris Ruth
Centre Trust

Very disappointed to read that one of the proposals ECan is considering is
to make a reduction in the subsidy to the Total Mobility Scheme from $35 to
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
$30. Reducing this subsidy would mean people will have to find another
suggested.
$10 per outing to be able to access the community.
There must be other areas within the ECan scheme that can help towards
Submission specifically references total mobility
reducing costs other than impacting on people with disabilities. I implore
you to reconsider this option and consider other areas.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Paul
Munro

Christchurch
City Holdings
Limited

For Christchurch, as New Zealand's second largest city, to be a vibrant and
forward looking city, it needs a future focused, innovative and best practice
public transport system. The draft Environment Canterbury Long-Term Plan
will not deliver this. Immediate future impact of discontinuing five of the
routes currently operated by Red Bus is extremely significant.
We request that Environment Canterbury does not implement the proposal
to discontinue the six public transport routes as set out in the Environment
Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
We would recommend that Environment Canterbury, through the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee, accelerate the RPTP
process, and in the meantime Environment Canterbury should continue to
fund all existing public transport contracts (with or without NZTA support).
Financial impact on RedBus significant, - worst case scenario RedBus
withdraw from market and eliminate competitive market.
Current model doesn’t incentivise operators to improve their service
Don’t cut routes, accelerate RPTP review and
Environment Canterbury drive innovations and make operators step up in
innovations.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Nick
Bryan

Oppose discontinuing 6 routes (107, 108, 135, 145, 150, 535). Services
should remain until a full review of the network undertaken. Particularly
important to visitor experience. ChristchurchNZ responsible for major
Christchurch NZ events, encouraging use of PT, without it being available, the message is
lost. Need to work with partner agencies to achieve mobility solutions.
Would like to see option of visitor or explorer pass that could increase
patronage and drive revenue, enhancing visitor experience.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
Fare options will be covered in discussions on the Regional Public Transport
Plan review process due later this year.
Comments noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan. Fares have not increased since

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Miss
Jac
Ching

Mrs
Jacquie
Ching

Ms
Yeow-Kong
Chng

Mrs
Marilyn
Paston

Mrs
Kendall
Lattin

Ching J

Christchurch
Youth Action
Plan

Submitter encourages that Environment Canterbury prioritises the
improvement of the city’s public transport system – something that was not
emphasised or expressed well in the Long Term Plan.
x Recognise the disproportionate effects of raising bus prices on
young people and people of lower socioeconomic status

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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x

Recognise the effects that discontinuing the six bus routes in
question have, especially on lower socioeconomic areas of
Christchurch
x Think long term about how to create a world-class public transport
system in the city that will reduce overall air pollution and carbon
emissions by: Encouraging people to reduce heavy car use and to
use buses and/or other modes of public transport
Further ideas that young people expressed around transport in the Youth
Action Plan are listed in the submission.
Young people would like to be invited to discussions around how to make
changes that will increase usage of public transport in the city.
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2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable
negative impact on patronage
The Youth Engagement Team will be continuing to work with Christchurch
Youth Action Plan and develop continued engagement through upcoming
planned activities and the ongoing relationship with youth participation
groups.

Public
Transport
Options

Bryan
Clarke

Clarke B

Submitter considers Option 2 is the least worst option. Concerned about
empty buses driving around and the cost for these. Raising fares and
cutting routes will further discourage patronage. Concerned at lack of
coordination between Environment Canterbury (proposing actions that will
decimate the use of public transport), Transit NZ (which is building
motorways at either end of the city to bring more traffic in more efficiently)
and CCC (discouraging cars, reducing traffic, prioritising cycles, putting in
speed limits, and building structures to discourage the use of cars), which
will create massive gridlock. Rather the goals should be aligned to increase
patronage of public transport.
Recommends considering free buses as a full bus plus driver isn't going to
cost any more to run than the currently empty ones. This can be paid for
via redefining the service as 'uncongested roads', with people who are not
taking advantage of public transport paying by way of a targeted tax.
Submitter proposes issuing Public Transport cards to every house with the
rates demand and collecting information on their use.

Public
Transport
Options

Robert
Clark

Clark R

Person looking at these options forgets that one day too they will be unable Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
to drive and may need these services.
suggested.

Clissold J

Submitter considers Environment Canterbury's PT system has not
"improved social connectedness and well-being" in the Thorrington Archer
residential village community - there is no longer a bus traversing Birdwood
Avenue, requiring a 400 to 450m or 900m walk to catch alternative
services. Removing buses from routes used by the elderly is
discriminatory. An accessible bus service for older people is essential – In
hearing gave examples of lowering bus, stepping over gutters. Observation
is that there are no school buses – then these buses could be available for
the 9am-3pm gold card slots. Develop more park and ride facilities.
Recommend you consult with retirement communities in CHCH to develop
an appropriate bus service.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Non-support Opposition to Long-Term Plan
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
no alternative
has been noted.
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
suggested
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Clough T

Submitter opposes the removal of six routes with no option provided where
these routes could be retained. Notes that some of these routes are well
utilised by secondary school children and elderly, and suggests that the
"lowest performing" has not been considered on number of passengers,
rather only fare revenue. Requests that these routes are reconsidered and
maintained, even if they run less frequently during the "off peak"
periods. Notes the 145 Eastgate-Westmorland is full most mornings with
Cashmere High students and her daughters would use this service next
year otherwise.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cobby D

Bus route 535 (Rapaki to Eastgate) provides vital additional bike spaces for
us to get through the Lyttelton Tunnel. I urge you to consider the needs of
cyclists who have to pass through the tunnel. It would be unfortunate if
cyclists were discouraged because of increased difficulties of transferring
through the tunnel.
Please consider that: we only require passage from the last stop before the
tunnel, to the first stop after the tunnel; if the space inside the bus for

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route and reduction in cycle
carrying capacity through the tunnel.
Other services operate through the tunnel. Environment Canterbury are not
responsible for provision of adequate cycle infrastructure to enable cycling
from Lyttelton.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.
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Janet
Clissold

Mrs
Tracy
Clough

Dr
David
Cobby

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Non-support Opposition to Long-Term Plan
no alternative
has been noted.
suggested

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Cocking A

I am strongly against the proposals in the long-term plan. Bus routes should
not be cancelled and fares should not be increased. The long term plan
proposals discriminate against those who cannot travel by car and rely on
the bus network to get around. Environment Canterbury must adopt policies
which support a shift to sustainable modes of transport. These policy
changes are a step in the wrong direction. Other options such as a
pollution tax on private motor travel should be implemented to fund any
shortfall in public transport.

Congestion charging and fuel tax increases are matters of national policy
covered in the Land Transport Management Act, and therefore currently out
of scope of the Long-Term Plan discussion.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage. Additional
comments will be considered later this year through the review of the
Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cocking D

Submitter is strongly against cancelling the bus services and raising fares
as the proposals are discriminatory against people who need public
transport (particularly the elderly and children). Requests Environment
Canterbury to review their policies to make sustainable transport options
such as PT more attractive. Suggests seeking alternative funding such as
congestion tax, private vehicle pollution tax, fuel tax or rates increases.

Congestion charging and fuel tax increases are matters of national policy
covered in the Land Transport Management Act, and therefore currently out
of scope of the Long-Term Plan discussion.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cocking M

Bus routes should not be reduced (107, 108, 135, 145, 150, 535). These
routes are needed by the community, especially the elderly and students
who have no other option to get around. I do not support an increase in bus
fares. I request that all bus routes and services remain in operation and
other funding methods be investigated such as pollution tax, congestion tax
or local fuel tax for private vehicles to fund the shortfall to encourage a shift
to sustainable transport options.

Congestion charging and fuel tax increases are matters of national policy
covered in the Land Transport Management Act, and therefore currently out
of scope of the Long-Term Plan discussion.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cocking R

I am strongly against the proposals of the Long-Term Plan to cancel bus
services and raise fares. Many people rely on these services to get access
into the city. The proposed policies are discriminatory against people who
need public transport to get around (particularly the elderly and children).
Environment Canterbury must review their policies to make sustainable
transport options such as public transport more attractive. If funding is an
issue then alternative funding measures such as congestion tax, private
vehicle pollution tax, fuel tax or rates increase must be considered. These
policies are a backward step and are extremely disappointing.

Congestion charging and fuel tax increases are matters of national policy
covered in the Land Transport Management Act, and therefore currently out
of scope of the Long-Term Plan discussion.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Coey C

Options 1-3 are pre-loaded and give the public no real option. This gives the
impression that the submission process is a case of going through the
motions and the public will be ignored again.
The whole issue here could be seen as Environment Canterbury's poor
performance and failure to understand the transport needs of Christchurch.
The stop gap measures carried as a result of the Earthquakes no longer
apply hence the poor current use of the transport system (ask the public
why they prefer to use alternative transport - long waits on many routes/
catch several buses to reach work / or no bus service within a reasonable
walking distance).
Environment Canterbury proposal to remove the 6 routes: Environment
Canterbury set up these routes to fail as they are small feeder runs which
would generate less income over a short distance - this would be the case
for most of Christchurch bus routes over these distances.
The solution is for the feeder routes to be added to an existing longer bus
route which in turn would maintain services and spread the cost over a
longer run creating a viable bus route. For Environment Canterbury's sake
that means undoing their poor decision to break off these routes in the first
place or taking away a viable route (in our case it was the number 17 run)
and put in a service that was doomed to fail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

wheelchairs/pushchairs is taken, we will be more than happy to wait for the
next bus; the 28 bus could be fitted out with straps, ties, hooks or similar in
this space to secure the bikes whilst in transit; and. these special
'compensations' may only need to operate during morning and evening
peak time
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Amie
Cocking

Debbie
Cocking

Mitchell
Cocking

Ross
Cocking

Mr
Chris
Coey
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David and Julie Commons D &
Commons
J

Absolutely opposed to the discontinuation of bus services, especially the
535 which submitters and family use for their social life, volunteering and
access to services and shopping. Choose to use a bus for environmental
purposes. Removal of the bus will isolate people. Route 535 could be
run less frequently and between governors bay to encourage more
patronage.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Extending services will increase costs of service provision.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Carol
Cooper

Cooper C

With regard to changing 120 bus route. Submitter writing on behalf of
hundreds of residents who live in Lower Spreydon area and has submission
signed by some. More bus stops needed urgently in Lyttelton St, Edinburgh
St, Cobham St. Submission suggests where bus stops should go and
details of rerouting bus route 120.

Submitter does not support any options.
Changes to the 120 service have not been canvassed in the Long-Term
Plan.
Submission is out of scope.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cooper I

I think option 1 is the best of all options, however before discontinuing
routes, these should be seriously looked into to make sure the areas that
are being discontinued are still be serviced by public transport. For
example if #145 is discontinued, Westmorland will no longer be serviced. A
way round this is to extend the blue line to include Westmorland. The
services should go to central city, with the orbiter (or other similar bus
routes) providing a link around the city. I think it is suitable for the fares and
rates to be increased in accordance with inflation.

Conditional support for option 1.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cope M

Submitter strongly disagree with six routes to be discontinued - it is
important to keep remote communities connected to the main urban centres
within Christchurch, especially for elderly, sick or those with disabilities and
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
for children to be able to connect beyond their home area and learn to be
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
independent. Requests less extreme options be considered, e.g. reducing
operational implications.
the frequency of operation on these 6 routes. Submitter lives in Cass Bay
and queries if ill and can't drive how would they get in to see a doctor or
visit a hospital or go to work and back since they have only one car
between two adults in the family.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter does not agree with the cutting of bus route 107 and 108. Bus is
regularly full and you are jeopardising those that solely rely on public
transport.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose cutback of Route 135. Smaller buses in areas of low use and off
peak times.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission specifically references the 135 route.
or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
Use of smaller buses may not produce savings sufficient to cover extra costs
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
of running multiple fleet sizes.
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Environment Canterbury's real argument is how to extract more money from
rate payers using "smoke and mirrors". Maybe it is time the Christchurch
City Council took control of the bus services and relieve Environment
Canterbury of this burden so they can concentrate on more important
issues like not enforcing winter fire restrictions and the doomed water
quality of our rivers.
While Environment Canterbury are proposing a transfer time change to
bring Christchurch into line with Timaru, maybe it is time they also looked at
bringing Christchurch into line with Auckland and some other parts where
Tertiary students receive a reduced bus fare using the Metro card or is
Environment Canterbury only looking at changes with "blinkers". If it is fair
to look at one change why not the other as after all this is up for public
discussion or is it??
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Miss
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Mr
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Miss
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Ms
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Corson L

Coveney C

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Crombie G

Submitter opposes 3 options as all 3 propose cutting bus routes. Strongly
against the proposals to cut both 107 and 108 routes - submitter's wife uses
this service every working day. Requiring bus changes at Papanui have
already weakened access to the city, causing delays for city commuters and
reducing demand. Queries why Environment Canterbury would encourage
even more car congestion by cutting bus services. Recommends combining
the 107 and 108 or leave them as they are and running them all the way to
the CBD as a lot more people would use it then. Waiting time in the cold
and wind is inexcusable. The express buses on the Blue line into the city
refuse to pick up connecting passengers from 107 and 108 even though
they (Blue line) may drop people off at Papanui.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Currie G

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Retain route 107 and 108, maybe reducing the service to alternate
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
days. We are elderly and use the buses every week. Alternatively combine
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
route 107 and 108.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Daigneault P

Doesn't support increasing rates to support uneconomic bus routes, we
need to find ways to reduce the costs of providing these services to a
declining user base of find an alternate way of provisioning.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Dalton A

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submitter is against the discontinuation of 108 bus and suggests extending Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
the bus route 108 Casebrook in to the City would be a better option.
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests extension to the Orbiter which is not part of the LongTerm Plan discussion, and would add additional costs.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 recommended.

Comments noted.

Submission
analysis
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Maria
Davidson

Davidson M

Submitter uses the 145 twice daily, five - six times a week, is reliant on the
bus and cannot not drive nor walk far. Taxis are not affordable. To stop the
145 is total discrimination against low income people, elderly, school
children and anyone else who cannot drive. Bus is essential to access
services and not leave areas totally isolated. Do not cancel the 145. Do not
mind if you combine a service.

Public
Transport
Options

Owen
Davidson

Davidson O

Orbiter to take in The Palms, QE2, Alpine View, Burwood Hospital, New
Brighton and Pak n Save on Breezes Road

Dawson B

Oppose discontinuing 107 and 108 routes.
Do not remove routes without providing an alternative. These buses in
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Northwood are used by my children to get home from school. Many others
suggested.
have made comments about being dependent on these services. Cycling or
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
car pooling is not an option for everyone. By removing services you are
encouraging more private vehicle use.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Dawson G

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Requests keeping the 107 Styx mill or the 108 Casebrook as these are the
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
submitter's only means of transport to get to Northlands where they connect
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
with another bus.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Day L

Submitter opposes all of the Options available. Is a parent with school age
children and the 108 and 107 bus routes are essential to ensure they can
get to school each day. Works at the Public Hospital and without the
Casebrook bus route would have a 30 minute walk to Main North Road for
the Blueline each day.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Bernadette
Dawson

Georgia-Rose
Dawson

Miss
Leanne
Day

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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de Cort L

Submission regards the 145 bus route which children use for school.
Suggests reducing service to just cover peak hours

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

de Lu Dirk

None of the options are acceptable. Environment Canterbury needs to
increase the PT targeted rate or PT will limp along on a business-as- usual
basis until it fails completely. Environment Canterbury must retain the 6
routes proposed for cancellation and increase rates for the next 2 years to
pay for it.
Environment Canterbury needs to lobby central government to cancel the
Fare Box recovery requirement and to provide funding. Please develop and
implement the new Regional Public Transport Plan to support robust PT in
Canterbury until more permanent solutions are agreed upon. Developing PT
integrated with cycling can support both.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

De Lu K

Oppose discontinuation of services (107, 108, 135, 145, 150, 535). Reevaluate farebox recovery policy, focus on social benefits and reduction in
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
transport related carbon emissions. Urge Environment Canterbury to reject
suggested.
proposed reduction in Total Mobility Subsidy. Services shouldn't be cut
without viable alternatives.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

de Roo E

I do not wish to see bus routes 107 and 108 discontinued. If these were to Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
be discontinued, it would greatly impact those who are unable to drive, such suggested.
as the physically impaired or the elderly.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Diamond
Harbour
Community
Association

The Regional Council should be promoting public transport vigorously.
Increasing fares will only reduce the number of people using buses. Closing
routes will reduce patronage. Rates spent on public transport benefit
everyone.
The 535 route is of benefit for people in the northern bays and for people
wishing to go to Eastgate. The route should be retained and extended to
Governors Bay.
The 535 route also provides two more bike racks for people taking bikes
through the tunnel. Dominic van Uden of Diamond Harbour has proposed
the development of a public transport shuttle, using volunteer drivers,
providing a local service around Diamond Harbour and Church Bay to take
people to and from the ferry. Parking problem at ferry. The Community
Association supports this initiative and requests that the Council provides
support in the form of a public transport subsidy and/or assists with the
purchase of a shuttle vehicle.
We would also like the Council to help reduce fares to Quail Island. Very
expensive and no public transport subsidy.
Support option 4 and continuation of 535. Suggested school bus also.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Extending the route or
providing alternative shuttles from Diamond Harbour will add to the cost of
providing bus services.
Environment Canterbury is continuing to work with the local community on
the development of a community vehicle trust in the Lyttelton harbour basin.
No extension proposed to Governors Bay or Quail Island.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council..

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Didham T

Do not support options for public transport, does the shortfall take into
account the public good of having a PT system?
Refer to submission for further detail.

Diggs D

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Total mobility subsidy should remain the same as current. No increase in
Changes to Total Mobility as suggested in the submission will have some
standing charge on rates, but decrease the regularity of some routes as well
cost and operational implications which will require further analysis.
as removal of the six routes not used much. Support the slight fare
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
increases.
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2 Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
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Diggs N

I agree with option one to stop the unprofitable six routes. For the
remaining routes I suggest more use of small buses.
I don’t think the disability subsidy should be cut. Also a small increase in
fares would be acceptable. There should never be an increase in rates
greater than the CPI.

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand. .Changes to Total Mobility as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications which will require further analysis. Fares have not increased
since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a
notable negative impact on patronage

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Conditional
discontinue six routes. Staff
support
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Dobson S

Oppose discontinuation of route 145 Westmorland.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Dodds R

Disagrees with discontinuation of 535, the only connection between
Lyttelton and the entire Eastern area. There is no other alternative.
Please don’t isolate communities. Would be ok to pay more for a bus
service that gets me where I want to go. Consider extending bus from
Rapaki to Governors Bay or change route to connect Eastgate and the
Tannery,

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Dolan A

Submitter would like to see a service that can catch and go to the city from
351 Centaurus road. The present 145 route is hopeless.

Mrs
Anne
Dolan

Dolan A

Being in my mid 70's at the end of Centaurus Road I wish to be able to
catch a bus to the city and not have to change buses or the bus route be
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
discontinued. I do not wish to have walk half a kilometre at lease either way
suggested.
to catch a city bus. I am a substantial rate payer and I expect a decent
service.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Mrs
Julie
Donaldson

Donaldson J

No comments provided.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support

Donaldson K

Submitter's daughter has cerebral palsy & doesn't drive, but works at
Northwood New World & mostly uses the 107 to get to & from work. She
also uses the 108. These services provide independence, and also for the Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
elderly people who no longer drive and school age children. Submitter
understands the financial imperative but considers a bus service is a public Submission specifically references the 107/108 route.
good and proposes keeping the service but reducing the frequency and not
running it as late into the evening.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Donaldson K

Submitter has cerebral palsy and cannot drive. Main mode of transport is
bus. Submitter relies on bus to get to work.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Donaldson R

Submitter strongly objects to the proposed cancelling of the 107 and 108
buses as these are an essential service for people in Belfast/ Northwood
and Casebrook. It is also a valuable service for students attending
Casebrook intermediate and Papanui High. Objects to paying rates for
public transport when the main bus their children use is the 107 to get to
school. Strongly urges Environment Canterbury to reconsider.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mrs
Kirsty
Donaldson

Miss
Katie
Donaldson

Rebecca
Donaldson

No comments provided – no further action requested.
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Donaldson T

Oppose the cutting of buses. My sister with cerebral palsy uses the bus to
get to work as she cannot walk or bike in the rain. Propose reducing the
frequency outside peak times and not run late at night.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Dooley L

Submitter opposes loss of 145 service as this is how she gets to school and
back. Recommends changing the route or making it go just from
Westmorland past cashmere Thorrington and Christchurch south schools
and then to the bus exchange. There are too many blue lines and not
enough for Westmorland residents.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Miss
Lauren
Dooley

Public
Transport
Options

Reducing routes and increasing fares will not improve PT in Christchurch,
Andrew
Douglas-Clifford rather will weaken it and reduce patronage. Funding is needed from
Douglas-Clifford A
additional sources (such as central government) to allow PT to become
more effective, desirable, and useful, which currently, it is not.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Drage J & M

Concerned about services to Halswell, Westmorland and Spreydon (route
145). Suggest 3 basic principles to be followed:
x Communities of interest are the priority when deciding on transport
routes
x Increasing reliance on public transport to counter overuse of cars in
urban centres
x The environmental effects of transport options be a priority
x Future transport options for Christchurch city be informed by local
communities and decided by city councillors in conjunction with
community board members (not by Environment Canterbury)
x Consultation over future bus routes and times is done with local
schools (who would be the biggest users of public transport before
and after school) and with local organisations especially those
whose members are more reliant on public transport than others
(older people and those who need the bus to shop and to get to
community facilities).
x Bus services should be based on improving access and increasing
use rather than on saving money.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Mr
Simon
Drain

Drain S

Disagrees with outright removal of the bus services.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Affects those not able to use private transport easily. The Central City is
Introduction of additional services will increase the cost profile of public
becoming popular again and workers are returning.
Introduce a good bus route servicing the lower end of Hoon Hay Road (near transport provision.
the Cashmere Road intersection) again.

Mr
Sam
Dunlop Doyle

If savings must be made then cut the 6 routes - I would however open late
night buses on the weekends to cut down on the extra pollution and traffic
all the UBERs create getting party goers to and from town.
Dunlop Doyle S
As for the rest of the buses; brand them as the eco-friendly choice! Those
looking to make a difference will likely feel guilty for driving (myself
included!) and will more likely take the bus.

Jean &
McKenzie
Drage

Hon
Ruth
Dyson

Dyson R

Submitter totally opposes the proposals to cut 6 bus routes, two of which
she is very familiar with: the 535 Eastgate Rapaki and the 145 Westmorland
Eastgate. Cutting these services will be very bad for the local residents,
particularly school children and older people as for many buses are the only
connection with banks and postshops and it is short sighted to focus solely
on the financial elements without also balancing up the social
connectedness. The three options given ALL contain the cutting of these
services which shows a limited manner of problem solving. Notes there is a

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Submission Summary

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Introduction of additional services will increase the cost profile of public
transport provision. Additional comments will be considered later this year
through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 and 535 routes.
Public transport cannot directly service all destinations for all passengers.
Alternative services exist that can transport users to banks and shopping in
the central city.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Submission
analysis

comprehensive transport plan being developed in just a couple of years and provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
prefers Environment Canterbury to discard the option of cutting services
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
and look at alternatives such as ensuring that the services that are well
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
used (peak times), are continued, and perhaps reducing the frequency of
the poorly patronised times. There should be an investment in marketing
and engagement with the community to find out WHY the bus services are
not patronised. At least two of these routes use the smaller buses which
are much more emissions friendly so this should be taken into
consideration. Considers the rates increase required is minimal in terms of
$ per year and with active promotion and responses to community concerns
we have a chance to have country leading if not world leading PT provision.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Gerald
Edmunds

Ms
Robyn
Edwards

Edwards R

Kusal
Ekanayke

The submitters, the Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport and
Youth Voice Canterbury assessed all options. Key findings on each are
included in the submission.
From the provided (three) options, option 2 (with the no fare increase) had
the most support overall.
Option 4 (providing an alternative) was preferred over all other options with
the incentive of not cancelling the 6 proposed bus routes.
Option 4 alternatives include:
x Running the 6 bus routes during current peak times only.
Christchurch
x Encouraging people to take the bus and increase patronage via
Youth Council,
lower fares.
Youth Voice
Canterbury and
x Change fare prices according to specific buses/times of day i.e.
Youth
peak times.
Reference
x On call buses to medical centres or hospitals (if the Burwood
Group for
hospital route is cut)
Sustainable
x A new bus service in the summer that would transport people to the
Transport
beach (i.e. cass and corsair bay)– will be popular and could
increase revenue
Young people should have access to public transport and the choice and
increasing fares may put young people off. May also be a safety concern if
young people don’t take public transport at night, Young people don’t have
consistent income so fare increases can be offputting and uncertain. One
option could be to keep the youth fare the same but increase other fares.
Fares impact young people more than rates.
Innovative ideas – route convenience – connecting the hubs enroute.

Public
Transport
Options

e
L

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Anne
Elson

179

Edmunds G

One of the reasons not to use the bus service when travelling to the central
city from the outer suburbs is the need to change buses and sometimes
suffering a lengthy wait until a bus arrives to take you to central city. Look at
timetables and transfers.

No comments provided.

Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
No change to the Long-Term
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
Plan 2018-28 is
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
recommended.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

No comments provided. Support for option noted.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare
increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact
on patronage.
The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for consultation
later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for direct input from
stakeholders and interested members of the public. Additional comments will
be considered later this year through the review of the Regional Public
Transport Plan.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

The Youth Engagement Team will be continuing to work with those that
made youth led submissions and develop continued engagement through
upcoming planned activities and the ongoing relationship with youth
participation groups.

EL

All buses need to go through one central hub (the bus exchange).

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Our most heavily patronised route – the Orbiter – does not go
through the central hub and supports many important outcomes of public
transport delivery. A network of services must cover a range of travel
choices to maximise utility.

Elson A

Regarding proposed discontinuation of the 108 bus route - if this service is
discontinue the elderly and infirm will no longer be able to shop in Papanui,
Northwood or the CBD. Gives possible solutions including reinstating

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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previous service, reducing frequency to hourly, remove free return and
charge half-fare for users of the gold card
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Victoria
Elson

Mrs
Eleanor
Elvidge

S
Espiner

Scott
Esser

Dave
Evans

Wendy
Everingham

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter is reliant on the 108 bus routes. Cutting this route would leave
submitter isolated. Proposed combining 107 and 108 and running the route
further than Northlands Mall.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Elvidge E

Oppose discontinuation of 145. Suggest that a Westmorland service could
be made much more useable, Eastgate is not a favoured destination.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Espiner S

Submitter opposes increases to bus fares, suggesting that increasing the
cost of bus fares may reduce patronage even further. Considers reducing
bus fares might help increase bus use as bus and car costs are similar, and
catching a bus is extremely time consuming and not particularly direct there seems little reason to catch the bus. Submitter considers relying on
individual cars is not sustainable and more consideration needs to be given
to the future of transport in Christchurch. Recommends a deeper
understanding of the needs of bus users (and potential bus users) is
paramount, particularly regarding routes. There are perhaps other areas of
Canterbury which would benefit from additional bus routes (for example
between Lincoln and Canterbury universities). Increasing rates, while
decreasing bus fares and bus route options is a solution I would support.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Elson V

Esser S

Bus service must be an affordable alternative to motoring in order to reduce
congestion on our roads and should be paid through general rates. Taking Supports option 2.
the bus is often more expensive than motoring.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Evans D

Cutting services now is premature and funding should be found to continue
all current services. Prefer if Environment Canterbury could extend funding
to support public transport without reducing services for a little longer, at
least. Bus routes identified for discontinuation provide service to quite
remote locations and discontinuation may severely inconvenience some
people with no alternative means of transport. Would like to see
consideration given to a reduced service on these routes, rather than
complete discontinuation.
Disagree with reducing the maximum Total Mobility subsidy

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Everingham W

Submitter is opposed to the scraping of the six lowest performing services
and the lowering of the mobility subsidy - PT should be viewed as an
investment not a financial liability. The proposal will create more hardship
and impact on well-being that will have even higher costs to our community
than the 4 million dollars you are trying to save. Submitter is totally
opposed to a cost recovery LOS of 50% for public transport. The
earthquakes changed our travel patterns hugely - submitter is only now
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
returning to the bus network as are many others. Wrote an article for the
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Lyttelton Review re issues raised if the 535 was discontinued - these
Extending the route would add extra costs.
included: neighbourhood connectivity; elderly who don't drive; the local
Marae is connected via this bus route; less spaces for bikes to get through
the tunnel if there are fewer buses heading to Christchurch. Possible
solutions for higher patronage is to extend the bus to Governors Bay,
and tourism (refer to the submission). Need to also consider the operators Red Bus bought these smaller buses to service the smaller routes and now
you are proposing to remove them. Makes it difficult to build a public

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications. Additional comments will be considered later this
year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Staff Advice

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

transport network as operators won't want to invest in new buses if they are
unsure about the longevity of the service. Please retain the services as they
are needed. I am not opposed to rate/price increases.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Mrs
Meg
Falconer

Michelle
Falconer

Mr
Grant Michael
Farrell

Gary
Ferlazzo

Marie
Ferlazzo

Hazel
Fernandez

Jean
Ferris

Miss
Ngaire Joan
Ferriss

Falconer M

Oppose discontinuation of 145.
Service is used by many children getting to and from school. Bus is often at
capacity at peak times and is often the smaller bus which doesn't make
sense. Suggest using a larger bus at peak times and reduce the number of
services at off peak times.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Falconer M

'RQ WZDQWWKHEXVHVWREHD[HGHVSWKH5ƗSDNLEXVDQGWKHDV, Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
use sometimes when I go to Woolston from redwood, and also I don’t want suggested.
the 107 and 108 axed as a lot of people don’t have cars.
Submission specifically references the 535, 145, 107 and 108 routes.

Farrell G

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submitter believes that Public Transport for Christchurch should be
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
No change to the Long-Term
managed by the Christchurch City Council rather than Environment
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Plan 2018-28 is
Canterbury. Building a strong public transport should be seen as a tactic for
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
recommended.
fighting climate change. Public transport system should be electric. Fares
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
should be heavily subsidised.
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Ferlazzo G

Oppose discontinuation of 535 to Cass Bay, submitter has mobility issues
and last year relied on the bus to get to Christchurch Hospital twice a
week. Bus is only contact with outside world, please don't take away my
lifeline.

Ferlazzo M

Fernandez H

Ferris J

Ferriss N

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Submitter comments it is important that Prestons and surrounds have public
suggested.
transport they can use.
Submission specifically references the 150 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose cutting route 535 to Cass Bay. Cut back services but to
discontinue altogether is socially irresponsible.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Please do not discontinue both 107 and 108 bus routes. Even if they only
run once on hour. These buses are my main mode of transport to essential
services and to visit family.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
implications.
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose discontinuation of 145 route. Needed for Cashmere High School
and Christchurch South Intermediate.Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Field A

Oppose the three proposed options to make changes to the public transport
system. Options are undemocratic in that all three include removing bus
routes and reducing the Total Mobility subsidy.
I ask Environment Canterbury to provide more information on patronage
data, projections and the effects of fare increases to help the public make
an informed submission.
Oppose discontinuation of the six lowest performing bus routes and the
increase in bus fares. Ask Environment Canterbury to re-evaluate the
farebox recovery policy and to start recognising public transport as an
investment with numerous social benefits and long-term economic benefits,
not to mention a crucial part of reducing transport-related carbon emissions.
Oppose proposed reduction to the maximum Total Mobility subsidy per
vehicle trip from $35 to $30. Services for those with disabilities should not
be cut unless viable alternatives are offered and until public transport is
made more accessible to all.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. Additional comments will be considered later
this year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Gordon
Findlay

Findlay G

Submitter considers that bus services should only be extended where there
is significant evidence demonstrating the service will be used by a
substantial number of people, regularly. Refers to arguments to reinstate
services to the Somerfield area, noting empty buses on the Somerfield
Submission does not support loss-leading services
route for about three years after the earthquakes. New services /
extensions should be conditional on an appropriate level of use being
sustained, with a three monthly review. A stringent level of business
management is required: this is only partly a community service.

Callum & Max
Fisken

Submitter opposes loss of bus services 107 and 108 as use the 107 bus
service from Northwood to get to school and home most days to Cobham
School and Burnside High School. Understand that the 107 is not very
often full of passengers. At a push could use the 108 bus service. To
Fisken C and M discontinue both bus routes would leave no bus route anywhere near us to
go to or from school. Notes that small buses have been on the route
recently and wonders if it would be possible to have a reduced service in
the mornings and afternoons for school and not have all the poorly used
mid-morning and early afternoon services.

Full Name

Ants
Field

Winice
Fisken

Mrs
Catherine
Fitchett

Mr
Andrew
Flanagan

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submission
analysis

Conditional
support

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Fisken W

As a resident of Diana Isaac Retirement Village, we need a bus service
close to the village, as 600 people live there. I would like to see the Orbiter
Submission is out of scope of the Long-Term Plan. .
stay in Phillpots Road.
With all the road works going on, the bus is essential, even though I drive a
car, I use the bus a lot, and am grateful for it.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Fitchett C

Submitter opposes loss of 145 Westmorland service. PT service was a
factor in their location choice. 145 is a well used and essential service for
local schools. Route loss will increase congestion on the one road out in
the morning. Considers Westmorland route does not meet the needs of
local residents due to the need to change buses to get to most locations
and most residents don't need to travel to Eastgate. Notes the service is
underutilised outside of peak times and suggests that instead of cutting the
145 route, the Barrington to Westmorland section be joined onto the 120
route for access to the City, Riccarton and university.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Flanagan A

Submitter questions whether analyses on the effects of cutting these routes
on total patronage has been undertaken as PT must be discussed at an
entire network level. Loss-leading routes are common across the world to
increase patronage on the well-performing routes. Notes that some
cancelled routes in the northern suburbs are where future intensification is
likely and that there is a risk of growing highly car-dependent
communities. PT is a multi-faceted investment, with benefits for congestion,
mobility of low-income and less able people, air quality and urban
landscape.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Environment Canterbury will continue to work with partners on the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee to develop a new Regional
Public Transport plan and on opportunities to improve public transport
provision in the city. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Full Name

Ms
Jessie
Flaus

Catherine
Fletcher

Mrs
Joanna
Ford

Mrs
Megan
Ford

Deidre
Fraser

Lindsay
Fraser

Liz
Fraser

Dr
Jillian
Frater

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Flaus J

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
No routes discontinued. Reduce total mobility cap, Larger rates increase,
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Fares have not increased
No fare increase. Disestablishing the 535 will have a major impact on users. since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a
notable negative impact on patronage.

Fletcher C

Submitter has pulled out of buying a unit due to proposed changes. The
area is too large to walk, cycle or use Uber. The 145 should be kept covers a wide area. If the buses are not working find another way, e.g.
create a new Orbiter route to cover 107 and 108

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
or 3 and proposal to
suggested
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ford J

Do not discontinue the 108 and 107 buses or at least leave one of them in
operation. Children and elderly who can no longer drive themselves need
them.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ford M

Submitter opposes loss of the 145 bus route as lives in Westmorland and
has 3 children who rely on the bus for school, Westmorland is a growing hill
suburb with many families who rely on the bus service for school trips, PT
reduces pollution and is too dangerous to bike. Notes that two of son's
classmates got hit by cars last week while biking resulting in terrible
injuries. Acknowledges the bus is not at capacity sometimes but it is very
well used before and after school. Recommends the service is run less
frequently during quiet periods, but kept for early morning and after school
times.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Fraser D

Submission regards discontinuation of bus route 107 and 108. Submitter
relies on public transport and will be personally affected. Consideration
should be given to maintaining the 107 and 108 routes and innovative
solutions are given to address these. Submitter has included a map to show
option of extending bus service 125.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Option 1 preferred.

Supports option 1.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Fraser L

Disagree with discontinuation of 145 route. This route should go to CBD.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Frater J

Submitter opposes the discontinuance of the six routes, and in particular the
535 as they live in Corsair Bay and their children have various activities in
Redcliffs and need independence and their father works in
Ferrymead. Also, the 535 is also the only service left that serves Corsair
Bay, Cass Bay and Rapaki. Considers the 535 is too infrequent and also
finishes too early (around 7pm at night) to get home from sports practices.
Furthermore, to get to Sumner or Redcliffs they must catch two buses from
home. Considers the route change a few years ago has made the 535 less
useful as it stops at Eastgate and does not continue to the central
city. Supports an increases in fares, and larger rates increases to offset this

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Fraser L
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Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

cost. Requests the return of the Lyttelton express bus for a better service this was well utilised before the earthquakes.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

R-J
French

Mr
Peter
Galbraith

French R-J

Need to encourage people to use public transport. It takes time to grow bus
patronage. Why cut services to new areas like Prestons? Could change
frequency to reflect fluctuations in users. Purple line drivers on the airport
service do a great job, but should consider carrying more timetables.

Galbraith P

Oppose discontinuation of 145, 107, 108, 135, 150 and 535. Recognise
public transport is an investment with numerous social benefits.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. Additional comments will be considered later
this year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Francesca
Bradley

Generation
Zero
Christchurch

Generation Zero Christchurch rejects the three proposed options to make
changes to the public transport system and request that Environment
Canterbury reconsider the current proposed options and seek public
feedback on three distinctly different and democratic options. All three
options will not fulfil Environment Canterbury’s aim to enable a resilient,
multi-modal and efficient transport system. Submitter rejects the
discontinuation of the six lowest performing bus routes and the increase in
bus fares. Requests Environment Canterbury to re-evaluate the farebox
recovery policy and to start recognising public transport as an investment
with numerous social benefits and long-term economic benefits, as well as
reducing transport-related carbon emissions. Submitter asks Environment
Canterbury to provide more information on patronage data, projections and
the effects of fare increases to help the public make an informed
submission on the public transport system through this consultation
process. Submitter rejects the proposed reduction to the maximum Total
Mobility subsidy per vehicle trip from $35 to $30 in all three options.
Services for those with disabilities should not be cut unless viable
alternatives are offered and until public transport is made more accessible
to all.

Public
Transport
Options

Aaron
George

George A

Concern regarding blue line to Rangiora, frustrating that it takes 55 minutes
No change to the Long-Term
Changes to Blue line not consider in Long-Term Plan proposals. Submission
to get in to the city in the morning, but 1hr 10 mins and up to 1hr 20 mins to
Plan 2018-28 is
is out of scope.
get back in the evening. Can this please be looked at.
recommended.

George D

Submitter does not support the cessation of the Westmorland (145) bus
service, stating that the current service to Eastgate is not a place they need
or want to visit and that their subdivision is large and growing in
Westmorland further up Penruddock, with many future residents with school
age families requiring a bus service for school and a large number of
retirees who would use the bus system more if it went to a more sensible
destination. Requests extending the existing Westmorland route to also
include the upper regions of their community to the bus terminal central city
via local schools where possible and Barrington. Then continue the service
to Eastgate from the city central terminal.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

George T

Submitter requests Environment Canterbury to allow tenders for totally
flexible (no fixed routes or times) PT provision - for at least a trial. It would
entail a designated minibus (buses) continually looping through a sector
picking up passengers via an app with real time information for both driver
and passengers and taking passengers towards a generally common
destination, e.g. buses could be continually looping from New Brighton to
the CBD. Considers this service would probably still need a subsidy and
requires smartphone technology. Notes there are many large buses with
few passengers subsidised heavily by ratepayers.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. Comments will be considered later this year
through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

184

Mr
Douglas
George

Mr
Trevor
George

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Fares have not
increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally
not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Alternatives suggested would add cost to public transport provision.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 135 route.
Extension of the orbiter service to cover 135 not feasible.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

In hearing reemphasised using technologies to have a more flexible,
efficient bus service. Would take pressure off ticket prices and increase
subsidies.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

185

Michael
Gibbs

Christine Ann
Gillman

Shannon
Gilmore

Mr
Robert
Glennie

Mrs
Christina
Glover

Cathy
Glue

Russell
Turnbull

Gibbs M

Concerns the six proposed bus routes that might be axed. Submitter is not
happy with this and thinks it is a very short-sighted approach to managing
public transport in the city. Public transport is there for the good of the
public and reduces congestion on the roads. Shutting down routes will
mean no or very limited transport options and people will return to cars.
Suggest expanding the network, reducing bus fares, free Saturday you get
for using your metrocard 10 times in a week should be expanded to include
Friday, establish more bus routes, and a more consistent bus timetable
across the city.

Gillman C A

Objects to the 135 route being discontinued and suggest an orbiter run.

Gilmore S

Considers the three options suggested are undemocratic and very
concerned with reduction of the total mobility subsidy as vulnerable groups
should NOT be targeted as part of a cost saving scheme. Considers PT is
an investment with numerous social and economic benefits and carbon
reduction.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Glennie R

Since the earthquakes, Christchurch has lacked a true geographical centre
and planning for bus services which clearly hinged on a bike tyre "ring and
spoke" network has suffered. Bus routes in eastern Christchurch need a
serious overhaul. Recommends against cutting bus routes; queries if the
145 could continue up Cuthberts Road, onto Breezes Road and Bridge
Street before terminating on Marine Parade. Recommends a route driving
through Aranui >> up Cuthberts Road to Breezes Road, Hampshire Street
Portsmouth Street, Wainoni Road, Orrick Crescent in place of
others. Recommends changes for bus 10, 17, 15, 107 and 108 in
northwest Christchurch - refer to submission (under whole Plan).

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Glover C

If you want people to catch buses, put the routes where people need to go.
Submitter raises questions about the route going to town and suggests
considering amalgamating routes 107 and 108 or creating a new route in
this area.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Glue C

Submitter is appalled that all 3 options involve discontinuing 6
routes. Considers buses are an essential service, especially for those with
no other means of transport such as the elderly. Submitter uses the 535
once a week, which is sometimes empty and sometimes packed. The loss
of the service will mean a less convenient trip via the 28 or a taxi. Believes
that while high car ownership and increasing people living outside the city
do contribute to low patronage a big part of the problem is the poor bus
service itself. Half hourly or hourly services is not adequate. The changes
will lead to reduced patronage. Fare or rates increases or reducing the total
mobility subsidy are undesirable but better than cutting services. Increased
rates is a reasonable prospect.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to
meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on
patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Go Bus
Transport

Considers discontinuing the 107, 108, 135, 145, 150 and 535 is premature
given the impending network review as part of the Regional Public
Transport Plan review later this year. Recommends Council
seeks alternative funding sources to keep the services going in the interim.
Also need to also consider alternate transport options, such as on-demand

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff
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shared ride services, especially to areas of low housing density to fill the
gap between fixed services and taxis. Recommend the Long-Term Plan
ensure there is a funding category for transport to allow for on-demand
shared ride services.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Bliss
Gonsalves

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

The Westmorland- Eastgate route should be changed not discontinued.
Suggests reducing frequency and changing routes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Gough K

Reduce times.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Graham E

Public transport is far superior to one person car. Increase Environment
Canterbury rates, it would be unfair to reduce total mobility subsidy. Retain Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
the 6 routes (145, 107, 108, 135, 150, 535).
operational implications.
Oppose discontinuation of 535 route. Should market this route to
tourists. Refer to submission for further detail.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Grant K

Submitter opposes removing all six bus routes as will leave communities
with no PT alternative, especially as some, e.g. the 145 route are used by
children to commute to school. Recommends redrawing the routes, or
joining them with other routes, or targeting to school hours, and increasing
frequency where possible. Prefers a small increase in rates to cutting off
these routes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2 suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)

Bus routes 107 and 108 to stop.

Lana
Goodmanson

Generally disagrees with the activity proposed for transport. Is a single
mother of 2 and opposes loss of 145 to / from Eastgate and
Goodmanson L Barrington. Doesn't drive and can't afford taxis and suffers diabetes - uses
service for doctors, etc. Health will suffer if can't access doctor. Relies on
this bus as do others.

Elizabeth
Graham

Dr
Karen
Grant

Gott M

Environment Canterbury has not provided adequate bus services for many
years. Business acumen has been substandard.

Public
Transport
Options

Heather
Gray

Gray H

Submitter accepts options but notes routes are being discontinued in
underserved areas. Suggests notification on buses with suggested
alternatives for those impacted i.e. park or bike park sites on alternate
routes. Submitter has concern for those with poor mobility on routes,
especially from Burwood Hospital.

Public
Transport
Options

Josh
Gray

Gray J

Disagrees with all three proposed options as they all involve discontinuing
six bus routes. Where is the option to keep these routes but change other

186

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter indicates support.

Gonsalves B

Goodman P

Kahui
Gough

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Paul
Goodman

Michael
Gott

Staff Advice
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things. Why not increase the fare on these certain routes. Refers to 107 and
the numerous school kids that use this service and access to willowbank.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

187

Sue
Gray

Anthony
Green

Mr
Joseph
Green

Ms
Victoria
Green

Ronny
Groenteman

Olivia
Grose

Miss
Valerie
Grose

Cameron
Gruschow

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Gray S

Submitter's only means of transport is public transport. Option 1 is the best
plan but submitter thinks that either the 107 or 108 should be kept. Maybe
combine 107 and 108.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Green A

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
Submitter expresses concerns that the bigger picture for public transport is implications.
Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
not addressed. Comments on the design of the 145 bus route and two
connecting points. Thoughts provided on the bigger picture for transport and Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts questions what is multi-modal about what is being presented. Gives rail as investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
an example of a strategy and suggests this be explored.
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Green J

Patronage growth is not going to happen unless people can get where they
need to when then need to in minimal time. Submitter sees the only option
Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
is to reinstate a network similar to what existed before the earthquakes.
Transport Plan review process.
More and more people are working and living in the cbd again. You are not
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
going to increase revenue unless you invest and reinstate the services the
community needs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Green V

Please do not scrap routes 107 and 108. There are new subdivisions
between Sawyers Arms Rd and Styx Mill where children will rely on the
buses.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Groenteman R

Submitter opposes termination of 6 routes. Considers PT is in a downward
spiral and it needs publicly funded intervention to provide more frequent and
better services for lower fares to make PT a viable option and increase
patronage to the level where public funding can be reduced. Bus patronage
will drop further with removal of 6 routes and hurts the already
marginalized. Opposes increasing bus fares, suggesting rate payers can
pay more.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

No rates increase. Maybe a small increase in fares. Or reduce the
frequency of some buses.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Grose O

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Grose V

Submitter opposes loss of bus route 145 (Westmorland) as her mother does Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
not drive (nor do her mother's elderly neighbours) and the loss of service
suggested.
removes her independence.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Gruschow C

Does not support the Long-Term Plan regarding the proposed public
transport plans, particularly in Christchurch City. Disappointed that the only
real plan Environment Canterbury has is to increase fares by 5-15 cents per
person, per trip and to cut the six least popular routes on the metro bus
system. The current system is not good enough to move people efficiently.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
no alternative
or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Fares have not
increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally
not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts -
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Prioritise the use of trains into the central city. Dedicated bus lanes are one investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
option. Plan now and survey the public about proposed routes for rail and
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
light rail.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

188

Ms
Sarah
Gwilliams

Andrea
Gwynne

Liz
Hales

Jean
Hallam

David
Hawke

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Gwilliams S

Submitter considers discontinuing six bus routes is unreasonable and other
options for the routes need to be considered including the reasons these
routes are not financially viable. Son uses the 145 route to cashmere High
School and the morning and afternoon buses from and to our Port Hills Rd
stop are chocker with students from Cashmere High and South
Intermediate. It is great to encourage young people to use buses now so
that in the future they realise bussing is a viable alternative to driving.
Taking away this route will leave them with unfavourable opinions of
PT. Questions the current route of the 145 and whether it puts some
people off using it because of the winding time consuming route it
takes. Suggests keeping the 145 as usual in the peak hours but perhaps
change it off peak to going down Tennyson and Strickland to Milton St
which would mean from our stop on Port Hills Road, the route to Barrington
Mall would be much speedier.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Gwynne A

Before deciding to discontinue routes 107 and 108, Submitter considers
Environment Canterbury should note next 2 years growth in Casebrook with
new residents moving into the Summerset Retirement Village and new
housing development at Cavendish / Styx Mill Roads. Requests
Environment Canterbury use smaller buses all of the time and consider
combining both routes.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Feel strongly that community needs this service (535) but with reduced
timetable, maybe two hourly. That would cut down by half the number of
trips required.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hallam J

If route 135 discontinued, run one bus along Marine Parade. Refer to
submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Halswell
Residents
Association

The Long-Term Plan needs to be revised to include clear, measurable and
potentially effective steps that ECan intends to take over the next 10 years
to improve public transport (and transport generally) in greater Christchurch
and reflect NZTA’s 2015-2019 priorities in safety.
Data provided in the submission show that morning peak hour buses are full
and run excessively late but nevertheless carry a substantial proportion of
commuters.
A fit-for-purpose Long-Term Plan will provide a “road map” for: inclusion as
safety; matching bus size and service frequency to demand during peak
times; a possible search for yet larger buses to service peak time demand;
working with City Council on an implementation timetable of roading
network measures to allow buses to adhere to reasonable and expected
journey times; engaging with migrant and youth communities about how PT
might better meet their needs; implementing information systems such as a
roll-out of more real-time displays at bus stops; implementing multi-modal
transport systems involving PT; planning the role of PT in getting people
from the SW of greater Christchurch to the city.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Fares have not
increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally
not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. Additional comments will be considered later
this year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hales L

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to
meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on
patronage. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hampton S

A combination of routes, fares and (targeted) rates changes: small fare and
rates increases, reduced Total Mobility subsidy and revision of six routes.
Revision to examine when routes in use i.e. continue to operate route at
peak times but at reduced service. Further comment on use on new smaller
buses. These are practical transport solutions, and should be further
implemented on hill runs.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hansen V

Regarding the 535 bus, this service is invaluable for submitter and her
father who do not drive. Essential for access to services and shops. If it is to
be discontinued please consider reroute of number 28 along bridle path
road to ferrymead.
Prepared to pay fare increase.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hansen W

Regarding bus 535, submitter uses this to access various services and
shops in ferrymead, eastgate and woolston. Submitter can only use bus,
and having the bus keeps him active and mobile.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Alternative direct services exist that can transport users to banks and
shopping in the central city.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hargrave V

Submission regards bus routes 535 and 145. How could you discontinue
these routes - think of the elderly who rely on these services. A small fare
increase would be acceptable, but if you discontinue new passengers will
not be able to use them. Suggests using smaller buses, amalgamate routes
and cuts some runs at quieter times in the day.

Submission specifically references the 535 and 145 routes.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Supports Option 1

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

We request that the Long-Term Plan be rejected as it stands and sent for a
re-write, as outlined in paragraphs 11 and 12 of the submission.
Proposed fare increases and the Total Mobility Subsidy decrease should be
removed.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
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Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
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Options
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Mr and Mrs
Michael and
Annette
Hamblett

Dr
Samuel
Hampton

Vanessa
Hansen

William
Hansen

Mrs
Val
Hargrave

Ms
Dianne
Harker

Miss
Catherine
Harris

Clinton
Harsent

Submitter considers cutting PT is counter intuitive when we should be
Hamblett M and encouraging it. Concerned over loss of 6 routes, increased bus fares,
A
reductions in Total Mobility subsidy. Seeks info on usage, projections and
effects of fare increases to make an informed submission.

Harker D

Submitter states we need an affordable public transport system that is
accessible and reasonably priced to help get drivers off the road and using
it.

Harris C

Submitter opposes loss of 145 and 135 services. Considers the 145 bus
service covers a very large area for school children and adults and that a lot
of the route is covered by no other service. Supports this service for
Submission specifically references the 135 and 145 routes.
convenience and notes it is often standing room only during school
times. Suggests changing the time to hourly and/or no weekend service if Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
necessary but not removing it. Both services cover those who have no
other options for transport (e.g. they could be elderly/don't drive/could be on
limited incomes).

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Harsent C

Oppose removal of 6 lowest performing routes (107, 108, 145, 535, 150m
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Submission suggests
135). Will cause undue hardship, especially 535 where there is little PT
alternative, consider extending to Governors Bay. Consider flexibility in pick alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
up and drop off areas. Option 1 without losing the service would appear to Extending the route would add extra costs.
be next best option.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Public
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Full Name

Ben
Hart

Vikki
Hart

Bronwyn
Hatch

Mrs
Maree
Hawtin-Morrow

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

No comments provided, supports option 2.

Supports option 2

Hart V

Submitter opposes the complete scrapping of the 145. Is daughter's only
means of getting to school. Suggests bus is reduced to coincide with school
times and/or the route goes directly into the city centre. Would like to know
what council propose to offer the school children in the neighbourhood
(Westmorland) if the bus cancelled.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hatch B

Oppose discontinuation of services (107, 108, 135, 145, 150, 535).

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hawtin-Morrow
M

Submission is in regards to the possible discontinuation of the 145 bus
route. The 145 bus route is absolutely needed by the families living on
Westmorland. The route should be changed so that the destination can be
the Bus Exchange, not Eastgate, so that connections can be made to other
destination centrally and it went to the top of Ravensdale Rise and down
Penruddock Rise. Also comments on using appropriate sized buses at peak
times.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hayman D

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Concerned about the discontinuation of the 150 bus route and would like to Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to services as
see the service expanded.
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Route 107, 108, 135, 145, 150 and 535
Details reasons against the removal of the six bus routes within submission.
In the years since the February 22 2011 earthquake, three bus reviews
equate to loss of 49% of our bus route capacity. Submitter provides
suggestions why there is dis-satisfaction and declining patronage numbers
within the bus service.
Suggests to keep bus routes going by re-linking bus routes to others
currently operating i.e. route 135 - extend Yellow bus route, 150 - extend
Philip
Haythornthwaite route 60, 108 and 107 - make an extension of route 28, 535 should be
Haythornthwaite P
reattached to 28 and 145 should be joined to 120.
The Proposed new Bus Route for the Orbiter Bus is totally unacceptable.
The submission details an alternative route solution.
On proposed cost changes, submitter suggest reducing metrocard fare by
5c and increase case fare by 50c (for zone 1, other zones proportionately).
Submitter would be happy with small rate increase of 2.5% but disappointed
to see the Total Mobility Subsidy scheme reduced.
Other comments on bus service promotion, timetable provision, bus stop
standards and the provision of bus lanes provided in submission.
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Submission
analysis

Hart B

Dayle
Hayman

Ms
Helen
Healey

Staff Advice

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Action officer evaluation

Healey H

Oppose discontinuation of routes 107 and 108. Consider reducing service
to once every hour for each service, with half an hour between the two
services.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Orbiter changes are not part of the Long-Term Plan proposals but rather a
response to road infrastructure changes. This is therefore out of scope.
Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Full Name

Mrs
Jenny
Healey

Bev
Henderson

Ms
Jan
Henderson

Jane & John
Henwood

Mrs
Anna
Heyes

Ngaire
Hickey

Mrs
Cathy
Higgins

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Healey J

The 535 is an essential service to the Rapaki and Cass Bay communities
because our more remote location makes us a special case. Residents who Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
can't drive depend on the bus service to get to Lyttelton and
suggested.
Christchurch. Cyclists depend on it to get through the tunnel. Parking in
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Lyttelton can be a problem and with only 2 disability car parks in town

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Henderson B

Submitter opposes loss of 107 route as her daughter does not drive. She is Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
a pensioner and uses the service and questions why it can't go into the
suggested.
City.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Henderson J

Disagrees with cancellation of 107 bus route. By cancelling 107 you are
not looking at the long term plan. Suggests possible alternate
route/compromise joining bus routes 107, 108 and 28 (further details in
submission).
In hearing provided further details for reasons why bus service is important
to submitter and public. Urged Environment Canterbury to look at
alternative options such as rerouting,

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Henwood J & J

Support an increase in rates to support public transport. Increasing fares
will discourage the use of public transport and people will be back in their
cars again complaining about the cycle lanes. There are lots of health and
social benefits to having efficient public transport, we would prefer it
if Environment Canterbury could find funding to continue to support the
current level of service. Do not support the discontinuation of the six lowest
performing routes. We understand they have low usage but who are the
current users and why are they using the route? Could a different form
of transport be provided for them? Why are local people not using the
routes – should they be adjusted? Do all these routes have small buses on
them? Could the service be reduced to several times a day which would
serve the people’s purpose? Do not support the reduction in the Total
Mobility subsidy; surely cutting subsidy on 3% of trips would not make that
much difference.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare
increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact
on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Heyes A

Submitter opposes the loss of the 145 Westmorland Route as have children
who will catch the bus and Westmorland is getting more and more families
moving into the area. Suggests having the bus service going 7am - 12pm
and then 2pm - 6pm as an alternative.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hickey N

Submitter opposes the cutting of both 135 and 150 bus services and
suggests combining some routes or adding to the Orange line or Orbiter
routes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 135 and 150 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Higgins C

Submitter considers Options 1,2 and 3 can't be called consultation when
they all present discontinuing bus services as a "fait accompli". Their
children use the 145 service to Westmorland from two different schools and
even receive emails from Metrocard to say "each time you get on board
with us, you're making a positive difference to our city - way to
go". Considers exploration of better routes and timetables to service the
Westmorland suburb should be undertaken but leaving a slightly isolated
and fast growing area with no bus service is not the solution. Queries if the
145 is discontinued can they expect a rates reduction.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis
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Ms
Dianne
Hill

Mr
Keith
Hoard

Ms
Kate
Hodgins

Cheryl
Hogarth

Dot
Holland

Keith V
Hoord

Mrs
S
Horgan

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Higgins P

Discontinuation of Westmorland bus route (145) is a poor and lazy option.
Submitter suggests changes to make the route more appealing and less
costly including frequency and timing of service, use of appropriate size
buses at peak times and changes to the route.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hill C

Consider a bus route between Christchurch and Darfield - further details in
submission.

Provision of additional services will increase costs.
This is a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional Public Transport No change to the Long-Term
Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for Plan 2018-28 is
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for direct input recommended.
from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Hill D

Does not like any of the proposals and requests reconsideration. Submitter
does not have any specific ideas but refers to handing the public transport
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
system back to Christchurch City Council and changing routes to go back to
city as options.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hoard K

Submitters supports small increase but not discontinuation of the 535 bus
route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hodgins K

Environment Canterbury needs to review the bus network again and make it
more appealing to commuters and residents. Current plan to cut 145 route
Submission specifically references the 145 route.
is unsurprising given when it was introduced 6 years ago it cut out most of
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
the useful and reliable options of the previous bus route. Although schools
need sensible public transport options.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Casebrook needs a bus service (107 and 108). Perhaps it could be shrunk
not discontinued. Slight fare increase ok. No rates increase.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hogarth C

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Opposed to changes
suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives suggested.

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Holland D

Very annoyed and upset that you are taking away the only bus service we
have in Prestons (150). Reliant on this bus and the only reason it is not
patronised is the timetable. Seems to only cater for school children.

Submission specifically references the 150 route.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hoord K V

Submitter believes the 535 route to Rapaki / Cass Bay should continue as
he uses it for work and other pensioners / students use it as their sole
method to get to the city. A reduced frequency might be applicable, but to
cut off any service from these areas is not acceptable.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Horgan S

Part of the decision into moving to Prestons was that a bus service would
be available for our teenage son to get to and from school. I understand
there is not enough revenue to cover the costs of this service for the 150
bus route, but to remove it altogether and not provide an alternative solution
is not suitable for those that depend on the bus service. Not only does our
rates cover a portion of this service already we are also paying fares back
into this service to keep it running.
My alternative solutions would be: reroute existing services, use a smaller
bus or shuttle, arrange an agreement with the local schools for a school bus

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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analysis

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Do NOT support any of the options for cutting back public transport routes
and believes a rates increase is warranted to keep these routes open.
Submitter gives a number of suggestions to develop and plan for a more
resilient multi-modal transport system.
Current plan will not achieve a resilient multi-modal transport system –
Environment Canterbury should go back to drawing board. Further details
given in hearing on increasing demands for public transport such as
Halswell (bus capacity full) and need for ‘park and ride’ facilities.
Submitter referred to benefits of involving the community. Submitter
proposes more visibility and community input into Environment Canterbury
activities. Gives CWMS as good example of community involvement that
could be rolled out to public transport and hazards.

This is a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional Public Transport
Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for direct input
from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter uses bus service 145 most days from Bromley and requests that
this be retained, even if the service ran on an hourly basis and the last bus
leaves each end at 6pm. We have no other service over here in Bromley.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

system, the 150 bus route service provided a mon-fri service from 9-5 and
no weekend service, create a scheme like for every 10th or 20th ride get it
for free and look at getting people back into using the bus to increase your
revenue
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Miss
Denise
Howse

Horn C

Hotton L

Howell
Fernandez H

Oppose discontinuation of route 535. While the frequency of the 535 route
has helped (hourly) this service could be extended to Governors Bay.

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Submission suggests
alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Extending the route would add extra costs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Howell V

Submitter opposes the closing of bus route 145. It is a vital resource for
school children. The amount of traffic leaving the subdivision during rush
hour is already crazy. If the 145 must go, bring in a school bus. Or reroute
the 145 to go through town.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Howes A

Submission regards proposed discontinuation of bus route 107.
Schoolchildren use this service and the population is increasing in the area.
Submitter suggests options to keep 107 and 108 open - maintain status quo
for another year to 18months, remain operational during school hours, raise
fares for these two routes, use smaller vehicles, combine routes into one
and revise frequency.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Howison R

We need more cost effective public transport, currently the cost does not
line up with private transport methods. Example - a bus costs $4, an uber
Comments noted.
costs $12 to the city. Does not make sense to use the bus if I am travelling
with my wife and child.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Howse D

Submitter has used the bus service for over 15 years to get to work and to
take children to school. Increasing fares will make it less affordable. If the
buses are more reliable and have bus lanes then people will catch
them. Submitter prefers a rates increase over a fare
increase. Considers Routes 107 and 108 have been declining and raises a
number of points why including: the use of small buses during peak school
times which result in children being left behind as there was no room and
having to wait an extra hour to catch the bus home (due to the 30 minute
service): the removal of the bus stop from outside of Countdown at
Northlands, meaning children from St Joseph's school were not walking

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

down to catch the 108; the online timetable and the actual timetable from
Northwood park (108) were not the same causing frustration.
Submitter notes tourists and young families use the buses to get to
Willowbank and if the 107 and 108 are discontinued then there will be no
buses that come even close to Willowbank. Also, buses service Papanui
High School in this area and removing the service encourages driving.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Jack
Hu

Mrs
Katrina
Hurford

Mrs
Caroline
Hutchison

Hu J

Option 2 selected - no further comments provided.

Supports option 2

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hurford K

Oppose removal of 107 and 108 routes. This would result in no service in
Northwood. Look at viability of combining 107 and 108. Bring the website
into 2018 and make it user friendly. Reduce administration overheads to
find the funding shortfall. Reducing services does not encourage people to
use public transport.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Hutchison C

Oppose discontinuation of route 145. Suggest following alternative:
x As in option 1 in the Long-Term Plan keep annual total fare
increases to a minimum. I think that an increase in 0.05 to 0.15 per
trip is more than reasonable, and that this probably is in line and
lower than the rate of inflation;
x 2. Increase higher targeted rates. An increase of 2.58% under
option one is too low. Something closer to the Option 2 % increase
I think is justified, if not higher, say 4%. My reasons for this is that
'everyone' benefits directly or indirectly from public
transport. These benefits include less cars on the road, less
emissions from buses than cars, which is a wider social health and
environmental benefit.
x As proposed in option 1 - reduce Total Mobility Cap
x Provide peak hour services on the six lowest performing
routes. So restrict services to peak hours, so 7am - 9am and
2.30pm - 5.30pm.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Alisia
Hynes

Hynes A

Submitter agrees with option 1 except for the discontinuation of the six bus
routes. The whole network should be re-evaluated to maximise coverage.
Proposes to keep the 145 route and suggests changes to route to make
and a survey. As ratepayers more public consultation is needed before such
drastic action is taken.

Public
Transport
Options

Andras
Iranyi

Iranyi A

Submitter takes Orange line and is happy with service which has got busier
in last couple of years. Thinks it is time to increase frequency in rush hour to Supportive submission. Supports option 1.
retain passenger satisfaction.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Jackson C

Concerned by the proposed reduction in bus services that is detailed in the
Long-Term Plan. All three options being proposed include the dropping of 6
bus routes and this will directly affect my niece with cerebral palsy who
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
relies on at least one of the routes (107).
suggested.
Please reconsider this proposal and consult with the wider disabled
community as to how we as a city could be doing more not less to support
them.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter expresses concern at proposed discontinuation of 145. Family
uses it for school and as rate payers we should at least expect our children
can safely arrive at school on time.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Mr
Craig
Jackson

Jennifer
Jackson

Jackson J

Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Support
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Full Name

Abby
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Miss
Caitlin
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Mrs
Robyn
Jameson

Emma
Jamieson

Rosalee
Jenkin

Ms
Kirstin
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Mr
David
Jin

Mrs
Susan
Johnson

Company /
Organisation

Jameson A

Submission Summary

No comments provided.

Submission
analysis

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

No comments provided. Supports option 3.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Jameson C

Many students rely on the 108 and 107 routes and discontinuing them will
provide many problems for lots of families across Christchurch.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Jameson R

Eliminating the 107 and 108 bus routes is ridiculous. Impacts on school
children. Suggests combining 107 and 108 into an all encompassing route
to cover Willowbank, Northwood, Regents Park, & Casebrook and
frequency for said route.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Jamieson E

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Increase the subsidy and rates for public passenger transport. Do not
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
increase fares on public passenger transport. Do not cut or cut back on bus
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
service.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
Submitter makes further suggestions in submission.
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Jenkin R

Submitter considers the options are not genuine options. Does not support
poor patronage rationale to discontinue the identified services and requests
Environment Canterbury lobby for more funding before cutting services or
passing the cost to the passenger, as PT is an investment. Would like
Environment Canterbury to revisit their farebox recovery policy, and start
valuing PT in light of the numerous social and long term economic benefits
it provides. Disagrees with raising fares for the same reason, and does not
support the Total Mobility subsidy being reduced unless there are
alternative options being provided.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small
fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative
impact on patronage.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Jenkinson K

Submitter can't understand why BOTH buses in neighbourhood are being
cut (no routes are referenced but submitter lives in Casebrook) stating this
will hugely impact them and many others in their area. Queries if these
routes can be condensed so that the area is still serviced with reduced
number of trips during quiet times of the day. What solutions have been
considered to provide future public transport to the area? Or are we just
going to be forgotten?

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Jin D

Disagrees with discontinuing six routes. Consider reviewing and reducing
frequencies before cutting services.
I would strongly encourage Environment Canterbury and the GCPTJC to
review whether hub and spokes is the right model for Christchurch and
create sensible public transport for our future.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Johnson S

Submitter opposes loss of the 535 bus as she has no other transport to get
to work, to the Doctors and to shopping.
Considers that as an older person her rights are being over looked and her
health is being put at risk not only by isolation but also by not being able to
access her Doctor. Recommends continuing with all the transport routes
but with services being reduced during non peak times.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Alternative direct services exist that can transport users to banks, health
facilities and shopping in the central city.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Full Name

Mrs
Susan
Johnson

Marion
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Diane
Keith

Mrs
Shona
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Mary
Kenna

Mr
John
Kennedy

Margaret
Kennedy

Ms
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Kentjens

Sonja
Kingsbury
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Johnson S

Submitter does not want to lose the 145 bus route. Suggests they would be
happy for this bus to go to the interchange and connect with orbiter/PMH, or
happy with combined route with Cashmere hill. Suggests a minibus for off
peak times.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose discontinuation of route 535. Encourage bus use by lowering the
price, not hiking it.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose discontinuation of 107 and 108 routes. Consider combining the
routes, or reducing at peak hours. Having to catch 2 buses is one of the
reason people don't use the routes. Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kagluno M

Keith D

Submission
analysis

Kelly S

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Unhappy regarding proposed cancellation of 107 and 108. Used by a lot of
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
elderly and school children, these services should continue.
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kenna M

Oppose discontinuation of 107 and 108 routes. Surely could look at
combining the two routes or even if the service is not as frequent.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
In hearing asked how many get on each stop, suggesting combining routes,
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
reducing the service or advertising the route. Add shelters.
operational implications.
Does not support rate increase, would pay a bit more for buses.
Refer to submission for further detail

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kennedy J

Submitter is regular user of public transport and believes the current
network works well. With some forward planning it is possible to make the
necessary connection. However, cost is a factor and submitter suggests
bold decision to reduce fares (i.e. Queenstown $2 flat fare) as daring
incentive to make public transport use really attractive.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Fares have not
increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally
not had a notable negative impact on patronage. Additional comments will be
considered later this year through the review of the Regional Public
Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kennedy M

Concerned about discontinuation of 107. Submitter is an 83yr old regular
user who relies on this service.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kentjens W

Keep route 535. It is the only bus coming to Cass Bay and Rapaki. It's fine if
it would come less frequent e.g. every 2 hours instead of hourly, but as it is
the only public transport it needs to stay. Some people here can only move
independently with that bus (elderly). If the bus would go to the central bus
exchange, most likely it would be used more than it currently is. Then
working people could also use it.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kingsbury S

Submitter opposes loss of 535 service from Cass to Lyttelton as son relies
on this to get to Hagley school and using the bus reduces cars and adds to
public safety. Suggests instead a reduction in the number of journeys during
the middle of the day where there may not be a very high demand.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications which will require further analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Kingston B

Submitter is a resident of Westmorland and opposes the removal the 145
bus service from Westmorland. Considers there has been no consultation
about this. Refers to a number of ways to increase patronage including: an
alternative route around Westmorland and using the popular smaller buses
at off peak times. Considers the main reason the bus service is
underutilised is the routes - most residents want and would use routes
heading to town, for work, schooling, evening and weekend entertainment.
Prior to the earthquakes had a wonderful service directly to the middle of
town, past Barrington mall. It was possible to get to and from town in 15-30
minutes. The current bus service to town involves changing buses each
way, while the ingoing buses connect well the return trip again 2 or 3 buses
can take in excess of an hour which is totally unacceptable at the end of a
day when it used to be 30 minutes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications which will require further analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kingston J

Oppose all three of the proposed options, in particular the discontinuation of
six bus routes - especially 145. Would catch the bus more often if it went to
Submission specifically references the 145 route.
town not Eastgate. Connections are not workable. Oppose any change to
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
the rates for public transport.
Cycling discussion out of scope of Long-Term Plan
Appalled that our “accessible city” has had millions of dollars spent to pay
for cyclists

Kinnings S

Submission regards proposal to cut 535 and current lack of capacity to
carry bikes on buses through the Lyttelton tunnel. With the potential loss of
535, this will half the bike capacity and inconvenience and increase
commuting times. Three proposals are noted to mitigate this.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Submission specifically references the 535 route and reduction in cycle
carrying capacity through the tunnel. Other services operate through the
tunnel. Environment Canterbury are not responsible for provision of
adequate cycle infrastructure to enable cycling from Lyttelton.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Kivi E

Submitter opposes proposed removal of 6 bus routes, arguing this is not in
keeping with the best use of rates, support for economic development (e.g.
reduced congestion), environmental protection (e.g. air quality, reduced
carbon footprint), the social needs of the region or “enabling a resilient,
multi modal transport system.” Requests a funding step change from both
Environment Canterbury and CCC. Considers Central government’s 50%
‘Fare Box Recovery’ requirement has effectively undermined
PT. Requests Environment Canterbury keep the 6 routes and increase
rates for the next 2 years to pay for it and lobby central government to
cancel the Fare Box recovery requirement and to provide
funding. Requests secure bike parking at stops, providing space on buses
for bicycles (more than two) as an integrated cost effective link at both ends
of a bus journey. Cutting services to reduce costs in turn reduces PT
patronage.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process. Additional comments will be considered later
this year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Knight & Heaps Submitter opposes loss of 535 service, especially to Eastgate Requests
D&R
Environment Canterbury to consider 'seniors' who rely on buses.

Labour Party

Public transport is a priority, need to encourage people out of their cars and
onto buses, bikes, and walking. PT and in particular buses must be a
priority in any future long term planning of the Region, consistent with
central and local government plans and priorities. Need to hold back major
changes until central government announcements are made. There is a
lack of regional leadership by Environment Canterbury considering growth
patterns and changing demography - e.g. lack of planning to bring people to
new QEII swimming facility and 2 new high schools opening in
2019. Proposals will restrict movement of my constituents, and there has
been a lack of consultation other than this submission
process. Disappointed at lack of action to support a public meeting on the
topic. Brighton is a good example of impact of closing a route can

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Laidlaw A

The bus (535) should go to Governor's Bay. People will use the bus. Bus is
easy and we need them for people with no car. We do not want to lose this
good service, buses/drivers are very good/helpful for people in Cass Bay
and everywhere.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Extending the route would add extra costs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Laing P

Submitter opposes loss of the Westmorland 145 bus route, especially for
peak times for work and school commuting. Considers the community is
expanding and that usage would increase if the route went to the central
hub where people work rather than Eastgate.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications which will require further analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Laird P

With regards to the 535 bus, submitter is 82 years old and has never had a
car. Submitter asks what options she should take to get the various
services. Submitter suggests cancelling the 535 to Rapaki, stopping the bus
going there and instead direct the 535 to a different route through
woolston/ferry road. Hope you can see fit to keep the 535 bus service.

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Submission suggests
alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Alternative direct services exist that can transport users to banks, health
providers and shopping in the central city.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

have. Want Environment Canterbury to advocate for a different model that
PTOM as this has driven the conversation to one of cost versus service.
Refer to submission for further detail.
Public
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Lamb L

Oppose discontinuation of route 145 - use this bus every day to get to
Eastgate as well as doctors and podiatrist appointments going to
Barrington. This bus is only means of transport, please keep this bus.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Lancaster J

Submitter notes that two buses finish at Northwood and that these two
routes could be combined. Alternately the two bus routes could be
alternated, instead of every half hour alternate every half hour so each bus
would be every hour. If fares go up patronage will go down so you are just
chasing your tail and making the situation worse.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications which will require further analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Lawrence M

Submission refers to plans to retire bus route 145 in a growing area that
requires public transport options. Suggests changing the route and getting
smaller vehicles to save money and reduce pollution.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Lees R

There was a bus route from Woodend to Rangiora directly before the
earthquakes. But now, I ( I live near Woodend) have to go to Woodend to
Kaiapoi and get another bus to Rangiora. Can you remake the route from
Woodend to Rangiora near future - it will make it easy to travel to Rangiora
rather than catching up 2 buses and waiting for long time to go to the next
town.

No changes to services in Rangiora proposed in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission is out of scope. Comments noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Lifehouse

Suggests 125 be rerouted to go into Prestons if the 150 service is to be
scrapped. Maps provided in submission to provide details on the suggested
reroute.
In hearing submitter gave reasons why public transport is necessary and
the convenience of the suggested reroute would provide for this user.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

No comments provided. Supports Option 2.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Support
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff

Linton S

No comments provided.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Lintott C

Livingstone J

Submitter is deafblind and very concerned about bus routes 107 and 108
being discontinued in all 3 Long-Term Plan options. Stopping both services
would leave submitter very isolated. Has already been prevented from
going to the CBD because of 'multi-bus' stops. Use of taxis etc has a huge
impact on budget and decreasing the mobility subsidy would increase my
financial hardship so do not support reduction of the subsidy either.
Stopping both these bus routes will have a huge impact on submitter's life,
leave him, others like him and the elderly isolated . Find a way to retain the
107 or 108 even if it means reducing the frequency.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter opposes loss of 107 and 108 services as daughter uses these to
get to work and cannot drive as has a medical condition. Recommends
using smaller buses and adjusting the times buses run.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Supports option 1.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Loh M

Submitter prefers Option 1 and agrees with the proposal to discontinue 6
routes.

Looser C

Oppose discontinuation of services (107, 108, 135, 145, 150, 535). Ideally
number travelling all routes could be boosted. Work needs to be done on
educating public.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Lovell-Smith M

It is imperative that public transport in Christchurch be managed by one
authority only, preferably the City Council. Rather than cancelling routes,
more routes should be re-introduced. Above all, planning for public
transport needs to be integrated with the wider transport planning done by
the city council. The new bus exchange works well - make the most of it.
Using the existing rail network for suburban services and the introduction of
light rail also need serious consideration.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Environment
Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City Council, New
Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts - investigating what
rapid public transport system would meet the need of the communities now
and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas. This work is looking
into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid transport options
including technology advances, to identify what planning and investment is
needed now and the future.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Lowe D

Submitter generally believes we have a sound public transport service for
our city and commends the metro staff. With reference to one of the
services being axed (route 28), submitter has relied on this in the past and
are there proposals for serving people living in Purau and Diamond
Harbour.

No change to the Long-Term
Long-Term Plan recommendations do not include any suggestions of cuts to
Plan 2018-28 is
the 28 service.
recommended.

Please do not stop service 535, could reduce frequency in off peak times
but essential to keep the bays connected with Lyttelton. Public transport is
good for the environment, not private cars.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Lum-Webb C

Lyons C P

Save bus 535. Is the only way for me to get to church and bank. Suggests Submission specifically references the 535 route. Submission suggests
extending route up hill, to include Tannery and to governors bay to improve alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
access for elderly.
Extending the route would add extra costs.

Support

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Full Name

Pat
Lyons

Mr
Ken
Maynard

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Lyons P

Keep 535 route as enables residents of Lyttelton to access services not
available in Lyttelton. Makes further suggestions to extend route through
Lyttelton, Governors Bay and the Tannery. We should encourage public
transport use and it is important for health and wellbeing.

Staff Advice

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Submission suggests
alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Extending the route would add extra costs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Submission suggests
alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Extending the route would add extra costs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Lyttelton
Community
Association Inc

Opposed proposed axing of least used route, including 535. Consider
extending the service to Governors Bay. Refer to submission for more
detail.

Hannah
Sylvester

Lyttelton
Community
House

With regards to 535, submitter has been approached by various people in
our community to state the importance and need for this service and
provides reasons. It maintains users (young families and
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
elderly) independence and assists in them being socially active. There
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
is evidence in relation to social isolation and its impact on mental and
Extending the route would add extra costs.
physical wellbeing. Also important for residents to access services no
longer in Lyttelton. Bus is popular in summer. Suggests reducing times and
making the service go to Governors Bay.

Craig and
Andrea
Macdonald

Oppose discontinuation of 107 and 108 service. Loss of the service will
Macdonald C & affect children who rely on it, and discourage PT use for future
A
generations. No public stops close to our house, removal will make public
transport out of the question.

Jill
Macdonald

Gail
Macgregor

Serena
Mackay

Miss
Jenna
Mackintosh

MacDonald J

Submitter is not happy with the proposed cuts to bus routes 107 and 108.
This will leave people no choice but to drive into the city.

Submission
analysis

Action officer evaluation

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Macgregor G

Submitter is annoyed at intent to remove Casebrook bus services 107 and
108. Needs to get to Northland Mall and has to take three buses to get to
Christchurch hospital.

MacKay S

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Please do not cancel the six routes as a person who wishes to increase
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Submission
young people’s independence this would just put more cars on the road. Or
specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as suggested in
just do certain times of the day.
the submission will have some cost and operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mackintosh J

I think that stopping the 108 and the 107 bus routes is very inconvenient,
due to the fact that I take the 107 home from school when it’s raining
because I have no one to pick me up. The closest bus stop is a 25 minute
walk away and that is the 125, but if I took that bus when it was raining I still
would have to walk 25 minutes in the rain to get home, I may as well just
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
walk home from school since it would only take me 30 minutes, so not much
suggested
longer, yet I would still get drenched. The other problem that I have with this
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
proposal is that I live about a 5 minute walk away from the 108 and 107 bus
stop so stopping those bus routes also makes it difficult for those families
living in the same neighbourhood as I do. Last thing, this isn't a problem for
me but it's that what about the school pupils living in Northwood that can't
get dropped off at school by their parents, there closest bus would have to

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Submission
analysis

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submitter suggests bus routes that should be merged and integrated Routes 7, 08 should merge into one, Routes 145 and 535 should merge into
one, Spencerville should integrate into Blueline and Burwood Hospital
should integrate into either 80 or Orange line to expand routes coverage
possibly Northshore could include. Spencerville should raise fare a little bit
increase to meet the operating cost. Current 107 routes should add more
bus stop included Groynes Park and Styx area.
In hearing submitter reiterated his suggestions in his written submission and
suggestions to merge 107 and 108, and 145 and 535, options for
Spencerville. Recommend declining all three options. Suggest extending
out 535, Submitter uses a number of routes, does not have a car at all and
medical problems would cause great difficulty without public transport.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ms
Madilin Scarlett
Macpherson M
Jean
Macpherson

Keep 6 bus routes, but instead maybe combine ones with similar routes,
such as 107 and 108 to cut down on empty busses running. Also make
timetable changes to the bus routes that aren’t so popular and get them
running only in peak hours e.g 107 and 108 to have busses running before
school and after school to get kids to school on time and home again. If
these two bus routes are taken out, you will be disadvantaging many school
children and parents that aren’t able to provide transport for their children
before and after school.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mrs
Ann
Manning

Manning A

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submitter opposes loss of Westmorland bus service and requests it goes to Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
town. Extension of blue line.
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mansfield O

Submission specifically references the 535 route and reduction in cycle
Submitter appreciates the need to stop operating the 535 but asks for
carrying capacity through the tunnel. Other services operate through the
relaxation of the rules regarding carriage of bicycles inside the 28 bus route. tunnel. Environment Canterbury are not responsible for provision of
adequate cycle infrastructure to enable cycling from Lyttelton.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Marinkovic M

Oppose discontinuing 107 and 108 routes. I am a student who uses the
bus 10 times a week. Consider reducing off peak services, or combine the
routes.
Doesn’t have a strong view on options thinks mix of rates and fares
(medium option) is probably preferable but opposes discontinuing 107/108.
Submitter uses 107/108 a lot and would be hard for her and friends to get to
school. Suggests reducing frequency or putting on in peak times, not in
weekend. Merge less used stops of 107 and 108 and shortening times, New
development and retirement village going into the area.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Marsden J

Disagrees with changing the 145 and 535 bus route. Please keep the total
mobility subsidy, good for us who need cheaper taxis. Make it four hours (or Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
three hours) transfer, two hours not long enough. Submitter needs buses
suggested. No change to transfer time recommended.
and total mobility.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Marshall C

Does not think increasing fare prices is the right thing to do. Rates from all
residents should fund this service rather than putting a higher premium on
those who currently use this service.
Not in favour of discontinuing 6 routes and suggests using smaller buses on
routes instead and maintain frequency. If everyone's rates contribute to the
bus network, then everyone in the city should have a bus service running
near their place of residence/work.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

be the Blue Line on Main North Road, but those buses are always so
packed in the mornings.
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Mr
David
Maclure

Mr
Owen
Mansfield

Mina
Marinkovic

Joanne
Marsden

Mrs
Clare
Marshall

Maclure D

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Submitter supports rate increase but opposes other parts of the Long-Term
Plan such as cancelling the six routes. Fares have not increased since 2015.
Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable
negative impact on patronage. Changes to services as suggested in the
submission will have some cost and operational implications
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Staff Advice

Marsh R

Opposes removal of 6 routes. Suggests combining the 135 and 150 in order
to serve the 4000 approx. homes and Alpine View retirement home in the
Prestons/Prestons Park development. Another option is to remove the
Prestons/Spencerville section only of 150 or have a workers service in/out
once a day with the rest terminating at Prestons. Another option would be
to extend 135 to include Prestons, etc. Some people choose to live on bus
routes and if these get altered it can be quite disturbing to the residents.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 135 and 150 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Matthews

Appalled that you are considering abolishing the routes you have
suggested. Suggests combining routes 107 and 108. Also suggests buses
that kneel for the older population and more leg room. When prams are on
buses no one can get past them

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
All buses used on Environment Canterbury contracted services are compliant
with national standards for urban buses.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission specifically references the 535 route and reduction in cycle
carrying capacity through the tunnel. Other services operate through the
tunnel. Environment Canterbury are not responsible for provision of
adequate cycle infrastructure to enable cycling from Lyttelton.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission involves a discussion more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review process.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Oppose cancellation of Route 107

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

McDonald S

Suggest combining routes 108 and 107. Options 1, 2 and 3 are
shortsighted, given new development at Highsted.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

McDonald S

Submitter suggests Environment Canterbury is not fit to run the urban
transport buses and suggests giving CCC a go. Recommends putting
cameras in bus lanes and prioritising buses over private transport etc at
lights to improve service and patronage. Disagrees with blaming the
earthquake for bus issues. Queries if Environment Canterbury will include
the dropped routes into other routes by extending the existing routes, how
this impact drivers' jobs and why the 6 bus routes were included that are
now discontinued. Agrees to a small increase in fares and to extend the
cash fare time to 3hrs.

Operation and enforcement of bus lanes and bus priority is the responsibility
of the relevant road controlling authority not Environment Canterbury.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage. Additional
comments will be considered later this year through the review of the
Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

McDrury E A

Patrons are failing to find fares now. Landlords paying multiple rates fund
transport fares and agrees to avoid paying a donation to single church entity
to rebuild a landmark.
Refers to orbiter - varying the direction and put up a bus shelter at Lady
Diana Isaac.

Orbiter changes are not part of the Long-Term Plan proposals but rather a
response to road infrastructure changes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

McEvedy C

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Proposed plan to cut bus 107 and 108 is unacceptable. Bus routes 107 and
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
108 must be continued to service Christchurch rate payers. Suggests
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
reducing frequency after peak times.
implications.

Public
Transport
Options

A
Matthews

Matthews A

Submission refers to the proposal to cut the 535 route and ferrying
of bicycles through the lyttelton tunnel. Submitter requests consideration of
solutions and list some options to ferry bicycles through the tunnel at peak
times.

Public
Transport
Options

Gordon
McCrone

McCrone G

We need to keep communities connected while we endeavour to have an
autonomous vehicle fleet. Refers in submission to methods of
communication and rates as appropriate mechanism.
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Elizabeth
McCulloch

Mrs
Sharon
McDonald

Shona
McDonald

E Anne
McDrury

Christine
McEvedy

McCulloch E

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Mr
Shane
McInroe

Andrew
McKay

Kathleen May
McKenzie

Miss
Ann
McLachlan

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

McEvoy H

Christchurch's decreased PT patronage is due to price and accessibility.
The restructuring to a 'spoke and wheel' model lowered the number of
services that stop in the CBD, reducing the accessibility of the city to many
and making some journeys across town reliant on 3 buses; which negates
the free transfer that comes with each fare. The price of fares is an issue - it
is now cheaper and easier for many to drive themselves to work or events
rather than take a bus. The cost is also a barrier for many. Submitter
considers the quality of the physical buses has improved compared to their
counterparts of 5-6 years ago, allowing for a more comfortable ride and the
training level of staff has increased. The new central station has also
brought a new fresh space to the city centre.
Submitter makes a number of suggestions: consider alternative methods of
public transport (Light/Heavy Rail, Monorail, Shared Rider); ditch the spoke
and wheel method and reinstate previous model; lower fares to a
competitive rate and apply this competitive fare model to any other forms of
Public Transport implemented. Submitter considers that PT is a service
provided for the Public to use easily, not a for-profit organization that must
appease shareholders and CEOs.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

McEwan R

With regards to all options, submitter supports the discontinuation of route
Submission specifically references the 145 route.
145. Submitter has never supported the running of this bus over the Glenelg
Supports discontinuation of the 145 route.
Spur. Reasons for this include issues with the width of the road (i.e. access,
A number of other submitters opposed the discontinuation of the 145.
visibility, no bus stops)

McHarg C

Submitter requests a much greater investment into public transport, funded
including via increased rates. Requests a West Melton bus service, noting
the previous self-funded service which stopped.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Extending routes or adding additional routes would add extra costs to the
network. Comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

McInroe S

Submitter supports a small increase. If this small increase gets the bus
finder's fix's quicker. Submitter worried about the people who are in
Residential Care and they only $ 20 a week. You should bring something
like snap what Wellington City Council has you get charged by distance. If
the Christchurch City Council buys the bus exchange I feel the relationship
need to be stronger with Environment Canterbury and Christchurch City
Council

Repair of bus finder infrastructure is the responsibility of the Christchurch
City Council.
Distance charging is a topic better suited to the consultation on the Regional
Public Transport Plan which is due to begin later this year.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

McKay a

Public transport should be fully user pays. Option 3 is my preference of the
3 options, but I would prefer full user pays. No more subsidies.

Conditional support for option 3 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

McKenzie K M

Submitter relies on walking, buses and mobility taxis to get around.
Sometimes takes 108. Submitter notes that all proposed buses to be
discontinued are half-hourly or longer gaps. No wonder people rarely use
them. Buses need to be more frequent, on time and accessible to people of
all abilities. It would be really helpful if stops or street names were spoken
aloud in the bus.
In general, support option 1 apart from the cancelling of six bus routes
without a sensible trial period.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

McLachlan A

Oppose discontinuing 6 bus routes. A bus from Bishopdale/Casebrook
needs to be re-instated. The shelter in Northlands is unacceptable,
especially in winter.

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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McLachlan F

Submitter lives in Corsair Bay and cycles to work via Lyttelton tunnel.
Currently primarily uses the 535 bus, with the 28 on occasion. Works in
Ferrymead. Removing the 535 entirely removes his primary mode of
transport. Submitter is also concerned about bikes on buses and proposes
a number of options to address this - refer to submission. Within a few
years there will be several hundred e-bikes waiting at the tunnel each
morning! - how will they pass smoothly onto the new Heathcote cycleway?

Submission specifically references the 535 route and reduction in cycle
carrying capacity through the tunnel. Other services operate through the
tunnel. Environment Canterbury are not responsible for provision of
adequate cycle infrastructure to enable cycling from Lyttelton.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

No comments provided.

No comments provided, no further action requested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

McLeod N

Don't up fares and discontinue routes. This is about public transport not
money. Some of the buses are the only buses that go to certain places.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to
meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on
patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

McMahon P

Submission regards 145 and major inconvenience removal of the service
will be for the submitters. Reduction in bus services will impact the poorest
and least mobile people and submitter does not support any of the
proposed changes. Submitter suggests increasing targeted rate, reworking
routes proposed to be disestablished through the exchange, review of hub
and spoke model, advocacy to central government to change legislation
and polling residents to see why they don't use the buses.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

McMaster R

Submitter doesn't think that Total Mobility Services should be
reduced. Suspect patronage of buses will decline if the prices
increase. Increase the parking charges in the
central city. This is probably outside of Environment Canterbury's remit, and
sits with the CCC, however I'm sure this discussion could be had.
Submitter supports minimising, altering, and reducing the six lowest
performing bus routes with public
consultation. Discontinue routes only when the affected community agrees
they are not useful.
Supports the move towards light rail.

Submission specifically references the Total Mobility.
Submitter is correct in suggesting that increases to parking charges is
beyond Environment Canterbury’s remit.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to
meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

As a core route in the network, changes to the Orbiter would be both
expensive, and disruptive to existing users.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

McLachlan J

McLaren R

Oppose removal of 107 and 108 routes. Summerset on Cavendish
(retirement village) about to come on-line will bring many more elderly
residents to the area. Many school children will also be affected.

Public
Transport
Options

Alex
McNeill

McNeill A

Submitter considers removing the six bus routes is undemocratic, isolating
the disabled, elderly, the incapable, those too poor to drive a car/bike and
those who live far away. Does not support reducing the Total Mobility
subsidy without a viable alternative. Suggests PT should be available to
all. Requests patronage data for the 6 routes and suggests they could be
covered with a minivan-type arrangement, like in Lyttelton. Is concerned
the fare increase will doom the bus network even more and requests
financial projections/calculations be released to the public. Christchurch
needs a thriving PT system to be a modern city and for long term benefits
and should be at the forefront of the shift away from cars. Appreciates the
metro Facebook/media team work and would love to see this increased.

Public
Transport
Options

Gaye
Meffan

Meffan G

Would like the Orbiter to take in Burwood Hospital, Alpine View, the Palms,
QE2, Pak n Save Breezes Rd and New Brighton.
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Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Public
Transport
Options
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Mr
James
Meharry

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Meharry J

Oppose the 535 bus being cancelled. This is a critical link to Lyttelton and
the city (via the 29 bus) and the only available public transport for all
residents in Rapaki and Cass Bay. We were disappointed when you
previously removed the 29 route from Cass Bay. We only need to have the
option of two morning, two afternoon and two evening buses - not one every
hour. Please do not cancel it but instead reassess the number of buses
that come to our community.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

No comments provided. Support for option 3 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mr
Meissenheimer
Rohan
No comments provided.
R
Meissenheimer

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

x
x

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Scott
Menzies

Mr
Jeffrey
Mercer

Mrs
Ingrid
Mesman

Mrs
Ngaire
Meyer

Menzies S

Mercer J

Cut middle section out of route 95, as it cannibalises blue line
Combine routes 107 and 108 into one route rather than cancelling
them, with the main arrival and departure point
x being Northlands mall. This will mean more patronage per trip and
just one route to pay for instead of two.
x Route 135 could be combined with route 60 on the east side of
town (east of The Palms), with some tweaks to the
x route itself. The remainder of route 60 from The Palms to Wigram
could be renumbered 70.
x Scrap 535 but extend the 28 to Rapaki (say, every second or third
trip). Ensure bus stops at point where route 28
x passengers could transfer to and from route 145 are sheltered and
comfortable. (keep the 145).
x Encourage advertising inside buses along the top of the aisle as a
revenue stream, a la NYC subway.
x Rebrand buses
Refer to submission for further detail and suggestions.

Increasing rates over fares is a better solution to funding the shortfall as
everyone benefits from more people using the buses.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter supports a fare increase.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mesman I

No comments provided. Prefers option 1.

No comments provided. Support for option 1 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Meyer N

Oppose the withdrawal of bus route from Westmorland (Route 145). Do not
want to use new bus route as feel unsafe in the Eastgate area. Concern
regarding cutting of services in Upper Riccarton area for children attending
Catholic schools. Consider running the buses at school times, rather than
cutting them altogether.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Following submission from the Selwyn District Council,
Environment Canterbury and Selwyn District Council will be engaging in
discussion regarding service provision and funding.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-2028 is
recommended.

Public
Transport
Options

Miles

Miles

Submitter is from Leeston and does not have a bus service. Submission
refers to the expensive cost of public transport when compared to driving.
The options provided are insufficient. There should be more options
available instead of jumping straight to the worst case, and starting a good
public transport campaign should be one of them.

Public
Transport
Options

Deborah
Minchington

Minchington D

Submission regards proposal to cease the 135 route and disagrees with the
proposed options. The submitter asks that the 135 is not ceased but looked Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
at differently in conjunction with what needs to be done in New
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Non-support no alternative
suggested

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2 suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
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Public
Transport
Options

Public
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Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Full Name

Alan
Mitchell

Andrei
Moore

Morahan

Frank & Alison
Morgan

Louise
Morrison

Mr
Caleb
Morrow

Miss
Tessa
Morrow

Ms
Nicky
Morton

Company /
Organisation

Mitchell A

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Brighton. Submitter suggests decreasing frequency of route until retail
Submission specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
activity/development at New Brighton increases patronage. Transfer tickets suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
times also need to be increased.
implications.

discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submitter suggests keeping the 145 Monday to Friday around school times.
Submission specifically references the 145 and 535 routes. Changes to
Also suggests keeping the 535 for Saturdays only so people can get to the
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
Farmers market.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Moore A

Improve services to increase usage rather than just getting rid of them.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Morahan

Expenditure on public transport should be increased not reduced. With CBD
growth demand has to be expected to increase. It would be a mistake to
reduce services just as demand is about to significantly increase. Fully
support scrapping the low-use routes but think savings should be used to
bolster the popular routes through higher frequencies and spans. Support
increasing fares in line with inflation, and support raising general rates for
further service improvements. Other funding sources should be advocated
for harder.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare
increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact
on patronage Additional comments will be considered later this year through
the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Conditional
discontinue six routes. Staff
support
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Morgan F & A

Submitters are elderly and PT is essential. Submitters considers that
disbanding PT will severely disrupt their lifestyles. They are happy with
less journeys - requiring transport between 10am and 4pm for regular
doctor and specialist appointments.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Morrison L

Please don't get rid of the 108 bus. Our school children and international
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
students use it and with the new Highsted Development subdivision more
suggested.
people will want to use the bus service. Submitter is so disappointed to see
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
the proposal to remove 6 bus routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Morrow C

Opposes loss of the 145 bus route as relies on this for school. Notes
Westmorland is a developing area and loss of service would also
discourage new residents. Recommends routing up Ravensdale Rise to
the very top and then return down Penruddock Rise to increase
patronage. Shorten the route to include the Westmorland area so it simply
travels into town, where further connections can be made.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Morrow T

Submitter uses the 145 service everyday to get to Cashmere High School
and notes that their subdivision is growing. Recommends that the route be
changed to Westmorland to the CBD interchange (i.e. instead of to
Eastgate) as this would be convenient for changing to other services.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Morton N

Introduce "free public transport" for all tertiary students in the region, paid
for by way of a mandatory, subsidised lump sum payment from each
enrolled student per semester. This payment would be collected via tertiary
establishments as part of their in-built student services levies.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Tertiary fare reductions payable through fees have been discussed
previously with tertiary institutes.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Full Name

Ciaran
Moss

Richard
Moylan

Kim
Mugford-Black

Julianne
Munro

Amie
Murray

Daniela
Murugesh

Rosemary
Neave

Ms
Juliet
Neill

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Moss C

Submitter strongly urges a continued service for Northwood, even if it mean
amalgamating 107 and 108 with a possible extension to the City Centre.
Submitter suggests reasons for decline in public transport use and
implications of route changes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Moylan R

Requests electrification of bus fleets be given high priority.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Mugford-Black
K

Family disappointed at the proposed changes to the bus routes. Live in
Prestons, and have waited nearly two years to get the 150 redirected. Has
been beneficial for the area. Family is heavily reliant on this service,
including daughter with disability. Consider the people in the area reliant on
public transport with no other options. Suggests a smaller bus more
frequently or route altered to meet more people's needs.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Munro J

Option 1 but rather than discontinuing six bus routes try smaller van size
transport that is being used to Westmorland (145). Cutting routes will
disadvantage people who cannot afford alternatives.

Murray A

Submission taken from "Whole Plan".
Submitter opposes proposal to cancel bus services or raise fares as their
family rely on these routes and the proposal is unfair on the elderly and
children.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Murugesh D

Do not support discontinuation of bus routes 107, 108, 135, 145, 150, and
535, but in particular 145. Important school link and it will significantly
impact on people’s lives. Consider a more targeted service, along with the
use of smaller buses.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Long-Term Plan

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Neave R

Submitter states at this time Public Transport needs to be enhanced,
developed and made less carbon dependent and not cut routes. Plan
towards a carbon neutral future and reduce car transport. Submitter makes
particular suggests to address how we are presently contracting routes.
Submitter also suggests increasing Public Transport targeted rate for two
years only until a radical new regional public transport plan is develop and
more permanent solutions can be implemented.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Comments will be considered later this year through the review of the
Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Neill J

This is not the time to cut routes, and the more routes that are cut, the more
inconvenient it will be to catch buses, resulting in a further decrease in
patronage. Suggests
x Bus drivers need to be rewarded with much better wages and
working conditions
x Tendering out public transport contracts does not lead to efficiency
and good working conditions. Buses should be under the direct
management of the Council.
x ECan needs to work in with CCC to provide quick, affordable and
easily accessed buses.
x Buses must be better equipped to carry numerous, especially in
relation to Lyttelton and the bay areas.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

x

better promotion of and access to Park and Ride and Bike and
Ride.
suggestions for funding:
x increase Public Transport targeted rate for two years only until a
radical new regional public transport plan is developed and more
permanent solutions can be implemented.
x
Review, alter and increase bus routes to enable greater eventual
uptake. If necessary charge a little bit more in the meanwhile to
enable an increase and improvement of services, until such times
as the increased patronage pays off.
x A change to an electric fleet will ultimately cut running costs.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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NicholasRakatau A

Keep the bus routes especially 107. Refers to users of bus and reliance on
the service. Suggests using vans on these bus routes, or space them out.
Refers to cycleways and difficulty for everyday living in terms of parking,
safety.

Nielsen K

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submitter is disappointed to hear bus 150 will be discontinued and
Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to services as
proposes one of the continued bus services be diverted through Prestons or
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
an extension of the O line service.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Noble A

Submitter concerned that discontinuation of six routes is in all three options,
that doesn't seem to be an option at all. Have other possibilities been
considered? Submitter lives in Westmorland (145) and suggests
reconfiguring the blue line during peak times or other. For other routes
consider rescheduling options rather than discontinuing.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Noon A

Submitter strongly opposes the proposals to discontinue the 107 & 108 bus
services as are committed to the provision of a sustainable transport system
and sees PT services as an integral part of that. The proposals will create a
significant gap in service coverage and provide no option for their family
(which includes pre-school children) to use public transport, requiring a
significant walk to remaining PT services. Submitter refers to the
Land Transport Management Act 2003 requirements and in particular Part
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
5, Regulation of Public Transport which contains principles, including
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
that PT should be coordinated with the aim of encouraging passenger
growth (refer to submission for detail). Submitter considers that the removal
of the proposed services, and in particular the 107 & 108, with no provision
for an alternative service provision, will clearly not support the requirement
to encourage passenger growth and be in contravention of this legislation
and will also be contrary to the current Canterbury Regional Public
Transport Plan 2014. Refer to submission for detail on this and a number of
other significant points.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mr
Clive
Smith

Northwood
Residents
Association

Oppose removal of routes 107 and 108 through Northwood. Suggest
combining service and that it be less frequent outside of peak time, and that
small buses are used at all times.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mrs
Frieda
Looser

Northwood
Retirement
Village Society
Inc

Strongly opposes the loss of bus routes 107/108, especially the service with
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
the bus stop conveniently at our gate (Retirement Village off O'Neill
suggested.
Avenue, Northwood). The removal of bus routes is contrary to plans to
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
increase public transport and elderly residents cannot bike.

Adrienne
NicholasRakatau

Kathryn
Nielsen

Dr
Alasdair
Noble

Adrienne
Noon

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

O'Dea K

Submitter opposes loss of the Westmorland - eastgate bus route 145 as
they live in Westmorland and believe an alternate route via the local schools
(Cashmere High, Thorrington and South Intermediate), then down Colombo
Street and into the cbd would be more popular. Submitter questions why
Westmorland residents would want to go to Eastgate, especially as the cbd
is rebuilt with more people working in town. Submitter mentions daughter's
likely future school trips and elderly reliance on the bus. Catching 2 buses
now puts off cbd commuters.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

O'Dea M

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Rather than withdrawing 6 bus routes, suggest that you review and actually
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
improve the service. Do not want to see Westmorland (145) discontinued.
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
Have a direct route into town.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Supports Cashmere Residents Association submission on Public Transport
which is:
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Jude
Nuttridge

Mrs
Kirsten
O'Dea

Mr
Matthew
O'Dea

Mr
Raymond
O'Rourke

Mr
Cam
Odlin

Rachel
Ono

Mr
Gregory
Ord

Nuttridge J

Retaining public transport services serves multiple goods for our
communities. The submitter proposal would help retain one service through
raised profitability, the 145, for by increasing its use, by joining up more
surrounding suburbs more successfully. From consultation we have done,
and supporting the Bowenvale residents' petition submission to reinstate
service for their valley, a new local double-loop draft layout for the 145 is
included in the submission. Also suggests using smaller buses and differing
frequencies.

O'Rourke R

It is not an option to stop the bus services 107 & 108 At least one bus must
service this area.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Odlin C

Submitter requests an integrated PT system, that is efficient and a pleasant
experience for the public it serves, getting people out of cars (reducing
congestion) and enjoying their commute to school, work, shopping and
recreation. Suggests using the virtually unused rail corridors with rail, with
connecting buses at stations, free wifi and bicycles carried for free.
Suggests funding via a 1 to 3% fuel tax. This would support emissions
reductions to help reign in climate change and the despoiling of our planet.
One ticket for rail and bus – a more integrated transport system. Gave
examples of how to look after staff and encouraged ideas to deal with
complaints and supporting technology – wifi, and improvements to transport
infrastructure and stops. New opportunity with government direction in
transport.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.
Comments will be considered later this year through the review of the
Regional Public Transport Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Discontinued routes will cause inconvenience for many people.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposes discontinuation of 6 bus routes. Proposes reducing the frequency
of bus services and running the service at peak times.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ono R

Ord G

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Full Name

Mr
Allan
Ou

Ousey

Heather
Paasi

Mrs
Rosemary
Pack

David
Palmer

Mr
Daniel
Parkinson

John
Patterson

Philip
Pearson

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Ou A

Submitter requests the 145 bus route be kept as is essential for school
students, and if discontinued, the nearest bus stop would be the Orbiter bus
stop at the corner of Hoon Hay Rd and Cashmere Rd, which is about 1km
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
away from the entrance of Westmorland (and about 1.8km from Highcrest
suggested.
Reserve). This would make it unrealistic for individuals with mobility
Submission specifically references the 145 route.
impairments and people who live at the top of Westmorland to catch the
bus. Takes approx 45 minutes to walk from Cashmere High School to
Highcrest Reserve (on the hill) (3.4km).

Ousey

I am a bus user and strongly believe that you need to take a more strategic
look at your management of public transportation. Bus lanes are required
to convert more users to taking public transportation. Please monitor
utilisation and ADD more buses to routes /times that need it, otherwise you
will continue to put users off this mode of transport.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
No change to the Long-Term
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
Plan 2018-28 is
operational implications. Comments will be considered later this year through
recommended.
the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Paasi H

The 107 and 108 should not be discontinued because it provides valuable
transport for elderly, disabled and young families to important destinations.
Suggests using the larger bus in peak times and smaller bus in off-peak
times. Many who use buses are solely reliant on buses as they don't have
cars.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter opposes loss of 535 bus service as they will be unable to visit
their grandchildren in Cass Bay in the future.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

All public transport in Christchurch City should be free. Killing bus routes is
not a solution. Pleased to see improvements around cycling infrastructure
and makes suggestions for further improvements for cycling infrastructure.
Also suggests a light rail option into the city.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Parkinson D

Submitter requests that the bus services are reduced in frequency but not
discontinued, and that alternative routes are devised which include areas
that aren't currently serviced sufficiently.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
operational implications.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Patterson J

Submission relates solely to the 145 service. I understand that the service is
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
one of the least frequented routes, thereby contributing little, and costing
suggested
much to the rate/tax payer. If you want to encourage people to use public
transport, you must work out a way to make it more attractive, not remove it. Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Please retain this service.

Pearson P

Submitter is seriously concerned about the direction Environment
Canterbury is going with this - does not support the cutting of bus routes,
increasing fares, decreasing subsidies and any reduction in transfer
windows. Supports increasing the transfer window to at least 3 hours,
preferably 4, as this gives a more sensible time frame for people e.g.
needing to go to the city from the suburbs for example
for appointments/meetings. Supports changing the size of buses and
reducing frequency on less used routes but not eliminating them. All the
actions to cut costs indicate that this strategic and vital public service is
being treated like a contracted-out business with profit as the bottom line.

Pack R

Palmer D

Action officer evaluation

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Transfer fares were intended to enable users to complete a journey through
the network to a destination. As the maximum journey time for the longest
ride on our network is around 70 minutes a two hour transfer window has
been established in Christchurch since 2003. The transfer window is not
meant to function to enable return journeys at no extra charge.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage. Additional
comments by submitter will be considered later this year through the review
of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Full Name

Anonymous

Colleen
Philip

Mrs
Sue
Piercey

Paul
Pink

Ms
Elizabeth
Pollard

Ms
Jennifer
Porter

Mrs
Rachel
Powell

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Anonymous

Public transport is not something to be run within the constraints of a
commercially viable enterprise. Would support funding of public transport
through other means such as surcharging parking spaces, or regional fuel
tax so that private vehicle users pay more for their fair share of the roading
network.

Parking charges and fuel tax are not the remit of Environment Canterbury
and are therefore out of scope.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Philip C

Submitter does not support the axing of bus routes and reduction of the
Total Mobility subsidy from $35 to $30 nor any increase in fares. Notes that
5 German cities are trialling free public transport and notes we are going in
the opposite direction to what we should be. This portfolio links directly to
the Hazard, Risks and Resilience one as PT is a weapons against climate
change. Urges more robust analysis and wider public input before going
down this regressive pathway.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Piercey S

Don't agree with six routes being chopped entirely (except possibly the 535
or reduce frequency). Like to see slight fare increase. Don't reduce the
Total Mobility subsidy. Environment Canterbury needs to find out where
people want to go. Promote ride sharing apps etc. Submitter over 65 and
opposed to free fare between 9 and 3 - when students pay. Promote rail
transport.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Pink P

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Extending the 535 route would add extra costs.
Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Opposes all three options, the removal of six bus routes and fare increases.
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts Puts financial pressures on low incomes, isolates people and some people
investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
may go back to driving, increasing traffic congestion. Submitter would like to
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
see the 535 extended to Governors Bay.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
In hearing submitter would like to see rail in Northern part of Christchurch.
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
Submitter also referred to the Auckland/Wellington discussion to allow
and investment is needed now and the future.
animals on buses which he disagrees with.
Current policy states the only animal allowed onboard the bus is a guide dog
or guide dog in training and this is something we don’t propose changing
immediately.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Pollard E

Option 1. No comments provided.

Supports option 1.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Porter J

Rates and fare increases are to be expected. Reduced total mobility
subsidy is hard to follow. Route (Orbiter) to Lady Isaac should not be
cut. 107, 145, 108, 150, 535 do not mean much to me (could mini-buses be
used if not already?). I am very concerned about bus transport to and from
Burwood hospital. This needs to be increased for (elderly) non-drivers.

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand. Fares have not increased since 2015.
Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable
negative impact on patronage.
Orbiter route change not in scope of Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Powell R

Submitter opposes loss of 108/107 routes for Casebrook area as there is no
alternative provided and would have to walk more than 2.5 km to reach any
bus service, reducing the ability of children to get to school without using
private vehicles and reducing independence of elderly in retirement
villages. Requests Environment Canterbury make an option available to
this large area which could also include going from Northwood, Casebrook
via Bishopdale to Northlands and maybe further into
city. Considers changing the orbiter route to go via Cranford Street reduces
the Casebrook area options for taking a bus as will now have to go
Northlands. Considers the bus service should be a Service to those who
choose to live a well populated area. Notes that for city events they are
encouraged to take PT.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Full Name

Joy
Priest

Deidre
Prince

Mrs
Janet
Profit

Mrs
Julie
Provan

Miss
Kayla
Pugsley

Mr
Mike
Quirke

Violet
Race

Kaye
Rae

Louise
Ramm

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Priest J

Submitter does not agree for any of the transport options suggestion but for
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
better management and not just look at rates rises as an easy option. Public
suggested.
Transport needs to be better, not reduced and the price increased.

Prince D

As resident of 107 and 108 wish to register grave concern about the
proposed culling of both these services. Where is your duty of care for
range of population that relies on public transport. Appears to be cost
saving proposal leaving the many residents and visitors with no alternative
form of transport. Suggests smaller buses, one route instead of two and a
direct route into the city (not purple line) which would improve patronage of
107/108.

Profit J

With reference to the deletion of bus 535-eastgate to Lyttelton I am not
happy with the decision to discontinue this bus. I ask that you reconsider
your decision.

Provan J

Regarding the 535 it connects Lyttelton to Ferrymead. Without this service
the only option to get to Ferrymead from Lyttelton is to go in and out of the
bus exchange. Ferrymead has services (bank, dentist etc) not available in
Lyttelton. Supports preferred option (1) with the exception that 535 should
be retained.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Long-Term Plan

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Pugsley K

No comments provided.

No comments provided. Support for option 2 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Quirke M

Option 1 appears the best however the paying fares should stay the same
or be cheaper. Discontinuing 107 and 108 would create lots of heartache - it
is a vital community service. Suggests abolishing large buses for shuttle
buses and reducing frequency in off-peak times.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Race V

Strongly disagree to losing the Bromley bus (route 145).

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Rae K

Keep bus route 107 and all bus routes. Oppose closing any bus routes.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Refers to growth of the city and new development in Highsted. Maybe if the
suggested.
route could be faster than it used to be. There is an element of community
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
service here too.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Submitter uses the 535 and 145 bus quite a bit. Husband uses a frame and
suggested.
would find it hard to get about.
Submission specifically references the 535 and 145 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ramm L
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Full Name

Ms
Kim
Ramsay

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Ramsay K

Submitter mostly supports option 1, but is concerned about the
discontinuation of route 145 as she believes it is used by many children
accessing Cashmere High, and therefore it would be very
missed. Suggests a school bus service alternative.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Robert
Rasmussen

Rasmussen R

RB
Rasmussen

Submission regards suggested changes in the bus routes, particularly the
Rasmusssen R 107 that is used by submitter's family including elderly. In a supposed
B
forward thinking city the gutting of the bus routes is a major step backward.
The lack of confidence in the bus system is not helped by this thinking.

Cutting bus coverage is not part of a growth plan. The council has a
responsibility to provide a service, not make a profit from it.

Submission
analysis

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage Fare
Think carefully about raising fares (bus) again. Submitter raises issues with
changes in Waimakariri District not part of Long-Term Plan proposals.
the Blue Line and 95 route from Kaiapoi, and fare costs.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mrs
Karen Margaret Ravenwood K
Ravenwood

Submission regards bus route 107 and 108. Only other option for submitter
is to drive and try and park somewhere. Would rather pay more to bus as
long as it did not become as costly as parking.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Submitter supports fare increase but opposes other parts of the Long-Term
Plan such as cancelling bus routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mr
Paul
McNoe

Red Bus Ltd

PT is an integral part of a successful transport network of modern cities,
mitigating congestion, environmental effects and democratizing transport
accessibility. CHCH needs a future proofed, innovative, best practice
transport system. The Long-Term Plan recommendations are isolated from
the RPTP and could damage the reputation of the Metro network.
Recommends: that PT and Climate Change is added as a key Long-Term
Plan objective; that a time bound targeted rate is implemented to bridge the
gap between 1 July 2018 and the implementation of new RPTP and to
undertake meaningful engagement with the community about future
transport solutions; retain a minimum service to children and +65s; request
Central Govt review the 50% use pays recovery target and NZTA reinstate
the public transport supplementary payments; ensure an integrated model
to implement strategic objectives for transport. Is disappointed the
proposed service reductions will remove from service all 8 of the small
buses and hopes to reallocate these.
Hear submitters and don’t cut services – ratepayers will understand.
Ask government to continue extra funding (EQ recovery is not over)
Westmorland and woolston/Bromley service options worth consideration
and RƗSDNLFRPPXQLW\
Don’t lose the confidence of the public and damage reputation ahead of the
RPTP review.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Regan M

Submitter would like the 145 bus service retained as used by his children
for school. Suggests reconfiguring to end in Westmorland or alter the orbiter
to pass Penruddock rise. If 145 is removed then CCC will need to complete
serious work urgently on Cashmere road as it often floods.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mrs
Sara
Raudsepp

Mark
Regan

Raudsepp S
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Full Name

Mr
Ben
Reid

Mr
Lindsay
Richards

Rebecca
Richards

Rickards

Ms
Cheri Riley

Dr
Fiona
Robertson

Ms
Kathryn
Robertson

Company /
Organisation

Submission
analysis

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Reid B

Retain 145 bus route as there are no alternatives available. Impacts on
students going to Cashmere High School. Consider subsidising
ridesharing. Refer to submission for details.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Richards L

Submitter, on behalf of Westmorland Residents Association notes
considerable concern of the axing of the bus service (145). Scrapping the
service will have a huge impact on school children, adding even more
stress to our already-congested roads. It also adversely affects our elderly.
Consideration should be given to the number of bus movements per day,
the type of buses being used, the route through the subdivision and the
ultimate destination. We submit that the Westmorland bus service will be
supported if it gets us where we want to go, at appropriate times.
In hearing submitter reiterated three reasons that would contribute to
improved use of the 145 1. change the destinations of route to where
commuters where to go 2. change current route within Westmorland and 3.
use appropriate size buses at appropriate peak times

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Richards R

Strongly disagrees with the discontinuation of bus service 145. It is relied on
by multiple school children and elderly and is a vital service to the
community. Suggests reducing the frequency of the service at off peak
times, using more small buses at quiet time. Would be happy to pay slightly
more for this service to stay working.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Rickards

Suggests combining bus route instead of removing them. Raise the price
and make the buses spread apart more. 108 is used by many people in the
area, it is submitter's only way to work and no other buses come close to
this route.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Riley C

Submitter opposes loss of 107 and 108 buses as lives in Regents Park and
use the 108 on weekends and their daughter will be using it to get to
school. The alternative is a 20m walk to get to the closest bus stop. Notes
that many of their neighbours' kids use this bus to get to school and work
also. Acknowledges routes may be low performing but notes many depend
on them, including the elderly at the new Summerset retirement village on
Cavendish Rd. Having a transport system that doesn't even cater to the
growing Northwest communities of the city is not going forth but falling
backwards and eliminating bus routes won't support increased PT
patronage. Recommends looking at other ways of combining them to
maximise coverage of all areas, e.g. combining the 107 & 108 and
reviewing other routes that overlap and could be rerouted to save costs
also.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Robertson F

Submitter is horrified that the only transport option serving Westmorland
(145) is under threat of being axed. Not all residents are able to drive.
Invest and increase public transport options. Problem with 145 is it goes
nowhere useful. Redesign peripheral routes and connect them to the city
centre. Will thousands of residents in peripheral Christchurch receive a
rebate on their taxes to help fund their own transport options around the
city?

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Supports option 2. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare
increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact
on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Robertson K

Keep fares down to encourage maximum use. It reduces the number of
vehicles on the road and is to everyone's advantage.
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Staff Advice

Robertson K

Doesn't want to see any bus routes dropped but would prefer rates to go up
instead of fares so prefer option 2.
Environment Canterbury should buy trains being decommissioned in
Auckland and use them to start up a commuter service from Waimakariri
and Selwyn. The tracks are there and could be integrated with urban
bus/biking system. Refers in submission to projected costs. Hybrid buses
could be used that are also able to go in train tracks until the density to
support light rail is there. Would like to see free buses and Environment
Canterbury LGNZ lobby the Government for a large-scale diversion of
transport funding away from roads and in favour of public transport. In the
mean time should discourage the urban sprawl supported by LURP.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Mr
Graham
Robinson

Robinson G

Submitter argues the transport system should be taken as a whole and
reducing the bus service won't encourage people onto PT. Recommends
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
considering smaller vehicles where and when demand is low, with the size
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
increased as patronage increases. Notes that people now live further away
they present at times of peak demand.
from their workplaces and the central city is no longer the destination for
many.

Suky
Thompson

The Trust is concerned about the proposed discontinuation of the #535 bus
service between Lyttelton and Rapaki. Suggest that an innovative solution
may be to provide a mini-bus service from Governors Bay to Lyttelton
connecting with the #28 bus, thereby increasing the communities
Rod Donald
connected, rather than total withdrawal of the only public bus service
Banks
operating within Banks Peninsula
Peninsula Trust
Cost of the ferry service to Quail Island. The Trust submits that ECan work
to find ways to make the Quail Island ferry service more family friendly,
including by adding it as a destination covered by the public transport
subsidy .$30 adult, $15 child

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Extending routes could add extra costs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Rollinson D

Retain a Bus & School Bus Service (145) for Westmorland Residents
Signed Petition from local residents opposed to Environment Canterbury
axing the 145: Westmorland bus / school bus service to be presented
School bus service needs to be an appropriate bus service that provides
safe transport to our locally zoned public schools
Destination of the service (Eastgate) is not considered appropriate for
residents as locals need a service that will have access to the central city
(access future developments such as the aquatic centre and stadium) so
does need to be reviewed.
Route around Westmorland needs to take into consideration road changes
(loop round Penruddock Rise & Ravensdale Rise) for more residents to
access with development and further development of the subdivision.
If no access to public bus service, should residents pay for such a service
(Rates)?
What is the savings of using a smaller bus?
Cost savings could be considered with reduction in frequency at off-peak
times. period.
Westmorland lost school bus into city four years ago and both times limited
communication to residents on this.
Size appropriate fleet at on/off peak hours.
What’s the proposed timeframe to axe service?
723 signatures from residents and others.
Questions usefulness of current route 145 Westmorland to Eastgate. when
could have access to city for cinemas, metro complex – city facilities
Safety concerns for school children if removed.
What are the options – extend the routes or other options?
Will residents have to pay rates if don’t have access to local bus service?

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Rollinson D

Signed Petition from over 500 local residents opposed to Environment
Canterbury axing the 145: Westmorland bus / school bus service to be
presented to the 'talk to council' consultation period.
Petition wording as per below:

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff

Full Name

Ms
Kay
Robertson

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
David
Rollinson

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
David
Rollinson

215

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Westmorland rate payers require a bus service during peak times to
connect its residents to
central Christchurch and children to locally zoned schools (e.g. Thorrington,
South Intermediate & Cashmere High)
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Aileen
Rolton

Owen James
Rolton

Mrs
Merodie
Rose

Ms
Alison
Ross

Liza
Rossie

Rolton A

Oppose discontinuation of 535. Consider running it only 4 times a day. If
this bus is discontinued, I don't expect an increase in rates.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Rolton O J

Oppose discontinuing 535 service, should be reduced to 4 runs per day.

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Rose M

Submitter supports the smaller buses now being used and suggests
consider using electric vehicles. Suggests further consultation on routes,
e.g. 145 Westmorland to Eastgate doesn't go to Barrington despite that
being where most people in that suburb shop. Suggests 4 options for
reducing loss on public transport: 1. increase usefulness to potential
patrons - times and routes; 2. Increase benefits of public over private
transport; 3. Increase age at which people no longer pay for bus service;
4. Increase efficiency of fleet e.g. move to electric over longer term, have
smaller vehicles where capacity of large bus not required.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ross A

Submitter refers to a previous submission made to Public Transport
Operations in October 2016 re bus service 535 and includes the
submission. Recommend this is read for context in relation to the additional
comments made.
Submitter considers Service 535 was set up to fail as it was limited to an
hourly service, and no consideration was given to extending the service
past Eastgate. Lyttelton does not have, has never had, a community of
interest with the northern suburbs centred around Papanui. Lyttelton’s
community of transport interest is the east, encompassing Ferrymead,
Eastgate and the wider eastern suburbs, the central city and potentially
Riccarton. The bus services must reflect such interests and at present they
do not.
The Consultation Document lacks consideration of future directions and
developments within the wider public transport nexus. It is for the Joint
Committee to present innovative ideas for the future of public
transport. New Zealand’s other main population centres have increased
public transport use through development of systems suited to present and
future needs. Whereas Public transport use in Christchurch is in freefall
and should not be blamed on the consequences of the earthquakes of over
seven years ago.
In hearing submitter requested a forum for ideas to be considered such as
the submission made to operations in 2016. Submitter gave examples of
public transport approach in other cities and options.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

The 535 route would be utilised so much more if it was extended to
Governors Bay instead of sitting at Rapaki.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications. Extending the route would add extra costs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Rossie L
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Full Name

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Eleanor
Weir

Royal New
Zealand
Foundation of
the Blind

Submission is on behalf of the 84 members of the Blind Foundation in the
Ashburton area who do not have any 'public transport' available to
them. There is no bus service in the area, therefore they depend on the
Taxi service, when family and friends are not available. We know we are not
the only area not serviced by local buses and wish that this is taken into
account when the decisions are made.

Addition of more services is not part of Long-Term Plan proposals. This could
No change to the Long-Term
be part of a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is Plan 2018-28 is
due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for recommended.
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Mrs
Yvonne
Russell

Mr
Graham
Sanderson

Nicky
Sarson

Mr
Nobutaka
Sato

Nobutaka
Sato

Miss
Beverley
Scott

Cora
Scott

Chris
Searle

Russell Y

I would like the 145 bus route to stay, I catch it everyday to work and I
desperately need it, to stay in my job. It connects with my 28 Lyttelton bus
and I travel to Maces Road. There is no other way for me to get there.

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis
Non-support no alternative
suggested

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Sanderson G

Submitter opposes loss of route 145 which is used by Cashmere school
children to and from St Martins, causing his child a dangerous bike ride.

Sarson N

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Oppose closure of Route 145. We are elderly and could manage with less
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
frequent buses outside of peak times. Life would be difficult with no car and
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
no bus.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Sato N

Agrees with the majority of points mentioned for option A however there
should be alternative routes rather than just removing the six
underperforming routes. Suggestions made to combine or extend routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Sato Nobu

Submitter agrees with majority of points raised for option A. However,
removing the route without replacing will cause problems. Submitter
provides maps of suggested new routes to replace current ones that are not Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
performing well including combining 107 and 108, incorporating the orbiter, Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
options for northlands to Riccarton bus including Westmorland (145). One
route alone could replace 145, 107 and 108. Also makes suggestion for 135
and 150 (extending 100).

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Scott B

Oppose removal of all 6 routes (145, 107, 108, 135, 150 and 535) but in
particular 107 and 145. Impacts both the submitter personally and school
students. Even if frequency reduced it would still be beneficial to keep
them.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Scott C

Opposes cutting 145 service as is a student who regularly uses service to
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
get to Cashmere High. Taking the Orbiter would be extremely inconvenient
suggested.
as an alternative. Notes it is packed at school commute time and suggests
Submission specifically references the 145 route
just running two trips when students use it.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Searle S

Concerned about termination of 535 route. Use it to take kids to school.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
There are a number of elderly who also use the service and you are
suggested.
stranding those unable to walk distances. Also potential issues with conflicts
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
on orbiter and purple line and concerns about safety of children.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Support noted.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
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Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Mrs
Louise
Seed

Seed L

Please keep the 108 bus through Regents Park to Northlands. My 15 year
old son uses this bus regularly as his way of connecting with friends around
the city. It would be even better if this bus carried on to the city on one
route as there wouldn't have to be a change over at Northlands.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Chrys & Grace
Horn & Taylor

Submitter agrees a resilient multi modal transport system Is needed and
makes some suggestions for how to plan and develop this. Suggestions
include
x introducing goals and monitoring
x planning for commuter rail
x working closely with community and other agencies
x more transparency
Selwyn Greens
x research into why people don't use buses
x working with NZTA and CCC on campaigns and incentives
x lobby central government
x bikes on buses, use of GPS data
Does not support cutting services and increasing fares. A small rates
increase would be preferable or a regional petrol tax.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.
Comments will be considered later this year through the review of the
Regional Public Transport Plan.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Full Name

Mayor
Sam
Broughton

Lesley
Seyb

Maureen
Sharp

Selwyn District
Council

Seyb L

Sharp M

Submitter does not support proposed fare increases. Rather they believe
that any shortfall in funding should be generated from rate
revenue. Suggest that Christchurch city ratepayers should pay extra rates
to continue the services that were proposed to be discontinued.
Submitter also proposes
x Selwyn District should be within the same single fare zone with
Christchurch
x youth fares should be structured to promote public transport
x the 2018-28 Long-Term Plan needs to include provision and
funding for new public transport services within the metro network
x that Selwyn’s western townships need public transport – more than
vehicle trusts
x consideration given to the introduction of a Southbridge-Leeston
service which could link to either Lincoln or Rolleston and a
Darfield-Kirwee-West Melton service which could link to Hornby or
Church Corner or Rolleston. These need to be metro services to
allow transfer to other services.
x The maximum total mobility subsidy should not be reduced
SDC is supportive of the No85 Rolleston non-stop Bus trial.
Submitter requested that we do trial services for both Darfield and Leeston,
and suggested Council submit to their Long-Term Plan about how they
could support/cost share. Invited staff from councils to work together on
this.
Rethink public transport in Greater Christchurch and beyond. Submitter reemphasised rating Selwyn for cost to service and to fund services by rates
not fares.

Continuing routes that are losing a lot of money I agree with but a fare
increase in general not a small increase in rates to cover cost I agree with.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Comments will be considered later this year through the review of the
Regional Public Transport Plan.

Submission
analysis

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Conditional
discontinue six routes. Staff
support
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Council is submitting on Selwyn District Council Long-Term Plan and will
discuss further with Selwyn District Council these proposals.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Submitter opposes loss of 107 bus. This route is vital for many passengers
suggested.
- old and young alike.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Staff Advice

Shaw E

Oppose discontinuation of 145 route. It is a short sighted and upsetting
decision, and I am hugely disappointed to see that all three proposal
options include the cutting of bus routes. Surely re-routing, timetable
changes, or even less frequent buses would be better than just cutting
these services entirely? Refer to further detail in submission.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Shaw R

Opposes the 535 bus being cancelled in its entirety. This is the only
available public transport for all residents in Rapaki and Cass Bay and is a
critical link to Lyttelton and the city. Only need to have a couple of services
in the morning, afternoon and evening - not one every hour. Please do not
cancel but reassess the number of buses that come to our community.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Sheejo N

Submitter is a student at Papanui High and uses the 107 and 108 services
daily for school. Recommends keeping one of these or creating a new
route covering the common stops of both the 107 and 108.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Shelley D

Submission regards flow-on effects of the recent change you made to the
17 bus service, which no longer goes along Roydvale Ave. Submitted on
route 17 change when it was a proposal but it was clear minds had already
been made up. Gives examples of inconveniences the change to bus 17
has caused and how flow-on effects result in increased used of cars and
decreased use of bus services not cut.

Long-Term Plan proposals do not include changes to the 17 service.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Short A

Not happy with discontinuation of 107 and then increased fare to use other
routes. Suggests 107 and 108 are merged. Provide information on
alternatives before discontinuing routes.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Sibly
Belinda

Sibly B

Look at ways to increase patronage, rather than raising fares to drive
patronage down even further. Roadworks are becoming less of an issue
and compared to other bus services in the country ours is pretty good.
Suggests undertaking a campaign about how good bus travel is.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

S. K. and
Rebecca
Sim and Lew

Oppose discontinuation of 535 to Rapaki. It serves elderly residents well. 3
Sim & Lew S. K. kilometres to walk for bread and milk twice a week is too tough for those
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
&R
with medical conditions, elderly or that live alone. Retain as status quo
suggested.
please

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Full Name

Miss
Emma
Shaw

Mrs
Rachel
Shaw

Nikita
Sheejo

David
Shelley

Mr
Alex
Short

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Simmons G

Change bus service so that main interchange is in the city. Don't increase Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term
the fares and run a free bus every 6-12 months so people who don't usually Plan. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet
use it can give it a go.
costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Dr
Clare
Simpson

Simpson C

It is imperative that we make it as easy as possible for people to choose to
take public transport / walk or cycle over taking a single occupancy car.

General comments supporting alternative transport noted.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Mr
Wade
Sloper

Sloper W

I think Option 1 is going to be the best option.

Supports option 1

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2 Support
or 3 and proposal to

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Graeme
Simmons

Public
Transport
Options
Public
Transport
Options

219

Submission
analysis

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Andrea
Small

Small A

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Concerns with single bus route 135 discontinuation. Had hoped one day the
Submission specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
route would be expanded. Suggests adding the Palms and Prestons into
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
the 135 route and adding some bus stops in Marshlands Road.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter does not support any public transport spend.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Support for option 2 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Andrea
Small

Small A

Submitter recaps online submission and concerns regarding isolation of
Waitikiri and Prestons and lack of transport options for those who rely on
public transport. Suggests the 135 be expanded not cut or incorporating a
loop into the Orange line.

Public
Transport
Options

Anonymous

Anonymous

Stop the $70 million dollar spend on Public Transport all together and sort
out environmental issues and safety. Public transport users can fully fund
the services they want.

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Dr
Karla
Smith

Mr
Kieran
Smith

Ms
Catherine
Snelling

Smith K

Prefers option 2 to option 1 and generally disagrees from Transport and
Urban Development. No further comments provided.

Smith Kieran

Submitter does not support route 145 to be discontinued as will be used by
my children in the future to access schooling.

Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Snelling C

Submitter opposes discontinuing bus 145 Westmorland as has two sons
who regularly use the service to get to and from their school, Cashmere
High School, which on school days is always full with Cashmere students
and would be profitable at this time. Loss of this service would result in 2030 minute walks to catch the Orbiter which will become very over crowded
as there will be many more school students trying to catch this bus service if
145 is discontinued. If there is no room on the Orbiter this will result
additional traffic congestion which is not environmentally friendly. Requests
that the 145 is continued as a partial service as a school bus run at around
8.00am (heading West) and 3.15pm (heading East) to drop off and pick up
students going to Cashmere High School.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to
meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on
patronage. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Andy
Snook

Snook A

Opposes the three proposed options as these are undemocratic as all three
include removing bus routes and reducing the Total Mobility
subsidy. Requests Environment Canterbury provide more info on
patronage data, projections and the effects of fare increases to help the
public make an informed submission. Opposes discontinuation of the six
bus routes and the increase in fares. Requests Environment Canterbury reevaluate the farebox recovery policy and start recognising public transport
as an investment with numerous social and long-term economic benefits,
and carbon emissions reduction. Opposes reduction to the maximum Total
Mobility subsidy as services for disabled should not be cut unless are viable
alternatives and until PT is made more accessible to all.

Public
Transport
Options

Mr and Mrs
Jules and
Rosalie
Snoyink

Snoyink J and
R

Public transport should be freely available and subsidised by rates. Keeping
costs low will encourage use. We support more pedestrian and cycling
Comments noted.
access in rural towns and city destinations.
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Non-support no alternative
suggested

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.Long-Term
Plan

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Full Name

Miss
Nicole
Spicer

Mrs
Crystal
Spiers

Dirk
De Lu

Mr
James
Stainger

Rob
Statham

Julie
Steele

Charlotte
StephenBrownie

Company /
Organisation

Submission
analysis

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Spicer N

Submission regards 145 route. Does not want fare increase but suggests
downsizing the buses used for 145 except during peak times when school
children use.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Spiers C

Submitter opposes termination of 145 bus stating it would be far more
useable if it went to the city from Westmorland (via Barrington) as there is
no bus from there to the city and the council is trying to get people back into
the city. It would also be a great loss to Cashmere High School students.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Spokes
Canterbury

Submitter selects option 4, none of the suggested options for PT are
acceptable. The cutting of six bus routes is not in keeping with the best use
of rates, support for economic development, environmental protections,
social needs or enabling a resilient multi-modal transport system. CCC and
Environment Canterbury need to lead and fund a stepchange for public
transport. Increase the PT targeted rate, retain the six bus routes, lobby
central government to cancel the Fare Box recovery requirement and to
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
provide funding. Develop and implement the new Regional Public Transport
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan to support robust PT in Canterbury. Developing PT integrated with
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
cycling can support both
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
In hearing submitter welcomed more proactive, resilient and multi modal
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.
approach to public transport. Suggested educating public on the benefits of
public transport (including reducing congestion and sustainability. Asked
Council to work with territorial authorities.
Asked council to support bikes on buses and active transport. Currently only
capacity for 2 bikes on a bus. Support for bikes on buses was initially well
received but has diminished due to the limited number of bikes able to be
carried by bus (2).

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term
Plan.Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet
costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Long-Term Plan
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications. Additional comments will be considered later this
year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

The bus to Burwood Hospital is an essential service. It should not be
stopped. One of the small buses could be the answer.

Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Steele J

Oppose discontinuation of route 107. This is the only route through
Northwood. An alternative would be to run it hourly.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

StephenBrownie C

As a resident of Westmorland, I am disappointed that the 145 bus route
may be discontinued. There are many residents who rely on the bus,
particularly the elderly and school children. Agrees that it is presently
underutilised, however considers this is largely because the route does not
go to the exchange, meaning that multiple bus changes are required to get
to many places, and the resulting routes are impractically long.
Recommends that Westmorland needs a bus route to the CBD/exchange,

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Stainger J

Statham R

Relook at the 6 routes and potentially cut down to a peak service only.
Do not increase fares for a minimum of 3 years (to promote cheap travel)
Do a targeted rates rise. (this may indirectly encourage rate payers to use
the service so they can get use of the rates dollars)
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Organisation

Submission Summary

Submission
analysis

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Comments on Total Mobility subsidy noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposes loss of 107 and 108 services as has school kids using them and
notes elderly housing development in Cavendish Road will be operating
soon.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Add commuter rail links to Rangiora, Kaiapoi and Rolleston, along with
bicycle cars so that commute can be finished by bike.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

which could be established most easily by extending the existing Blue line.
Supports car and bike share schemes within the city, and the ongoing
construction of bike lanes.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Kerry
Stevens

Ms
Maria
Stevens

Stevens K

Stevens M

In general submitter supports option 2 to increase rates with no increase to
fares. However he does not support the proposal to reduce the Total
Mobility maximum subsidy from $35 to $30. Background information
provided on Total Mobility subsidies in Timaru. Retain subsidy by
increasing rates, if not for all Canterbury, then for Mid and South.

Mr
Samuel
Stockwell

Stockwell S

Kate
Hodgins

Oppose discontinuation of route 145.
A vast majority of our students graduate and go to Cashmere High School,
St Martin Board
this is by far the most convenient route to get to school. Without the bus
of Trustees
there will be more traffic at peak times creating congestion. Need to
encourage a new generation of commuters.

Paulette
Sudlow

Mr
Kyle
Sutherland

Ms
Christine
Swain

Sudlow P

Regarding bus route 150 this is the only option for son who attends school.
Please consider the subdivision developments in the future and keep this
service on. Would happily pay etc so son can bus home.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 150 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Sutherland K

I believe that fares should stay the same to encourage more people to
travel by public transport as the fare alone does not factor in the wider
benefit to our City. Any bus routes which are making big losses should be
reviewed to see whether alternative routes can be established or whether
those routes need to be discontinued. This could mean smaller buses for
the routes or targeted fares.

Submission indicates support for option 2. Fares have not increased since
2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable
negative impact on patronage.
Additional comments will be considered later this year through the review of
the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Swain C

Submitter does not mind paying a bit more in bus fares or rates but does
not support the 145 route being discontinued. Submitter refers to
adjustments in frequency of service around school children and workers at
peak times and use by the elderly.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposition to changes in Timaru and Total Mobility noted.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand. Additional comments will be
considered later this year through the review of the Regional Public
Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Fares have not
increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally
not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2 suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Ruth
Swale

Swale R

Better to consider using mini buses in Timaru if the full-size buses are not
being well-utilised. Mini buses would be a cost-effective option, and would
have sufficient seats to meet the demand on most (if not all) routes.
Do not mess with the Total Mobility subsidy or the 'free transfer window'
(Timaru)!

Public
Transport
Options

Caroline
Syddall

Syddall C

Does not support any of the proposed options. Rather than proposing to
discontinue these routes, there should be an overall review of the needs of
people in all areas, and the appropriateness of all routes should be
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Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
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Public
Transport
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Full Name

Tracey
Tarrant

Mrs
Amanda
Taylor

Mr
Graeme
Taylor

Miss
Heather
Taylor

Mr
Andrew
Scott

Company /
Organisation

Tarrant T

Submission Summary

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

reviewed together. I hear much comment that the cost of bus travel puts
people off using the buses; increasing fares will lead to a decrease in
usage. The current tendering system needs to be reviewed to consider
whether it is reducing flexibility and service, hindering long-term planning
and reducing staff conditions and remuneration. More integration across
Greater Christchurch.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter is a regular bus and taxi user and uses the 150. These are my
only form of transport as not allowed to drive because of epilepsy.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 150 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Taylor A

Bus Routes 108 and 107 are currently the only means for children to get to
and from schools in our area.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Taylor G

Oppose discontinuation of routes 107, 108, 135, 150 and 535. Use the bus
often to see clients. Public transport is about providing a social service, not Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
making a profit. If Environment Canterbury wish to save money, they could suggested.
turn the lights off at night and reduce staff salaries.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Taylor H

Submitter does not support bus route 145 being discontinued as her son
catches it home from Cashmere High nearly every day

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

7H+DSǌR
1JƗWL:KHNH

Submission is focused specifically on the 535 bus route. The continuation
of this route is of high LPSRUWDQFHWR7H+DSǌR1JƗWL:KHNH
Discontinuation of the route would increase isolation and decrease
SDUWLFLSDWLRQLQFLYLFOLIHIRUDQXPEHURINDXPƗWXD,WZRXOGDOVROLNHO\PHDQ
children affected would no longer be able to attend a kaupapa MƗori school
in the city. The service is also important for some groups visiting Rapaki
Marae.
The target of meeting 50% cost recovery is not realistic for all routes. In the
context of an overall public service it is always going to be the case that
some routes will subsidise others in some cases to a much higher degree.
A number of alternatives have been suggested by various parties and we
support the retention of the current service to enable time for further
exploration of the following options to ascertain whether one or more of
these may be most efficacious in terms of improving public transport.
Submission details suggestions on options to extend the route and/or
reduction in number of trips. Submission includes an individual submission
provided to us by one of RXUNDXPƗWXDDVDNH\H[DPSOHRIWKHLPSRUWDQFH
of the route.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Cheap off peak travel already occurs eligible super gold card users.
Additional cross subsidy of off peak fares would decrease revenue and
increase the potential shortfall in funding the Long-Term Plan changes are
attempting to address.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2 suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)

Public
Transport
Options

Clive
Thomas

Thomas C

Submitter requests Environment Canterbury be bold and make off
peak travel cheaper, to the point where it actually tempts users to get on a
bus over using their car for cost reasons. This would meet all but one of the
goals in the table (pg. 44), and may even help fill the buses more and help
with the remaining financial goal.

Public
Transport
Options

Anji
Thompson

Thompson A

Bus (535) is essential service for Cass Bay residents. Daughter relies on it.
Older people use to access shops etc. Suggests reducing frequency i.e.
every two hours.
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Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Full Name

Mrs
Faye
Thompson

Sarah Grace
Thompson

Mrs
Anne
Thornley

Elaine
Thurlow

Derek
Thurnell

Marie
Timpson

Maree
Tomsett

Jenny
Townsend

Company /
Organisation

Thompson F

Thompson S G

Submission Summary

Submitter disagrees with discontinuing the six routes. Considers they
should be replaced by buses that run at least every half hour and go to
multiple destinations. Notes that Burwood hospital is so busy and it would
make sense to run a half hourly bus covering the 107/108 route through
Northlands to Burwood Hospital and on to Brighton. Suggests a rail service
from Rolleston and from Rangiora into Christchurch as a lot of people who
will not use the bus are happy to use rail transport and it will not get slowed
down by other traffic.

Submitter opposes loss of the 535 service as uses it to get to school, see
friends, attend football practice and get into town.

Submission
analysis

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Thornley A

No comments provided.

No comments provided. Support for option 1 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Thurlow E

Regarding the proposed discontinuation of the 107 and 108, submitter is
shocked and saddened. With an ageing population it is short sighted not to
have public transport servicing the wider area. Has school families and the
retirement village being built been considered.
In hearing suggested examples of groups that could be spoken to about
buses rather than this process of being heard.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Thurnell D

Extend the 535 bus to include Governor's Bay and over Dyers Pass.
Imperative that Christchurch is not reliant on car. Long sighted view would
be to invest the relatively little extra cost to extend this service rather than
prolong the status quo of the private motor car.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support Submission specifically references the 535 route. Extending the route would or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
add extra costs.
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Timpson M

Oppose discontinuation of Route 145, I am in my 70's and have never
driven a car. This will also affect children who bus to Bromley primary
school. Consider running off peak every hour instead of half hour. Would
prefer to pay a small top up in rates to retain service. This apply to the six
routes.

Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Tomsett M

Oppose discontinuing Route 150. Concerned that 3 options don't include
retaining the service. 2500 new houses in Prestons that won't be serviced,
current route hasn't been running long enough to establish it isn't viable.
Could consider extending the orange line down Prestons Rd and turning it
around in Prestons subdivision. Concern that money is being diverted from
public transport to parks and waterways which require upkeep.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Townsend J

Not in favour of stopping any of the bus routes, particularly 145. This will
adversely affect school children in the community. Urge Environment
Canterbury to reduce the services instead.

Policy,
performance
or general
comment
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Full Name

Thelma
Townsend

Alistair
Trounson

Ms
Christina
Troup

Elsa
Truscott

Mr
Greg
Urquhart

Mrs
Janine
van Dam

Mrs
Melissa
Van Dorp

Public
Transport
Options

Steve
Van Dorsser

Public
Transport
Options

Mrs
Vanessa
van Hoof

225

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Townsend T

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Oppose discontinuation of 535 that goes past St Johns Street, 49 retirement
Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
units there and it is a useful service. Would be happy to have reduced
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
service in non-peak times.
implications.

Trounson A

Bus networks need a major rework. Suggests 150 should go through town
and similar for the 107 and 108.

Troup C

No fare increase, continue Lyttelton and Rapaki routes, increase rates to
cover. Make concerted effort to make public transport a viable option for
users including improved all-weather waiting areas, choice of express bus
services at peak times etc.

Truscott E

Urquhart G

Please keep the 535 service going. Relied on by elderly, supportive drivers
and family and friends use this service.

Submitter agrees with preferred option (one). Submitter asks to target any
option that reduces rates and look at future trends (more cycling and ebikes).

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term
Plan. Submission specifically references the 150, 107/108 routes. Changes
to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Support for option 1 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Oppose discontinuation of route 145. Used for our Cashmere High
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
students to get to school, will result in private vehicle trips, increasing stress suggested.
and traffic issues. Would prefer to pay the fare increase.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Van Dorp M

Oppose removal of 107 and 108 buses. Refer to submission for further
detail.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Van Dorsser S

Does not support any of the proposed options due to the axing of the 535
service, particularly the reduction in bike carrying capacity through the
tunnel. Stats Environment Canterbury collects regarding bike use on buses
is considerably understated. Submitter makes several suggestions to
increase bike carrying capacity and gathering of stats, types of racks,
harness counters, reroute up bridle path road, extra bus on peak times,
lobby rules about not taking bikes on bus, create tunnel zone fare. Or
provide limited tunnel access for escorted e bikes and lobby Transit NZ on
this.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Submission specifically
references the 535 route and reduction in cycle carrying capacity through the
tunnel. Other services operate through the tunnel. Environment Canterbury
are not responsible for provision of adequate cycle infrastructure to enable
cycling from Lyttelton.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Van Hoof V

Submitter objects to the plan to cancel the 107 bus route. Reasons include
access to Willowbank and use by families. Suggests extending the 108
route or approaching Willowbank to assist in funding.

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
suggested
or 3 and proposal to
alternative(s)
discontinue six routes. Staff

Van Dam J
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Submission
analysis

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Anonymous

E. C.
Venes

Anonymous

Regarding proposed removal of 107 and 108, seriously reconsider this
proposal as we will be left without public transport. Area is growing. Variety
of citizens rely on transport. Change the bus routes, improve them but
please do not remove them.

Venes E C

Submitter opposes loss of 535 route between Eastgate and Rapaki as, with
impaired vision, he relies on the bus network, primarily the No 28 but also
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
the 535 to reach Ferrymead and Woolston. Is not a daily user and notes its suggested
occupancy is low at times but considers there must be others who rely on
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
this service, especially the aged and infirm.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

James
Vernon

Julian
Vesty

Mrs
Vicky
Vincent

Vernon J

Continue either then 107 or the 108 or vary the route of the 95 to
incorporate some of the 107/108 route.

Vesty J

Submitter urgently pleads with Environment Canterbury not merely to
reconsider its proposed cuts, but ultimately to radically rethink its operating
strategy. Cutting services does not save money in the long run, even
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
inapparently marginal lines. Rather it erodes the overall usability of the
service, discouraging passengers and accelerating a downward spiral in the suggested
usefulness of the service. I encourage you to carefully consider this
message, and show that you are aware of the needs of the Cantabrian
public.

Vincent V

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter disagrees with the decision to remove bus route 107 from the
Northwood area. Suggests changes to make more suitable for school
children.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Regarding proposal to cut routes 108 and 107, submitter suggests
frequency of routes could be reduced. Concerns also raised about visitors
will not be able to get to Willowbank and use of 108 by schoolchildren.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
WiFi is currently being trialled on some routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Wagstaff Mrs

Public
Transport
Options

O and D
Wagstaff

Strongly object to both 107 and 108 being discontinued. New developments
in the area will bring population that will need access to bus services. Why
not have an hourly service like on weekends. Suggests orbiter is every
15mins instead of 10mins as often see these with very few or no
passengers to save on costs. For Gold Card holders who want to travel
Wagstaff O & D outside the free time zone, they pay a nominal cash fee of $2. Also
suggests free wifi for long haul services as an incentive.
Submitter referred to new subdivisions being developed that will be
deprived of any service. Consider reducing frequency and combining or
alternating 107, 108 routes. Tourists use to get to Hussey Road
(Willowbank)

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Geoff
Meadows
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Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Mrs
Wagstaff

Waimakariri
District Council

Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

The Council expresses a level of dissatisfaction with the current bus
services to and through Kaiapoi (routes B and 95) and wishes to have a
dialogue with Environment Canterbury on how the quality of these services
may be improved.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)
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Waimate
District Council

WDC does not support, and has serious concerns around the proposed
reduction of the maximum Total Mobility subsidy per vehicle trip to $30. As
our Waimate Community Vehicle Trust offers the only public
transport service for our residents, we see any reduction of the subsidy, in
light of the increasing cost in providing this service, will have a dramatic
effect on residents who use the service.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission refers to total mobility proposals.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Walker H

The current public transport system is badly run, the routes are disjointed,
far too expensive and not convenient. You need a service which is cheap to
use, goes everywhere and often. Then people will see it as a good
alternative.
I am totally against any bus route being discontinued or any fares being
increased. Look at the model created with different operators.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to
meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on
patronage. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

The Council welcomes working with Environment Canterbury on exploring
the most effective and sustainable forms of commuter transportation options
between the City and Waimakariri District. This includes contributing to the
2018 review of the Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan.
The recent GPS provides opportunities for Canterbury and councils should
work together on these opportunities.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mayor
Craig
Rowley

Miss
Helen
Walker

Miss
Rebecca
Walker

Mrs
Sarah
Walters

Public
Transport
Options

Dr
Iain
Ward

Public
Transport
Options

Margaret
Ward

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Miss
Belinda
Waterhouse

Miss
Belinda
Waterhouse

Walker R

Submitter is not happy with any of the options as they all get rid of the 108
bus route. Submitter relies heavily on this route. Please reconsider.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Walters S

Submitter considers there are major shortcomings in the PT proposals,
referring to a number of matters including: the RLong-Term Plan not being
completed in time to be considered for this Long-Term Plan; the PT
Advisory Group; existing issues with the PT network; route removal seems
an entirely knee-jerk financial decision; the need to recognise and enhance
PT given the benefits it provides; and reliability as the most critical element
of PT. Refer to submission for the full detail. Reconsider PT proposals.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Submission includes a
No change to the Long-Term
wider conversation more suitable for the Regional Public Transport Plan
Plan 2018-28 is
review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for direct input recommended.
from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Ward I

Prefers option 1. No comments provided.

Support for option 1 noted.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ward M

Route 120 is unsatisfactory, requires a change on busy Riccarton Road,
heads off Clarence Street to Barrington Mall which is an unlikely
destination. Was very satisfactory when it went to New Brighton, Lyttelton,
going past the hospital and into town.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

There are better solutions that scraping all these buses! Bring the price up,
take away the transfers, have the little bus run at non- peak times, shorten
timetables so buses only run every hour or so instead of every 30
minutes. Talk to the bus drivers!

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand. Fares have not increased since 2015.
Small fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable
negative impact on patronage

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Waterhouse B

Waterhouse B

Oppose discontinuation of route 145. The bus is a lifeline. Refer to
submission for further reasons.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Submission
analysis

Waterways
Centre for
Jenny
Webster-Brown Freshwater
Management

Why is this an Environment Canterbury responsibility? Handover to CCC.

General comments. Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan No
alternatives suggested.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Mark
Watson

Watson M

Submitter is a regular transport user ferrying and busing between Diamond
Harbour and Lyttelton – links between ferry and bus is poor. All three
options indicate a downward spiral of reducing services and increasing
rates and/or fares. Submitter wants to see a totally new plan that has a
primary goal of doubling patronage over the next ten years, if necessary
integrated with a financial plan involving investment from companies that
can see advantage in having their cutting-edge technology showcased in
Christchurch.
Don’t recall seeing in consultation document what the purpose of public
transport service is and suggests what purpose could be.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Watson M

Submitter strongly opposes 535 being axed. Has to use a walking frame
and if this service is axed would have to walk 1 kilometre to catch an
alternative bus on Linwood Avenue, or walk to Ferry Road and from there
catch two buses for medical and library services and shopping. Suggests
alternative would be to axe the exorbitant pay packets of the
Commissioners. Considers that the buses are a service for the people.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Watson S

Submitter agrees with reducing the bus services to locations seldom
accessed but thinks there needs to be a limited service to these six routes.
Suggests combining the 106 and 107 routes. Leave the other 4 routes in
their current routes but have a total of 2 return trips a day

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Webb D

As Member of Parliament for Christchurch Central, submitter gives reasons
why he sees public transport as a vital part of a dynamic and modern city.
This is especially true in Christchurch. Submitter is concerned that the
options proposed are on variations of the same theme - namely cutting
services and increasing prices. This will have a detrimental effect on the
bus services in the long term.
All three options include cutting bus services and an increase in bus fares.
This will have flow-on effects.
Important to measure the proposals not simply against budget, but against
the Regional Public Transport plan. I note this plan is due for review and
therefore these changes are premature. Any significant change should be
consulted on as part of this wider public transport review, and not is an ad
hoc manner.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public. Additional comments will be considered later this year through the
review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Title
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Public
Transport
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Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
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Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Mariana
Watson

Mr
Sydney
Watson

Dr
Duncan
Webb

Olga
Weber

Public
Transport
Options

J. M.
Webley

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
David
Welford
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Organisation

Weber O

Submission regarding the continuation of route 535. Submitter is regular
bus user of this service and likes to keep carbon footprint low. Loss of bus
will impact on submitter's mobility.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Webley J

It concerns that a route that hasn't had time to get established (150 through
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Prestons) is proposed to be cancelled. If I have an appointment at the
Palms at 10am, I can return until 1.40pm. If other places can have $2 fares, suggested.
why can't Christchurch?

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submitter supports Option 3 as we are well within a "user pays" society.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2 Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff

Welford D

Support for option 3 noted.
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option for Council.
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E
Wells

Lois
Wells

Dr
Johannes
Welsch

Lorraine
WentworthRhodes

Anonymous

Mrs
Sandra
White

Mr
Matthew
Whiting

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. Submission specifically
references the 145 route.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wells E

Elderly and school children are the most affected by the proposal. Combine
routes 107 and 108 with few runs. Buses are too packed in the morning
and afternoon school runs.
Refer to submission for further detail.

Wells L

Disappointed over the plans to discontinue 145. Expresses difficulty in
making connections. We need a more reliable service from Barrington to
the City.
Number 60 more frequent 20mins and stick to the timetable.

Welsch J

Submitter does not agree with route cutting and reduction in support for the
weakest in society. Public transport should be perceived not as a profit
Support rate and fare increase. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small
making business but a greater good. If it means rate rise and a fare
fare increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative
increase so be it. Think long term. More public transport. Climate change
impact on patronage.
should provide another argument to future proof and drive public transport.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

WentworthRhodes L

Submitter opposes loss of the 107 and 108 bus routes to the northern
suburbs of Harewood and Casebrook noting they already need to change
buses at Northlands to travel into the central city, so to now stop these
routes completely, in addition to the prior removal of any public transport to
Bishopdale Mall, is cruel. From Casebrook and Harewood would require
driving to Main North Road to catch up with the Blue Line bus, and believes Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
it is wrong to have to drive to catch a bus. Support the use of the
implications.
smaller/mini buses although notes during weekend often sees them
travelling empty. Please do not remove both of these routes from our
suburb, fine tune them or combine them somehow into a new route. Please
leave one available to us in whichever form you see desirable. My favourite
is the 108 but I am able to catch the 107 if it continues down Sawyers Arms
Road.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Anonymous

Oppose the removal of 535 and 145. As an elderly couple we found it very
convenient, including getting the 145 to Barrington Mall.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

White S

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch City
Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding Districts Questions why Environment Canterbury is just looking at a 10 year plan for investigating what rapid public transport system would meet the need of the
transport rather than a 20-30 year plan. Submitter suggests rail as option for communities now and in the future within the Greater Christchurch areas.
North Canterbury and suggests commuter route.
This work is looking into the feasibility of rail, light rail and all other rapid
transport options including technology advances, to identify what planning
and investment is needed now and the future.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Whiting M

Submitter disagrees with option 1, 2 and 3 and recommend that
Environment Canterbury increase the rates funding to cover the shortfall in
order to have the time to implement the Regional Public Transport Plan in
two years time – connecting routes are vital for the disability community.
Strongly disagree with proposal to reduce the Total maximum subsidy – it
would only effect 3% of the total trips is a simplistic conclusion for a small
amount of savings of $33, 000 in my opinion. Link the TM to the wider
public transport strategy. As there has been no increase in the Government
contribution for some time, this is an avenue that should be pursued before
other options are implemented.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Submission specifically references Total Mobility.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

Non-support no alternative
suggested
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Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 150 and 535 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Environment Canterbury should investigate how to make the PT system
more welcoming and inclusive for disabled citizens – this would take
pressure off the total mobility scheme. Human right for disabled citizens and
all to have access to good public transport system.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options

Mr
Matthew
Whiting

Mr
Ronan
Whyte

Axel
Wilke

Ms
Julie
Williams

Melanie
Williams

Whiting M

The six routes should be remapped. If 150 taken away, son will have no
alternate transport. 535 removal will also cause problems.

Whyte R

Submitter accepts the need for the route closures, but believes that fare
increases are not the best way to make up the shortfall as the biggest
barrier to their use of PT is price. Considers the aim should be to reduce
fairs, either in a targeted way (e.g. those with community service cards,
students etc.) or more generally.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wilke A

Significant improvements be made to public transport instead of services
being cut
•The transport function of Environment Canterbury covering Christchurch be
transferred to Christchurch City Council for more integrated decision making
Refer to submission for further detail.
In hearing asked for
x alignment with RPTP (2014) and Long-Term Plan
x all future annual patronage numbers be reported on per capita bias
x focus on opportunities not the constraints
x aim for superb service
x publish ridership mobility monthly
x acknowledgement that hubs and spokes was wrong
x believe in pt as exciting opportunity
x think of ‘midttrafik’ rather than loser-cruiser (showed video
promoting public transport use)

Changes to governance arrangements for transport are beyond the scope of
the Long-Term Plan process due to Local Government Act legislation.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.Long-Term
Plan

Williams J

Any route discontinued is a failure to provide Christchurch rate payers with
a Bus Service. Unacceptable.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Williams M

Reducing the service you provide and increasing the cost will not increase
usage or improve your reputation. To get people to use public transport you
need to make it a positive experience, cheaper, faster and/or easier than
other options. Submitter suggests a new model is needed - maybe a hybrid
of main routes and uber like system. Use new technologies and
innovations. Be bold, innovative, and sell the advantages.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage.
Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support suggested
alternative(s)

Submitter agrees that the bus service is currently inefficient and the last
round of changes made were shortsighted, which made the overall
experience of using the service ineffective and inconvenient. Submitter
comments on issues with merging routes and not travelling via the bus
exchange (140) While the proposed options affect the submitter minimally
at the moment, addressing the six routes is the tip of the iceberg and
Environment Canterbury should revisit the routes changed last time.

Submission includes a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional
Public Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public Transport
Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this will provide an
opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the
public.

No change to the Long-Term
Plan 2018-28 is
recommended.

Non-support no alternative
suggested

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Lisa
Willis

Willis L

Public
Transport
Options

Ms
Kirsty
Willis

Submitter (Willowbank) absolutely disagrees with the plan to cancel bus
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
Willowbank
route 107 and asks for reconsideration. This bus service is the only public
suggested.
Wildlife Reserve transport available for customers, staff, volunteers, students and community
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
service workers to get to Willowbank. Many volunteers and students only

230

Policy,
performance
or general
comment

Overwhelming submitter
Non-support response opposed options 1,2
no alternative
or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
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have the option of public transport to get to Willowbank. The local
community population is also growing.

have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Will R

I am 74 years old with Alzheimers, my friend travels to see me on this bus,
and I also use it to get to Linwood to my doctor. Please retain this service
to give me quality of life.

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wilson G

Submitter opposes options 1,2 and 3 as there is no need for fare increases
or a targeted rate. Instead there should be considerable use of small buses
between 9.30am and 2.30pm on all routes, saving on fuel costs and wear
and tear on roads. Patronage has been in decline and putting up fares will
accentuate this. Environment Canterbury needs to stop constantly
changing routes.
In hearing reemphasised there is no need to increase fare and rates and
utilise smaller vehicles. Opposed to raising targeted rates for buses, many
on fixed/low incomes. Lower cost of production to account for inflation.

Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare increases to meet costs
have traditionally not had a notable negative impact on patronage. Cost
savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against the
extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints they
present at times of peak demand. Additional comments will be considered
later this year through the review of the Regional Public Transport Plan.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wilson H

Submitter opposes dropping any current routes as this is not just about $$,
but also about encouraging people on to buses and reducing single
passenger car use and community. Requests Environment Canterbury try
Free bus travel is effectively having rate income subsidise fare box income.
for one year making bus travel FREE and see what happens. Refers to the
This would involve more rating or grants to pay for lost fare revenue.
135 Burwood service and being a pensioner. Submitter has a gold card
and it influences their travel decisions. Uses and supports the bike carriers
on the buses.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wilson H

If the 145 bus is stopped there will be no way to the cemetery. The soldiers Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
war grass cemetery to descendants, without a car only taxi.
suggested.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wilson M

Oppose loss of route 145. Significant loss of transport for over 100
students at our school plus others at Thornton Primary and Christchurch
South Intermediate. Counter-intuitive to sustainable long-term
transport. The alternative is to have a larger rate increase and small fare
increase across the city to maintain bus service across the city for our
public.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission suggests increasing rate income and fare income but retaining
145 route.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Public
Transport
Options

Public
Transport
Options
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Sue
Winter

Vivienne
Wishart

Winter S

Wishart V

Submitter opposes loss of the 535 service from Rapaki to Lyttelton as
footpaths not maintained and unlit and many elderly and roads are too
narrow for cycling. Suggests that it could run less frequently and requests
keeping the smaller buses as they make less traffic noise and are
safer. Also requests a bus from Rapaki direct to CBD and also to Lyttelton
Wharf. If no bus service expect no transport levy.

Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Opposed to removal of the low patronage ones in any case particularly 107
and 108 routes.
If the plan goes ahead and the services are removed that I expect my rates
contribution to Environment Canterbury to be reduced because that would
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan.
mean I’m paying for a service I don’t receive.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.
Resident of casebrook with plea to not withdraw the 107 and 108 bus
routes. Referred to subdivision developments as well as retirement village
being developed. Gave examples of inconvenience that taking the bus will
be. Please take a second look at this proposal and possible alternatives.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.
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Full Name

Mrs
Amanda
Woodfield

Miss
Charlotte
Woodfield

Mr
Len
Wright

Mr
Paul
Wright

Mrs
Sarah
Wright

Peter
Yearbury

Heather Noble
Young

Miss
Lisa
Young

Company /
Organisation

Submission
analysis

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
suggested. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Woodfield C

Submitter opposes the loss of the 107 bus. States they will not be able to
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
get home from school without having to walk 30+ minutes total from school suggested
to their house. The 107 bus is the only bus that passes close to their house. Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wright L

Submitter opposes loss of the 535 service as this is only bus can use to visit
Opposed to changes suggested in Long-Term Plan. No alternatives
family in Cass Bay and this is the only transport option. Is retired and uses a
suggested
Gold card. Considers loss would be an issue for their grandchildren to get to
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
High School, University or Polytech.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
no alternative
discontinue six routes. Staff
suggested
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Wright P

Oppose discontinuing route 535.
x If the service was reduced from 2 buses circulating to 1 bus this
would be sufficient, halving the cost while still providing a valuable
service.
x Possibly it could be extended to Governors Bay to increase the
potential passenger numbers.
x Other bus routes in the city could have reduced frequency at low
usage times to reduce costs to save this service.
x The 28 could extend the route every 4th loop to include coming
through Cass Bay and Rapaki.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 route.
Extending the route would add extra costs.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Retain 535 Eastgate to Rapaki. Keep service at peak times. Refer to
submission for further detail.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term
Plan. Submission specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Woodfield A

Wright S

Submission Summary

Disagrees with proposal to cancel 107 route and gives reasons.

Yearbury P

Submitter supports option 2. Increase in fares sends a negative message to Supports option 2. Fares have not increased since 2015. Small fare
users/potential users and we need to encourage more people to use public increases to meet costs have traditionally not had a notable negative impact
transport.
on patronage.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
or 3 and proposal to
Support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Young H N

Shame on Environment Canterbury - how do we have an inclusive and
accessible city when bus routes are to have stopped. This will exclude
vulnerable residents and isolate people. This will have a huge impact on our
adult daughter who has a disability and relied on public transport. Provide
smaller buses, maybe offer less bus timetables options on and off-peak
times, have a slight increase in bus fares on these routes or offer service
from bottom of Westmorland (145) hill - better than no bus service. Please
reconsider.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Submission specifically references the 145 route. Unclear whether
submission supports fare or rate increase

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Young L

Please do not stop the 145. I do not mind if you put up the fees.
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Full Name

Ms
Toni
Young

Ms
Marilyn
Yurjevich

Mrs
Simone
Ziarno

Company /
Organisation

Submission Summary

Young T

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan
Oppose proposed discontinuation of route 145 Westmorland. Doesn't need
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to services as
to be frequent during non-peak times but note that it overflows at school
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
times with a small bus.
implications.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Yurjevich M

Support preferred option, but surely senior citizens could pay $1 towards
some aspect of public transport that is not covered by the legislation that
makes it free.

Option 1 but suggests senior citizens pay

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Conditional
or 3 and proposal to
support
discontinue six routes. Staff
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Ziarno S

Submitter opposes removal of the 145 bus to Westmorland as her son uses
it for school as does her mother-in-law when visiting. Submitter notes
patronage will increase with the new developments going ahead at the top
of Westmorland.
Suggests an alternative of using smaller buses and running a limited
timetable instead - one that would suit school students and older people.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced against
the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the capacity constraints
they present at times of peak demand.

Overwhelming submitter
response opposed options 1,2
Non-support or 3 and proposal to
suggested
discontinue six routes. Staff
alternative(s)
have prepared an alternative
option for Council.

Action officer evaluation

Staff Advice

Submission
analysis
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Summary of Regional Land Transport submissions on Long-Term Plan 2018-28/Public Transport matters
Id

Name

Summary of Submission

Action Officer Evaluation

5

Judy Broadbent

• Opposed to cutting Bus Routes 107 and 108.
• Loss of mobility with inability to bike or drive a personal vehicle.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

6

7

9

11

12

13

14
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Cindy Bishop

Elizabeth Odell

• Opposed to removing Casebrook bus services (107 and 108).
• Suggests reducing frequency.
• Potential loss of independence for some.

• Opposed to removal of six bus routes.
• Opposed to raising bus fares.
• Impact on low income and disabled people.
• Indirect route for Southshore (60) bus route causing long trip times.
• Alternative forms of transport are more efficient.
• Westmoreland bus (145) should go to central station.
• More buses to central city with increasing activity in the city.
• Buses help reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
• More people would use buses if better service was offered.
• Some close destinations require the use of two buses.
• Public transport exists to provide a service which should be intuitive to use.
• Environment Canterbury should help people to avoid using cars to ease congestion.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

This is a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public
Transport Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this
will provide an opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and
interested members of the public.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.

Staff Advice
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

John Cromey

• Option 2.
• Encourages use of public bus network.
• Increased frequency of 140 bus to compensate for loss of 145 and 535 routes.

Fiona Hills

• Opposed to cutting route 145.
• Buses handy for mobility with child.
• Loss of mobility of those without private vehicles.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

Dawn Martin

• Issues with storm water flooding on local roads.
• Wants homes to be protected from surface flooding.
• Submitter is not serviced by a regular bus route.
• Option 1; Bus good alternative to finding carpark in city.
• Free buses in Brisbane during certain hours.
• Opposes funding for cycleways.
• Current rates are unaffordable and may consequentially be forced to move.
• Investigate ‘user-pays’ options.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

Peter McGill

• Opposes removal of 107 and 108 bus routes.
• Casebrook needs a bus service.
• Daughter relies on bus services.
• Explore options to change the frequency of 107 and 108 buses.
• Should seek more funding for buses.

Sue Miller

• Supports option 1 to help service the shortfall.
• Bus services and Central Station awesome.
• Supports cuts to six proposed routes.
• Walking should be encouraged further.

Submission specifically references the 145 and 535 routes.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some
cost and operational implications.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Submission supports changes to the Environment Canterbury LongTerm Plan

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Long-Term Plan 2018-28 or
Regional Land Transport Plan is recommended.
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Stewart Shadbolt

Catherine
Shadbolt

Mark O’Reilly

Craig Perriman

Alister Marsh

Jan Webster

Julieanne King

John Livesey

• Opposes removal of bus routes 107 and 108.
• New housing developments in Highstead area will not be adequately served by public
transport.
• Reduction in bus services will increase car usage.
• Few alternative options for mobility especially of elderly.
• New 'Hub and Spokes' model for public transport is frustrating.
• Public transport should be maintained for services to society.
• Lower fares would support greater usage.
• Queenstown bus fares are $2 and have increasing patronage.
• Opposes cuts to 107 and 108 buses.
• Could leave residents in suburbs including Bishopdale, Casebrook, Glasnevin, and Highstead
without access to public transport.
• Orbiter should go to Bishopdale Mall.
• Loss of independence for those unable to drive.
• Should investigate Queenstown’s $2 fares for Canterbury as Queenstown has seen an
increase in patronage.
• Use of public transport decreases number of vehicles on road and reduces carbon emissions.
• Reintroduce bus services that do not require patrons to change buses.
• Children use 107 bus.
• Could combine bus 107 and 108.
• Opposes removing 107 and 108 routes as isolates whole suburb.
• Combined 107 and 108 bus route should also service development in Highstead area.

• Opposed to removal of 107 and 108 bus routes.
• Recognises financial challenges.
• Removing 107 & 108 means no bus service to that area.
• Could instead reduce frequency of 107 and 108 routes.
• Could increase fare by 3% for routes with lower patronage.
• Opposes cancellation to Westmorland bus route (145).
• User doesn’t have a car; uses bus service daily.
• ‘Hub and Spokes’ model means user must take three buses rather than two.
• Removing bus routes leaves entire districts without access to public transport.
• Counter-productive to promoting public transport.
• People should be able to be mobile – not everyone can drive or bike.
• 145 route crowded at peak times.
• 145 route could go past Riccarton mall.
• School students in Westmorland will have a one hour walk to their nearest school.
• Willing to pay more to use the bus.
• Would prefer a reduction in frequency rather than lose the service.
• Propose bus route between Westmorland, Barrington Mall and Beckenham (map attached).
• Connect residents of rest home to other public transport services.
• Many elderly unable to drive private vehicles.
• Rely on public transport to maintain independence.
• Public transport is advantageous for mobility of disabled people.
• Proposed route would encourage usage of the Bowenvale Valley Track.
• Better service local schools.
• Improved access to local amenities.
• Petition attached with 132 signatures.
• Opposes removing bus routes.
• Opposes increasing bus fares.
• People are dependent upon buses.
• Suggests reinstating free inner-city yellow bus.
• Opposes removal of 145 bus route.
• Leaves Westmorland without a bus service.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Inner city shuttle conversation will be canvassed as part of the
revision to the draft Regional Public Transport Plan consultation due
out later this year.
Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
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25

Adrienne Thomas

Paul Peryman

• 20-minute walk required to access other services.
• 145 important to existing patrons.
• Opposes removal of 145 bus route.
• Mobility concerns for some due to 20-minute walk to access other services.
• Loss of service will increase use of private vehicles.
• Christchurch residents should have equitable access to buses.
• Proposes commuter rail between Waipara, Rangiora, Darfield, and Ashburton and
Christchurch city.
• Park and ride facilities at each rail station.
• City station on Moorhouse Avenue.
• Shuttle buses (electric) on dedicated roads connecting railway station and central bus
exchange.
• Buses slowed by traffic.
• Could give priority to buses entering Tuam Street from Central Station.
• Make Tuam street no thru way for private vehicles or cycles east from the Colombo Street
intersection.
• More bus lanes on radial routes into the city.
• Bus only roads throughout greater city.
• Should have combined commuter rail and bus station when Central Station was built.

26

Adrienne Thomas

• Opposes discontinuation of 145 bus route.
• Negative impact for people with limited mobility.
• People should have equal opportunity to access buses to travel to and from the city.

27

J Edwards

• Option 1 for public transport.

28

Vivienne Wishart

• Opposes removal of 107 and 108 bus routes.
• Supports Option 3.
• Considerable walk to next closest service.
• Loss of independence for residents with limited mobility.
• Need to service growth in housing on Highstead Road with public transport.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

Environment Canterbury is working with its partners – Christchurch
City Council, New Zealand Transport Agency and the surrounding
Districts - investigating what rapid public transport system would
meet the need of the communities now and in the future within the
Greater Christchurch areas. This work is looking into the feasibility
of rail, light rail and all other rapid transport options including
technology advances, to identify what planning and investment is
needed now and the future.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

Submission supports changes to the Environment Canterbury LongTerm Plan

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.

29

30

31
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Amanda Williams

• Supports retention of 135 bus route.
• Suggests extending 135 route to incorporate Prestons subdivision.
• 135 route will give access to QEII Park when it reopens and New Brighton.
• New resources at QEII Park will create community hub altering local traffic flow.
• Changes to traffic flows are likely to be unsettled around QEII Park for more than a year with
schools opening in April 2019.

Karen Necklen

• Suggests reviewing urban bus routes.
• Patron is required to use two buses to access city.
• Private vehicle usage is more convenient.

Sally Vossler

• Opposes discontinuation of bus route 145.
• Eastgate not ideal destination for route.
• Requires patrons to use two buses.
• Suggests route goes into city for higher patronage.
• Buses good solution to limited parking in city centre.
• Need public transport to support families and school students.
• Elderly isolated without access to public transport.
• Should offer further Long-Term Plan options that don’t require routes to be discontinued.

Submission specifically references the 135 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
This is a wider conversation more suitable for the Regional Public
Transport Plan review. The revision of the Regional Public
Transport Plan is due out for consultation later this year, and this
will provide an opportunity for direct input from stakeholders and
interested members of the public.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan or
Long-Term Plan is recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Long-Term Plan 2018-28 or
Regional Land Transport Plan is recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

No change to the Long-Term Plan 2018-28 or
Regional Land Transport Plan is recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
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Rebecca
Richards

Catherine
Cruickshank

Lyn Hawke

Whitney Gillies

Sean Kennedy

Antony Scott

Susan Bliss

Caroline Quinn

Joanne Mackley

• Opposes discontinuation of 145 bus route.
• Service needed for elderly mobility.
• Other services are inaccessible by walking.
• Reduce frequency of service.
• Could better optimize size of vehicles used at certain times.
• Rate payers pay for public transport services for everyone so Westmorland community should
have access.
• Supports a fare increase.
• Opposes discontinuation of the Spencerville (150) bus route.
• Route under-utilised.
• Consider changing frequency or using a smaller vehicle.
• Need buses when unable to drive.
• Extend service hours of bus to enable travel time and 8-hour work in the city.
• Buses important in choosing high schools for kids.
• No access to public transport during the weekend.

• 108 bus would service new retirement village on Cavendish Road.
• Many potential patrons that would prefer public transport over private vehicles.
• Opposes discontinuation of 145 and 535 bus routes.
• Buses provide transport for children travelling to school and elderly particularly.
• Service cuts make investment in fleet of an appropriate capacity and size for these routes
unjustified.
• 535 route operates in areas where walking is dangerous.
• Amalgamate bus routes 135 and 150 rather than cut them.
• Propose route from the Palms, through Prestons, Burwood hospital, Parklands, North Beach,
to New Brighton.
• Proposed route could service patients and visitors of Burwood hospital and new high schools
at QEII Park.
• Counter-productive to aim for pre-quake patronage when new customer requirements postquake.

• Opposes removal of 108 bus route.
• Elderly rely on public transport for mobility.
• Could reduce frequency of the service.

• Opposes removal of 107 and 108 bus routes.
• Could combine 107 and 108 routes.
• Service used by school children particularly.
• Make use of smaller buses in fleet.
• Should be able to access public transport given it is paid for by rates.

• Proposes bus service between Lyttelton and Governor’s Bay.
• Would connect Banks Peninsula communities.
• Route would be particularly helpful for school children.

• Opposes cancellation of bus routes 107 and 108.
• Children use these services particularly.
• Disabled boy in community loves using these services.
• Reduce frequency of service instead of cancelling entirely.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced
against the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the
capacity constraints they present at times of peak demand.
Submission specifically references the 150 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 135/150 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 535 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 107/108 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
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Eaon Fitzwater

Sina Tait
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Lorraine Naylor
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Michael Lee
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Dianne France

Gary Harrow

• Opposes cutting bus services particularly 535.
• For 535 bus, reconsider destination; Eastgate is not desirable.
• 535 route could go down Ferry Road to Central Station.
• For most dependent users, a small number of services each day could meet their needs.
• Route appeared to be popular in Summer.
• Opposes discontinuation of 145 bus route.
• 145 used by Cashmere High School Students.
• Route could operate only at peak weekday times.
• Route of 145 in Westmorland section of journey should be extended.
• Opposes bus fare increases because of impact for most frequent bus users who tend to be
economically disadvantaged.
• Rates and fare increases should be decided independently of each other.
• Increasing rates would have deliver a greater financial impact.
• Opposes discontinuation of 107 and 108 bus routes.
• Young people use service to access school and work.
• Development of residential areas near these routes creates further need for these services.
• Many residents can’t drive private vehicles or walk to access other services.
• 107 bus route services many school children and elderly who cannot drive.
• 145 bus route is essential to school children.
• Removing service will increase traffic.
• Cycling in this area does not have designated infrastructure.
• Concerned for safety on wet days.
• Supports discontinuation of 135 and 145 bus routes.
• 145 route could be serviced by a small bus at peak times.
• Suggests modification of 107 and 108 bus routes to amalgamate or could be serviced by
extending northern end of the Orange Line bus.
• 150 bus is a long route for a small population.
• Discontinuation of 150 route will have a significant impact on users so could maintain
infrequent service.
• Could reduce the frequency of 535 route and terminate where it meets with other services.
• Likes frequent buses in Riccarton.
• Likes free service for gold cards.

Michael Nottage

• Use smaller buses outside peak times.
• Opposes discontinuation of 145 route.
• Loss of 145 service impacts community and those unable to drive because there are no
alternative services.

Amanda Williams

• Supports long term retention of Bus Route 135.
• Advocates for access to local education through active and public transport.
• Minimise use of school-specific buses which currently service 500+ students in North East
area.
• Submitter represents 645 subscribers.
• Welcomes review of 135 bus to maximise patronage and efficiency.
• Public transport is important for students to access, education, sport, and other extracurricular activities.
• Lack of access to affordable transport is a main barrier to students reaching potential.
• Patronage of 135 route is likely to increase with 2200 students attending school at QEII Park
site in 2019.
• Financially marginalised tend to rely on public transport.
• Wants inclusive public transport system.
• In accordance with the Land Transport Management Act 2003, public transport should be in
the public interest.
• Usability and public interest should be at the centre of deciding changes to but routes.
• Travel across town requires multiple bus routes with long trip times. Fiscal considerations

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Submission
specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 145 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.
Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.
Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some
cost and operational implications.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan. Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced
against the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the
capacity constraints they present at times of peak demand.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Submission
specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
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should value “time lost through travel” as highly as monetary value.
• The Orbiter and 135 route is very usable.
• 135 provides direct access to QEII Park where there will be schools opening in 2019 and the
Recreation and Sport Centre opening in June 2018.
• Extending 135 to include Prestons Subdivision will support students to travel to new schools
at QEII park.
• Normalising public transport use with young people increases the likelihood they will use the
network as adults.
• New facilities at QEII Park will alter traffic flows considerably.

53

54

Elissa Smith

Kerri Rowlands

• Supports retaining 135 bus route.
• 135 route encourages people to use local services to benefit environment.
• 135 services many key aspects of the community including hospital, supermarket and QEII
park.
• 135 route could join 150 route to Spencerville.
• Connect cyclists to cycleways.

• Supports North East Secondary Education Committee submission (#52).

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Submission specifically references the 135 route. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Submission
specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.
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Julie Tobbell

Shona Gray

Greg Morehouse

• Bus services need to be more thorough and reliable.
• Option 1 preferred.
• Reviewing routes to more efficient and desirable would mean rates increases wouldn’t be
required.
• Residents require more incentives to use the bus as preferred transport mode.
• Increasing rates or fares won’t support increased bus patronage.
• Income shortfall should be met by changing routes and/or discontinuing underutilised routes.
• Need a bus to service elderly population needing to access public hospitals and healthcare
centres.
• Proposed service should travel between Princess Margaret Hospital and Burwood Hospital
via the bus interchange and Christchurch Hospital (map attached).
• A new route could service Somerfield and Westmorland to alleviate concerns about the
discontinuation of the 145 and 150 routes.
• Smaller buses and trial periods encouraged.
• Services should be regular and high frequency.
• Bus Go Canterbury feel there is common ground to support the Somerfield Residents
Association (SRA) with proposed hospital service.
• Somerfield needs a bus as indicated by 2400 members of SRA Facebook page and 300
signatures on a Reinstate Somerfield Bus Services petition.
• Opposes discontinuation of 145 bus route.
• Walking is not viable in some situations.
• 145 bus enables access to other bus services.
• Uses other routes being reviewed.
• Bus services enable mobility in particular to access amenities including computers at libraries.
• Supports long term retention of Bus Route 135.
• Advocates for access to local education through active and public transport.
• Minimise use of school-specific buses which currently service 500+ students in North East
area.
• Submitter represents 645 subscribers.
• Welcomes review of 135 bus to maximise patronage and efficiency.
• Public transport is important for students to access, education, sport, and other extracurricular activities.
• Lack of access to affordable transport is a main barrier to students reaching potential.
• Patronage of 135 route is likely to increase with 2200 students attending school at QEII Park
site in 2019.
• Financially marginalised tend to rely on public transport.
• Wants inclusive public transport system.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan.
Changes to services as suggested in the submission will have some
cost and operational implications.

Opposed to changes suggested in Environment Canterbury draft
Long-Term Plan. Submission specifically references the 145 route.
Cost savings from operating smaller vehicles need to be balanced
against the extra capital cost of procuring these buses and the
capacity constraints they present at times of peak demand.
Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Submission
specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
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• In accordance with the Land Transport Management Act 2003, public transport should be in
the public interest.
• Usability and public interest should be at the centre of deciding changes to but routes.
• Travel across town requires multiple bus routes with long trip times. Fiscal considerations
should value “time lost through travel” as highly as monetary value.
• The Orbiter and 135 route is very usable.
• 135 provides direct access to QEII Park where there will be schools opening in 2019 and the
Recreation and Sport Centre opening in June 2018.
• Extending 135 to include Prestons Subdivision will support students to travel to new schools
at QEII park.
• Normalising public transport use with young people increases the likelihood they will use the
network as adults.
• New facilities at QEII Park will alter traffic flows considerably.
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Elissa Smith

Harry Romana

Scott Menzies

• Parklands Residents' Association supports the retention of bus route 135.
• Easy access to transport is vital to communities.
• Suggest the 135 route should changed to include the shopping and community areas of
Parklands by following Inwoods and Queenspark Drive to Bower Ave and to QEII
• The current 135 bus route does not help local people get to local places they most need to
go.
• Supports the retention of bus routes 135 and 150.
• Suggests routes are extended to better service North Eastern communities.
• 135 route should be extended beyond Burwood hospital to service Prestons.
• This would support Mairehau High School students to access extracurricular activities
independent of school bus services.
• An extended service would increase accessibility to Mairehau High School for local
catchments including wider Parklands, Prestons, Burwood and northern areas of Shirley.
• This route could also serve residents at Lady Isaac Retirement Village.
• These changes will support more students to access Mairehau High School in future.
• Suggests an electric bus fleet similar to Wellington’s Metlink.
• Patrons would be drawn to new electric double-decker buses.
• Would give a good impression to people visiting Christchurch.
• Suggests Environment Canterbury collaborate with central government to support this fleet
change.
• Need for change in attitude towards bus usage through advertising that target’s attitudes.
• Consider rebranding Metro to reflect the region eg. red and black for Christchurch.
• Combine routes 107 and 108.
• Combine route 135 with 60.
• Discontinue route 535 but extend 28 to 5ƗSDNL (at a reduced frequency).
• Retain route 145 but connect to route 28.
• Take out the middle of route 95 where it meets the blue line.
• Signs on buses need international-standard pictograms.
• Restore a major Metro line to the West End of Christchurch central city.
• All bus stops with shelter and real time travel info.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Submission
specifically references the 135 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Submission
specifically references the 135 and 150 routes. Changes to
services as suggested in the submission will have some cost and
operational implications.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.
The revision of the Regional Public Transport Plan is due out for
consultation later this year, and this will provide an opportunity for
direct input from stakeholders and interested members of the public.

Diana McCoy

• Supports submission #56.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Changes to services
as suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Martin Burley

• Short-sighted to focus on profitability of buses over other benefits to city.
• Opposes discontinuation of 535 route.
• 535 route increases accessibility to Lyttelton market and important access to bays in summer
months.
• Could retain 535 at a lower frequency.
• Cutting back on public transport goes against what a modern city should aim for.

Submission suggests alternatives to the proposals in the
Environment Canterbury draft Long-Term Plan. Submission
specifically references the 535 route. Changes to services as
suggested in the submission will have some cost and operational
implications.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
Overwhelming submitter response on the draft
Long-Term Plan opposed options 1,2 or 3 and
proposal to discontinue six routes. Staff have
prepared an alternative option for Council.
No change to the Regional Land Transport Plan is
recommended.

